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RECORD OF DECISION
CSNHS-0008-00(256)
P.I. #0008256
Cobb and Cherokee Counties
I-75 / I-575 Northwest Corridor Project
1.0 Decision
This document records the decision for the proposed Interstate 75 / Interstate 575 Northwest
Corridor Project (NWCP) in Cobb and Cherokee Counties, Georgia. The project is included in
the Atlanta Regional Commission’s (ARC) PLAN 2040 FY 2012-2017 Transportation
Improvement Plan as ARC Project AR-ML-930 and P.I. #0008256.
In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the requirements set by
the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) (40 CFR [Code of Federal Regulations] 1505.2),
this Record of Decision (ROD) also summarizes the following:
Alternatives considered for the proposed project by the Georgia Department of
Transportation (GDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the basis
for selection, description, cost estimates, and impacts of the Selected Alternative;
The Section 4(f) statement;
Measures adopted to avoid and minimize harm;
Monitoring and enforcement programs for implementation of mitigation measures; and
Public and agency comments on the March 2013 Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS) Reevaluation and the October 2011 FEIS.
The NWCP is located in the Atlanta metropolitan area, northwest of downtown Atlanta and it
specifically encompasses portions of Cobb and Cherokee Counties (see Figure 1-1). Within the
project area, I-75 extends to the northwest from downtown Atlanta. The project corridor begins
on I-75 at Akers Mill Road south of I-285 in Cobb County and extends northwesterly through the
suburban cities of Smyrna, Marietta, Kennesaw, and Acworth. The corridor also extends
through several unincorporated communities in Cobb County. Within the project area, I-575
branches northeasterly from I-75 and extends into Cherokee County and the cities of
Woodstock and Holly Springs. The project area is home to a substantial share of the region’s
population as well as several major business centers; two large regional shopping malls;
Dobbins Air Reserve Base; a large Lockheed Martin aircraft facility; two universities; a county
airport; and numerous major corporations.
A major north-south route through Georgia, I-75 is also the primary route for commuters
traveling to jobs within the project area as well as in the region, especially to Midtown,
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Figure 1-1 Project Location
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downtown Atlanta, Buckhead, and Perimeter Center. It also serves the transportation needs for
regional travel and freight trucking. In downtown Atlanta, I-75 merges with I-85. Leaving I-85, it
proceeds northwesterly as a 10- to 12-lane highway to I-285, which is the beltway around
Atlanta. North of I-285, the number of lanes on I-75 varies from 6 to 15. Farther to the north in
Cobb County, I-75 connects with the southern terminus of I-575, which serves Cherokee
County. The I-575 corridor traverses northeasterly through a more rural area. Interstate 575
currently consists of four general-purpose lanes, two in each direction.
As documented in Section 1.3 of the 2011 FEIS, transportation improvements are proposed for
the Northwest Corridor to meet long-term regional transportation needs. Urban development in
Cobb and Cherokee Counties over the past decades has increased traffic congestion on both
I-75 and I-575. Mobility has become increasingly difficult and time-consuming for commuters
and interstate travelers using I-75 and I-575. The congestion equally affects single occupancy
vehicles (SOVs), high occupancy vehicles (HOVs), buses, and commercial vehicles. There also
are segments of I-75 and interchanges with substandard design and capacity deficiencies that
contribute to congestion and safety concerns. In addition, development in the I-575 corridor is
expected to intensify in response to projected long-term increases in both population and
employment, which will likely lead to increased traffic congestion.
The purpose of the Northwest Corridor Project is to address the following:
Reduce congestion;
Improve mobility by reducing travel time and increasing reliability;
Improve access by improving connectivity between regional activity centers;
Improve safety by reducing existing roadway design deficiencies and congestion-related
crashes; and
Reduce vehicle emissions by improving vehicular travel efficiency and increasing the
proportion of high capacity vehicles.
The project goals are:
Improve transportation effectiveness of I-75 and I-575 that also contributes to the
improved performance of the regional transportation system;
Provide additional transportation choices or options to increase the capacity of I-75 and
I-575;
Improve the quality of life by improving mobility and minimizing adverse effects on both
natural resources and the built environment;
Improve transportation equity by providing an equitable distribution of benefits and
impacts to all populations; and
Provide cost-effective and affordable transportation improvements.
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The FHWA has evaluated a proposal of GDOT to provide improvements to I-75 and I-575 in
Cobb and Cherokee Counties, Georgia. Based upon studies documented in the FEIS and the
2013 FEIS Reevaluation; through an extensive public involvement process; in consultation with
other local, State, and Federal agencies; and in accordance with the requirements NEPA, the
alternative selected for advancement to the final design and construction phase is identified as
the Two-Lane Reversible Alternative. The proposed NWCP will be a two-lane reversible
managed-lane roadway along the west side of I-75 from I-285 to I-575 and a one-lane reversible
managed-lane roadway in the median of I-75 from I-575 to north of Hickory Grove Road and in
the median of I-575 from I-75 to Sixes Road. The lanes will be managed through the use of
electronic variable tolling. The Selected Alternative is shown in Figure 1-2.
The NWCP will be delivered through a public-private partnership (P3) procurement. The P3
procurement leverages limited transportation funds through a partnership with the private sector
to provide both private investment and innovation. The P3 Developer will be responsible for the
final design, construction and initial financing of the project. The State will retain responsibility
for operations, maintenance, tolling and long-term financing.

2.0 Project History
The process of developing the NWCP began in 2002 when GDOT initiated a design concept
study for the corridor. Below is a brief history of the project. The alternatives discussed in each
are described in Section 3.0 History of Alternatives.
2.1

2002 GDOT Design Concept Study

The process of developing the project began when GDOT initiated a Design Concept Study in
2002. The GDOT Design Concept Study resulted in the preparation of several studies that
examined alternatives for the extension of HOV lanes on both I-75 and I-575.
2.2

2004 Georgia Regional Transportation Authority Northwest Connectivity Study

In 2001, the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA) initiated the Northwest Connectivity
Study: Conceptual Alternatives Memorandum. The Northwest Connectivity Study identified and
evaluated alternative transit modes and alignments between Midtown (Atlanta) in Fulton County
and Town Center (Kennesaw) in Cobb County. The study used a three-step process consisting
of an initial screening of a list of alternative modes and alignments, an intermediate screening of
a list of 11 conceptual alternatives, and a detailed evaluation of three candidate alternatives (A,
B and C).

2.3

2007 Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Study (AA/DEIS)

In 2004, a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
combined Northwest Connectivity Study Selected Alternative and the NWCP was published in
the Federal Register. Coordination for the project, including agency scoping, was initiated with
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Figure 1-2 Selected Alternative
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an agency scoping meeting in August 2004. Additional agency scoping meetings were held in
January 2005 and January 2006. Public Information Open Houses (PIOH) were held for the
project in 2004, 2005 and 2006.
The AA/DEIS was released for review in May 2007. The AA/DEIS assessed the No-Build
Alternative and four build alternatives. Public hearings for the AA/DEIS were held in May and
June 2007.
2.4

2010 Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Study (SDEIS)

Following publication of the AA/DEIS in May 2007, comments were received from 13 federal,
state, and local governments; 19 businesses and organizations; 11 trucking industry
representatives; and over 70 individuals.
The comments received on the AA/DEIS addressed three main topics – the design and
operation of the alternatives, the environmental impacts, and the financial feasibility of the
project. Substantial opposition was expressed concerning the proposed truck-only lanes due
primarily to the claim that negligible benefits would be provided and the proposed mandatory
use of the tolled facilities. Comments cited that the proposed operating plans for the bus
service for both the bus rapid transit (BRT) and Reduced BRT element of the proposed project
were unreasonable and provided exceptionally high transit service at a substantial cost to the
region. Additional comments expressed concern with the large footprint of the project (including
two HOV and two truck only lanes in each direction on I-75) and its substantial adverse impacts
on adjacent neighborhoods and property owners. Comments also called attention to the very
high cost of construction and the operating costs of all of the proposed build alternatives.
Comments considered the proposed project potentially infeasible and/or inappropriate allocation
of public funds for the construction and operation of a single transportation project.
Consistent with the substantive comments on the AA/DEIS and reconsideration of the financial
feasibility of the alternatives evaluated in the AA/DEIS, GDOT determined that the alternatives
for the proposed Northwest Corridor Project evaluated in the AA/DEIS needed to be refined in
response to changed conditions.
As GDOT progressed with refining the NWCP in response to comments on the AA/DEIS, the
project stakeholders were provided with ongoing opportunities to provide comments. The build
alternative was eliminated from consideration in the AA/DEIS. To ensure agencies and
members of the public were informed about changes in the proposed project, a SDEIS was
prepared to document those changes. The NOI for the SDEIS was published in the Federal
Register on December 24, 2009. The notice advised interested parties of a new build
alternative– the Two-Lane Reversible Alternative. Over 85 agencies, organizations, and
stakeholders were invited to participate in a project stakeholder briefing held in January 2010
following the publication of the NOI for the SDEIS.
During the preparation of the SDEIS, the project study team met with civic, business,
community, faith-based, minority, low-income, and other special interest groups to provide
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information about the project, listen to public concerns, answer questions, and seek continued
participation and support. These meetings were held in March and April 2010.
The SDEIS was released for public review in September 2010. The SDEIS assessed the NoBuild Alternative and the Two-Lane Reversible Alternative. Public hearings for the SDEIS were
held in October 2010.
2.5

2011 Final Environmental Impact Study (FEIS)

Following publication of the SDEIS, GDOT fine-tuned the Two-Lane Reversible Alternative,
which was referred to as the Build Alternative in the SDEIS. Minor modifications were made to
the project design to further minimize potential impacts, particularly traffic congestion.
Additional changes were made to reduce costs based on the completion of the Value
Engineering Study (GDOT, 2009b and 2010c) initiated by GDOT.
The FEIS was released for public review in October 2011. The FEIS assessed the No-Build
Alternative and the modified Two-Lane Reversible Alternative. Outreach for the FEIS included
distribution of a project newsletter and staffed project kiosk events. Small group meetings were
held in November 2011 to disclose additional sound barriers that were included in the FEIS but
not included in the SDEIS. Comments received on the FEIS are discussed in Section 8.0 and
are located in Appendix B.
Post-FEIS outreach for the project was conducted in the summer of 2012. Post-FEIS outreach
included the distribution of a project newsletter and several staffed project kiosk events.
2.6

2013 Final Environmental Impact Study Reevaluation

Following the approval of the FEIS in October 2011, several changes to the project occurred.
The changes included changes to the financing, operations, maintenance, and tolling aspects of
the project and adoption of a new regional transportion plan (PLAN 2040).
Previously, the project was to be delivered under a long-term P3 toll concession strategy. In
return, the investors would collect tolls on the new managed lanes and retain some level of
control over future improvements in the corridor. Under the new proposed approach, the project
will still benefit from the investment and innovation of a P3, while allowing the State to retain
more control of this important regional transportation corridor. Under this strategy, known as
Design, Build, and Finance (DBF), the private sector will contribute a reduced amount of initial
funding and be responsible for design and construction of the project, under the State’s
oversight. Responsibility for operations, maintenance, tolling, and long-term financing will be
retained by the State.
The traffic, noise and air quality analyses for the FEIS were performed using data from ARC’s
Envision6 Regional Transporation Plan and associated travel demand forecasting model. This
plan and model were updated in 2011. The new regional transportation plan, PLAN 2040, was
adopted by ARC on July 27, 2011 and approved by GRTA on August 18, 2011. The FHWA and
the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) issued a conformity determination on September 6,
2011.
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These changes were analyzed in the 2013 FEIS Reevaluation, which was approved on March
18, 2013, published, distributed and made available for public comment. Comments received on
the Reevaluation are discussed in Section 8.0. The comments and responses to the comments
are located in Appendix B.
Based on the findings in the 2013 FEIS Reevaluation, it was determined that the FEIS remained
a valid assessment of project impacts.
Post-FEIS Reevaluation outreach for the project, in addition to that discussed in Section 2.5,
was conducted in the spring of 2013 after publication of the FEIS Reevaluation. Post-FEIS
Reevaluation outreach included distribution of a project letter and comment card and sound
barrier outreach to property owners and tenants who were identified as not eligible for noise
abatement in the SDEIS and the FEIS, but were identified as eligible as a result of additional
analysis that was conducted for the FEIS Reevaluation (Northwest Corridor Project, Noise
Technical Report, 2013 Addendum, Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2013).
The newsletters were distributed via a number of different outlets:
posting to the project website and Facebook;
electronically to over 500 entities on the project email list;
US Postal Service mail to over 1,300 entitities in the project mailing database
distribution to the public involvement coordinator for the Atlanta Regional Commission;
the revive285 project team and other pertinent GDOT project teams; communications
staff for the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority, State Road and Tollway
Authority and Clean Air Campaign; Town Center CID; Cumberland CID; Cobb and
Cherokee Chambers of Commerce; area universities; social service organizations;
environmental justice advocates, and community groups for distribution to their
respective mailing lists; and
delivery of paper copy to libraries, government offices, social service organizations,
apartment complexes, and churches.
The sound barrier outreach consisted of the mailing of an information packet to property owners
and tenants identified as eligible for noise abatement as a result of the additional analysis
mentioned above. The information packet consisted of a letter describing the project and noise
impact assessment process, a project newsletter, maps depicting the location of the walls, and
a stamped GDOT-addressed survey postcard.

3.0 History of Alternatives
As discussed in Section 2.0, the process of developing the project began when GDOT initiated
a Design Concept Study in 2002 and GRTA initiated the Northwest Connectivity Study:
Conceptual Alternatives Memorandum in 2001. A number of alternatives were also studied
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throughout the project development during the NEPA process. The alternatives evaluated in the
studies and the alternatives evaluated in the subsequent EIS documents are described below.
3.1

2002 GDOT Design Concept Study

Additional General-Purpose Lanes
The widening of I-75 to provide for additional roadway capacity through the addition of general
purpose lanes for SOVs was eliminated from further consideration. The primary issues were air
quality and concerns that congestion would be similar to the No-Build Alternative. Additional
general-purpose lanes would not improve air quality nor would they provide a long-term solution
to congestion relief. The alternative would not improve mobility because it would not provide
more reliable travel times.
High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lanes
Several HOV lane alternatives were considered in the GDOT Design Concept Study. The HOV
lane alternative selected for further study included HOV lanes on I-75. The limits of the alternative
began at the Akers Mill Road interchange south of I-285 where the existing HOV lanes terminate.
The design included two HOV lanes in each direction north to the I-75 / I-575 interchange and one
barrier-separated HOV lane in each direction north of the I-75/I-575 interchange to the Wade
Green Road interchange on I-75 and north to the Sixes Road interchange on I-575.
Under the HOV lanes alternatives, GDOT considered two options for achieving separation of the
managed lanes from the general purpose lanes – buffer and barrier. Buffer-separated lanes
would be accomplished by use of pavement markings, while barrier-separated lanes would use
physical barriers such as walls, pylons or grade separation. Maintaining service levels in the
HOV lanes for users and a competitive travel time by transit are necessary to improve mobility
in the corridor. Buffer-separated lanes would not produce the same mobility benefits as barrierseparated lanes because they would reduce the reliability of traveling in the HOV lanes and
increase travel times for HOV and transit users. Use of barrier-separated lanes is also
important for managing traffic flow in high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes. Thus, the option of
buffer-separated HOV lanes alternative was eliminated from further consideration since it would
not meet the purpose and need of the project.
Transportation Systems Management Improvements
While GDOT was evaluating the HOV lane alternative, studies also were conducted to
determine if transportation system management (TSM) highway improvements could meet
future traffic demand without construction of the HOV lanes. TSM highway improvements
typically include features designed to improve traffic operations and maximize the efficiency of
the highway network without substantial capital expenditure. As such, TSM improvements can
include upgrading existing parallel arterial roadways, ramp metering, auxiliary lanes between
interchanges, and enhancement of bus service in the corridor. At the time, the Mobility 2030,
Volume I: Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) (Atlanta Regional Commission, 2004) proposed a
number of TSM improvements that included operational improvements on US 41 (Cobb
Parkway), ramp metering, and collector-distributor system improvements that were planned for
I-75. Transit service improvements also were planned. The traffic analysis conducted
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concluded, however, that implementation of these types of transportation projects alone without
the proposed HOV lanes would provide no improvement in mobility compared to the No-Build
Alternative. As a result, the TSM alternative as a stand-alone alternative was eliminated from
further consideration.
3.2

2004 GRTA Northwest Connectivity Study

Alternative A: Express Bus/HOV Alternative
This alternative represented a refinement of two conceptual alternatives (2 and 4). Express
buses would operate in the existing and proposed extended HOV lanes along I-75 from the
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) Arts Center Station, downtown (Atlanta),
Midtown (Atlanta), and north to the existing Busbee park-and-ride lot near Town Center
(Kennesaw). Alternative A rated third and was identified to have the fewest and least intensive
environmental impacts. It was found to have the lowest cost because the HOV lanes already
exist south of I-285 and they would be built north of I-285 in conjunction with the proposed
extension of the HOV lanes on I-75. This alternative also was determined to be the most cost
effective. It was determined that by using the existing HOV lanes on I-75 south of I-285,
Alternative A would achieve almost the same benefits as Alternative C, but at a substantially
lower cost. Alternative A, Express Bus/HOV, was selected as the Locally Preferred Alternative
(LPA) based on its achievement of the study goals and objectives, cost effectiveness, and
lowest potential impact on the environment. In 2004, the GRTA Board adopted Alternative A as
the LPA, describing it as “a bus rapid transit facility operating within high-occupancy vehicle
(HOV) lanes along I-75 with associated stations and a coordinated bus [service],” and thus
upgraded the mode from express bus to BRT.
Alternative B: LRT
This alternative represented a refinement of one of three light rail transit (LRT) alternatives
considered. The refinements consisted of truncating the rail service at North Marietta Parkway
and changing station locations to better serve adjoining communities. LRT would be routed
from the MARTA North Avenue Station north along Northside Drive, I-285, I-75, and North
Marietta Parkway in Marietta. Alternative B, LRT, rated second. Alternative B was found to
have the highest cost because of the additional rail system elements required for light rail, such
as electrification and signaling, and was determined to be the least cost effective.
Alternative C: BRT/HOV
Alternative C represented a refinement and combination of two alternatives. In this Alternative,
BRT would operate from the MARTA Arts Center Station north along Northside Drive, I-285, US
41 and I-75, terminating in Kennesaw. Alternative C was the highest rated with respect to
overall goal achievement but was identified to have the most concerns for potential
environmental impacts.
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3.3

The 2007 Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement (AA/DEIS)

No-Build Alternative
The No-Build Alternative included all existing highway and transit services and facilities within
the Northwest Corridor and the remainder of the region. It also included the planned regional
long-range improvements for the area outside the Northwest Corridor, except for the planned
managed-lane improvements for I-285 North, I-285 West and I-20 West. The two I-285 projects
and the I-20 West project are managed-lane projects and they would be expected to increase
usage of the proposed managed lanes on I-75. They were excluded from the No-Build because
they influence the traffic operation benefits of the proposed improvements to I-75 and there was
risk that implementation of these improvements may not occur as planned.
Build Alternatives
Each build alternative included existing transportation facilities and services as well as those
improvements that were programmed in the long range transportation plan. Each of the four
build alternatives provided for the extension of the HOV lanes on I-75 and I-575, and the
addition of truck only lanes (TOL) on I-75. The TOL and HOV lanes would essentially be the
same throughout the I-75 and I-575 corridor under all of the build alternatives. The primary
difference among the AA/DEIS build alternatives was the type and level of transit improvements
that would have been included under each alternative, e.g., bus frequency, types of passenger
facilities, location and size of park-and-ride lots, and number and type of transit vehicles. The
four AA/DEIS build alternatives were distinguished by the following characteristics:
The HOV/TOL Alternative provided for only a minimum expansion of transit service in
the corridor in addition to the transit improvements committed in the Transportation
Improvement Plan (TIP). This alternative would have provided GDOT with the ability to
advance the HOV/TOL element of the project with only minimal transit improvements.
The HOV/TOL/TSM Alternative was a lower-cost transit alternative compared to the
other transit alternatives. It included a major expansion of express bus service operating
in the HOV lanes with supporting transit facility improvements, such as park-and-ride lots
and bus transfer facilities.
The HOV/TOL/BRT Alternative served the same travel markets as the HOV/TOL/TSM
Alternative, but with five bus rapid transit (BRT) stations located at proposed special
HOV interchanges on I-75 where vehicles would have direct access to the HOV lanes.
The HOV/TOL/Reduced BRT Alternative was a reduced-cost version of the
HOV/TOL/BRT Alternative with only three stations along the I-75 corridor. It was
intended as the first phase of the BRT system in the event funding was not available for
the five-station HOV/TOL/BRT Alternative.
In addition to the design options, two operational options were considered for the AA/DEIS build
alternatives:
High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lane Option that would allow SOV use of the HOV lanes by
paying a toll.
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Truck Only Toll (TOT) Lane Option that would require truck operators to pay a toll. The TOT
lanes could be mandatory or voluntary for heavy duty through trucks. Following publication of
the AA/DEIS in May 2007, a number of external factors and project milestones occurred that
affected decisions regarding the alternatives under consideration. These changed conditions
included:
The GDOT’s review of comments on the AA/DEIS identified substantial opposition and
concern over anticipated cost to construct and operate the alternatives proposed in the
AA/DEIS, the potential impacts due to the wide project footprint, and the mandatory tolls
being considered for the TOLs.
The national economy entered into a recession and GDOT determined there were
curtailed funding options for the four build alternatives. In addition, the economic
conditions would affect the amount of money available to construct any transportation
improvements in the Northwest Corridor.
In April 2008 GDOT completed a statewide truck lanes needs identification study that
concluded TOLs in metro Atlanta were not financially feasible.
The ARC updated its Travel Demand Forecasting Model in 2008, which replaced the
computer model used to conduct the traffic analysis presented in the AA/DEIS. The
2008 model indicated stronger directional flows during peak commute periods, which
indicated potential opportunities to implement a reversible managed-lane system, not
just a bi-directional managed-lane system. A reversible managed-lane system would
allow the number of lanes to be reduced in half by adding highway capacity to serve only
the peak period major direction of traffic flow.
As a result, a SDEIS was prepared.
3.4

The 2010 Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SDEIS)

No-Build Alternative
The No-Build Alternative included all existing highway and transit services and facilities within
the Northwest Corridor and the remainder of the region. It also included the planned regional
long range improvements for the area outside the Northwest Corridor, except for the planned
managed-lane improvements for I-285 North, I-285 West and I-20 West. The two I-285 projects
and the I-20 West project were excluded from the No-Build because they were expected to
influence the traffic operation benefits of the proposed improvements to I-75 and there was risk
that implementation of these improvements may not occur as planned.
Two-Lane Reversible Build Alternative
As a result of the changed conditions following the AA/DEIS, GDOT decided to eliminate the
TOL and the BRT elements of the build alternatives evaluated in the AA/DEIS, leaving only the
HOV lane element of the project. Based on an analysis of three different managed-lane
concepts using the ARC 2008 Travel Demand Forecasting Model, the Two-Lane Reversible
Alternative was developed (Northwest Corridor Project Traffic Technical Report, Parsons
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Brinckerhoff, 2010). This alternative consists of two reversible (one-direction) lanes operating on
I-75 between I-285 and I-575 and single reversible lanes northward to Hickory Grove Road on I75 and Sixes Road on I-575. The concept for the Two-Lane Reversible Alternative is consistent
with the GDOT 2009 adopted regional managed lane system plan. This plan provides motorists
with improved level of service (LOS) (i.e., less congestion) on the proposed managed-lane
system to encourage people to carpool and shift away from use of the general-purpose lanes
(SDEIS, Section 4.3.5). Under this alternative, the tolling policy for the proposed managed
lanes would be structured to provide opportunities for increased transportation mobility for
users.

Tolling
It was acknowledged in the SDEIS that operation of the managed-lane system would involve
tolling users (SDEIS, Section 2.4.2). Various policies were under consideration for
implementation. The policies considered which vehicles would be tolled based on type,
occupancy, highway segment, time of day, and potentially existing congestion conditions on the
managed-lane system. Based on preliminary analyses, it appeared that an express toll lane
(ETL) tolling policy may be implemented because it could significantly reduce the State’s share
of the initial cost of the project compared to another commonly used tolling policy, the highoccupancy-toll with three or more persons (HOT3+) tolling policy. Under the ETL tolling policy,
vehicles using the managed lanes would pay a toll regardless of occupancy. Registered
regional transit vehicles and authorized emergency vehicles would be able to use the facility tollfree. Under a HOT3+ tolling policy, vehicles with three or more persons, including registered
transit vehicles, would also use the managed lanes for free. An ETL tolling policy would also
reduce the risk of lost revenue and reduce the cost of enforcement.
3.5

The 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)

No-Build Alternative
The No-Build Alternative considered in the FEIS is the same as investigated in the SDEIS, as
described above.
Two-Lane Reversible Alternative
Following publication of the SDEIS, GDOT fine-tuned the Two-Lane Reversible Alternative. Minor
modifications to the project design were made to further minimize potential impacts, particularly
traffic congestion. These minor modifications included:

Adding an auxiliary travel lane on I-75 northbound for approximately 2,000 feet to
facilitate northbound managed-lane traffic merging with the general-purpose lanes at the
northern termini. On I-575 northbound an improvement was added to extend the
managed lane north to the Sixes Road interchange as a third general purpose lane. At
Sixes Road the northbound off-ramp is improved to two lanes with the outside lane
dropping to the off-ramp and the middle lane being an optional exit. Two general
purpose lanes then extend northbound from the Sixes Road interchange,
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Adding two approach lanes on the ramps and single left turn lanes on the arterial at the
Terrell Mill, Big Shanty Road and Hickory Grove Road managed-lane interchanges. At
Roswell Road two approach lanes were required on the ramps and dual left turn lanes
on Roswell Road in both directions. The FEIS identifies a restriping plan for Roswell
road that accommodates the dual left turn lanes, and
Reconfiguring and relocating the Freys Gin Road, Roswell Road intersection adjacent to
the managed-lane interchange to align with Hagood Circle.
Additional changes shifting the horizontal and vertical alignment of the managed-lane system
south of I-575 were made to reduce costs based on the completion of the Value Engineering
Study (GDOT, 2009b and 2010b).
GDOT subsequently identified the modified SDEIS Build Alternative as the project’s Preferred
Alternative because it was substantially less expensive to build and operate, and would have
substantially lower adverse environmental impacts when compared with the previously
considered AA/DEIS build alternatives.
Tolling
It was disclosed in the FEIS that toll pricing would be used both as an incentive and disincentive
to ensure a desirable flow of traffic (minimum LOS D) on the managed-lane system (FEIS,
Section 2.3.1.4). On December 16, 2010, the GDOT P3 Steering Committee approved a draft
Express Toll Lane (ETL) tolling policy for the project. Under this tolling policy, every vehicle
using the managed lanes would pay a toll regardless of occupancy, including SOVs, HOVs, and
certified alternative-fuel vehicles. The only exceptions would be registered transit vehicles
(buses and vanpools operated by the government or regional transit agencies), military vehicles,
emergency vehicles, and P3 Developer vehicles. Heavy and medium trucks, such as those with
more than two axles, would not be permitted to use the managed lanes. Tolls would be
collected through the use of electronic tolling systems and would be dynamically priced to
maintain a minimum average operating speed of 45 mph. The tolling collection technology
would be interoperable with other Georgia managed-lane systems and would include video
tolling and remote cash payment options. The technology would be periodically reviewed to
ensure that tolls are collected as efficiently and effectively as practicable, and could include the
use of systems interoperable with other states, among other measures.
The Two-Lane Reversible Alternative, with the above mentioned modifications, was identified by
GDOT as the Preferred Alternative in the FEIS (FEIS, Section 2.3).

4.0 Selected Alternative
As required by NEPA, a reasonable range of alternatives, including a No-Action (No-Build)
Alternative, was evaluated in detail and presented in the environmental documentation for this
project. The alternatives were developed in consideration of natural and social effects,
engineering design considerations and input from the public and other local, state and federal
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agencies. These alternatives are summarized in Section 3.0 above and in detail in their related
NEPA documentation (AA/DEIS, Chapter 2.0; SDEIS, Chapter 2.0; FEIS, Chapter 2.0).
4.1

Basis for Selection of the Selected Alternative

The Two-Lane Reversible Alternative described in the FEIS/FEIS Reevaluation has been
chosen as the Selected Alternative. The lanes will be managed using the ETL tolling policy. It is
the environmentally preferred alternative and was chosen because it sufficiently addresses the
need and purpose for the action while best balancing important environmental, community and
economic values. It will also provide additional transportation options that will increase
transportation system capacity in the Northwest Corridor and will improve access to activity
centers. Persons using the managed lanes will experience reduced travel times compared to
the No-Build Alternative. Travel time savings for the managed lanes compared to the No-Build
Alternative for 2018 are projected to range from 5.4 – 43.5 minutes, depending on trip segment
and peak travel direction (FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2, Figures 2-3; Northwest Corridor
Project Traffic Technical Memorandum, 2013 Addendum, Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2013). Travel
time savings for the managed lanes compared to the No-Build Alternative for 2035 are projected
to range from 5.2 -73.5 minutes, depending on trip segment and peak travel direction (FEIS
Reevaluation, Attachment 2, Figures 4-5; Northwest Corridor Project Traffic Technical
Memorandum, 2013 Addendum, Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2013). Travel times for most travelers
using the general purpose lanes will decrease slightly when compared to the No-Build
Alternative. In terms of costs, the Selected Alternative will achieve the purpose and need in an
efficient manner. The Selected Alternative was first identified between the AA/DEIS and SDEIS
when a two-lane reversible facility was compared to a bidirectional facility (two lanes in each
direction) and a three-lane reversible facility. It was found that in a two-lane reversible facility,
the reversible lanes would be used nearly at full capacity during the commute periods. In
contrast, for the additional cost of building two additional lanes for the non-peak direction, the
non-peak direction traffic would not fully use the constructed capacity. And, for the additional
cost to build a third reversible lane, projected high level of service during peak periods for
directional flow traffic also indicated unused capacity. Considering these findings, GDOT
concluded that limited financial resources should not be spent on constructing new highway
lanes that would not be used to near capacity. The Selected Alternative also incorporates
appropriate measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate potential impacts to the region’s
environment.
The environmental impacts of the Selected Alternative were carefully evaluated and weighed
along with social and economic factors and other considerations, such as the ability of the
Selected Alternative to meet the purpose and need of the project in a fiscally responsible
manner.
4.2

Description of the Selected Alternative

The Selected Alternative will extend the existing managed-lane system on I-75 south of I-285
(Akers Mill Road) north through the Northwest Corridor. This extension of managed lanes on
I-75 will provide system-to-system connections to the existing I-75 managed lanes (HOV lanes,
one in each direction terminating at Akers Mill Road), the planned managed lanes on I-285, and
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the proposed managed lane extending north along I-575 that is part of this project. The
managed lanes will end north of Hickory Grove Road on I-75 and south of Sixes Road on I-575.
Under the Selected Alternative, two new managed lanes will be constructed on I-75 between Akers
Mill Road and the I-75/I-575 interchange. A single managed lane will continue north on I-75 from
the I-75/I-575 interchange to Hickory Grove Road. Similarly, a single managed lane will continue
north on I-575 from the I-75/I-575 interchange to a point north of Ridgewalk Parkway and south of
the Sixes Road interchange. The length of the managed-lane segment on I-75 is approximately
16.8 miles, and approximately 11.3 miles on I-575. Connecting the I-75 managed lanes to I-285 will
require an additional approximately 1.6 miles of construction on I-285 for a total project length of
29.7 miles. The new managed lanes south of the I-75/I-575 interchange will be designed for
highway speeds of 55 mph, while the new managed lanes north of the I-75/I-575 interchange will be
designed for highway speeds of 65 mph. Figure 1-2 shows the location and number of managed
lanes proposed on I-75 and I-575.
Unlike the existing HOV lanes on I-75 south of I-285, the new managed lanes on I-75 will be
reversible lanes. The directional flow of the lanes will change during the day. During the morning
peak commute period, the lanes will only accommodate southbound traffic. During the evening
peak commute period, the directional flow of the traffic will be reversed to accommodate only
northbound traffic. Like the two reversible lanes on I-75, the single reversible lanes north of the
I-75/I-575 interchange will only accommodate peak period directional flows.
During peak periods, contra-flow traffic (i.e., morning northbound traffic, evening southbound
traffic) will not be able to use the proposed reversible-lane system in the Northwest Corridor.
The contra-flow traffic will have to use existing highway general-purpose lanes or alternate
arterial roadways. Mechanical arms and/or barriers will prevent contra-flow traffic from
accessing the managed-lane system. These barriers will be raised and lowered manually, and
will be observable through the real-time video cameras.
Vehicles will use both managed-lane interchanges and slip ramps to access the reversible lanes
(see Figure 1-2). A total of six new managed-lane interchanges will be constructed on I-75.
These new managed-lane interchanges will be separately located from the existing generalpurpose interchanges. In contrast, three pairs of slip ramps will be constructed to provide
access to the reversible lane on I-575. These slip ramps will allow traffic in the inside generalpurpose lanes to merge to the median area of the highway where the new reversible lane would
be constructed. Separate slip ramps will be used for northbound and southbound traffic to
prevent contra-flow traffic entering the reversible lane.
The new managed-lane interchanges at Terrell Mill Road, SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road, Big Shanty
Road, and Hickory Grove Road will be constructed on the west side of the I-75 managed lanes.
This will permit right-side exit and entrance in the morning peak period (southbound) and left-side
entrance and exit in the evening peak period. A single ramp on either side of the cross roadway will
be provided and intersect at a single signalized intersection. The exception is Hickory Grove Road,
which will only have a south-facing ramp due to its close proximity to the north terminus on I-75.
The ramps will operate in the direction of flow for the managed lane; southbound exit and entrance
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in the morning peak period, and northbound exit and entrance in the evening peak period. The
other side of the ramp will be physically gated at several locations and will not operate at the time
the adjacent ramp does. In the morning peak period, the ramp lane on the north side of the cross
street will operate as an exit ramp, and the ramp on the south side will operate as an entrance ramp.
The adjacent lane(s) will be gated. In the evening peak period, the ramp south of the cross street
will be an exit ramp for the managed lanes; and north of the cross street, will be an entrance ramp to
the managed lanes. The adjacent lane(s) again will be gated.
Typical sections for the Selected Alternative are shown in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 .
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Figure 4-1 Selected Alternative - Typical Section-At Grade

I-75 Managed Lane (North of I-575) – Looking North

I-575 Managed Lane (North of I-75) – Looking North
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Figure 4-2 Selected Alternative - Typical Section-Elevated
I-75 Typical Elevated Managed Lanes
on Structures (South of I-575) – Looking North

I-75 Typical Elevated Managed Lanes
on Walls (South of I-575) – Looking North
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4.3

Cost Estimate for the Selected Alternative

The project will be delivered utilizing a Design, Build Finance (DBF) approach. This approach
allows the project to benefit from the investment and innovation of a Public Private Partnership
(P3), while allowing the state to retain more control of this important regional transportation
corridor. Under this approach, the private sector will contribute to the initial funding and will be
responsible for design and construction of the project under the State’s oversight. Responsibility
for operations, maintenance, tolling and long-term financing will be retained by the State.
Georgia’s share of the funds needed to deliver the project will come from several sources
including motor fuel tax revenues and bonds. The Plan 2040 and the FY 2012-2017 TIP details
the source of funds for this project.
Table 4-1 shows the funds that will be utilized to deliver the project.
Table 4-1 Source of Project Funds
Sources

$000s

TIFIA Loan1
Developer Financing (Equity Capital/Loan/Debt)
Public Funds Amount
Total

$270,000
$125,000
$600,000
$995,000

1

Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act
Source:
FY 2012-2017 Transportation Improvement Program, Atlanta Regional Commission.

4.4

Summary of Impacts for the Selected Alternative

The decision to select the Two-Lane Reversible Alternative for implementation was made after
careful consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of all the alternatives. Table 4-2
provides a summary of the impacts of the Selected Alternative. The FEIS (Chapter 3.0) and the
FEIS Reevaluation (Attachment 2) document the detailed evaluation of the impacts of the
Selected (Preferred) Alternative.
Table 4-2 Summary of Environmental Impacts
Impact
Acquisitions and
Displacements

Selected Alternative
14 full and 65 partial acquisitions, totaling 79 acquisitions.
6 residential and 7 commercial properties, including 12 businesses.

Land Use

Supportive of ARC planning policies and local plans/policies. ARC evaluated four different
regional land use and development scenarios in preparing PLAN 2040. The Local Policy
scenario was derived from the locally generated Regional Unified Growth Policy Map and
Livable Community Initiative areas. This scenario strikes a balance between land use
decisions and transportation investments. The selected alternative is consistent with this
approach by focusing on travel reliability and offering a choice instead of significant capacity
improvement which is likely to trigger a sprawl growth pattern.

Population and
Employment

Residential and business acquisitions will result in the displacement of an estimated 15
people and 33 employees.
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Impact
Economic
Impacts

Neighborhoods
and Community
Facilities

Selected Alternative
Approximately $105,000 reduction in property taxes due to acquisitions.
Community effects will be limited to a small number of neighborhoods adjacent to the
highway, primarily located on the west side of I-75 in the Marietta area. Effects include
potential increases in noise levels.
Disruptions will be on the edges of existing neighborhoods, so no substantial change to
cohesion.
No effects to community facilities or cohesion in any neighborhoods along the project
corridor.
Acquisition of 5 (of 6 total) residential and 7 commercial parcels located in minority and lowincome neighborhoods.

Environmental
Justice

Displacement of 15 people, 12 businesses, and 33 employees in low-income and minority
neighborhoods.
Disproportionately high and adverse effect as a result of property acquisitions.
Adverse effect but not disproportionately high due to tolling.

Safety and
Security

Visual Quality
and Aesthetics

Improved travel time in the managed lanes will facilitate improved emergency response
times for emergency vehicles traveling on the I-75 corridor.
Potential to generate less than substantial visual impacts to viewers of the road from
adjacent land uses, but not out of context with the existing highway setting.
The use of aesthetic finishes, treatments, and landscaping can create a positive change in
the corridor by creating a potentially unifying visual element along the highway for both
views from the roadway and views of the roadway from adjacent properties and roadways.
No impact to Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area, Olde Rope Mill Park, or a
baseball field in the Deer Run Neighborhood.
No right-of-way or easements required from parklands.

Parklands and
Other Section
4(f) Properties

Temporary construction impacts will occur on the Bob Callan Trail, but no anticipated
permanent adverse impacts. Because the trail is a Section 4(f) resource and the project will
have temporary impacts on the trail, the project must comply with the requirement for
Section 4(f) approval based on Section 774.13(d).
Will not prevent the future construction of any of the programmed or proposed trails within
the study area.

Historic and
Archaeological
Resources

Air Quality

Noise

No historic resources affected.
No archaeological resources affected.
Not expected to violate current applicable NAAQS. Will have no meaningful impact on
regional air quality and mobile source air toxics (MSAT) as compared to the No-Build
Alternative.
Project is in a non-attainment area for PM2.5. Based on the results of the interagency
consultation process, it was determined that the project is not a project of air quality concern
and a quantitative hot-spot analysis is not required.
Along I-75, road traffic noise will affect approximately 1,639 Activity Category B sites, 482
Activity Category C sites, and 411 Activity Category E sites. 34 sound barriers.
Along I-575, road traffic noise will affect 198 Activity Category B sites and 34 Activity
Category C sites. 9 sound barriers.

Geology and
Soils

No impact.
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Impact

Selected Alternative
No effect on 23 threatened and endangered species.

Ecosystems

“May affect, not likely to adversely affect” Indiana bat, gray bat and Cherokee darter.
“No significant adverse affect” to Chattahoochee crayfish, bluestripe shiner, highscale
shiner, delicate spike and lined chub.
3,309 linear feet of streams impacted.

Water
Resources

17 acres of 100-year floodplain impacted.
0.0 acres of wetlands impacted.
CLOMR and LOMR required for crossing of Hope Creek and Rottenwood Creek

Hazardous
Materials
Construction
Impacts
Indirect and
Cumulative
Impacts*

11 medium-rated potentially contaminated parcels are located along I-75.
Of these 11 medium-rated parcels, 4 parcels are expected to be affected by potential rightof-way purchase and construction easements.
Short-term impacts related to noise, visual quality, dust, vehicular access, and water quality.
1.3 miles of longitudinal encroachments to 25-foot vegetative buffers as a result of the
construction activities.
No adverse indirect or cumulative impacts based on adopted land use plans, current
ordinances, state and federal regulations and mitigation.*

*ICI Analysis is included in Appendix E of this document

4.5 Indirect and Cumulative Impacts for the Selected Alternative
The study area for the assessment of cumulative effects for the project consists of the existing
highway, additional project right-of-way, adjoining neighborhoods, and connected ecosystems.
The study area begins at Akers Mill Road, just south of the I-285/I-75 interchange and extends
northward to the intersection of I-75 and I-575, where it splits. It continues on I-75 to the north
terminus at Hickory Grove Road and follows I-575 to the second terminus at Sixes Road.
The above area was considered to be the project limit of influence for cumulative effects based
on the following:
The project is not expected to induce changes to existing or planned land use (see FEIS,
Section 5.2).

Additional right-of-way requirements are limited. Except for one segment, no more than
110 feet of right-of-way would generally be anticipated for the new reversible lane
system, including the new managed-lane interchanges and slip ramps. However, up to
about 150 feet of additional right-of-way would be required between South Marietta
Parkway and SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road. Additional right-of-way would be required for
the relocation of Frey’s Gin Road at its intersection with SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road. No
additional right-of-way would be required along I-75 between the I-75/I-575 interchange
and Hickory Grove Road.
The area described captures the full area of neighborhoods and natural resources that
could be directly or indirectly affected by the project as well as by other past, present,
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and reasonably foreseeable future actions and result in a cumulative impact on those
neighborhoods or natural resources.
Indirect Effects
According to long-term population projections (see FEIS, Table 3-3) and employment forecasts
(see FEIS, Table 3-10), the region is predicted to continue to maintain its long term growth
pattern, despite the recession, regardless of whether or not the Selected Alternative is
implemented.

The Selected Alternative was developed as a way to manage congestion created by the already
established land use patterns in the region and provide trip reliability. The land use plans and
future land use maps for the area paint a vision of continued growth with a focus on higher
density development along the I-75 corridor and residential development beyond that and along
I-575. Given the current and projected residential and employment trends and the future land
use plans for the area, the Selected Alternative is not likely alter development trends in the area
or induce development that is not already planned for development would be planned according
to the local jurisdictions.
Cumulative Impacts
Based on the methodology outlined in the SDEIS (Section 5.18) and the FEIS (Section 5.18),
potential cumulative effects of the project were evaluated for acquisitions and displacements;
land use; economic resources; environmental justice; visual quality and aesthetics; air quality;
noise; and water quality. More detailed information on cumulative impacts can be found in the
SDEIS, Section 5.18; the FEIS, Section 5.18; and the FEIS Revaluation, Attachment 2, Sections
A 2, B 1, C 1, and C 2.

The contribution of the proposed project to cumulative effects of the identified transportation,
development and redevelopment projects that might occur in the future was anticipated to be
negligible.
In the case of land use, cumulative impacts could vary substantially depending on land use and
growth policies and strategies put in place by the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC), Cobb
County and the City of Marietta and other agencies and local governments responsible for land
use planning and policies. If the current policies are followed, most new residential development
would be focused in areas away from regional and community centers and most nonresidential
development would be focused along major arterials, highway interchanges, and high-capacity
mass transit routes and collectors. If the land use policies are not followed and enforced
through zoning and other means, then residential and commercial development could spread
outside areas targeted for growth. This is true regardless of whether or not the Selected
Alternative implemented.
As with land use, cumulative impacts on economic resources could vary substantially depending
on whether growth policies and strategies are followed. If growth occurs outside the areas
targeted for growth, the local jurisdictions could experience increased costs to provide and
maintain services.
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The project would not result in meaningful shifts of traffic within the existing surface street
system such that increases in traffic would be noticeable and/or require new traffic control
measures. The project is projected to result in a 1 to 3 percent decrease in average daily traffic
(ADT) on primary arterials that parallel I-75 and I-575 (Traffic Technical Report 2013
Addendum, Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2013).
These traffic shifts are the result of the complex and interrelated factors caused by the limited
new capacity in the I-75 and I-575 corridors. The construction of the managed lanes adds some
additional capacity to the project area as a whole, and to I-75 and I-575 in particular. This
added capacity would be expected to cause a shift in traffic from parallel facilities such as US
41/Cobb Parkway. This is logical due to overall improvements in travel time on I-75 and I-575 in
both the managed and general purpose lanes. The shift, however, would not be expected to be
one-to-one. Rather, less traffic would shift from the parallel primary arterials than is forecast in
the managed lanes. This would cause a reduction in travel times for the general purpose lanes
under the Selected Alternative in comparison to the No-Build Alternative.
In the traffic analysis, some minor changes in traffic patterns were noted with the construction
of the four new managed lane/local access interchanges on I-75. The new interchanges would
add traffic to the cross streets at Terrell Mill Road, SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road, Big Shanty Road,
and Hickory Grove Road. However the peak hour volumes are relatively small due to the
single- or two-lane capacity of the managed lanes and the distribution of this traffic across 4
new interchanges. These volume increases were not enough to require any overall
improvements to the roadways beyond the immediate interchange ramps. Some minor volume
changes were noted at the existing and planned managed lane interchange locations on I-75
due to redistribution to the new managed lane interchanges. None of these changes
necessitated any changes in the existing roadway configurations.
A modal shift of trips to transit vehicles was also noted in the analysis. This shift reduced the
overall traffic volume in the corridor under the Selected Alternative, while the number of trips
remained constant. In addition, more trips were made in higher capacity transit vehicles.
No development or redevelopment or substantial shifts in traffic on the existing surface street
system are expected to be induced in the study area by the project.
The nature of managed lane facilities requires that the per lane volumes in the facilities are
lower in comparison to the overall per lane volume in the corridor to optimize travel time
savings. As noted in the Purpose of the Project (FEIS page 1-8), reducing travel time and
congestion, improving reliability, and enhancing connectivity are among the purposes of the
project. In the FEIS (Table 4-6, page 4-10) the managed lanes are forecast to carry nine to
twelve percent of the I-75 traffic volumes and seven to nine percent of the I-575 traffic volumes
in 2035. The percentages are less under the reevaluation, but as noted these are impacted by
the toll rates brought forward from the FEIS. The overall proportion of traffic in the managed
lanes will be similar although slightly higher under GDOT’s operational strategies under the
reevaluation modeling.
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The corridor operations improve under the Selected Alternative, with better levels of service and
travel times under the Selected Alternative for both the managed lanes and general purpose
lanes. These improvements focus on reliability for managed lane users and transit riders in the
managed lanes. There are improvements for the general purpose lanes as well, but they are
unlikely to generate indirect impacts for land use.
The travel forecasting for the project in both the FEIS and the Reevaluation was conducted as
conservatively as possible, and assumed that there were no connections to adjacent managed
lanes projects on I-285 and I-75 south of I-285. Section 7 (Page 7-1 through 7-5) of the
Reevaluation and Section 2.4 (Page 2-45 through 2-47) examine traffic operations where the
managed lanes merge into and diverge from the general purpose lanes. Overall levels of
service and travel times through the merge and diverge segments under the Selected
Alternative and No-Build are fairly consistent, with some minor degradation of service near
2035. GDOT has committed to monitor these situations and take appropriate steps to relieve
any congestion.
The ARC is required by the US Department of Transportation (USDOT) to develop a long range
regional transportation plan (RTP) that covers a minimum 20-year time span. The plan must be
updated every four years in air quality nonattainment areas. The RTP provides a framework to
address anticipated growth. It provides a comprehensive statement of the future regional
transportation needs and defines both short and long term transportation strategies and
investments to improve the region’s transportation system. The RTP contains the transportation
improvement program (TIP), which is a financially constrained six-year program of
improvements. Federal planning requirements require that the first four years of the TIP be
balanced by year. Subsequent years of the TIP and the long-range element of the RTP are
balanced by funding periods.
The entire managed lane system has not been designed to the point of being able to definitively
identify the impacts of each component project. Not all component projects that comprise the
proposed managed lane system, are included in the current ARC Regional Transportation Plan
(PLAN 2040) since the plan is financially constrained and based on current and reasonably
foreseeable needs. Based on the anticipated funding scenario and funding availability, those
projects in the RTP should be within the financial capacity of the region to implement. As
mentioned above, the RTP and the TIP are evaluated on a regular basis and revised as
necessary. Components of the managed lane system not included in the RTP should, by the
nature of their omission, not be considered reasonably foreseeable future actions and therefore
not considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis.
The State is implementing managed lanes in the region in a careful and studied manner. Not all
of the projects identified in the Managed Lane System Plan are included in the TIP or RTP. The
projects in the TIP and RTP have independent utility and do not depend on the implementation
of other managed lane projects in order to provide meaningful benefits to the traveling public.
The projects in the Managed Lane System Plan were grouped into tiers, with the Tier 1 projects
being the projects with the highest priority. The Northwest Corridor Project was identified as a
Tier 1 project.
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With regard to environmental justice, because of the relatively small number of residential
displacements and the minimal effect on the neighborhoods, the project contribution to the
cumulative effect of displacements, when combined with other development-related
displacements of minority and low-income persons is expected to be negligible.
An evaluation of the social equity effects of the Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan
(HNTB, 2010) concluded that environmental justice communities are not disproportionately
impacted by managed lanes and that the congestion reduction resulted in the potential for air
quality benefits. An earlier study, HOT Lane Environmental Justice Analysis (SRTA, 2006) that
looked at the effects of tolling on environmental justice populations found that while regional
implementation of HOT lanes did not appear to disproportionately impact any particular group
when it did not include converting existing HOV or SOV lanes to HOT operation, implementation
of HOT lanes would create localized environmental justice concerns. The analysis for the
Selected Alternative (HNTB, 2013) does indicate that the project could have an adverse effect
on low-income populations due to tolling. As a result, while the cumulative effect of the Atlanta
Regional Managed Lane System on environmental justice populations in the study area is not
anticipated to be disproportionate, some areas of concern do exist.
As stated in the Technical Memorandum Update-Evaluation of Tolling Effects on Low Income
Populations (HNTB, 2013), the evaluation of tolling effects on low income populations indicates
that the implementation of new, tolled capacity is anticipated to generate adverse impacts on all
populations, including the EJ population. Decreased usage, while possible, is attributable to
individual choices. The benefits of the project accrue to all users of the managed lanes,
regardless of income, and to all users of the general purpose lanes, regardless of income, and
will therefore not amount to a denial, reduction, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits to
low income populations.
Mitigation for the potential adverse effect is discussed below in Section 6.3.
In the context of visual effects, cumulative impacts would occur with implementation of multiple
projects in the same viewshed. Because of the existing urban and developing environment
along the I-75 and I-575 corridors and scattered nature of the potential transportation and
development/redevelopment projects, which would affect a range of discrete views and visual
settings, cumulative visual impacts were not anticipated.
The cumulative effect of the past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions within the study
area are not expected to adversely affect air quality in the region. The proposed project is
included in the ARC’s recently adopted PLAN 2040 RTP (ARC 2011b). A conformity
determination conducted for this RTP was updated for the FY 2012-2017 TIP (ARC, 2011c) and
the Volume II: PLAN 2040 Conformity Determination Report (ARC, 2011d).
For noise, the future year analysis includes projected traffic volumes and speeds for the project,
forecasted background traffic growth, traffic growth resulting from other planned and
programmed projects for the area and improvements in speed resulting from capacity
improvements. As a result, the noise impacts predicted in the noise analysis and presented in
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the SDEIS, FEIS, and FEIS Reevaluation represent direct, indirect and cumulative noise
impacts in areas where the project could influence traffic.
With regard to floodplains, wetlands, streams and water quality, there is potential for effects
from reasonably foreseeable future transportation and development projects. However, the
projects would be required to comply with the ordinances and regulations for these resources.
These include:
Ordinances and regulations that restrict development in floodplains and affects on flood
elevations.
Requirements of the Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Act of 1975, as amended and
implemented by the GDNR, Environmental Protection Division that include stream protection
measures. These measures include provision of a 25-foot vegetative buffer for warm-water
non-trout streams and a 50-foot vegetative buffer for cold water trout streams.
Encroachments to these buffers generally require a stream buffer variance that includes
requirements for erosion control measures.
Other requirements for land-disturbing activities that may result in soil erosion and
sedimentation include best management practices such as minimizing cut and fill, timely
vegetation and re-vegetation, trapping runoff by use of debris basins, sediment basins, silt
traps or similar measures.
Required submittal of erosion and sedimentation control plans for permit approvals.
As a result of the ordinances and regulations, cumulative impacts to floodplains, wetlands, streams
and water quality are not anticipated.

5.0 Section 4(f) Statement
Section 4(f) of the US Department of Transportation (USDOT) Act of 1966, as amended (49
United States Code [USC] 303), states that USDOT may not approve the use of land from a
significant publicly owned park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or any
significant historic site unless a determination is made that the project will have a de minimis
impact or unless a determination is made that:
1. There is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative, as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, to
the use of land from the property; and
2. The action includes all possible planning, as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, to minimize
harm to the property resulting from such use.
If analysis concludes that there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative, then USDOT
may approve only the alternative that causes the least overall harm in light of the statute’s
preservation purpose.
The alignment of the Selected Alternative will affect one Section 4(f) resource, the Bob Callan
Trail, a recreational trail in Cobb County. The section of the trail that will be crossed via bridges
by the managed lanes is within existing GDOT right-of-way. The use of this Section 4(f)
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resource will be temporary during construction and will not result in any permanent adverse
impact to the trail.
This section of the trail will be subject to temporary closures during construction of the
structures for safety reasons. The closures will occur at night when the trail is normally closed.
Pedestrian traffic will be maintained during the normal operating hours of the trail. The project
will comply with the requirement for Section 4(f) approval based on 23 CFR Section 774.13(d).
In a letter dated August 26, 2010, the Cobb County Department of Transportation, the agency
with jurisdiction over the trail, provided a formal response in which they concurred with the
following statements:
Any periodic trail traffic pacing (disruption) will be temporary in nature;
No changes to the trail will occur and any traffic pacing will be to assure the safety of trail
users;
No permanent adverse physical impact to the trail will occur; and
Any physical impact to the trail will be addressed so that the trail will be returned to a
condition that is at least as good as that which existed prior to project construction.
In summary, temporary occupancy of the Bob Callan Trail for short periods during construction
of the managed lanes overhead will occur. The temporary occupancy meets the conditions
under Section 23 CFR 774.13(d) therefore, the temporary occupancy does not constitute a use
of Section 4(f) property. As mentioned above, Cobb County Department of Transportation, the
agency with jurisdiction over the trail, provided a formal response in which they concurred with
the conditions. A copy of the letter is included in Appendix G. Since there is no use of a Section
4(f) property, a Section 4(f) analysis was not required for the project.
More detailed information can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.9 and the FEIS, Section 5.9.

6.0 Measures to Minimize Harm
Measures to minimize harm associated with the Selected Alternative include both those that are
incorporated in most transportation improvement projects, such as relocation services, as well
as project-specific commitments.
6.1

Project-Specific Commitments

Project-specific commitments are presented in Appendix A and also appeared in the FEIS and
the 2013 FEIS Reevaluation. In addition to the environmental commitment sheets (Green
Sheets), Appendix A contains a copy of the project Environmental Mitigation Plan.
6.2

Relocations

The project will result in six residential displacements and 12 business displacements (FEIS,
Section 5.3) According to the Conceptual Stage Relocation Study (Hunt, 2010, the residential
relocations will not cause a housing shortage. There is currently available adequate decent,
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safe and sanitary housing. Suitable sites for relocating the displaced businesses are also
currently available.
The GDOT will provide relocation assistance to residences and businesses displaced during
acquisition of right-of-way in accordance with the Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Act of 1970 (49 CFR Part 24) and the Georgia Relocation Assistance
and Land Acquisition Policy Act (Title 22 Official Code of Georgia Annotated [OCGA] Chapter
4).
More detailed information on relocations can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.3; the FEIS,
Section 5.3; and the FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2, Section A 1.
6.3

Environmental Justice

Executive Order 12898, “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority and LowIncome Populations” (February 11, 1994), directs Federal agencies to take the appropriate and
necessary steps to identify and address disproportionately high and adverse effects of Federal
projects on the health or environment of minority and low-income populations to the greatest
extent practicable and permitted by law. As per FHWA Order 6640.23, there are two criteria to
apply to determine whether an effect would be disproportionately high and adverse:
Low-income or minority populations would predominately bear the effect; or
Low-income or minority populations would suffer the effect, and the effect would be
considerably more severe or greater in magnitude than the adverse effect suffered by
the general population.
As part of the public project planning process through the completion of the FEIS, GDOT
implemented outreach efforts to minority and low-income communities to assure their active
participation. Outreach included the translation of project newsletters into Spanish and
Portuguese, the provision of interpreters at public meetings, staffed project kiosk events in
identified low-income areas. The outreach efforts are described detail in the AA/DEIS (Chapter
6.0), SDEIS (Chapter 6.0), FEIS (Chapter 6.0), and the FEIS Reevaluation (Attachment 2,
Section A-3).
As discussed in Section 6.2 above, the Selected Alternative will result in six residential
displacements and 12 business displacements (FEIS, Section 5.3). Five of the six residential
displacements and all of the business displacements will occur in minority and low-income
communities (FEIS, Section 5.6.2; FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2, Section A 2). This would
result in a disproportionately high effect to low-income and minority persons with regard to
residential and business relocations.
The GDOT will provide relocation assistance to residences and businesses displaced during
acquisition of right-of-way in accordance with the Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Act of 1970 (49 CFR Part 24) and the Georgia Relocation Assistance
and Land Acquisition Policy Act (Title 22 Official Code of Georgia Annotated [OCGA] Chapter
4).
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Based on the results of the evaluation of tolling effects on low-income populations for the NWCP
(HNTB, 2013), the Selected Alternative would result in an adverse, but not disproportionately
high effect on low-income populations. This is discussed in more detail in the FEIS, Section
5.6.3 and the FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2 Section A 2.
To mitigate potential adverse impacts of tolling, GDOT will, following completion of project
construction, conduct annual surveys of users over a three-year period will be conducted;
dissemination of monitoring information will be provided on the SRTA and GDOT websites.
While the data gathered from these surveys may not enable near-term mitigation with this
particular toll project, it will be available to assist in making decisions about any future tollrelated projects that might be studied in the future
In addition, GDOT and the State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA) will implement a cash
option toll payment method. The SRTA intends to provide choices and flexibility to current as
well as potential Peach Pass customers. The SRTA is developing several strategies to allow
cash-based or cash-preferred customers multiple payment methods so that they can utilize the
state’s toll facilities. These payment “channels” include in-person Customer Service centers
and retail based payment options.
The SRTA currently operates three walk up Customer Service Centers where current as well as
new customers can transact business in person with SRTA. These locations support new
account sign up, account closings, account payments and violation payments. Each location is
set up to process payments made via cash, check or credit card. Customers will have the
choice to open pre-paid Peach Pass accounts via credit card or cash. Either payment method
is subject to the same charges and fee schedules. In addition, to the payment related
transactions identified above, Peach Pass customers can request and receive Peach Pass
transponders, as well as update vehicle and account information at these locations. SRTA’s
primary Customer Service Center is located at SRTA’s headquarters in downtown Atlanta. The
current Customer Service Centers are located at:
State Road and Tollway Authority, 47 Trinity Ave. SW, Ground Floor, Atlanta, GA
30334
Department of Driver Services, 2211 Beaver Ruin Road, Norcross, GA 30071
Department of Driver Services, 310 Hurricane Shoals Road, NE, Lawrenceville, GA
30046
Prior to the opening of the I-85 Express Lanes in 2011, SRTA opened two Customer Service
Centers co-located at Georgia Department of Driver Services (DDS) Service Centers along the
I-85 corridor in order to facilitate account set up and transponder penetration, and general
motorist education of the I-85 Express Lanes. SRTA intends to duplicate this model by
partnering with DDS to co-locate Peach Pass Customer Service Centers at other DDS locations
located in the vicinity of future planned toll facilities including the planned I-75 NWC managed
lanes. In addition, SRTA’s marketing plans include opening additional locations near the
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physical location of upcoming toll facilities. This allows SRTA to have a presence that is
physically convenient to motorists most likely to use the new facility.
The SRTA is committed to providing transponders at no cost. Transponders and pre-paid cards
can be obtained with cash at SRTA facilities and convenient locations such as grocery stores
along the corridor. The pre-paid card can be purchased for a minor fee at convenient locations.
The transponders are free at both the SRTA facilities and at convenient locations. For both
cash-backed and credit card-backed Peach Pass accounts, the account holder must initially
deposit $20 when the account is established, which can then be used to pay tolls. For the credit
card-backed account, the account holder’s card is charged $20 when the account balance falls
below $10, bringing the total account balance back up above $20. For the cash-backed account,
the account holder must monitor the account value to ensure that the balance is sufficient to pay
tolls. If at any point the account balance falls below the level necessary to pay any tolls due, that
account holder is in violation, and those tolls due will be collected according to the procedures
outlined in SRTA’s business rules. “In situations in which the purchase of a transponder
presents a significant economic barrier, low-income travelers who cannot afford a transponder
will face a regressive toll schedule. It is estimated that between 10 and 20 percent of the
population is unable to overcome these barriers to transponder ownership (Parkany, 2005)”
(Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion Pricing, pages 6-7).
Public outreach to minority and low-income populations will be ongoing through project design,
construction, and operation. Outreach may include, but is not limited to press releases, public
meetings, neighborhood/community meetings, project newsletters, project website updates and
emails. The P3 Developer, working collaboratively with GDOT, will furnish facility-related
materials in multilingual communications, not limited to English, Spanish, Portuguese, and other
languages.
In addition, the following potential mitigation strategies were identified but dismissed.
Utilization of a HOT Tolling Policy
The ETL policy was chosen as the toll policy for the Northwest Corridor Project for the reasons
outlined in the Tolling Policy for the I-75 and I-575 Northwest Corridor Project Technical
Memorandum, which is Appendix A to the Technical Memorandum Update - Evaluation of
Tolling Effects on Low Income Populations. By allowing certain vehicles to travel without paying
a toll, it would be harder to manage the operations of the system to provide a reliable trip time.
It would also be harder for the project to pay for debts incurred for the construction of the
project.
Subsidized Transit Use in the Corridor
The Selected Alternative provides a fixed guideway for transit vehicles and registered vanpools
that can use the managed lanes at no additional charge. SRTA’s business rules maintain that
these vehicles will not be tolled when they pass under the toll collection equipment, so there is
no required administrative activity associated with seeking reimbursement of tolls incurred,
which is an additional benefit to transit. Information GRTA indicates that in 2012, based on
current route structure, the ridership on the GRTA Xpress routes in the corridor that describes
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their racial or ethnic background as African American/Black, Asian, American Indian or Other
ranges from approximately 23 percent on Route 491 to approximately 38 percent on Route 480.
Information from Cobb Community Transit (CCT) indicates that in 2011 on the CCT and GRTA
Xpress routes that utilize I-75 (Routes 10C, 100, 101,102, 480 and 481), and would be expected
to shift at least part of their route onto the proposed managed lanes, the ridership ranges from
28 percent to 34 percent minority. The areas that are served by those routes are less than 30%
minority population. Income information was only available from GRTA and indicated that with
the current route structure; approximately 12 percent of the corridor ridership earns less than
$50,000 annually. The percentage of riders with household incomes of $24,000 or less (US
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 2012 poverty guideline for a 4-person
household is $23,050) ranged from 0 percent on Route 481 to 8 percent on Route 480. Based
on the available information, it appears that transit routes that currently utilize the I-75 corridor
are utilized by environmental justice populations in meaningful percentages.
Transit vehicles and registered vanpools may experience the travel time savings and trip
reliability that the managed lanes provide. This may make transit operations more reliable in the
corridor. Transit routes can be adjusted to follow demand for service and over time balance cost
and ridership to the extent practical.
It is likely that over time, transit routes will evolve to capitalize on the managed lanes and the
improved travel times. Since transit trips often take longer than car trips, the improved travel
time may allow some dispersal of transit-dependent EJ populations since their journey to work
could be made shorter by use of transit in the managed lanes.
Dedication of Excess Toll Revenue to the Corridor
It is anticipated that all of the toll revenue will be needed to pay for the operation and
maintenance of the facility and to pay off the debt associated with the construction of the
project. If there are toll revenues in excess of the projections, they would not be expected to
occur in the early years of the project, as the debt is structured over a thirty-five year period. If
there are toll revenues in excess of the projections, the State may share in these excess
revenues. The State's share of these excess revenues, if they occur, would be used to help
fund other transportation projects in the statewide plan. Any excess funds will be returned and
reprogrammed through the planning process for Title 23-eligible activities. The selection of
those projects will be vetted publicly. Current State toll policy does not allow toll revenue to be
used for transit and such a shift in policy would have to be approved by the SRTA Board and
possibly the Georgia General Assembly. There is no state law that requires toll revenues to be
spent on the particular corridor that generates the tolls.
Subsidized Minimum Level of Managed Lane Access
Providing trips at no cost in the managed lanes does not address the alleged position that
certain motorists will not use the managed lanes because their financial circumstances would
not otherwise allow them to use the lanes. Particularly when coupled with the suggestion that
the managed lanes should be operated under a HOT3+ tolling policy, a substantial portion of
the available capacity in the facility could be used at no charge. Since the free usage would be
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difficult to predict, it could impact overall use of the facility and the ability of the project to meet
its financial goals.
One of the goals of the project is to “provide cost-effective and affordable transportation
improvements.” The project is included in the fiscally-constrained Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) for the region as an ETL project. Under a HOT3+ policy some users would not
pay to use the managed lanes, so less revenue would be generated compared to an ETL policy.
If the project cannot meet its financial requirements from project revenues, the state (GDOT)
must provide the difference. This could impact the potential to implement other transportation
projects. A HOT3+ tolling policy would also shift some of the burden of the cost of the project
from the users of the managed lanes to taxpayers statewide since vehicles with three or more
occupants would use the managed lanes but not pay for the use.
Allowing vehicles to use the managed lanes at no cost could result in operational issues as the
number of vehicles in the managed lanes at a given time could not be managed. If this were to
occur, the project would not meet one of its key purposes: “... improve mobility by reducing
travel time and increasing reliability.”
Per Mile Toll Cap
If a per mile toll rate cap were to be introduced it would limit the ability of GDOT and SRTA to
manage the operational performance of the lanes. Dynamic pricing provides a mechanism to
regulate facility demand, which allows flexibility to maintain minimum travel speeds regardless
of the total demand in the corridor. If the toll rate were capped, then under congested
conditions too many cars would use the managed lanes and reduce speeds, and therefore
increase travel times. If this were to occur, the project would not meet one of its key purposes:
“... improve mobility by reducing travel time and increasing reliability.” A similar priced
managed lane project, I-95 Express in Florida, has experienced challenges of operating with the
constraint of toll rate boundaries or a cap. This constraint has proven to be such a serious
limitation that there is consideration for removing the toll rate cap by the Florida Turnpike
Authority that operates the system. More detailed information on environmental justice can be
found in the SDEIS, Section 5.6; the FEIS, Section 5.6; and the FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment
2, Section A 2.
6.4

Cultural Resources

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (16 USC 470f)
affords consideration of properties that are listed, or eligible for listing, on the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP). As discussed in Section 5.0, Section 4(f) of the USDOT Act of 1966,
as amended (49 USC 303), protects publicly owned public parks, publicly owned recreation
areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites of national, state, or local significance
from conversion to highway use using FHWA administered funds unless there is no alternative
and unless all planning is done to minimize harm.
In accordance with the requirements of Section 4(f), Section 106, and NEPA, surveys were
conducted to identify cultural resources within the project area. Two historic resources eligible
for listing in the NRHP were identified in the project area. These resources are the Marietta and
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North Georgia Railroad and the Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler. On September
16, 2011, the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) concurred that the Selected Alternative
will not affect these historic properties. A copy of this concurrence can be found in Appendix G.
More detailed information on cultural resources can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.10 and
the FEIS, Section 5.10.
6.5

Noise Impacts

The Selected Alternative is expected to result in an impact to 2,532 receptors along the I-75
corridor and 232 receptors along the I-575 corridor. Of the 2,532 impacted receptors along the I75 corridor, 1,639 were residential, 411 were commercial and 482 were other uses. Of the 232
impacted receptors along the I-575 corridor, 198 were residential, 0 were commercial and 34
were other uses.
Noise abatement was considered for all impacted receptors. The barrier analysis found that
barriers in 34 locations along I-75 met the GDOT feasibility and reasonableness requirements,
providing noise abatement to 1,773 receptors. The barrier analysis found that nine locations
along I-575 met the GDOT feasibility and reasonableness requirements, providing noise
abatement to 382 receptors.
More detailed information on noise impacts can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.12; the FEIS,
Section 5.12.2; and the FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2, Section C 1.
The final decision on whether a sound barrier that has been determined feasible and reasonable
is constructed will be made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement analysis
based on the final project design by the selected P3 Developer and public outreach to those
property owners potentially affected.
The GDOT noise abatement policy requires the affected property owners and dwellers complete
and submit a ballot voting form for proposed sound barriers in their neighborhood. Sound
barriers will only be constructed if a minimum of 50 percent plus one of the respondents vote in
favor of the sound barrier.
A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final design. If during final design it has
been determined that conditions have changed, the feasibility and/or reasonableness
determinations and decision to provide abatement will be reconsidered. The final decision on
the installation of any abatement measures will be made upon completion of the project’s final
design and the public involvement process.
6.6

Air Quality

The NWCP is listed in PLAN 2040 FY 2012-2017 TIP as ARC Project AR-ML-930 and P.I.
0008256 and in the previous Envision6 FY 2008-2013 TIP as Project AR-930. The PLAN 2040
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the FY 2012-2017 TIP were adopted by the ARC
Board on July 27, 2011 and approved by GRTA on August 18, 2011. The FHWA issued a
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conformity determination on September 6, 2011, which means the project is part of a
conforming RTP and TIP. The plan and TIP were updated on June 8, 2012.
The Metropolitan Atlanta Area is classified as a non-attainment area for PM2.5. Based on the
results of the interagency consultation process, it was determined that the project is not a
project of air quality concern and a quantitative hot-spot analysis is not required to meet the
standards of the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR 93.123(b)(1). The US Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) concurred that the proposed project is not a project of air quality concern on
February 4, 2013.
More detailed information on air quality can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.11; the FEIS,
Section 5.11; and the FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2, Section C 2.
6.7

Protected Species

Potentially suitable habitat for three federally listed species (Cherokee darter, Indiana bat and
gray bat) and four state-listed species (Chattahoochee crayfish, bluestripe shiner, highscale
shiner and delicate spike) is present in the Selected Alternative corridor. Potentially suitable
habitat was present for the state-listed lined chub in the Little River just outside of the project
limits.
The effects determination for federally and state-listed species is listed below. The US Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) concurred with the effects determination for federally listed species
on March 7, 2013 as follows:
May affect, but not likely to adversely affect:
Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis)
Gray bat (Myotis grisescens)
Cherokee darter (Etheostoma scotti)
No significant adverse effect:
Chattahoochee crayfish (Cambarus howardi)
Bluestripe shiner (Cyprinella callitaenia)
Highscale shiner (Notropis hypsilepis)
Delicate spike (Elliptio arctata)
Lined chub (Hybopsis lineapunctata)
Special Provision (SP) 107.23G, which contains measures that will be implemented for the
protection of the federally endangered Indiana bat and gray bat, the federally threatened
Cherokee darter, and the state-listed Chattahoochee crayfish, highscale shiner, bluestripe
shiner, delicate spike, and lined chub during construction of the Selected Alternative is included
in the project Environmental Commitments Table (Green Sheets) and the Environmental
Mitigation Plan (see Appendix A).
Given the presence of potentially suitable Indiana bat summer roosting and foraging habitat and
the potential presence of gray bat foraging habitat within the Selected Alternative corridor,
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avoidance and minimization measures, in the form of BMPs (identified in SP 107.23G), will be
implemented during the construction of the Selected Alternative. The BMPs include:
scheduling tree removal in construction zones from October 15-March 31 to prevent
disturbance to trees that may harbor Indiana bat summer colonies or gray bat foraging
habitat;
minimizing tree clearing within construction limits, and limit it to that absolutely
necessary to complete the project;
re-vegetating disturbed areas with tree species that produce sloughing bark and snags;
and
disallowing any equipment to operate directly in streams.
In the event any incident occurs that causes harm to the Indiana bat, gray bat, Cherokee darter,
Chattahoochee crayfish, highscale shiner, bluestripe shiner, delicate spike, or the lined chub or
that could be detrimental to the continued existence of these species along the project corridor,
the P3 Developer shall report the incident immediately to the Project Engineer who in turn will
notify:
USFWS, Athens Field Office at (706) 613-9493 and/or the Nongame/Endangered
Wildlife Program, Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GDNR) office at (478) 9941438;
FHWA, Georgia Division at (404) 562-3630; and
Glenn Bowman, GDOT, Office of Environmental Services at (404) 631-1101.
In the event of possible harm to the Indiana bat, gray bat, Cherokee darter, Chattahoochee
crayfish, highscale shiner, bluestripe shiner, delicate spike, or the lined chub the above
agencies and the Project Engineer shall be notified immediately and all activity shall cease
pending consultation by the Department with USFWS and/or GDNR/WRD and the lead Federal
Agency.
More detailed information on protected species impacts can be found in the SDEIS, Section
5.13.2; the FEIS, Section 5.13.2; and the FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2, Section B 2.
Section 7 concurrence correspondence is in Appendix G.
6.8

Wildlife Habitat

Special Provision (SP) 107.23 G, which contains measures that will be implemented for the
protecting of migratory bird nesting and/or potential nesting habitat during construction of the
Selected Alternative, is included in the project Environmental Commitments Table (Green
Sheets) and the Environmental Mitigation Plan (see Appendix A).
In the event any incident occurs that causes harm to Eastern phoebes, cliff swallows, or barn
swallows or that could be detrimental to the continued existence of these species along the
project corridor, the P3 Developer shall report the incident immediately to the Project Engineer
who in turn will notify:
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USFWS, Athens Field Office at (706) 613-9493 and/or the Nongame/Endangered
Wildlife Program, Georgia Department of Natural Resources Office at (478) 994-1438;
FHWA, Georgia Division at (404) 562-3630; and
Glenn Bowman, GDOT, Office of Environmental Services at (404) 631-1101.
In the event of possible harm to Eastern phoebes cliff swallows, or barn swallows, the above
agencies and the Project Engineer shall be notified immediately and all activity shall cease
pending consultation by the Department with USFWS and/or GDNR/WRD and the lead Federal
Agency.
More detailed information on migratory birds can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.13.4 and the
FEIS, Section 5.13.4.
6.9

Jurisdictional Waters

All Waters of the US, state waters and stream/pond buffers will be shown on the plans and
appropriately labeled.
The Selected Alternative will affect approximately 3,309 linear feet of streams. The required
compensatory mitigation for stream impacts in the Chattahoochee River Basin, totaling 3,225
linear feet, would be 9,573.75 stream credits. The required compensatory mitigation for stream
impacts in the Etowah River Basin, totaling 84 linear feet of stream impacts, would be 371.1
stream mitigation credits. The total required compensatory mitigation for the Selected
Alternative is 9,944.85 stream mitigation credits. These impacts would be mitigated following the
April 2004 final version of the USACE Standard Operating Procedure (SOPs). The 9,944.85
required stream mitigation credits for unavoidable permanent stream impacts will be provided by
using an USACE -approved commercial mitigation bank or GDOT-owned bank serving
hydrologic unit code (HUC) 03130001 and HUC 03150104.
Stream crossings resulting in impacts to the state-mandated buffer at three of the streams
(Streams 4, 8 and 16) within the Selected Alternative will require a state buffer variance per the
Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Control Rules 391-3-7, promulgated under the Georgia
Erosion and Sedimentation Act (Act), O.C.G.A. 12-7. However, a state buffer variance is not
required at the remaining stream crossings where the buffer impact would be exempt per the 50foot exemption area for culvert structures and/or the 100-foot exemption area for bridges.
Environmental harm will be minimized by using standard sedimentation, erosion, and hydrologic
control measures, including the following:
Preservation of roadside vegetation beyond the limits of construction, where possible.
All of the stream buffers (both perpendicular and longitudinal) will be protected from the
clear zone expansion efforts of this project.
Early re-vegetation of disturbed areas so as to minimize soil erosion. In addition, those
stream buffers that are already encroached by current maintenance (mowing and bush
hogging) will be restored by reduction of clearing in those locations.
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The project will include the use of slope drains, detention/retention structures, surface,
subsurface and cross drains, designed as appropriate or needed, so that discharge will
occur in locations and in such a manner that surface and subsurface water quality will
not be affected (the outlets may require aprons, bank protection, silt basins, and energy
dissipaters).
The project will include construction features for the control of predicted erosion and
water pollution in the plans, specifications and contract pay items (Georgia Standard
Specifications – Section 161 through 171 and 700 through 715 identify the pollution
control measures that may be used).
The dumping of chemicals, fuels, lubricants, bitumens, raw sewages, or their harmful
waste into or alongside of streams or impoundments, or into natural or man-made
channels leading thereto, will be prohibited.
Compliance with terms of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permits for construction activities will be required, to include preparation and submittal of
a project Notice of Intent (NOI) and a Notice of Termination (NOT). The NPDES permit
also requires preparation and implementation of erosion, sedimentation, and pollution
control plan and a comprehensive monitoring program. Best management practices
outlined in the erosion, sedimentation, and pollution control plan must be consistent with,
and no less stringent than, practices set forth in the Manual for Erosion and
Sedimentation Control in Georgia (Georgia Soil and Water Conservation Commission,
2002).
The Selected Alternative would result in an estimated 0.0 acres of temporary impacts and 0.0
acres of permanent impacts to wetlands and open waters.
More detailed information on jurisdictional waters can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.14; the
FEIS, Section 5.14; and the FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2 Section B 1.
6.10 Hazardous Material
A Level II contamination assessment will be conducted at all potentially contaminated sites
where right-of-way or easement is required. The assessment will be conducted by GDOT prior
to acquisition of right-of-way from these parcels.
More detailed information on hazardous materials can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.16; the
FEIS, Section 5.16; and the FEIS Reevaluation, Attachment 2 Section C-4.
6.11 Construction Impacts
Mechanisms will be put in place to maintain traffic flow; minimize air quality, noise and
construction lighting impacts; manage waste disposal; protect surrounding natural resources;
control erosion; and handle any accidental waste spills. Affected geodetic survey markers in the
project area will be properly relocated.
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The FEIS included a detailed assessment of construction activities associated with the Selected
Alternative based on the current level of engineering design and past experience on other large
scale projects. While the techniques ultimately utilized for the project may vary to some degree,
the FEIS presented the most likely, worst-case scenario for construction on the project.
More detailed information on hazardous materials can be found in the SDEIS, Section 5.17 and
the FEIS, Section 5.17.

7.0

Monitoring and Enforcement Program

Coordination will be maintained with regulatory and resource agencies during final design,
permitting, right-of-way acquisition, and construction to ensure that avoidance, minimization,
and compensatory mitigation measures will be initiated, as required by law and as agreed to in
the project Green Sheets and the project Environmental Mitigation Plan (see Appendix A). The
GDOT and FHWA will enforce pertinent specifications and contract provisions in accordance
with the intent of the EIS and the welfare of the public.
Specific environmental commitments are outlined in the FEIS beginning on page EC-1 and in
the environmental reevaluation, also beginning on page EC-1. In addition, as part of the
Developer Agreement, the P3 Developer is required to develop and implement a
Comprehensive Environmental Protection Program (CEPP). The purpose of the CEPP is to
establish the approach, requirements and procedures to be implemented to protect the
environment and comply with all regulatory requirements as well as environmental commitments
identified during the environmental review (NEPA) process. The developer also has
responsibility for preparing and implementing the Environmental Compliance and Mitigation
Plan (ECMP). The ECMP is a critical part of the CEPP and ensures compliance with all
environmental laws and environmental approvals. The commitments in the FEIS, FEIS
environmental reevaluation, the CEPP and the ECMP are binding on GDOT, FHWA and the P3
Developer.
The mitigation measures described above will be incorporated into the Developer Agreement,
plans and specifications. The final detailed impact and mitigation will be based on and
concurrent with the approved final design, to achieve the environmental commitments made in
the ROD. The mitigation measures will be monitored in accordance with a construction
monitoring plan to be developed to include all monitoring commitments included in this ROD
and those required to comply with specific permits.

8.0 Responses to Comments on the FEIS/FEIS Reevaluation
The FEIS was approved by FHWA on October 12, 2011. The Notice of Availability (NOA) was
published in the Federal Register on October 21, 2011, initiating a public review period which
closed on November 21, 2011. Five letters, 17 comment cards, and 23 electronic responses
were received during the comment period. Comments on the FEIS are addressed in Appendix
B. In summary, comments were received on:
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Purpose and need
Range of alternatives
Environmental Justice
Tolling and transportation effects
Noise impacts
Air quality
Streams
Cumulative impacts
Design considerations
Cost, funding and project phasing
The responses also reiterated comments provided previously, in particular project alternatives,
tolling and noise impacts. All comments are provided in Appendix B.
Small group meetings were held on November 8 and 10, 2011 to disclose additional sound
barriers that were included in the FEIS that were not in the SDEIS. The meetings were for
property owners and dwellers who were not identified as eligible for noise abatement in the
SDEIS and previous public meetings but were identified as eligible as a result of additional
analysis that was conducted for the FEIS (Northwest Corridor Project, Noise Technical Report,
Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2011). For purposes of inclusion, those invited to attend the meetings
included all property owners and dwellers that were identified in the FEIS as eligible for a
proposed sound barrier, as well as project stakeholders and the general public. Invitations were
also extended to those property owners and dwellers that had been identified as potential
displacements as a result of the construction of the project. The November 8, 2011 meeting was
attended by six citizens, the November 10, 2011 meeting was attended by 20 citizens. Five
comment cards and five responses recorded by the court reporter were received in response to
the two meetings. Comments on received during the meetings are addressed in Appendix B. In
summary, comments were received on:
Additional need for sound barriers
Landscape treatment
Decorative finish for sound barriers
Visibility of business signage behind sound barrier
The responses also reiterated comments provided previously, in particular on lack of sound
barriers, visibility of signage, decorative finishes for sound barriers, and project transit
alternatives. All comments are provided in Appendix B.
In the spring and summer of 2012, outreach efforts were made to communicate the current
status of the project and the changes to the mode of financing for the project that have
occurred; clarify any misinformation circulating about the project; build public and private trust in
the process and the commitment of the State in the delivery of the project; and allow outreach
audiences the opportunity to ask questions and comment. Eleven emails and one letter were
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received as a result of the post-FEIS outreach. Comments received during the post-FEIS
outreach are addressed in Appendix B. In summary, comments were received on:
Relocations
Format of the project video
Visibility of signage behind a sound barrier
Project funding
Open records request
All comments are provided in Appendix B.
One letter, dated November 28, 2011 was received after the close of the FEIS comment period
(November 21, 2011). The letter was from the Cumberland Improvement District and expressed
continued interest in the project. This comment is also included in Appendix B.
As part of the FEIS Reevaluation, a noise impact assessment was recently conducted to
reanalyze the potential impacts of highway traffic noise to properties next to or near the project
area. The results of the analysis identified some properties, additional to those previously
identified, that are eligible to receive a sound barrier with the construction of the proposed
project. In addition, some properties that were evaluated in previous analysis have now been
determined to be feasible and cost effective as a result of the new analysis. On March 19,
2013, 94 property owners and dwellers for these properties were mailed information about the
location of the proposed noise walls and examples of the look and placement of sound barriers.
The information package also contained an addressed, stamped comment postcard. In addition
to returning the comment card, survey responses could also be emailed to the project website
or left on the project hotline.
Fifteen (15) comment cards were received in response to the sound barrier mail out. In addition,
a letter of support for the sound barrier at Manuel Drive (sound barrier #10-11), signed by 11
residents of Manuel Drive and Manuel Court was received. Eight (8) of the 11 also submitted
comment cards. Only one respondent was not in support of a sound barrier in their location.
The FEIS Reevaluation was approved on March 18, 2013 with a public review period which
closed on April 5, 2013. Eighteen (18) electronic responses were received during the comment
period. Comments on the FEIS Reevaluation are addressed in Appendix B. In summary,
comments were received concerning:
Request for additional study of ETL as the preferred tolling policy
Request for additional evaluation of the effect of tolling on environmental justice
populations
Request for more a detailed cumulative impacts analysis
Request for a more detailed greenhouse gas emissions analysis
Lack of complete and accurate response to all public comments
Request for updated project cost
Property impacts
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9.0 Permits
Construction of the Selected Alternative will require the following permits and approvals. Federal
funding for this project is expressly conditioned upon compliance with all permitting terms and
conditions.
USACE Section 404 Individual Permit
USACE 401 Water Quality Certification
No-Rise Certification for FEMA-studied Floodways other than Hope Creek and
Rottenwood Creek
Stream Buffer Variance
NPDES Stormwater General Permit for Construction Activities
Noise Ordinance Variance (for nighttime construction work)
Street Use Permit

10.0

Limitation on Claims

Pursuant to Section 1308 of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21)
and 23 USC Section 139 (I)(1), the FHWA intends to publish a notice in the Federal Register
following publication of the NEPA ROD for the proposed NWCP. This notice would indicate
that the agency has taken final action with respect to compliance with NEPA for the NWCP.
If such a notice is published, claims seeking judicial review of this federal action will be
barred unless such claims are filed within 150 days after the publication date of the Federal
Register notice. The period of time for filing such claims may also be limited to a shorter
time period as allowed in the federal laws governing judicial review of this type of federal
action. If no notice is published in the Federal Register, then the period of time that
otherwise is provided by the federal laws governing such claims would apply. At minimum,
the period of time may only be limited by the Administrative Procedures Act of 1946 (APA)
[5 United States Code [USC] Section 706 et seq.], which allows claims to be filed up to six
years after the federal action.
In addition, Pursuant to Section 1308 of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act
(MAP-21) and 23 USC Section 139 (I)(1), the FHWA intends to publish a notice in the
Federal Register once the USACE has taken final agency action by issuing permits and
approvals for the NWCP. If such a notice is published, claims seeking judicial review of this
federal action will be barred unless such claims are filed within 150 days after the
publication date of the Federal Register notice. The period of time for filing such claims may
also be limited to a shorter time period as allowed in the federal laws governing judicial
review of this type of federal action. If no notice is published in the Federal Register, then
the period of time that otherwise is provided by the federal laws governing such claims
would apply. At minimum, the period of time may only be limited by the APA, which allows
claims to be filed up to six years after the federal action.
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Project Commitments
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTSPROJECT GREEN SHEETS

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

4

Mitigation for the unavoidable 3,309 linear feet
of permanent stream impacts (a total of
FEIS Re9,944.85 stream mitigation credits) will be
evaluation/Ecology Office of Environmental
provided by using an USACE-approved
Technical Report
Services
commercial mitigation bank or GDOT-owned
2013 Addendum
bank serving HUC 03130001 and HUC
03150104.

5

A USACE Section 404 Individual Permit will
be acquired prior to project implementation.

FEIS

6

A NPDES permit will be acquired prior to
construction.

7

Coordination with FEMA, Cobb and Cherokee
Counties, and GDNR will be conducted
regarding the impacts to regulatory
floodways. Hope Creek, Rottenwood Creek,
Sope Creek and Elizabeth Branch will require
a FEMA no-rise certification. Prior to
construction, an approved FEMA CLOMR will
be required for Hope Creek and Rottenwood
Creek. Issuance of a LOMR by FEMA will be
required after construction is complete. The
P3 Developer will prepare the final hydraulic
analysis using the most current hydraulic
information available.

8

The P3 Developer shall design the project to
minimize impacts to floodplains. These
features should include bridge structures over
streams, increasing the slope ratio at the 100year floodplain crossings, and placing
retaining walls at the 100-year floodplain
crossings.

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

$1,366,302

No

No

Incomplete

Office of Environmental
Services/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

FEIS

Office of Construction/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

FEIS

Office of Environmental
Services/
Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

FEIS

Office of Environmental
Services/
Office of Innovative
Program Delivery

TBD

No

No

Incomplete

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013

CORRIDOR

PROJECT
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

9

A final decision on the installation of sound
barriers will be made upon completion of
additional detailed noise abatement analysis
based on final design and public outreach to
affected property owners and dwellers.
Coordination with property owners and
dwellers regarding the location of potential
sound barriers will be conducted prior to the
final decision on the installation of the sound
barriers. Public involvement will be conducted
in accordance with the approved public
involvement plan for the project.

FEIS/Noise
Technical Report

Office of Environmental
Services / P3 Developer

TBD

No

No

Incomplete

10

Design features that may aid emergency
access will be considered during future stages
of project design.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

11

The height of both structural walls and sound
barriers will be mitigated visually through the
use of context-sensitive aesthetic finishes or
treatments and, where possible, landscaping.
Community outreach to this end will be
implemented during final design.

FEIS

Office of Environmental
Services /
P3 Developer

TBD

No

No

Incomplete

12

A detailed financial plan for the Northwest
Corridor Project will be developed by GDOT
and approved by FHWA. Access to the
managed-lane facility by disadvantaged
persons will be included in the financial plan.
The P3 Developer accounting related to the
Northwest Corridor Project will be subject to
GDOT audits.

FEIS

Office of Financial
Management and GDOT
Financial Advisor

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

13

Cash-based and cash preferred customer
solutions will be implemented to facilitate toll
lane access to those who may need or prefer
to purchase Peach Pass accounts with cash
and in person rather than online and with a
credit card. These cash-based and cashpreferred customer solutions will also entail
providing additional locations for Peach Pass
purchase, including retail outlets. In addition,
minimum required initial values and reload
amounts for the Peach Pass will occur.
Finally, the transaction cost associated with
reloading the card will be set to minimize the
financial impact to cash-based and cashpreferred customers.

14

A public information and notification plan to
provide project information, updates, and
construction information to community
businesses and residents will be developed
and maintained throughout project
development. The plan will address the
project through design, construction and
operations.

FEIS/Public
Involvement Plan

Office of Environmental
Services /
P3 Developer

None

No

No

Incomplete

15

The project mailing list initiated during the
AA/DEIS will be maintained, updated, and
kept current throughout final design and
construction activities to ensure all interested
citizens will be notified about meetings and
project news

FEIS/Public
Involvement Plan

Office of Environmental
Services /
P3 Developer

$0.00

No

No

Incomplete

FEIS

SRTA/
P3 Developer/
Office of Innovative
Program Delivery

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

16

The P3 Developer, working collaboratively
with GDOT, will furnish facility-related
materials in multi-lingual communications not
limited to English, Spanish, Portuguese, and
other languages.

FEIS/P3
Developer
Agreement

Office of Environmental
Services /
P3 Developer

TBD

No

No

Incomplete

17

A detailed construction noise mitigation plan
will be developed prior to the initiation of
construction.

FEIS/Noise
Technical Report

Office of Environmental
Services
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

18

A mitigation plan for the extended duration of
potential 24-hour effects from constructionrelated noise, light, glare, and dust will be
developed. The plan will be coordinated with
neighborhood groups, including residents
living in close proximity to the project corridor
construction zone and staging areas.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

19

Eligible historic boundary for the Marietta and
North Georgia Railroad (i.e., the right-of-way
of the railroad mainline) and the Dobson Gulf
Service Station-Marietta Muffler will be
included on all plans. No construction will
occur within the historic boundaries.

Email from Chad
Carlson , GDOT
Historian, dated
8/27/10

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

Yes

No

Incomplete

20

A Level II contamination assessment will be
conducted at all sites where right-of-way is
required.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
Office of Materials and
Research/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

21

Prior to construction, GDOT, the P3
Developer, and agencies that provide
emergency response will prepare an
emergency response plan that addresses
coordination with construction activities and
emergency responders.

FEIS/P3
Developer
Agreement

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

22

Prior to construction, NOAA shall be provided
Letter from
no less than a 90-day notification of planned
Christopher Harm,
activities that will disturb or destroy any
NOAA National
geodetic control monuments. This will provide Geodetic Survey,
time to plan for and execute relocation of
dated July 10,
geodetic monuments.
2007

23

An environmental mitigation plan for the
Northwest Corridor Project will be developed
and will include mitigation items cited in the
FEIS and the ROD.

24

Meetings will be conducted with the public
regarding potential detours. The meetings will
be conducted in accordance with GDOT
public involvement procedures.

25

49

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

TBD

Yes

No

Incomplete

GDOT

Office of Environmental
Services/
Office of Innovative
Program Delivery

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

GDOT

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

Placement of advance toll signage will avoid
any waters of the U.S.

Advance Toll
Signage Technical
Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No Cost

Yes

No

Incomplete

The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
will be provided with the stormwater control
and infiltration plan prior to finalization of the
construction plans.

Environmental
Reevaluation/P3
Developer
Agreement

Office of Environmental
Services/
Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Incomplete

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

During Construction Commitments
Construction or Area Engineer signature required upon the completion of all During Construction Commitments.

26

Special Provision (SP) 107.23G for the
protection of migratory bird species and the
protection of the federally endangered Indiana
bat (Myotis sodalis), gray bat (Myotis
grisescens), the federally threatened
FEIS ReCherokee darter (Etheostoma scotti), the
evaluation/Ecology
state-listed Chattahoochee crayfish (Cambrus Technical Report
howardii), highscale shiner (Notropis
2013 Addendum
hypsilepis), bluestripe shiner (Cyprinella
callitaenia), delicate spike (Elliptio arctata),
and lined chub (Hybopsis lineapunctata) will
be implemented.

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

Yes

Signature Required

27

Pedestrian and bicycle traffic on the Bob
Callan Trail will be maintained by means of an
approved traffic control plan during
construction of proposed bridges. Conditions
to be provided in the Transportation
Management Plan (TMP). Precautions will be
taken to ensure the safety of the trail users
during construction. The trail facility will not be
used for construction staging. Construction of
the managed lanes over Bob Callan Trail will
be of limited duration. Construction of the
proposed bridge widening will occur at night
when the trail is closed. The trail will remain
open during the day during normal operating
hours. No change in ownership will take place
to any parkland. Any impact to the Bob Callan
Trail due to P3 Developer construction
activities will be mitigated by restoring the
Trail to pre-construction conditions.

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

Yes

No

Signature Required

FEIS

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

28

A public information and notification
plan/program to provide project information/
updates/construction information to
community businesses and residents during
construction and operations will be
implemented.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

None

No

No

Signature Required

29

The project mailing list initiated during the
AA/DEIS will be maintained, updated and kept
current throughout construction activities to
ensure all interested citizens will be notified
about meetings and project news.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

None

No

No

Signature Required

30

The P3 Developer, working collaboratively
with GDOT, will furnish facility-related
materials in multi-lingual communications not
limited to English, Spanish, Portuguese, and
other languages.

FEIS/P3
Developer
Agreement

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No costs

No

No

Signature Required

31

Variances, special permits, or approval may
be required by Cobb and Cherokee counties
or local municipalities, if construction occurs
during nighttime hours and/or on Sundays.
Any necessary variances to noise ordinances
will be obtained prior to construction.

FEIS/Noise
Technical Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No costs

No

No

Signature Required

32

Construction activities will be scheduled so
that property access and utility disruptions are
anticipated, scheduled in advance, and are as
brief as possible. Advance notification for such
disruptions will be provided to affected
property owners and businesses.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No costs

No

No

Signature Required

33

Deliveries of construction materials will be
scheduled to minimize disruptions to
surrounding land uses.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No costs

No

No

Signature Required

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

34

A mitigation plan for the extended duration of
potential 24-hour effects from constructionrelated noise, light, glare, and dust will be
implemented.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No costs

No

No

Signature Required

35

No equipment and materials lay down and
staging areas will be located within 500 yards
of Olde Rope Mill Park.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No costs

No

No

Signature Required

36

The P3 Developer shall comply with all state
and local sound control and noise level rules,
regulations, and ordinances.

FEIS/Noise
Technical Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No costs

No

No

Signature Required

37

The following noise abatement measures will
be implemented during construction:

Keep the public informed when work is
going to be done;

Keep a telephone log of complaints and
how they were resolved

Limit the number and duration of onsite
idling equipment;

Maintain all construction equipment in
good repair;

Reduce noise from all stationary
equipment and facilities by using
suitable enclosures;

Schedule truck loading, unloading and
handling operations to minimize
construction site noise.

FEIS/Noise
Technical Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Signature Required

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013

CORRIDOR

PROJECT
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

38

The following standard preventive BMP
measures will be implemented during
construction to minimize the amount of
construction dust generated:
 Minimize land disturbance;
 Use watering trucks to minimize dust;
 Cover trucks when hauling dirt;
 Stabilize surface of dirt piles if not
removed immediately;
 Limit vehicular paths and stabilize these
temporary roads.

FEIS/Air Quality
Technical Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No Cost

No

No

Signature Required

39

The following BMP measures will be
implemented to the extent practicable to
minimize greenhouse gas emissions during
construction:
 Reduce equipment idle time;
 Reduce fuel usage through increased
fuel efficiency;
 Use alternative fuels;
 Properly maintain equipment;
 Provide driver training to improve
operating efficiency;
 Use properly sized equipment;
 Replace older, less fuel efficient
equipment with newer, more efficient
equipment;
 Reuse/recycle waste construction
materials.

FEIS/Air Quality
Technical Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No Cost

No

No

Signature Required

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013

CORRIDOR

PROJECT
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

40

The following BMP measures will be
implemented during construction in order to
minimize worker exposure to diesel exhaust:
 Position exhaust pipes so that diesel
fumes are directed away from the
operator and nearby workers;
 Routine inspection and maintenance of
filtration devices.

FEIS/Air Quality
Technical Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No Cost

No

No

Signature Required

41

The following measures will be implemented
to the extent practicable to minimize worker
exposure to diesel exhaust during
construction:
 Use low-sulphur diesel fuel;
 Retrofit engines with exhaust filtration
devices to capture diesel particulate
matter;
 New equipment should be equipped with
the most advanced emission control
system available.

FEIS/Air Quality
Technical Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No Cost

No

No

Signature Required

42

Where possible, lane closures will be limited
to nighttime periods or on weekends.

FEIS/P3
Developer
Agreement

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Signature Required

43

Where possible, construction on the cross
streets and highway ramps will take place
during off-peak periods.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Signature Required

44

A project hotline number will be provided and
a field office or mobile trailer will be opened
within Cobb County so that any and all
members of the public can directly report
problems related to construction activities, and
ensure problems will be resolved promptly.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Signature Required

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013

CORRIDOR

PROJECT
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS TABLE
Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cobb and Cherokee Counties
Date Updated March 8, 2013

COMMITMENT/REQUIREMENT
(Separate out commitments
by PI No.)

NO.

DOCUMENT
STIPULATED IN

PLACE
ON
PLANS
(Yes or
RESPONSIBLE PARTY ESTIMATED COST* No)

REQUIRES
A SPECIAL
PROVISION
(Yes or No)

STATUS
(Pre- and Post Construction
–
Complete or Incomplete;
During Construction –
Signature Required)

45

The P3 Developer shall comply with the
emergency response plan that is created by
GDOT, the P3 Developer, and agencies that
provide emergency response.

FEIS/P3
Developer
Agreement

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Signature Required

46

Construction and installation activities for the
advance toll signage shall avoid impacts to
waters of the U.S.

Advance Toll
Signage Technical
Report

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

Yes

No

Signature Required

47

A federal and state compliant relocation
assistance program will be available to
displaced persons and businesses. The
program will comply with requirements of the
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as
amended and the Georgia Relocation
Assistance and Land Acquisition Policy Act.

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Signature Required

48

A limited due diligence transaction screening
investigation (American Society for Testing
and Materials [ASTM] E1528) will be
conducted for all properties immediately prior
to purchase.

FEIS

Office of Environmental
Services/
Office of Innovative
Program Delivery/
P3 Developer

No cost

No

No

Signature Required

50

Annual surveys of users over a three-year
period will be conducted; dissemination of
monitoring information will be provided on the
State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA) and
GDOT websites. While the data gathered from
these surveys may not enable near-term
mitigation with this particular toll project, it will
be available to assist in making decisions
about any future toll-related projects that
might be studied in the future.

No

No

Signature Required

Post Construction Commitments

FEIS

Office of Innovative
Program Delivery

Total Estimated Cost* for all Project Commitments:

No Cost

TBD

*Estimated cost for planning purposes only; in current dollars as of date updated.
NORTHWEST
March 2013

CORRIDOR

PROJECT
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Palmer, Roger
To:
Subject:

Jackson, Keisha
RE: NWC Commitment Table

From: Pomfret, Jim
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 3:26 PM
To: Jackson, Keisha
Subject: RE: NWC Commitment Table

Good for archeo

Jim Pomfret

Archaeology Team Leader
Georgia Department of Transportation
Office of Environmental Services
600 West Peachtree Street, NW
Atlanta, GA 30308
Phone: 404.631.1256
Cell: 404.314.0669
Fax: 404.631.1916
From: Jackson, Keisha
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 8:42 AM
To: Carlson, Chad; Collazo, Jaime; Pomfret, Jim
Subject: NWC Commitment Table

Hello: Please take a look at the attached commitment table (ignoring the format which will not be changing)
and email me your concurrence or comments by 1/8 (Tuesday).
Thanks!!!

Keisha L.. Jackson

Georgia Department of Transportation
Office of Environmental Services
KeiJackson@dot.ga.gov
(404)631-1160
16th Floor, One Georgia Center
600 West Peachtree Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

Please consider the environment - do you really need to print this email?
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Palmer, Roger
Subject:

FW: NWCP - FEIS Reevaluation - Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256); P.I. 0008256

From: Carlson, Chad
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:41 AM
To: Palmer, Roger
Cc: Jackson, Keisha
Subject: RE: NWCP - FEIS Reevaluation - Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256); P.I. 0008256

I concur for history.
From: Palmer, Roger [mailto:Palmer@pbworld.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:18 AM
To: Carlson, Chad
Cc: Jackson, Keisha; Hancock, John; Welch, Albert (Butch); Moses, Robert; Birch, Valerie
Subject: NWCP - FEIS Reevaluation - Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256); P.I. 0008256

Chad,
The current environmental commitment table for the NWC Project as shown in the FEIS Reevaluation is attached.
Commitment # 19 has been revised to include the historic resource: Dobson Gulf Service Station–Marietta Muffler, as
requested.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Roger
Roger A. Palmer, P.E.
Project Manager
Parsons Brinckerhoff
3340 Peachtree Rd NE
Tower Place 100
Atlanta, GA 30326
404 364-2658 (office)
404 661-9087 (cell)
palmer@pbworld.com
www.pbworld.com

______________________________________________________________________
NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain confidential information for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration,
dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this
message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.
In FY 12, Georgia DOT delivered 83% of projects managed solely by GDOT through streamlining of planning,
environmental, engineering, right of way, funding and construction processes. This is the highest delivery rate since 2009.
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Palmer, Roger
To:
Subject:

Jackson, Keisha
RE: NWCP - Green Sheets Signature/Initialization Page

From: Collazo, Jaime
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 8:40 AM
To: Jackson, Keisha
Cc: Welch, Albert (Butch); Hancock, John
Subject: RE: NWCP - Green Sheets Signature/Initialization Page

I concur with the commitments for Ecology/404.
Thanks,
Jaime M. Collazo, Ecologist
Office of Environmental Services
Georgia Department of Transportation
One Georgia Center
600 West Peachtree Street, NW
16th Floor
Atlanta, GA 30308
404-631-1740

From: Jackson, Keisha
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:10 PM
To: Collazo, Jaime
Cc: Welch, Albert (Butch); Hancock, John
Subject: RE: NWCP - Green Sheets Signature/Initialization Page

Thank you for the quick response! Since we have them /it in hand, we didn’t add to say it’s complete. If this is ok, would
reply again with the approval?

Keisha Jackson

Georgia Department of Transportation
16 Floor, One Georgia Center
KeiJackson@dot.ga.gov
(404)631-1160
Please consider the environment - do you really need to print this email?

From: Collazo, Jaime
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 2:59 PM
To: Jackson, Keisha; Pomfret, Jim; Carlson, Chad
Cc: Welch, Albert (Butch); Hancock, John
Subject: RE: NWCP - Green Sheets Signature/Initialization Page

The commitments table doesn’t include Section 7 and FWCA concurrences. Otherwise, looks OK for Ecology/404.
Jaime M. Collazo, Ecologist
Office of Environmental Services
Georgia Department of Transportation
One Georgia Center
600 West Peachtree Street, NW

Page EC 15

16th Floor
Atlanta, GA 30308
404-631-1740

From: Jackson, Keisha
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 1:21 PM
To: Pomfret, Jim; Carlson, Chad; Collazo, Jaime
Cc: Welch, Albert (Butch); Hancock, John
Subject: FW: NWCP - Green Sheets Signature/Initialization Page

Hello: Please take a look at the attached commitment table. (We’re not updating the format.) if possible I really need
your comments or ok this afternoon. I SINCERELY apologize for the request for immediate action.

Keisha Jackson

Georgia Department of Transportation
16 Floor, One Georgia Center
KeiJackson@dot.ga.gov
(404)631-1160
Please consider the environment - do you really need to print this email?

From: Moses, Robert [mailto:Moses@pbworld.com]
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 12:46 PM
To: Hancock, John; Welch, Albert (Butch); Jackson, Keisha
Cc: VanMeter, Darryl; Birch, Valerie; Palmer, Roger
Subject: NWCP - Green Sheets Signature/Initialization Page

In case this can be initialed now.
Robert R. Moses, PE
Senior Supervising Engineer / Regional Manager - TEC Civil
Parsons Brinckerhoff
3340 Peachtree Road
Suite 2400, Tower Place 100
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
404-364-2674 (office)
678-640-7240 (cell)
moses@pbworld.com
www.pbworld.com

______________________________________________________________________
NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain confidential information for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration,
dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this
message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.
In FY 12, Georgia DOT delivered 83% of projects managed solely by GDOT through streamlining of planning,
environmental, engineering, right of way, funding and construction processes. This is the highest delivery rate since 2009.
Visit us at http://www.dot.ga.gov; or follow us on http://www.facebook.com/GeorgiaDOT and
http://twitter.com/gadeptoftrans
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MITIGATION PLAN

ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION PLAN

NORTHWEST CORRIDOR PROJECT

Federal Highway Administration
Georgia Department of Transportation

CSNHS-0008-00(256), PI No. 0008256
Cobb and Cherokee Counties

March 8, 2013
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

National Environmental Policy Act

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) applies to federal actions and requires
federal agencies to examine the environmental effects of their proposed actions. For example, if
federal money or permits are required, then NEPA compliance is required. An Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement (AA/DEIS) documenting potential environmental
impacts was prepared for the Northwest Corridor (NWC) Project. The AA/DEIS was approved
and released to the public in April 2007. Public hearings on the AA/DEIS were held in May and
June 2007.
Consistent with the substantive comments on the AA/DEIS and reconsideration of the financial
feasibility of the alternatives evaluated in the AA/DEIS, GDOT determined that the alternatives
for the proposed Northwest Corridor Project evaluated in the AA/DEIS needed to be refined in
response to changed conditions. As a result, a Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (SDEIS) was prepared. The SDEIS was approved and released to the public in
September 2010. Public hearings on the SDEIS were held in October 2010.
The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) identifying the preferred alternative was
approved and released to the public in October 2011. The Record of Decision (ROD) is the final
step in the EIS process. The ROD states what the decision is, identifies the alternatives
considered, and discusses mitigation, including any enforcement and monitoring commitments.
1.2

Project Description

Under the Selected Alternative, the existing managed lanes (i.e., HOV lanes) will be extended
north of Akers Mill Road on both I-75 and I-575. The managed lanes will terminate just north of
Hickory Grove Road and south of Sixes Road, respectively, and will be tolled reversible lanes.
Between I-285 and I-575, there will be two reversible lanes. North of I-575, there will be a single
reversible lane on both I-75 and I-575. The selected tolling policy for the managed lanes is
Express Toll Lanes (ETL) meaning all non-exempt vehicles will pay a toll to use the managed
lanes regardless of occupancy. Exempt vehicles include military vehicles, registered transit
vehicles, emergency vehicles and school buses.
The Northwest Corridor Project does not follow a traditional project delivery process. The project
will be delivered through a public-private partnership (P3) procurement utilizing a design-buildfinance delivery option. A P3 procurement leverages limited transportation funds through a
partnership with the private sector to provide both private investment and innovation. The P3
Developer will be responsible for the design, construction and some initial funding of the project.
Responsibility for operations, maintenance, tolling and long-term financing will be retained by
the State.
With a P3 process, there is a sharing of responsibility for project implementation. Under the P3
procurement process, the State will sign a contractual agreement with the Developer. In
general, the Developer will largely be responsible for the implementation of the project and
GDOT will largely be responsible for operations and ensuring compliance with measures
1

identified in the Record of Decision (ROD) and all applicable environmental laws. The
Developer essentially operates as GDOT’s agent through construction; however the ultimate
responsibility for all environmental matters rests with GDOT.
2.0

SCHEDULE

Figure 1 shows a timeline for the NWC Project, beginning with the environmental review
process and extending through construction to opening.
3.0

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The GDOT is responsible for operations of the project, ensuring compliance with measures
identified in the ROD and all applicable environmental laws. The P3 Developer will be
responsible for the implementation of the project. Table 1 lists the responsible parties, the scope
of responsibility and the tracking and reporting method.

Figure 1 Estimated Schedule for the NWC Project

2

Table 1. Roles and Responsibilities
Responsible Party

Scope of Responsibilities

GDOT

Enforcement and oversight of
mitigation measures during
design and construction.
Execution of mitigation
measures after construction.

P3 Developer

Execution of mitigation
measures during design and
construction.

FHWA

Oversight

4.0

MITIGATION MEASURES

4.1

Definition

Tracking and Reporting
Method
The GDOT PM will utilize the
Environmental Management
System (EMS) to track
compliance with the
environmental commitments.
The Developer will follow
procedures defined in the
Environmental Compliance
and Mitigation Plan (ECMP)
and will track compliance
utilizing an Environmental
Management System (EMS).
Review documentation

A mitigation measure is an action that is implemented to avoid, minimize, rectify,
reduce/eliminate, or provide compensation for an environmental impact.
4.2

Evolution of Mitigation Measures

Mitigation measures identified in the ROD will continue to evolve as the project proceeds.
Environmental requirements can change or emerge after the issuance of the ROD as a result of
agency consultations, public outreach, permit conditions, design modifications, P3 final design,
and the enactment of new laws, regulations and policies. Design modifications could result in
the need for environmental reevaluations. In addition, permit conditions may contain new
mitigation measures and best management practices for projects. Figure 2 shows the factors
that can influence mitigation measures.
The project will be delivered through a P3 procurement with a design-build-finance delivery
option. As a result, in addition to mitigation commitments stated in the ROD, the P3 Developer
will also be required to develop, operate and maintain a Comprehensive Environmental
Protection Program (CEPP) to ensure environmental compliance with all applicable
environmental laws and commitments. One of the requirements of the CEPP includes the
development of a post-ROD Environmental Compliance and Mitigation Plan (ECMP) to track the
implementation of mitigation measures. GDOT will be responsible for ensuring compliance with
the plan.

3

Figure 2 Evolution of Mitigation Measures
4.3

Implementation of Mitigation Measures

Environmental Commitments Specified in the Record of Decision
A number of environmental commitments have been incorporated into the ROD for the
mitigation of potential environmental impacts anticipated as a result of the development of the
NWC Project. These commitments have been developed throughout the project development
process and were coordinated with the GDOT offices responsible for carrying them out. They
are documented in an Environmental Commitments Table, also referred to as the Green
Sheets. The commitments are divided into sections based on the category of the commitment
and mitigation. The GDOT is legally bound to fulfill all commitments made in the Green Sheets.
Table 2 describes the framework for monitoring and tracking mitigation measures that will be
implemented by GDOT and the Developer as part of the NWC EIS/ROD. Mitigation measures
represent actions that must be incorporated into the most appropriate phase of project planning
in order to avoid, minimize, rectify, reduce/eliminate, or provide compensation for an
environmental impact that would occur otherwise. To achieve this objective, the mitigation
measure is either programmatic in nature or can be incorporated into the design, construction or
4

operational phase of the project. For most mitigation measures that comprise actions during
construction, it will be necessary to include the measure in the design phase. This is because
specifications and design packages must include these actions and the measure must be
carried out during the construction phase.
This Environmental Mitigation Plan document is a public disclosure document to record all
anticipated impacts as a result of the project.
Mitigation Required by Developer Contractual Agreement
The P3 Developer is bound to environmental commitments through the Contractual Agreement.
As part of the Contractual Agreement, the Developer is required to develop and implement a
Comprehensive Environmental Protection Program (CEPP). The purpose of the CEPP is to
establish the approach, requirements and procedures to be implemented to protect the
environment and comply with all regulatory requirements as well as environmental commitments
identified during the NEPA process. At a minimum, the CEPP is required to include the following
components:








Environmental Management System (EMS)
Environmental Compliance and Mitigation Plan (ECMP)
Environmental Protection Training Plan (EPTP)
Hazardous Materials Management Plan (HMMP)
Communication Plan (CP)
Construction Monitoring Plan (CMP)
Recycling Plan (RP)

The ECMP is a critical part of the CEPP and assigns responsibilities in detail, establishes
mechanisms and identifies timing to ensure compliance with all environmental laws and
environmental approvals. The ECMP also incorporates the environmental commitments
specified in the ROD.
4.4

Tracking Implementation of Mitigation Measures

To document the implementation and progress of the mitigation measures throughout the
duration of the project, a Mitigation Measure Status Report form will be utilized by GDOT and
the P3 Developer. GDOT will be responsible for completing the forms for post-construction
mitigation commitments and for any mitigation commitments associated with the right-of-way
phase. The P3 Developer will be responsible for completing the forms for pre-construction and
construction mitigation commitments.
The information provided on the forms will be entered into an Environmental Management
System (EMS) that will be developed by the P3 Developer for the NWC Project. The EMS will
be an electronic, web-based system with access 24-hours, 7 days per week during the
construction process. GDOT and FHWA will have access to the EMS. The P3 Developer will
deliver the EMS to GDOT at the completion of construction so that GDOT can then track postconstruction commitments.
5

Mitigation Measure Status Report Form
The monitoring and completion of each mitigation measure will be documented on the Mitigation
Measure Status Report form. This form will be completed by the party responsible for
implementing the mitigation measure. Supplemental record keeping, report preparation and
documentation may be required for specific mitigation measures. The form will be completed by
the appropriate person who can confirm that the information on the form is accurate and reflects
the status of the mitigation measure. The P3 Developer will prepare and deliver monthly
mitigation measure status reports that will be submitted to GDOT and FHWA.
Environmental Management System
Information from Mitigation Measure Status Reports will be entered into the Environmental
Management System to show status. This will enable GDOT managers to compare status to
schedules and estimated completion dates. The database will display planning elements for
each mitigation measure. The database will include scheduling information that reflects the
estimated completion date for each measure. The database will be updated by GDOT personnel
upon receipt of monthly Mitigation Measure Status Reports.
Compliance Reporting and Audits
Monthly audits will be conducted by GDOT’s Office of Innovative Program Delivery to ensure
that mitigation measures are being implemented. Adequate and sufficient records need to be
maintained in order to provide documentation of compliance.
A successful audit of compliance with mitigation measures can be achieved when:


Accurate mitigation measure implementation and status information is readily available



Documentation on the implementation of mitigation measure is complete



Mitigation measure tracking and reporting is being carried out in accordance with the
approved mitigation monitoring plan

The results of the audit may be used to identify insufficient progress in incorporating or
implementing mitigation measures. In that case, FHWA and GDOT may consider requiring
corrective action from the contractor for any major audit findings to establish preventive action.
A follow-up audit may be conducted to ensure that corrective actions for all audit findings are
completed and adequately addressed.

6

Table 2 Environmental Commitments

Notes

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

This document,
Environmental Mitigation
Plan – Northwest Corridor
Project, is the environmental
mitigation plan. This
document will be an
attachment to the ROD.

Developed by
GDOT and
approved by FHWA.

Plan approved
prior to signing
of the ROD

GDOT Office of
Environmental
Services

Plan will be
developed by GDOT
and approved by
FHWA.

Plan approved
prior to signing
of the ROD

P3 Developer will
maintain project
accounting through
design and
construction.

Plan approved
prior to P3
Developer
contract award

GDOT Right-of-Way
Office

GDOT will begin
to acquire right
of way in 2013
and will
complete
acquisition
before
construction
begins.

Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

Commitment / Requirement

Environmental Mitigation Plan

EC-23

An environmental mitigation plan
for the Northwest Corridor Project
will be developed and will include
mitigation items cited in the FEIS
and the ROD.

Financial Plan

EC-12

A detailed financial plan for the
Northwest Corridor Project will be
developed by GDOT and approved
by FHWA. The P3 Developer
accounting related to the
Northwest Corridor Project will be
subject to GDOT audits.

The P3 Developer
accounting related to the
project will be subject to
annual audits by GDOT.
GDOT will also conduct an
audit at completion of
construction.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

Relocations

EC-47

A federal and state compliant
relocation assistance program will
be available to displaced persons
and businesses. The program will
comply with requirements of the
Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies
Act of 1970, as amended and the
Georgia Relocation Assistance
and Land Acquisition Policy Act.

GDOT, not the P3
Developer, will prepare the
Right of Way Plans and
acquire the right of way.

GDOT Right-ofWay Office
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Impact Area /
Commitment Commitment / Requirement
Number
Public Information and Outreach

EC-14

EC-28

EC-15

A public information and
notification plan to provide project
information, updates, and
construction information to
community businesses, traveling
public and residents will be
developed and maintained
throughout project development.
The plan will address the project
through design, construction and
operations.
A public information and
notification plan/program to
provide project information/
updates/construction information to
community businesses, traveling
public and residents during
design,construction and operations
will be implemented.

The project mailing list initiated
during the AA/DEIS, SDEIS, FEIS,
and reevaluation of the FEIS will
be maintained, updated, and kept
current throughout final design and
construction activities to ensure all
interested citizens will be notified
about meetings and project news

Notes

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

Project website
GDOT will specify
requirements for the public
information and notification
plan in the RFP to bidders.

GDOT will specify
requirements for the public
information and notification
plan in the RFP to bidders.
GDOT’s Office of Innovative
Program Delivery will
conduct monthly reviews to
ensure that the plan is being
implemented during
construction.
GDOT will maintain the
project mailing list.
GDOT will provide the P3
Developer with the most
current mailing list as
needed for project mailings/
notifications.
P3 Developer will provide
GDOT with any updates to
the mailing list that it
receives.

Selected P3
Developer will
implement during
design and
construction; GDOT
and SRTA will
implement after
construction.

Prior to
construction.

GDOT
Communications

P3 Developer
Project website

Selected P3
Developer will
implement during
design and
construction; GDOT
and SRTA will
implement after
construction.

During
construction.

GDOT
Communications

P3 Developer
Project website

GDOT

Before
construction.

GDOT
Communications

P3 Developer
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

Commitment / Requirement

Notes

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

GDOT will maintain the
project mailing list.

EC-29

EC-16

EC-30

The project mailing list initiated
during the AA/DEIS, SDEIS, FEIS,
and reevaluation of the FEIS will
be maintained, updated and kept
current throughout construction
activities to ensure all interested
citizens will be notified about
meetings and project news.

The P3 Developer, working
collaboratively with GDOT, will
furnish facility-related materials in
multi-lingual communications not
limited to English, Spanish,
Portuguese, and other languages.

The P3 Developer, working
collaboratively with GDOT, will
furnish facility-related materials in
multi-lingual communications not
limited to English, Spanish,
Portuguese, and other languages.

GDOT will provide the P3
Developer with the most
current mailing list as
needed for project mailings/
notifications.
P3 Developer will provide
GDOT with any updates to
the mailing list that it
receives.
A project-specific toll-free
telephone number will be
established by GDOT. The
attached voice mail system
will allow callers to hear their
options in either English
(press 1) or Spanish (press
2) similar to SRTA’s Peach
Pass telephone number (1855-PCH-PASS). For this
project the options will also
be provided in Portuguese
(press 3).
GDOT will determine which
materials will be provided in
which languages.
The project-specific toll-free
telephone number
established by GDOT will be
maintained through
construction of the project.
GDOT will determine which
materials will be provided in
which languages.

For More
Information

Project website

GDOT

During
construction.

GDOT
Communications

P3 Developer

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

During design.

GDOT’s Office
of Innovative
Program
Delivery

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

During
construction.

GDOT’s Office
of Innovative
Program
Delivery
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

Commitment / Requirement

Notes

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

GDOT is holding a
project meeting with first
responders in July 2012.
Required design
features will be specified
in the RFP to
developers.

GDOT will specify
requirements in the
RFP; P3 Developer
will design

Before
construction.

GDOT’s Office
of Innovative
Program
Delivery

The emergency
response plan will be
prepared and then
monitored and updated
based on construction
activities/schedule.

P3 Developer and
GDOT

Initiated prior to
construction and
updated as
necessary.

GDOT’s Office
of Innovative
Program
Delivery

The emergency
response plan will be
monitored and updated
based on construction
activities/schedule.

P3 Developer with
GDOT oversight

During
construction.

GDOT’s Office
of Innovative
Program
Delivery

Emergency Services

EC-10

EC-21

EC-45

Design features that may aid
emergency access will be considered
during future stages of project design.

Prior to construction, GDOT, the P3
Developer, and agencies that provide
emergency response will prepare an
emergency response plan that
addresses coordination with
construction activities and emergency
responders.
The P3 Developer shall comply with
the emergency response plan that is
created by GDOT, the P3 Developer,
and agencies that provide emergency
response.
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Impact Area /
Commitment Commitment / Requirement
Number
Environmental Justice (EJ)

EC-13

EC-50

Cash-based and cash preferred customer
solutions will be implemented to facilitate
toll lane access to those who may need or
prefer to purchase Peach Pass accounts
with cash and in person rather than online
and with a credit card. These cash-based
and cash-preferred customer solutions will
also entail providing additional locations for
Peach Pass purchase, including retail
outlets. In addition, minimum required initial
values and reload amounts for the Peach
Pass will occur. Finally, the transaction cost
associated with reloading the card will be
set to minimize the financial impact to
cash-based and cash-preferred customers.
Annual surveys of users over a three-year
period will be conducted; dissemination of
monitoring information will be provided on
the State Road and Tollway Authority
(SRTA) and GDOT websites. While the
data gathered from these surveys may not
enable near-term mitigation with this
particular toll project, it will be available to
assist in making decisions about any future
toll-related projects that might be studied in
the future.

Notes

A cash-option, walk-in
customer service
centers will be
implemented. (See
Appendix pages 3-7)

GDOT will conduct this
study in conjunction with
SRTA.

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

GDOT and SRTA

Established and
operational
before opening
of facility.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

GDOT and SRTA

Annually for 3
years after
project opening.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery
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Impact Area /
Commitment Commitment / Requirement
Number
Parks and Trails
Pedestrian and bicycle traffic on the
Bob Callan Trail will be maintained by
means of an approved traffic control
plan during construction of proposed
bridges. Conditions to be provided in
the Transportation Management Plan
(TMP). Precautions will be taken to
ensure the safety of the trail users
during construction. The trail facility will
not be used for construction staging.

EC-27

Construction of the managed lanes over
Bob Callan Trail will be of limited
duration.
Construction of the proposed bridge
widening will occur at night when the
trail is closed. The trail will remain open
during the day during normal operating
hours. No change in ownership will take
place to any parkland. Any impact to the
Bob Callan Trail due to P3 Developer
construction activities will be mitigated
by restoring the Trail to pre-construction
conditions.

Notes

A copy of the
concurrence from Cobb
County regarding
temporary impacts to
Bob Callan Trail is
located in the Appendix
(pages 11-12).

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

P3 Developer with
GDOT oversight

During
construction of the
bridge widening
over Bob Callan
Trail.

For More
Information

GDOT Office
of Innovative
Program
Delivery
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number
EC-35

Commitment / Requirement
No equipment and materials lay
down and staging areas will be
located within 500 yards of Olde
Rope Mill Park.

Notes
GDOT will monitor the site
for compliance during
construction.

Party Responsible
for Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

P3 Developer

During
construction.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

GDOT for Right of
Way Plans;
P3 Developer for
construction plans and
during construction

Included on
plans before
plan approval.
Construction
boundaries
maintained
during
construction.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

Historic and Archaeological Resources

EC-19

Eligible historic boundary for the
Marietta and North Georgia Railroad
(i.e., the right-of-way of the railroad
mainline) and the Dobson Gulf
Service Station - Marietta Muffler will
be included on all plans. No
construction will occur within the
historic boundaries.

GDOT will monitor the
sites for compliance during
construction (see
Appendix page 15).

Traffic Noise

EC-9

A final decision on the installation of
sound barriers will be made upon
completion of additional detailed
noise abatement analysis based on
final design and public outreach to
affected property owners.
Coordination with property owners
regarding the location of potential
sound barriers will be conducted
prior to the final decision on the
installation of the sound barriers.
Public involvement will be conducted
in accordance with the approved
public involvement plan for the
project.

Sound barriers have been
found to meet GDOT
feasibility and
reasonableness
requirements in 28
locations along I-75 and 9
locations along I-575, see
attached figures (Appendix
pages 19-21).
Affected property owners
and dwellers will be asked
to complete and submit a
ballot voting form for
proposed sound barriers in
their neighborhood. Sound
barriers would only be
constructed if, at a
minimum, 50 percent plus
one of the respondents
vote in favor of the sound
barrier.

P3 Developer with
oversight by GDOT

Coordination
with property
owners
regarding the
location of
potential sound
barriers will be
conducted prior
to the final
decision on the
installation of
the sound
barriers.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

Public meetings
are expected to
occur during the
last quarter of
2013 or first
quarter of 2014.
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

EC-11

Commitment / Requirement

The height of both structural walls
and sound barriers will be mitigated
visually through the use of contextsensitive aesthetic finishes or
treatments and, where possible,
landscaping.
Community outreach to this end will
be implemented during final design.

Notes

Aesthetic treatment
requirements are specified
in the RFP. Aesthetic
treatments will be
evaluated in the best value
scoring of the P3
Developers.

Party Responsible
for Implementing
Mitigation

The selected P3
Developer with
oversight by GDOT
will prepare a design
palette and conduct
public meetings during
final design.

Timeframe
Coordination
with adjacent
property owners
regarding the
finish /
appearance of
potential sound
barriers will be
conducted in
conjunction with
to the final
decision on the
installation of
the sound
barriers.

For More
Information

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

Public meetings
are expected to
occur prior to
construction.
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Impact Area /
Commitment / Requirement

Commitment
Number
Threatened/Endangered Species

EC-3

EC-49

Include Special Provision (SP)
107.23G for the protection of
migratory bird species and the
protection of the federally
endangered Indiana bat (Myotis
sodalis), gray bat (Myotis
grisescens), the federally threatened
Cherokee darter (Etheostoma scotti),
the state-listed Chattahoochee
crayfish (Cambrus howardii),
highscale shiner (Notropis
hypsilepis), bluestripe shiner
(Cyprinella callitaenia), delicate spike
(Elliptio arctata), and lined chub
(Hybopsis lineapunctata) in the P3
Developer Agreement.

The US Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) will be provided with the
stormwater control and infiltration
plan prior to finalization of the
construction plans.

Notes

P3 Developer will be
responsible for complying
with the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) and the
Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act (FWCA).
The P3 Developer will
provide specific protective
measures.
GDOT will be responsible
for documentation of ESA
and FWCA requirements.

Party Responsible
for Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

GDOT will include a
special provision (see
Appendix pages 2529) with specific
requirements in the
RFP; P3 Developer
will implement the
requirements with
oversight by GDOT
and Georgia
Department of
Natural Resources
(DNR).

The P3
Developer
Agreement will
be executed
before design
and
construction.

P3 Developer will be
responsible for
providing GDOT with
the stormwater
control and infiltration
plan prior to
finalization of the
construction plans.
GDOT will be
responsible for
submitting the plan to
USFWS prior to
finalization of the
construction plans.

Prior to
finalization of
construction
plans.

For More
Information

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program Delivery

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program Delivery
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Impact Area /
Commitment / Requirement

Commitment
Number
Migratory Birds

EC-26

Notes

Special Provision (SP) 107.23G for
the protection of migratory bird
species and the protection of the
federally endangered Indiana bat
(Myotis sodalis), gray bat (Myotis
grisescens), the federally threatened
Cherokee darter (Etheostoma scotti),
the state-listed Chattahoochee
crayfish (Cambrus howardii),
highscale shiner (Notropis
hypsilepis), bluestripe shiner
(Cyprinella callitaenia), delicate spike
(Elliptio arctata), and lined chub
(Hybopsis lineapunctata) will be
implemented.

Party Responsible
for Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

GDOT will include a
special provision (see
Appendix pages 2529) with specific
requirements in the
RFP; P3 Developer
with oversight by
GDOT

Prior to
beginning of
construction.
Field survey
can be
conducted any
time of year;
however,
exclusionary
netting can only
be installed
before April 1
or after August
31.

GDOT Office of
Environmental
Services

P3 Developer with
oversight by GDOT

To be
delineated on
plans prior to
plan approval.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program Delivery

Prior to
construction.

GDOT Office of
Environmental
Services

Streams and Wetlands

EC-1

All Waters of the U.S., state
waters, and stream/pond buffers
will be shown on the plans and
appropriately labeled.

EC-2

Specific buffer variances will be
obtained for Streams 4, 8, and 16
prior to project implementation.

Water Resources graphics
from the January 2013
Addendum to the June 2010
Ecology Technical Report
prepared for the FEIS
Reevaluation attached to
this document.
Water Resources graphics
from the January 2013
Addendum to the June 2010
Ecology Technical Report
prepared for the FEIS
Reevaluation attached to
this document.

GDOT
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EC-4

Mitigation for the unavoidable
3,309 linear feet of permanent
stream impacts (a total of 9,573.75
stream mitigation credits) will be
provided by using an USACEapproved commercial mitigation
bank or GDOT-owned bank
serving HUC 03130001 and HUC
03150104.

GDOT will obtain based on
the P3 Developer’s
approved construction
plans.(Refer to Appendix
pages 34-49)

GDOT

Prior to
construction.

GDOT Office of
Environmental
Services

P3 Developer design
with GDOT review
and oversight

Before
construction.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program Delivery

P3 Developer with
GDOT review and
oversight

During
construction.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program Delivery

Waters of the US will be
delineated on the plans.

EC-25

Placement of advance toll signage
will avoid any waters of the U.S.

GDOT will monitor the site
for compliance during
construction. (Refer to
Appendix pages 51-66)

Advance Toll Signage
graphics from the RFP are
attached to this document.

EC-46

Construction and installation
activities for the advance toll
signage shall avoid impacts to
waters of the U.S.

GDOT will monitor the site
for compliance during
construction. (Refer to
Appendix pages 51-66)
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

Commitment / Requirement

Notes

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

Floodplains
Coordination with FEMA, Cobb and
Cherokee Counties, and GDNR will
be conducted regarding the impacts
to regulatory floodways.
Hope Creek, Rottenwood Creek,
Sope Creek and Elizabeth Branch
will require a FEMA no-rise
certification.
EC-7

Prior to construction, an approved
FEMA CLOMR will be required for
Hope Creek and Rottenwood Creek.
Issuance of a LOMR by FEMA will
be required after construction is
complete.

Hydraulic
analysis –
during final
design.
Floodplains graphic
excerpted from the
Environmental Constraints
Maps (Appendix I in
Volume 2 of the FEIS) is
attached to this document
in the Appendix on page
69.

P3 Developer with
oversight by GDOT

EC-8

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

CLOMR - prior
to start of
construction.
LOMR - post
construction.

The P3 Developer will prepare the
final hydraulic analysis using the
most current hydraulic information
available.
The P3 Developer shall design the
project to minimize impacts to
floodplains. These features should
include bridge structures over
streams, increasing the slope ratio at
the 100-year floodplain crossings,
and placing retaining walls at the
100-year floodplain crossings.

No-rise
certification –
during final
design.

GDOT will specify design
requirements in the RFP

P3 Developer will
design; GDOT will
review.

Prior to plan
approval

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

Commitment / Requirement

Notes

Party
Responsible
for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

Hazardous Materials

EC-20

A Level II contamination
assessment will be conducted at
all sites where right-of-way is
required.

HazMat Level II graphics
excerpted from the
Contamination Screening
Technical Report of the FEIS
is attached to this document
(Appendix, pages 73-77).

EC-48

A limited due diligence transaction
screening investigation (American
Society for Testing and Materials
[ASTM] E1528) will be conducted
for all properties immediately prior
to purchase.

HazMat Level II graphics
excerpted from the
Contamination Screening
Technical Report of the FEIS
is attached to this document.
(Appendix, pages 73-77)

GDOT

Prior to right of way
acquisition from
these parcels.

GDOT Right of
Way Office
GDOT Office of
Materials and
Research
GDOT Right of
Way Office

GDOT

Prior to right of way
acquisition.

GDOT Office of
Materials and
Research

Construction Impacts
A mitigation plan for the extended
duration of potential 24-hour
effects from construction-related
noise, light, glare, and dust will be
developed.
EC-18

EC-37

The plan will be coordinated with
neighborhood groups, including
residents living in close proximity
to the project corridor construction
zone and staging areas.
A mitigation plan for the extended
duration of potential 24-hour
effects from construction-related
noise, light, glare, and dust will be
implemented.

During design / prior
to construction.

This will be included in the
P3 Developer’s
Environmental Compliance
and Mitigation Plan. GDOT
will specify the requirements
of the ECMP in the RFP

P3 Developer
with oversight by
GDOT.

GDOT will monitor the site
for compliance during
construction.

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

The ECMP is to be
submitted to GDOT
120 days after
beginning design.
Meetings with
neighborhood
groups will be held
no less than 30 days
prior to beginning
work in each area.
During
construction.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

Commitment / Requirement

Notes

Party
Responsible
for
Implementing
Mitigation

Compliance with all state
and local sound control and
noise level rules, regulations
and ordinances is
mandatory.
EC-17

A detailed construction noise
mitigation plan will be developed
prior to the initiation of
construction.

The plan will be coordinated
with neighborhood groups,
including residents living in
close proximity to the project
construction zone and
staging areas.

Timeframe

For More
Information

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

Plan will be
developed and
approved prior to
the start of project
construction.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

During
construction.

GDOT Office of
Innovative
Program
Delivery

The plan will be reviewed
and approved by GDOT.
EC-36

The P3 Developer shall comply
with all state and local sound
control and noise level rules,
regulations, and ordinances.

GDOT will monitor the site
for compliance during
construction.
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

Commitment / Requirement
The following noise abatement
measures will be implemented
during construction:




EC-37






Keep the public informed when
work is going to be done;
Keep a telephone log of
complaints and how they were
resolved
Limit the number and duration
of onsite idling equipment;
Maintain all construction
equipment in good repair;
Reduce noise from all
stationary equipment and
facilities by using suitable
enclosures;
Schedule truck loading,
unloading and handling
operations to minimize
construction site noise.

Notes

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

GDOT will monitor the site
for compliance during
construction.
GDOT will review the
telephone log of complaints
and how they were resolved
on a monthly basis.
A project hotline number will
be provided and a field office
or mobile trailer will be
opened within Cobb County
so that any and all members
of the public can directly
report problems related to
construction activities.

For More
Information

Project website
Project hotline
number
P3 Developer with
oversight by GDOT

During
construction.

Project field
office
GDOT
Communications
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

EC-31

Commitment / Requirement

Variances, special permits, or
approval may be required if
construction occurs during
nighttime hours and/or on
Sundays.
Any necessary variances to noise
ordinances will be obtained prior to
construction.

EC-38

The following standard preventive
BMP measures will be
implemented during construction to
minimize the amount of
construction dust generated:
 Minimize land disturbance;
 Use watering trucks to
minimize dust;
 Cover trucks when hauling dirt;
 Stabilize surface of dirt piles if
not removed immediately;
 Limit vehicular paths and
stabilize these temporary
roads.

Notes
Variances, special permits or
approval will be obtained
when necessary. Within the
City of Marietta, the City
Engineer may grant
permission for the work to be
done outside of normal hours
(7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Saturday). Within
unincorporated Cherokee
County, the Board of
Commissioners may grant
permission for work to be
done outside of normal hours
(7 a.m. to midnight Monday
through Saturday and 1 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. Sunday). Within
unincorporated Cobb County
normal hours are 7 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through
Saturday.

GDOT will monitor the site
for compliance during
construction.

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

Timeframe

Prior to start of
construction,
when
necessary.

During
construction.

For More
Information

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

EC-39

EC-40

Commitment / Requirement
The following BMP measures will
be implemented to the extent
practicable to minimize
greenhouse gas emissions during
construction:
 Reduce equipment idle time;
 Reduce fuel usage through
increased fuel efficiency;
 Use alternative fuels;
 Properly maintain equipment;
 Provide driver training to
improve operating efficiency;
 Use properly sized equipment;
 Replace older, less fuel
efficient equipment with newer,
more efficient equipment;
 Reuse/recycle waste
construction materials.
The following BMP measures will
be implemented during
construction in order to minimize
worker exposure to diesel exhaust:
 Position exhaust pipes so that
diesel fumes are directed
away from the operator and
nearby workers;
 Routine inspection and
maintenance of filtration
devices.

Notes

GDOT will coordinate with
P3 Developer to determine
which measures are
practicable throughout the
construction of the project.

GDOT will monitor the site
for compliance during
construction.

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

During
construction.

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

During
construction.

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery
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Notes

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Timeframe

For More
Information

GDOT will coordinate with P3
Developer to determine which
measures are practicable
throughout the construction of
the project.

P3 Developer with
oversight by GDOT

During
construction.

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

Commitment / Requirement
The following measures will be
implemented to the extent
practicable to minimize worker
exposure to diesel exhaust during
construction:

EC-41





EC-44

Use low-sulphur diesel fuel;
Retrofit engines with exhaust
filtration devices to capture
diesel particulate matter;
New equipment should be
equipped with the most
advanced emission control
system available.

A project hotline number will be
provided and a field office or
mobile trailer will be opened so
that any and all members of the
public can directly report problems
related to construction activities,
and ensure problems will be
resolved promptly.

A project-specific toll-free
telephone number will be
established by GDOT. The
attached voice mail system
will allow callers to hear their
options in either English
(press 1) or Spanish (press 2)
similar to SRTA’s Peach Pass
telephone number (1-855PCH-PASS). For this project
the options will also be
provided in Portuguese
(press 3).
GDOT will review the
telephone log of complaints
and how they were resolved
on a monthly basis.

GDOT will maintain
the hotline; GDOT
and P3 Developer
will staff the field
office.

Hotline and
field office will
be established
prior to start of
construction.
Both will be
implemented
throughout
project
construction.

Project website
Project hotline
number
Project field office
GDOT
Communications
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

EC-22

EC-24

EC-32

EC-33

Commitment / Requirement
Prior to construction, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) shall be
provided no less than a 90-day
notification of planned activities that
will disturb or destroy any geodetic
control monuments. This will
provide time to plan for and execute
relocation of geodetic monuments.
Meetings will be conducted with the
public regarding potential detours.
The meetings will be conducted in
accordance with GDOT public
involvement procedures.
Construction activities will be
scheduled so that property access
and utility disruptions are
anticipated, scheduled in advance,
and are as brief as possible.
Advance notification for such
disruptions will be provided to
affected property owners and
businesses.

Deliveries of construction materials
will be scheduled to minimize
disruptions to surrounding land
uses

Notes
Developer shall compare
construction limits to locations
of geodetic monuments
available at
www.ngs.noaa.gov.
Monuments DG3862, DG3864
and DG2831 may be within
project limits.

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

Timeframe

During design –
no less than 90
days prior to
construction.

For More
Information

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

During design

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

Developer will knock on doors
to speak in person to those
affected. Door hangers will be
left if no answer. Anticipated
disruptions will be posted to
the project website.

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

Advance notice
will be provided
a minimum of
14 days prior to
planned
disruption.

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

Deliveries of construction
materials will be scheduled to
minimize impacts to
businesses, schools, places of
worship and residences.
Where possible, this means
that deliveries would occur
during the day in residential
areas and when businesses,
schools, etc are closed or
during off peak hours of
operation.

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

During
construction.

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative Program
Delivery

Detour public hearings will be
held.
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Impact Area /
Commitment
Number

EC-42

EC-43

Party
Responsible for
Implementing
Mitigation

Commitment / Requirement

Notes

Where possible, lane closures will
be limited to nighttime periods or
on weekends.

As described in Volume 2,
Section 18 of the RFP, lane
closures will not be allowed
on the interstates Monday Friday 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Saturday 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Sunday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

Where possible, construction on
the cross streets and highway
ramps will take place during offpeak periods.

As described in Volume 2,
Section 18 of the RFP, lane
closures will not be allowed
on cross streets and ramps
Monday – Sunday 5:30 a.m.
to 9:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 7
p.m.

P3 Developer with
oversight by
GDOT.

Timeframe
A Transportation
Management
Plan (TMP) will
be prepared
during design
and implemented
during
construction.
A Transportation
Management
Plan (TMP) will
be prepared
during design
and implemented
during
construction.

For More
Information

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative
Program Delivery

GDOT’s Office of
Innovative
Program Delivery
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Permits
Permit

Section 404 Individual
Permit

National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES)
Permit

Legislation

Responsible
Regulatory
Agency

Clean Water Act
(CWA)

USACE

CWA

Georgia
Department of
Natural Resources
Environmental
Protection Division
(EPD)

Purpose
Regulation of the
discharge of
dredged,
excavated or fill
material in
wetlands, streams,
rivers and other US
waters.
Controls water
pollution by
regulating point
sources that
discharge
pollutants into
Waters of the US.
Point sources
include pipes or
man-made ditches.

Party
Responsible
for
Implementing

Timeframe

Green Sheet
Reference

Permit is issued
to GDOT by
USACE.

Prior to start of
construction.

EC-5

GDOT to lead
coordination with
EPD. P3
Developer will
prepare permit
application.

Prior to start of
construction.

EC-6
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SRTA Cash-Based/Cash-Preferred Customer Solutions Overview
In order to provide choices and flexibility to current as well as potential Peach Pass customers, SRTA is
developing several strategies to allow cash-based or cash-preferred customers multiple payment
methods so that they can utilize the state’s toll facilities. These payment “channels” include in person
Customer Service centers and retail based payment options.
SRTA WALK UP CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTERS
SRTA currently operates 3 walk up Customer Service Centers where current as well as new customers
can transact business in person with SRTA. These locations support new account sign up, account
closings, account payments and violation payments. Each location is set up to process payments made
via cash, check or credit card. Customers will have the choice to open pre-paid Peach Pass accounts via
credit card or cash. Either payment method is subject to the same charges and fee schedules. In
addition, to the payment related transactions identified above, Peach Pass customers can request and
receive Peach Pass transponders, as well as update vehicle and account information at these locations.
SRTA’s primary Customer Service Center is located at SRTA’s headquarters in downtown Atlanta.
This location is considered our permanent location and offers all of the services noted above, plus access
to SRTA management.
The other two Customer Service Centers are co-located at Georgia Department of Driver Services
(DDS) Service Centers along the I-85 corridor. These two locations provide easy access to motorists
who live near and/or frequently travel the I-85 Express Lanes. SRTA opened both locations in advance
of the opening of the I-85 Express Lanes in order to facilitate account set up and transponder
penetration, and general motorist education of the I-85 Express Lanes.
SRTA intends to duplicate this model by partnering with DDS to co-locate Peach Pass Customer Service
Centers at other DDS locations located in the vicinity of future planned toll facilities; including both the
planned I-75 NWC managed lanes and the planned I-75 South Express Lanes toll facilities. In addition,
SRTA’s marketing plans include opening additional locations near the physical location of upcoming
toll facilities. This allows SRTA to have a presence that is physically convenient to motorists most
likely to use the new facility. As part of each project, SRTA will open Customer Service Centers in
advance of the respective toll facilities opening to traffic.
The current Customer Service Centers are located at:




State Road and Tollway Authority, 47 Trinity Ave. SW, Ground Floor, Atlanta, GA 30334
Department of Driver Services, 2211 Beaver Ruin Road, Norcross, GA 30071
Department of Driver Services, 310 Hurricane Shoals Road, NE, Lawrenceville, GA 30046
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“PAY N GO” PEACH PASS ACCOUNT OPTION
In order to provide additional options for cash-based or cash-preferred customers to access all
electronic toll facilities, the State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA) is working with its back
office provider, Electronic Transaction Consultants Corporation (ETCC) and third party network
provider, InComm, to provide a cash-based payment solution that is available to all current or
potential Peach Pass customers at retail locations that they commonly visit throughout the week.
InComm is an industry leading marketer, distributor and technology innovator of stored-value gift
cards and prepaid products. InComm's retail network features most of the premier brands in the big
box, grocery, convenience, chain drug, discount, electronics, office supply and other categories.
Through an electronic interface, InComm’s network will communicate receipt of prepaid toll funds
that will be associated with a toll transponder and available for use on any Georgia toll facilities. As
currently envisioned, SRTA is working with ETCC and InComm to offer the following 2 products
within the next 6 – 12 months. Both products will be marketed under the brand, “Pay N Go Peach
Pass” Accounts:
The first is a package containing a Peach Pass transponder and an InComm reloadable card. This
package is referred to as a Pay N Go Peach Pass Starter Kit. The card inside the kit will be
associated to the transponder in InComm's database. SRTA will be responsible for furnishing the
transponder and InComm will produce the card. InComm will package the card and transponder
together and provide logistics to get the cards onto the existing gift card displays at merchants in the
appropriate areas throughout Metro-Atlanta (or whichever geographic location within Georgia that is
in proximity to a state toll facility). The transponder/card package will be sold for a suggested $2.50,
plus the pre-paid toll value added to the account at the time of purchase. Currently we contemplate a
suggested minimum value of $20, which corresponds with the minimum prepaid amount on credit
card based pre-paid accounts and a maximum of $500. The retail merchant and InComm would be
compensated through the $2.50 fee.
The entire financial transaction occurs in real time in the same manner as any other point of sale
purchase. By the time the consumer exits the store, the value is associated with the transponder.
The consumer simply attaches the transponder to their vehicle and they can immediately access the
I-85 Express Lanes, the GA 400 Open Road Tolling lanes, as well as any other toll facility (e.g. the
planned I-75 Northwest Corridor Express Lanes and the planned 75 South Express lanes). The
packaging instructions will include information on how to add value to their account through retail
merchants located through the consumer’s live/work communities, as well as information on
automated online payments via debit or credit cards for reloading. This allows a cash-based
customer to access the system very easily and remain anonymous if desired. This puts the
transponder distribution and payment process in the communities of all potential users, at the
merchants where they shop weekly. This also allows easy transponder distribution to the credit cardbased customer by reminding them while they shop.
The second product would be a reload or "top-up" card only. This card would hang next to the
Starter Kit package described above, and will be marketed as "good for top-up of existing accounts."
After picking up the card and proceeding to the register, the customer is asked, "how much do you
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want to add to the card", with a minimum of $20 and maximum of $500. A $1.50 transaction fee will
be added to the transaction. The consumer then leaves the store, calls a toll-free number and goes
into InComm’s Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system. The consumer provides the card number
and their transponder number. The IVR platform, is linked to InComm’s database which in turn is
linked to the merchant’s Point of Sale (POS) system will determine the value of the card that was
paid at the register and will send ETCC a message with the information. ETCC will then add the
value to the appropriate Peach Pass account and respond with the new balance, which will be
provided to the consumer via the IVR system. Once the customer has associated the “top-up” card
with their account (by linking it to one of the transponders on their account) the balance is
immediately available on their account. If the customer has difficulty, a live operator will assist
24/7/365 in English and Spanish. The data capture may also be completed on a web site or via a
mobile application. The customer only has to provide the transponder data once. InComm will
associate the data with the card, and subsequent “top-up" transactions with the same card will
automatically push the value to ETCC from the merchant location’s POS system in real-time with no
additional data capture needed. Subsequent top-ups will also incur the $1.50 fee.
The products outlined here will leverage the latest payment and replenishment mechanisms that are
familiar to those customers who may already use similar process used for phone calling cards and
gift cards.
Retail merchant locations such as Wal-Mart, Walgreen’s, Target and Best Buy are a few of the retail
merchants within InComm’s network. We will be working with InComm to identify specific
locations at the appropriate time. We believe that the steps outlined here, will allow the same ease
of access as provided to those patrons who have credit card-backed accounts. In fact, it should be
noted that these products can be used by cash-based or credit card-based customers for the same fee
structure. The fees charged are sized to nominally compensate InComm and the retail merchants for
their operation and maintenance of the broad distribution network. This ease of access, coupled with
the simplicity of the approach, is the cornerstone to providing a convenient solution for payment of
tolls by cash-based customers.
CONCLUSION
SRTA’s current business model distributes Peach Pass sticker transponders free to all users (credit
card and cash-based). The solutions outlined in this paper increase those distribution channels as a
convenience to current and potential customers. There is no charge to reload customer accounts if
the account is backed by a credit card. There is no charge to reload customer accounts in person at
customer service walk-up facilities (operated by SRTA) for the cash user. SRTA is constantly
evaluating its business practices (including account establishment and reload) to best serve their
customers. The InComm solution with prepaid cards is currently envisioned as a convenient option
for the cash-based user. As we develop and market the InComm solution we will continue to refine
its terms. The pricing that is currently in place is anticipated to stay at its current levels indefinitely
but will be re-evaluated at the time of renewal of the contract.
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Date: December 20, 2012

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE OF GEORGIA
SPECIAL PROVISION
PROJECT: CSNHS‐0008‐00(256) COBB and CHEROKEE COUNTIES, PI # 0008256
Section 107 – Legal Regulations and Responsibility to the Public
___________________________________________________________________
____
Add the following to Subsection 107.23:
G. Protection of Environmentally Sensitive Species
The following conditions are intended as a minimum to protect migratory bird species, the listed federally
protected species, and the listed state‐protected aquatic species, as well as their habitat during any activities that
are in close proximity to the known location(s) of these species. The following paragraphs detail the specific and
general special provisions that will be in place for migratory bird species, federally protected species, and the listed
state‐protected aquatic species as well as the incident reporting requirements.
1.

The Contractor shall advise all project personnel employed to work on this project about the potential
presence and appearance of federally protected eastern phoebes (Sayornis phoebe), cliff swallows
(Petrochelidon pyrrhonota) or barn swallows (Hirundo rustica), and that there are civil and criminal penalties
for harming, harassing, or killing these species, which are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of
1918. The Contractor shall advise all project personnel employed to work on this project about the potential
presence and appearance of the federally endangered Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis), gray bat (Myotis
grisescens), and the federally threatened Cherokee darter (Etheostoma scotti), which are protected under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 and the Georgia Endangered Wildlife Act of 1973, and that there are civil
penalties for capture, killing or selling the Indiana bat, gray bat, and Cherokee darter. Furthermore, the
Contractor shall advise all project personnel employed to work on this project about the potential presence
and appearance of the state‐listed Chattahoochee crayfish (Cambrus howardii), highscale shiner (Notropis
hypsilepis), bluestripe shiner (Cyprinella callitaenia), delicate spike (Elliptio arctata), and lined chub (Hybopsis
lineapunctata) and that there are civil and criminal penalties for harming, harassing, or killing these species,
which are protected under the Georgia Endangered Wildlife Act of 1973. Pictures and habitat information will
be provided to the Contractor at the preconstruction conference.

Migratory Bird Specific Special Provisions
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2.

Prior to the beginning of work on the existing bridge structures and culverts structures (equal to or larger than
5 feet x 5 feet) along the proposed project, each bridge and culvert will be inspected to determine if active
bird nesting activity and/or roosting birds or bats are present within the bridges and culverts. If it is
determined that exclusionary devices in the form of netting made of plastic, canvas, or other materials are
necessary, the following requirements must be met in order for exclusionary netting to be considered
appropriate:
a.

The project ecologist must be notified by phone (404) 631‐1100 of the decision to install exclusionary
devices under the existing bridges and/or culverts and the date of installation, prior to the installation of
any exclusionary devices.

b.

Prior to the placement of exclusionary netting, the bridges and culverts must be checked to ensure that
eggs or birds are not present in the nests nor bats roosting. If the nests are found to be occupied and/or
there are roosting bats, all construction activities associated with the bridge or culvert must be postponed
until August 31st when the breeding season is complete. If nests are not found or existing nests are
unoccupied and/or there are no roosting bats, the installation of exclusionary devices is permissible.

c.

The exclusionary netting must prevent birds/bats from accessing nesting habitat along the full length of
the bridge or culvert until the commencement of work (i.e., removal, replacement, or extension) at the
bridge or culvert. If the exclusionary netting fails to prevent nesting (i.e., birds are able to bypass barriers
and build nests within the exclusionary netting), all construction activities associated with the bridge or
culvert must be postponed until August 31st when the breeding season is complete.

d.

During construction activities, exclusionary netting shall be inspected for holes or other defects that
impair the netting’s ability to exclude phoebes, swallows, or bats from inhabiting the bridge or culvert.

Indiana Bat and Gray Bat Specific Special Provisions
These special provisions apply specifically to stream corridors that are located within Cherokee County, which
include Streams 43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, and 65. However,
coordination with the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) should be conducted prior to construction to
determine if these special provisions also apply to stream crossings in Cobb County.
3.

The following special provisions will be implemented for the Indiana bat and gray bat:
a.
b.
c.

d.

e.

Schedule tree removal in construction zones from October 15 to March 31 to prevent disturbance to trees
that may harbor the Indiana bat summer colonies or gray bat foraging habitat.
Minimize tree clearing within construction limits, and limit it to that absolutely necessary to complete the
project.
Revegetate disturbed areas with tree species that produce sloughing bark and snags, such as silver maple
(Acer saccharinum), sugar maple (Acer saccharum), bitternut hickory (Carya cordiformis), pignut hickory
(Carya glabra), shellbark hickory (Carya laciniosa), shagbark hickory (Carya ovata), mockernut hickory
(Carya tomentosa), white ash (Fraxinus americana), green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), and white oak
(Quercus alba). If the contractor wishes to use any other species than the aforementioned species, or if
these species are not commercially available, it is the contractor’s responsibility to consult with the GDOT
Office of Environmental Services for approval of selected species to be used for revegetation. Preserve
surface water quality within the Indiana bat and gray bat forage areas by minimizing stream‐crossing
impacts. Channel work will be limited to the construction limits. Riprap will extend below the low‐water
level.
In order to protect forage areas for the Indiana bat and gray bat, no equipment will be allowed to operate
directly in streams. Staging, refueling and cleanup areas will not be allowed alongside streams. GDOT
BMPs will be in place during project construction.
Hollow trees, trees with sloughing bark, and other large trees that fall within the project limits will be
avoided to the maximum practical extent and delineated by special notes in the plans and delimited using
measures such as special fencing during construction.
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f.

Initiate additional Section 7 coordination and consultation with USFWS that may be required as a result of
the passage of time or the listing of species/modification of critical habitat.

Aquatic Species Specific Special Provisions
4.

If it becomes necessary to work within Streams 1 (Rottenwood Creek) and Stream 2 (Poplar Creek), a
relocation survey for the Chattahoochee crayfish may be required. Coordination with the GDOT Ecologist shall
be conducted prior to construction at these locations to determine if a relocation survey will be required.

5.

In‐stream work will not be permitted in Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7), unnamed tributaries to
Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed tributary to Clark Creek (Stream
29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek (Stream 30), Chastain Branch
(Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream 60) from March 1 through June 31 due to potential spawning of the
Cherokee darter, lined chub, bluestripe shiner, highscale shiner, delicate spike, and Chattahoochee crayfish.
All grading associated with these streams shall be completed between July 1 and February 28.

6.

The existing channel width and bank height of each stream will be maintained at the crossings to avoid
changes in stream velocity after project construction. Channel modifications will not be allowed beyond the
culvert structure and no channel modification will be allowed at streams that do not require culvert
replacement/extension.

7.

Temporary erosion control devices shall be installed before any other work will be allowed to be performed.

8.

Construction equipment will not operate in Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7), unnamed tributaries to
Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed tributary to Clark Creek (Stream
29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek (Stream 30), Chastain Branch
(Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream 60). All excavation will be conducted from a stable stream bank or
road surface.

9.

Vegetation removal within the project construction limits and right‐of‐way will be limited to the absolute
minimum necessary to construct the project.

10. Concrete debris, paving materials, litter, bridge falsework, demolition debris, or any other materials shall not
be allowed to fall or be placed into Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7), unnamed tributaries to
Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed tributary to Clark Creek (Stream
29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek (Stream 30), Chastain Branch
(Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream 60).
11. The Contractor will be required to grade an area to completion once the area is disturbed to minimize the
time the area is exposed to potential erosion. All disturbed soil, excavation spoil, and stockpiled materials shall
be mulched daily or covered with approved erosion control mats. Stockpiled materials shall be placed to
prevent rain runoff from washing the materials into Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7), unnamed
tributaries to Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed tributary to Clark
Creek (Stream 29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek (Stream 30),
Chastain Branch (Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream 60).
12. All surface water runoff from undisturbed areas shall be diverted to prevent flow across disturbed areas. This
may be accomplished through the use of permanent pipes, temporary pipes, or slope drains. The Contractor
may propose alternate methods provided prior approval of the Engineer is obtained.
13. All erosion control devices shall be closely monitored and maintained. As maintenance is performed on silt
fences, silt gates, slope drains, filtration ponds, and other erosion control devices, the materials removed shall
be placed in such a manner to prevent these materials from entry into Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and
7), unnamed tributaries to Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed
tributary to Clark Creek (Stream 29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday
Creek (Stream 30), Chastain Branch (Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream 60).
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14. The Contractor’s worksite erosion control supervisor (WECS) shall monitor all erosion control devices on a
daily basis. When a visible increase in turbidity is observed in Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7),
unnamed tributaries to Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed tributary
to Clark Creek (Stream 29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek
(Stream 30), Chastain Branch (Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream 60), construction shall be stopped until
the source can be determined. Immediate corrective measures shall be taken before work will be allowed to
continue.
15. The Contractor will be expected to immediately modify the erosion control plan to correct any circumstances
that may cause or allow pollutants from the work site to enter or damage habitat associated with Rottenwood
Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7), unnamed tributaries to Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek
(Stream 14), an unnamed tributary to Clark Creek (Stream 29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek
(Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek (Stream 30), Chastain Branch (Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream
60).
16. The Contractor is prohibited from using borrow sites or stockpiling dirt within 200 feet of stream banks.
17. Equipment staging areas and equipment maintenance (including oil changes) areas shall be located at least
200 feet from stream banks to minimize the potential for wash water, petroleum products, or other
contaminants from construction equipment entering Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7), unnamed
tributaries to Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed tributary to Clark
Creek (Stream 29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek (Stream 30),
Chastain Branch (Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream 60).
18. The Contractor shall not use pesticides or herbicides (including those for right‐of‐way maintenance during
construction activities) within 200 feet of Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7), unnamed tributaries to
Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed tributary to Clark Creek (Stream
29), unnamed tributaries to Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek (Stream 30), Chastain Branch
(Stream 34), and the Little River (Stream 60).
19. With regards to Rottenwood Creek (Streams 1, 6, and 7), unnamed tributaries to Rottenwood Creek (Streams
1A and 5), Sope Creek (Stream 14), an unnamed tributary to Clark Creek (Stream 29), unnamed tributaries to
Noonday Creek (Streams 21 and 37), Noonday Creek (Stream 30), Chastain Branch (Stream 34), and the Little
River (Stream 60), the Contractor will maintain a buffer of existing vegetation on both stream banks by doing
no clearing and grubbing in that zone except as needed to complete construction. The buffer will be
twenty‐five feet wide. These areas will be labeled “Environmentally Sensitive Areas” on the plans.
Incident Reporting Requirements
20. In the event any incident occurs that causes harm to Eastern phoebes, cliff swallows, barn swallows, Indiana
bat, gray bat, Cherokee darter, Chattahoochee crayfish, highscale shiner, bluestripe shiner, delicate spike, or
the lined chub or that could be detrimental to the continued existence of these species along the project
corridor, the Contractor shall report the incident immediately to the Project Engineer who in turn will notify:
a.
b.
c.

US Fish and Wildlife Service, Athens Field Office at (706) 613‐9493; and/or the Nongame/Endangered
Wildlife Program, Georgia Department of Natural Resources office at (478) 994‐1438;
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Georgia Division at (404) 562‐3630; and
Glenn Bowman, Georgia Department of Transportation, Office of Environmental Services at (404)
631‐1101.

In the event of possible harm to Eastern phoebes, cliff swallows, barn swallows, Indiana bat, gray bat,
Cherokee darter, Chattahoochee crayfish, highscale shiner, bluestripe shiner, delicate spike, or the lined chub,
the above agencies and the Project Engineer shall be notified immediately and all activity shall cease pending
consultation by the Department with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and/or GDNR/WRD and the lead
Federal Agency.
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21. Following project completion, a report summarizing any incidents with Eastern phoebes, cliff swallows, barn
swallows, Indiana bat, gray bat, Cherokee darter, Chattahoochee crayfish, highscale shiner, bluestripe shiner,
delicate spike, or the lined chub shall be submitted by the Contractor to the:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the Project Engineer;
US Fish and Wildlife Service, 105 West Park Drive, Suite D, Athens, GA 30606;
Federal Highway Administration, 61 Forsyth Street, S.W., Suite 17T100, Atlanta, GA 30303;
Nongame/Endangered Wildlife Program, Georgia Department of Natural Resources, 115 Rum Creek Dr,
Forsyth, GA 31029 and;
Georgia Department of Transportation, Office of Environmental Services, 600 West Peachtree Street
N.W., Atlanta, GA 30308.

22. All costs pertaining to any requirement contained herein shall be included in the overall bid submitted unless
such requirement is designated as a separate Pay Item in the Proposal.
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STREAMS AND WETLANDS
EC-4, EC-25, EC-46
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table

Resource
Name
Stream 1
Rottenwood
Creek
Stream 1A
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Wetland, Open Water, and Stream
Impacts

HUC (8-digit)
Lat./Long.

StateMandated
Buffer

Wetland/Open
Protected
Water Impacts
Species Habitat
(Acres)

03130001
Perennial

33°53‘33.24′′N,
84°27′ 25.08′′ W

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

0.0

150 Linear Feet
0.014 Acres
Placement of Fill
Material. Currently
stream is considered a
non-jurisdictional
ephemeral channel and
would not require
mitigation. (Not
reported in impact
total)

03130001
Perennial

33°53’22.667′′N
84°27′27.852′′W
03130001

Stream 1B
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Ephemeral

33°53’18.851′′N
84°27′52.338′′W

No

No

03130001
Stream 1C
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Stream 1D
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Stream Impacts
(Linear Feet/Type
of Impact)

Perennial

33°53’26.947′′N
84°27′38.286′′W

Yes

No

0.0

Placement of 20 linear
foot long 18-inch RCP
at current location of
concrete lined channel
(Not reported in
impact total since RCP
will be placed within
existing footprint of
concrete channel)

No

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

25 Linear Feet
0.009 Acre
Culvert Extension

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

No

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03130001
Ephemeral

33°53’32.06′′N,
84°27′28.072”W
03130001

Stream 1E
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Perennial

33°53’41.537′′N,
84°27′58.707’′W

Stream 2
Poplar
Creek

Perennial

33°53‘56.57′′N,
84°28′ 19.16′′ W

Wetland 3

PFO1

33° 54‘10.33′′N, 84°
28′30.63′′W

03130001

03130001

Stream 4
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

03130001
Intermittent

33°54′13.40”N,
84°28′31.11”′W
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table (cont.)
Wetland, Open Water, and
Stream Impacts

HUC (8-digit)

Resource
Name
Stream 5
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Perennial

Wetland/Open
Protected
Water Impacts
Species Habitat
(Acres)

33°54′40.78′′N,
84°28′46.80′′W

Yes

Yes

0.0

100 Linear Feet
0.02 Acre
Culvert Extension

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

03130001
LOW

Stream 6
House
Creek

Perennial

Stream 7
Rottenwood
Creek

Intermittent

Stream 9
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

StateMandated
Buffer

03130001

Open Water
5A

Stream 8
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Lat./Long.

Stream
Impacts
(Linear
Feet/Type of
Impact)

33°54′39.259′′N
84°28′50.173′′W
03130001
33°55′5.53′′N,
84°29′1.67′′W
03130001
33°55′43.73′′N,
84°29′ 22.44′′W
03130001

Perennial

33°56′5.88′′N,
84°29′44.42′′W

Yes

No

0.0

1,450 Linear Feet
0.92 Acres
Channel
Relocation

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

No

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03130001
Intermittent

33°56′16.27′′N,
84°30′1.06′′W
03130001

Stream 10
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Intermittent

33°55′51.10′′N,
84°29′21.79′′W

Wetland 11

PEM1

33°56‘20.64′′N,
84°30′9.45′′W

03130001

03130001
Stream 11A
Unnamed
Sope Creek
Tributary
Stream 12
Unnamed
Rottenwood
Creek
Tributary

Perennial

33°57′41.448′′N84
°31′3.654′′W
03130001

Intermittent

33°57′39.83′′N,
84°31′15.87′′W
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table (cont.)
Wetland, Open Water, and
Stream Impacts

HUC (8-digit)

Resource
Name

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Wetland 13

PFO1

Lat./Long.

StateMandated
Buffer

Wetland/Open
Protected
Water Impacts
Species Habitat
(Acres)

Stream
Impacts
(Linear
Feet/Type of
Impact)

03130001
33°58′2.13′′N,
84°31′35.56′′W

No

No

0.0

0.0

03130001

Stream 14
Sope
Creek

Perennial

33°58′3.67′′N,
84°31′35.76′′W

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0
The end of the
existing culvert
would be
replaced. This
would occur
within the
footprint of the
existing culvert
and no new
impacts would
occur.

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03130001
Stream 15
Unnamed
Sope Creek
Tributary

Intermittent

33°58′2.95′′N,
84°31′34.69′′W
03130001

Stream 16
Unnamed
Sope Creek
Tributary

Intermittent

33°58′5.75′′N,
84°31′37.18′′W

Yes

No

0.0

250 Linear Feet
0.03 Acre
Relocation of a
section of the
stream channel.

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03130001
Open Water
17
Stream 18
Unnamed
Sope Creek
Tributary
Stream 18A
Unnamed
Sope Creek
Tributary
Stream 19
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

LOW

Intermittent

33°58‘24.34′′N,
84°31′57.77′′W
03130001
33°58′24.57′′N,
84°31′55.48′′W
03130001

Perennial

33°58′33.567′′N,
84°32′3.654′′W

Yes

No

0.0

1,400 Linear Feet
0.10 Acre
Channel
Relocation

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03150104
Perennial

33°59′19.62′′N,
84°32′54.10′′W
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table (cont.)
Wetland, Open Water, and
Stream Impacts

HUC (8-digit)

Resource
Name
Stream 20
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Lat./Long.

StateMandated
Buffer

Wetland/Open
Protected
Water Impacts
Species Habitat
(Acres)

Stream
Impacts
(Linear
Feet/Type of
Impact)

03150104
Perennial

33°59′18.45′′N,
84°32′58.01′′W

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

50 Linear Feet
0.01 Acre
Culvert Extension

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

No

No

0.0

0.0

03150104
Stream 21
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Perennial

33°59′50.65′′N,
84°33′ 0.27′′W

03150104
Stream 21A
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 21B
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Intermittent

34°0′1.694′′N,
84°33′39.05′′W

03150104
Intermittent

34°0′31.103′′N,
84°34′7.246′′W
03150104

Stream 22
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Perennial

34°1′7.07′′N,
84°34′12.35′′W

03150104
Stream 23
Noonday
Creek

Stream 24
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Perennial

34°1′17.25′′N,
84°34′15.29′′W

03150104
Ephemeral

34°1′45.99′′N,
84°34′30.26′′W
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table (cont.)

Resource
Name
Stream 25
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 26
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 26A
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 27
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 28
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Wetland, Open Water, and Stream
Impacts

HUC (8-digit)
Lat./Long.

StateMandated
Buffer

Wetland/Open Stream Impacts
Protected
Water Impacts (Linear Feet/Type
Species Habitat
(Acres)
of Impact)

03150104
Perennial

34°2′26.55′′N,
84°34′41.90′′W

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

No

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

03150104
Intermittent

34°2′0.828′′N,
84°34′7.325′′W
03150104

Ephemeral

34°2′36.15′′N,
84°34′47.64′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°3′7.81′′N,
84°35′22.47′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°3′6.56′′N,
84°35′18.31′′W
03150104

Stream 29
Unnamed
Clark Creek
Tributary

Perennial

34°4′15.59′′N,
84°36′53.96′′W
03150104

Stream 30
Noonday
Creek

Stream 31
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Perennial

34°1′29.88′′N,
84°33′ 5.73′′W

Yes

Yes

0.0

10.0 Linear Feet
0.0011 Acre
Two 4’6” diameter
concrete piers
placed in stream
channel (Fill
Impact).

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03150104
Perennial

34°1′33.78′′N,
84°33′37.93′′W
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table (cont.)
Wetland, Open Water, and
Stream Impacts

HUC (8-digit)

Resource
Name
Stream 32
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Lat./Long.

StateMandated
Buffer

Wetland/Open
Protected
Water Impacts
Species Habitat
(Acres)

Stream
Impacts
(Linear
Feet/Type of
Impact)

03150104
Intermittent

34°2′0.84′′N,
84°33′44.26′′W

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

Yes

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03150104
Open Water
33

LOW

34°2’33.47′′N,
84°33′52.34′′W
03150104

Stream 34
Chastain
Branch

Stream 35
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 36
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 36-A
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 37
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 38
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 39
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Perennial

34°2′34.45′′N,
84°33′50.60′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°2′43.15′′N,
84°33′ 46.20′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°3′11.10′′N,
84°33′24.23′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°3′8.995′′N,
84°33′30.935′′W
03150104

Perennial

34°3′58.23′′N,
84°32′29.40′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°4′0.19′′N,
84°32′28.77′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°4′13.74′′N,
84°32’21.81′′W
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table (cont.)
Wetland, Open Water, and
Stream Impacts

HUC (8-digit)

Resource
Name
Stream 40
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 41
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Wetland 42

Stream 43
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 44
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Wetland 45

Stream 46
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 47
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Lat./Long.

StateMandated
Buffer

Wetland/Open
Protected
Water Impacts
Species Habitat
(Acres)

Stream
Impacts
(Linear
Feet/Type of
Impact)

03150104
Perennial

34°4′28.48′′N,
84°32′22.18′′W

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03150104
Intermittent

34°4′29.39′′N,
84°32′22.00′′W

03150104
PFO1

34° 4‘30.07′′N,
84° 32′22.01′′W
03150104

Perennial

34°4′53.18′′N,
84°32′11.52′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°4′52.67′′N,
84°32′16.40′′W

03150104
PFO1

34°4’50.35′′N,
84° 32′16.90′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°4′57.37′′N,
84°32′15.44′′W
03150104

Perennial

34°4′44.98′′N,
84°32′14.74′′W
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table (cont.)

Resource
Name
Stream 48
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 49
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Wetland 50

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Wetland, Open Water, and Stream
Impacts

HUC (8-digit)
Lat./Long.

StateMandated
Buffer

Wetland/Open Stream Impacts
Protected
Water Impacts (Linear Feet/Type
Species Habitat
(Acres)
of Impact)

03150104
Perennial

34°5′30.10′′N,
84°32′1.80′′W

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

No

No

No

No

03150104
Intermittent

PSS1

34°5′41.75′′N,
84°31′53.03′′W
03150104
34°5‘44.38′′N,
84°31′50.48′′W
03150104

Stream 51
Noonday
Creek

Wetland 52

Wetland 53

Stream 54
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 55
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 56
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 57
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Perennial

34°6′0.34′′N,
84°31′51.29′′W

Yes

No

0.0

10.0 Linear Feet
0.0011 Acre
Two 4’6” diameter
concrete piers
placed in stream
channel (Fill
Impact).

No

No

0.0

0.0

No

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03150104
PFO1

34°5‘58.01′′N,
84°31′46.62′′W
03150104

PFO1

34°6‘ 2.05′′N,
84° 31′51.61′′W
03150104

Intermittent

34°5′58.67′′N,
84°31′47.49′′W
03150104

Perennial

34°6′2.27′′N,
84°31′51.61′′W
03150104

Perennial

34°6′20.75”N,
84°31′58.72′′W
03150104

Perennial

34°6′39.91′′N,
84°32′4.20′′W
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Table 2. Federal and State Stream, Wetland, and Open Water Summary Table (cont.)
Wetland, Open Water, and
Stream Impacts

HUC (8-digit)

Resource
Name
Stream 58
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary
Stream 59
Unnamed
Noonday
Creek
Tributary

Resource
Type or
Cowardin
Classification

Lat./Long.

StateMandated
Buffer

Wetland/Open
Protected
Water Impacts
Species Habitat
(Acres)

03150104
Perennial

34°6′43.66′′N,
84°32′4.56′′W

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

03150104
Perennial

34°7′2.34′′N,
84°31′56.39′′W
03150104

Stream 60
Little River

Stream 61
Unnamed
Little River
Tributary

Stream
Impacts
(Linear
Feet/Type of
Impact)

Perennial

34°8′3.24′′N,
84°31′29.04′′W

Yes

Yes

0.0

14 Linear Feet
0.0013 Acre
Two 6’6”
diameter
concrete piers
placed in stream
channel (Fill
Impact)

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0

0.0

No

No

0.0

0.0

03150104
Intermittent

34°7′58.70′′N,
84°31′29.34′”W
03150104

Stream 62
Unnamed
Little River
Tributary

Intermittent

Stream 63
Unnamed
Little River
Tributary

Intermittent

Stream 64
Unnamed
Little River
Tributary

Intermittent

34°8′1.70′′N,
84°31′30.96′′W
03150104
34°8′2.35′′N,
84°31′27.12′′W
03150104
34°8′3.03′′N,
84°31′26.11′′W
03150104

Stream 65
Unnamed
Little River
Tributary

Perennial

33°8‘3.11′′N,
84°31′34.00′′W

Wetland 66

PEM1

34°8‘3.88′′N,
84° 31′33.36′′W

03150104

Total Wetland, Open Water, and Stream Impacts Per HUC (03130001-11)

0.0

Total Wetland, Open Water, and Stream Impacts Per HUC (03150104-08)

0.0

Total Wetland, Open Water, and Stream Impacts for Entire Project

0.0

3,225 Linear Feet
1.08 Acres
84 Linear Feet
0.014 Acres
3,309 Linear Feet
1.09 Acres
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FIGURE A-1
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FIGURE A-2
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FIGURE A-7
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FIGURE A-10
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FIGURE A-11
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LEGEND

FIGURE A-14
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FIGURE A-15
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FLOODPLAINS
EC-7, EC-8
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
EC-20, EC-48
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Appendix B

Comment Letters and Responses

RECORD OF DECISION

Appendix B
Northwest Corridor Project Record of Decision

Summary of Comments Received on the FEIS, During Post-FEIS Outreach and on
the FEIS Reevaluation
While issuance of the FEIS does not require a formal comment period under NEPA rules,
FHWA’s Environmental Impact and Related Procedures (23 CFR 771) calls for new substantive
comments received on the FEIS to be responded to in the ROD. Substantive comments
received on the FEIS, during post-FEIS outreach and on the FEIS reevaluation are summarized
below, with references to the location within this Appendix where the comment and
corresponding response can be found.
All comment correspondence was reviewed to determine whether it contained substantive
comments. The comments in the table below were assigned to categories based on their
content.
All comments received have been addressed by GDOT and did not alter FHWA’s decision to
proceed with the Selected Alternative.
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Comments Received on the FEIS and During the 2011 Small Group Meetings for Sound Barriers

Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

Project Purpose and Need
The preferred alternative does not meet purpose and need
for the project, it does not address reducing congestion,
improving mobility by reducing travel time and increasing
reliability, or improving connectivity between activity centers.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

11/21/11/Letter

C-15.2
C-15.3
C-15.5

B-51
B-51
B-54

The preferred alternative fails to meet the purpose of
“redu[ing] vehicle emissions by improving vehicular
efficiency and increasing the proportion of high capacity
vehicles.” Correcting the calculation of the percentage
change in air pollutant emissions between the Build and NoBuild scenarios in Table 5-10, the preferred alternative
would increase NOx emissions by 2.2 percent.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

11/21/11/Letter

C-15.4

B-53

FHWA,
GDOT

11/21/11/Letter

C-15.7

B-58

FHWA

11/21/11/Letter

C-1.1

B-21

Range of Alternatives
The alternatives analysis fails to adequately consider transit
alternatives currently under NEPA review by another federal
agency.
Section 2 of the FEIS remains insufficient in thoroughly
analyzing and discussing the full range of alternatives.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center
Heinz J. Mueller,
Chief, US
Environmental
Protection Agency
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

Environmental Justice

Specific measures for mitigating adverse impacts in
environmental justice communities must be committed to
and implemented.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

11/21/11/Letter

C-15.8

B-59

Heinz J. Mueller,
Chief, US
Environmental
Protection Agency

FHWA

11/21/11/Letter

C-1.5

B-26

Tolling and Transportation Effects

Concern was expressed about the recent I-85 HOV to HOT
lane project, how it appeared to increase congestion, calling
into question its effectiveness and questioning if the same
might happen with the Northwest Corridor Project.

It was suggested that GDOT have the P3 partners determine
the financial feasibility of allowing a level of free HOV use on
the facility

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

11/21/11/Letter

C-15.1

B-50

Heinz J. Mueller,
Chief, US
Environmental
Protection Agency
Jane D. Hayse,
Chief,
Transportation
Division,
Atlanta Regional
Commission

FHWA

11/21/11/Letter

C-1.3
C-1.4

B-23
B-24

GDOT

11/18/11/Letter

C-2.3

B-30

FHWA

11/21/11/Letter

C-1.6

B-27

Noise Impacts
Concern was expressed that the construction of sound
barriers might not be implemented by the P3 developer
because of a lack of explicit commitment.

Heinz J. Mueller,
Chief, US
Environmental
Protection Agency
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

Noise Impacts (con’t)

Comments were made to reconsider installing sound
barriers in several locations along I-75

Concern was expressed about the aesthetics of the sound
barriers

Concern was expressed about the sound barriers blocking
commercial signage

Michael Wood

GDOT

11/10/11/Court
Reporter

C-62.1

B-118

Eileen Simms

GDOT

11/10/11/Court
Reporter

C-63.1

B-119

John Shearrow

GDOT

11/21/11/Project
Website

C-38.1

B-91

Carol Brown

GDOT

11/20/11/Comment
Card

C-65.2

B-121

Eileen Simms

GDOT

11/20/11/Comment
Card

C-67.1

B-124

Michael Wood

GDOT

C-69.1

B-126

Rube McMullan

GDOT

11/20/11/Comment
Card
11/2/11/Project
Website

C-29.2

B-79

Paul Robinson

GDOT

11/15/11/Comment
Card

C-37.1

B-90

Carol Brown

GDOT

C-65.1

B-121

Renee
Harbeson/Infomart

GDOT

11/20/11/Comment
Card
11/8/11/Court
Reporter

C-60.1

B-116
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Comment

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

Heinz J. Mueller,
Chief, US
Environmental
Protection Agency

FHWA

11/21/11/Letter

C-1.2

B-22

Heinz J. Mueller,
Chief, US
Environmental
Protection Agency

FHWA

11/21/11/Letter

C-1.3

B-23

Rube McMullan

GDOT

11/2/11/Project
Website

C-29.1

B-79

GDOT

11/8/11/Project
Website

C-26.1

B-76

FHWA,
GDOT

11/21/11/Letter

C-15.6

B-55

Jane D. Hayse,
Chief,
Transportation
Division,
Atlanta Regional
Commission

GDOT

11/18/11/Letter

C-2.4

B-30

Stephen Kahle

GDOT

11/6/11/Project
Website

C-21.1
C-21.2

B-70
B-70

Author(s)

Air Quality
Modeling of MSAT concentrations should be conducted at
several locations where people might be exposed. Based on
these estimated concentrations, a screening level risk
comparison should be developed to better inform the
consideration of each alternative’s potential impacts.
Concern was expressed that the ETL policy combined with
the removal of HOV lanes would discourage commuters
from carpooling, which might increase air emissions. It was
recommended that GDOT reconsider the policy and allow
HOV 2+ to use managed lanes without paying a toll.
Concern was expressed about the project increasing air
pollution.

Streams
It was noted that Sope Creek was erroneously referred to as
a tributary of Rottenwood Creek when in fact it is a direct
tributary of the Chattahoochee River.

Alex Levy

Cumulative Effects
The FEIS fails to consider the cumulative impacts of the
whole Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan when
addressing cumulative impacts of the Northwest Corridor
Project. An example is the 2.2 percent increase in NOx
emissions-if other managed lane projects produce a similar
increase, then the increase in NOx emissions cannot
reasonably be described as negligible.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

Design Considerations
Concern was expressed about the distance between
access points on I-75 from Big Shanty Road to Roswell
Road. A suggestion was made to add a managed lane exit
at either Akers Mill Road or the Cobb Parkway/Galleria
area and at Canton Road. A suggestion was also made
that GDOT should monitor the operations and have a
contingency plan in place to add or adjust the location of
access points if necessary.
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Comment

Author(s)

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

GDOT

11/18/11/Letter

C-2.1

B-29

FHWA,
GDOT

11/21/11/Letter

C-15.1

B-50

FHWA,
GDOT

11/21/11/Letter

C-15.1

B-50

Recipient

Design Considerations (con’t)
PLAN 2040 recommends that transit access, for systems
such as GRTA and Cobb County Transit (CCT), be given
priority in the design and location of access points. Transit
access must be a foundation of the project’s final design.

Jane D. Hayse,
Chief,
Transportation
Division,
Atlanta Regional
Commission

Cost, Funding and Phasing
GDOT, SRTA, and FHWA should consider the costs,
benefits and financial feasibility of the regional managed
lane network in its entirety before pursuing this costly,
ineffective and unpopular strategy.
Given the uncertainty surrounding the project’s funding and
concerns about the feasibility of the preferred alternative, a
Record of Decision should not be issued until a firm
financial plan for the construction and operation of the
project is in place.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center
Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center
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Comments Received on the FEIS Reevaluation

Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

Tolling and Transportation Effects
Metro Atlanta’s Managed Lane System Plan (MLSP),
adopted by the Georgia State Transportation Board as the
official state policy for managed lane projects in the region,
concludes that HOT3+ is “the recommended eligibility policy
for the managed lane system.” Atlanta Regional Managed
Lane System Plan, Georgia Department of Transportation
(January 2010). Despite this conclusion and the emphasis
on HOT3+ as the preferred tolling strategy in previous
documents for the Northwest Corridor and other projects, the
Final EIS and now the Reevaluation state that the preferred
tolling policy will be that of express toll lanes (ETL).
Only two brief portions of the environmental review
documents for the Northwest Corridor analyze the impacts of
this change in policy. The remainder of the analysis
contained in the FEIS and Reevaluation is based on the
continued use of HOT3 as the tolling policy. Failing to fully
assess the impact of the change in tolling policy is an
important shortcoming of the FEIS and Reevaluation that
must be addressed before this project can move forward.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.1

B-137

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.2

B-137
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.3

B-139

Tolling and Transportation Effects (con’t)
The first document that addresses this change in tolling
policy is the Travel Forecasting Sensitivity Analysis for
Tolling contained in both the Final EIS and the Reevaluation.
This sensitivity analysis compares the traffic counts for the
managed lanes under ETL and HOT3 and ultimately
concluded the differences to be “generally the same under
both tolling policies. However, this comparison shows three
consistent trends in the performance of ETL versus HOT
lanes:
o The ETL policy produced higher traffic volumes in the
general purpose lanes;
o The ETL policy produced lower traffic volumes in the
tolled lanes; and
o The ETL policy produced lower volumes for the road as
a whole.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

All of the other travel forecasting and all adverse effects
analysis that relies on travel forecasting (such as air quality
and noise impacts) are premised on modeling that utilizes
HOT3 as the tolling policy. The FEIS’ approach of
concluding that the travel forecasts under the two scenarios
is “generally the same” so all other adverse effects under
the two policies must also be “generally the same” does not
constitute actual analysis and does not satisfy the
requirements of NEPA.
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.4

B-140

Tolling and Transportation Effects (con’t)
Both the traffic sensitivity analysis and the Toll Policy
Memorandum conclude that the choice of tolling policy has
meaningful real world differences for the project, both in
terms of its transportation performance and its
environmental effects. But because the traffic sensitivity
analysis is extremely limited in scope and the Toll Policy
Memorandum is largely qualitative in nature, they do not
fully explore the implications of the tolling policy choice.
Specifically, the Final EIS and the Reevaluation do not
compare the relative effects of the tolling policies with
respect to the following issues:
o

Whether utilizing an ETL tolling policy will result in
higher toll prices and the potential impact on the ability
of low income drivers to utilize the lanes;

o

Why total traffic volumes decrease under the ETL
policy and whether these drivers are instead using
transit, increasing congestion on adjacent roads by
utilizing alternate routes, or forgoing trips altogether;

o

Whether the reduction in HOV formation will increase
the air quality impacts of the project (including air
pollutants beyond those considered as part of the
conformity analysis);

o

Whether the increased number of drivers in the general
purpose lanes under the ETL policy will increase the air
quality impacts of the project (including air pollutants
beyond those considered as part of the conformity
analysis) due to the increased number of drivers
experiencing increased congestion in the general
purpose lanes;

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

Tolling and Transportation Effects (con’t)
o

o

The environmental justice implications of increasing the
level of service discrepancy between the general
purpose lanes and the managed lanes; if low income
drivers are less likely to utilize the managed lanes;
Whether the reduced HOV formation will
disproportionately occur among lower income drivers
and whether this will further prevent low income drivers
from receiving the benefits of the managed lanes at the
same rate as higher income drivers.

The implications of utilizing an ETL policy instead of a HOT3
policy must be comprehensively evaluated and addressed
with respect to each of these issues before completing the
environmental review for the project.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.4

B-140

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.5

B-142

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.6

B-144

Environmental Justice
The primary putative benefit of the Northwest Corridor
project is that it offers improved travel conditions compared
to the untolled, general purpose lanes. Thus, the
environmental justice analysis for this project must not only
examine whether minority and low income communities will
disproportionately suffer the project’s impacts, but also
whether those communities will receive less of the project’s
benefits. The Reevaluation’s environmental justice analysis
falls short in this regard.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.7

B-144

Environmental Justice (con’t)
Based on the modeling, transponder studies and public
opinion information, the Reevaluation concludes that “there
does not appear to be a strong relationship between the
percent of low-income households and NWC Managed Lane
usage.” The Reevaluation fails to examine actual data on
managed lane usage, either in metro Atlanta or elsewhere in
the country. Academic analysis of driver data from other
managed lane projects has shown that drivers of all income
levels utilize the lanes but higher income drivers use the
lanes with greater frequency than low income drivers.
The Reevaluation cannot rely on environmental justice
modeling, opinion polls and transponder subscriptions when
research on actual usage directly contradicts their
conclusions. …As of the date of this letter, over eighteen
months worth of trip data is available for the I-85 HOT lanes
which could be analyzed to determine actual usage patterns
and to validate the accuracy of the ARC modeling in
predicting managed lane usage in the area. … Not only
does the necessary data exist to examine actual travel
patterns, but the analysis should have already been
conducted as part of the I-85 project.
Given the shortcomings of the analysis tools used in the
Reevaluation, the contradiction between their results and
studies from elsewhere, and the viability of testing that
analysis with real world data in Atlanta, the Reevaluation’s
environmental justice analysis is inadequate to support a
Record of Decision.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.8

B-147

Environmental Justice (con’t)
The purpose of the managed lanes is to improve travel
conditions in those particular lanes, not to improve
conditions in the untolled, general purpose lanes. The
Reevaluation’s modeling shows this proposition holds true
for the Northwest Corridor project… In fact, the Reevaluation
shows that the discrepancy in traffic conditions will be even
greater than projected in the FEIS…In light of research
showing that low income drivers use optional toll lanes less
frequently than higher income drivers and the project’s
improvement of travel conditions in the managed lanes but
not the general purpose lanes, a hard look must be given to
whether this project has adverse effects by reducing the
benefits received by low income drivers.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

Environmental Justice (con’t)
The Reevaluation identifies two mitigation strategies that will
be used to mitigate for the adverse effects of the tolling
policy on low income communities…Neither of these
mitigation measures addresses the actual nature of the
adverse impact: lower income drivers cannot afford to use
the managed lanes as often as the higher income drivers.
In contrast, the following five mitigation strategies would
address the adverse effect of low income drivers decreased
ability to utilize the managed lanes and the benefits that
come with it…Any Record of Decision for this project must
examine each of these potential mitigation measures and
either commit to their implementation or explain why they will
not be implemented.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.9

B-148

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.10

B-154

o Utilize a HOT Tolling Policy
o Subsidize Transit Use in the Corridor
o Dedicate Any Excess Toll Revenue Estimates to the
Corridor
o

Subsidize A Minimum Level of Managed Lane Access

o Set A Per Mile Toll Cap
A more robust analysis of the Northwest Corridor’s adverse
effects on low income drivers, including a hard look at the
actual usage data and a discussion of all feasible mitigation
strategies, must be performed before the project’s
environmental review can be completed.
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.11

B-156

Cumulative Impacts
Previous comments submitted regarding this project,
including on the FEIS and Draft Supplemental EIS, have
raised concerns about the adequacy of the cumulative and
indirect effects assessment for this project. There are
numerous managed lanes projects in metro Atlanta’s current
Transportation Improvement Program and many more in the
region’s long term Regional Transportation Plan. A number
of specific areas have been identified where these projects,
when operating in conjunction, are likely to have cumulative
or indirect effects including transportation performance, air
pollutants other than ozone and fine particulate matter,
environmental justice and financing. However, these
comments have been dismissed by pointing to consideration
of these issues elsewhere, primarily in the Managed Lane
System Plan or the region’s conformity determination. These
responses are insufficient.
The cursory analysis contained in the MLSP may be
sufficient to identify issues but falls well short of the “hard
look” NEPA requires for a project’s cumulative and indirect
effects. A more comprehensive analysis of the cumulative
and indirect effects of the planned managed lane projects,
including the Northwest Corridor project, is required on at
least the following issues: air quality impacts including air
pollutants other than ozone and PM2.5, environmental
justice effects on low income communities, traffic effects
(such as where the managed lane projects connect or merge
into general purpose lanes) and the degree to which toll
backed financing for multiple managed lane projects poses a
financial risk to Georgia’s finances.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

With respect to the air quality issues, previous responses to
comments have asserted that the cumulative and indirect air
quality effects have been considered as part of the region’s
conformity determination. This argument fails for several
reasons. …It is impossible to determine the amount of air
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Comment

Author(s)

Recipient

Date/Type of
Correspondence

Comment
and
Response
Number

Page
Number

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.12

B-165

pollution that is attributable to the cumulative effects of the
managed lane projects versus all of the other projects in the
TIP….the conformity analysis only addresses ozone and fine
particulate matter, so the cumulative and indirect effects for
all other air pollutants (greenhouse gases, carbon monoxide,
mobile source air toxics) are not considered. The conformity
determination is not, and was never intended to be, an
adequate proxy for cumulative impacts analysis under
NEPA.
A more robust analysis of the Northwest Corridor’s
cumulative and indirect effects must be performed before the
project’s environmental review can be complete.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Although the Reevaluation contains a section focused on the
GHG emissions from the project, its analysis is superficial
and focuses far more on global, national, and statewide
emissions than on the effects of the Northwest Corridor
project. The Air Quality Technical Report contains the same
minimal amount of information as the Reevaluation, only
adding a section on “Mitigation for Global GHG Emissions”
and “Local and State Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.”
This cursory approach falls well short of best practices for
considering the GHG effects of transportation projects.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

In 2010, the Council on Environmental Quality issued
preliminary draft guidance instructing agencies on how to
consider GHG emissions in various contexts. The
Reevaluation does not appear to have performed any of this
recommended analysis.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions (con’t)
A better example of GHG analysis for transportation projects
is the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the
Columbia River Crossing. The CRC FEIS differs from the
Northwest Corridor Reevaluation by taking a detailed and
comprehensive approach to explaining, analyzing and
summarizing all of the project’s GHG effects. The
Reevaluation’s consideration of GHG emissions should be
supplemented to include a more detailed and
comprehensive analysis quantifying the amount of short and
long term GHG emissions, comparing the relative emissions
of the various proposed alternatives, and examining
emission reduction strategies.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.13

B167

GDOT

3/26/13/Email

C-82.1

B-172

FHWA,
GDOT

04/05/13/Letter
via Email

C-77.14

B-167

FHWA

3/26/13/Email

C-80.1

B-170

GDOT

03/21/13/Project
Website

C-83.3

B-174

Design Considerations
Jim Lassiter

Concern was expressed about the closing of Chert Road.

Response to Public Comments
CEQ regulations require an agency to provide appropriate
responses to comments raised by the public. Courts have
reasoned that these responses must accurately reflect the
comments and provide a substantive and meaningful
response. Agency responses to previous public comments on
the Northwest Corridor have fallen short of this standard,
often inaccurately summarizing comments or ignoring
significant information submitted herein and provide accurate
and meaningful responses to these comments.

Brian L. Gist,
Senior Attorney,
Southern
Environmental Law
Center

Right-of-Way Impacts
Concern was expressed about impacts to Gospel Light
Community Church.

Betty Hunter

Land Use
Is increased commercialism expected in the area around
Chert Road?

Luther LeCroy
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RESPONSE
C-1.1
GDOT, the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA), and FHWA
have expended considerable effort to systematically evaluate all
reasonable concepts. Chapter 2 of the FEIS summarizes the various
alternatives that were considered. The range of alternatives included
freeway alternatives, transit alternatives, transportation system
management improvements, HOV lanes with and without BRT services,
HOT lanes, elevated HOT lanes in the median of I-75, reversible HOV lanes,
conversion of existing general-purpose lanes to HOV lanes and travel
demand management strategies.
BRT was not included in the Preferred Alternative because funding sources
could not be identified. In fact, the analysis required by the Federal
Transit Administration demonstrated that the BRT did not meet its criteria
for federal funding. Nevertheless, transit vehicles will be permitted to use
the reversible lanes at no cost, and will therefore benefit from the
improved mobility the managed lanes will provide. This should encourage
greater use of transit. The FEIS identified an alternative that leaves the
option for a light rail system on US 41 intact. There are no elements of the
proposed managed lane system that would conflict with this approach. In
August 2011, Cobb County initiated an Alternatives Analysis/Feasibility
Study (AA) to evaluate enhanced transit in the US 41/I-75 corridor. Cobb
County considers the Northwest Corridor Project to be a complimentary,
not competing, project to transit in the corridor. GDOT is working closely
with Cobb County as it moves forward with its AA.

C-1.1

The Preferred Alternative also left open the option to place a rail system
on the east side of I-75. The configuration of the Preferred Alternative
does not eliminate this possibility since no work is proposed on that side
of I-75.
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C-1.2
The Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSAT) analysis for the NWCP followed the
2009 FHWA Interim Guidance Update on Air Toxic Analysis in NEPA
Documents. Based on FHWA’s recommended tiering approach, the project
falls within the Tier 3 approach used for project with a high potential for
MSAT effects. In accordance with FHWA’s recommendation, the Easy
Mobile Inventory Tool (EMIT) was used to calculate annual MSAT
pollutant burdens in tons per year. Future calculated MSAT emission
burdens are predicted to decrease compared to the existing condition
scenario. It is projected that there would be no measurable changes in
MSAT emissions in the immediate area of the Northwest Corridor Project
under the Preferred Alternative relative to the No-Build Alternative.

C-1.2

C-1.3

C-1.4

There is a lack of a national consensus on an acceptable level of risk with
regards to MSATs. The current context is the process used by the EPA as
provided by the Clean Air Act to determine whether more stringent
controls are required in order to provide an ample margin of safety to
protect public health or to prevent an adverse environmental effect. The
decision framework is a two-step process. The first step requires EPA to
determine a “safe” or “acceptable” level of risk due to emissions from a
source. Information is incomplete or unavailable to establish that even the
largest of highway projects would result in levels of risk greater than safe
or acceptable.
Furthermore, at this time, available technical tools do not enable
prediction of the project-specific health impacts of the emission changes
associated with the alternatives. Because of the limitations in the
methodologies for forecasting health impacts, any predicted difference in
health impacts between alternatives is likely to be much smaller than the
uncertainties associated with predicting the impacts. Consequently, the
results of such assessments would not be useful to decision makers. The
decision makers would need to weigh the information against project
benefits, such as reducing traffic congestion, accident rates, and fatalities
plus improved access for emergency response, that are better suited for
quantitative analysis.
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RESPONSE
Finally, on a regional basis, EPA’s vehicle and fuel regulations, coupled
with fleet turnover, will over time cause substantial reductions that, in
almost all cases, will cause region-wide MSAT levels to be substantially
lower than today. Please see Table 5-11 in the FEIS.
We do need to acknowledge a mistake found in Table 5-10 Regional
Emission Assessment in the FEIS. It incorrectly lists the tons per day of
NOx for the Preferred Alternative as 47.59 tons per day in 2035. The
correct amount should be 46.59 tons per day. The percent change from
the No Build of 0.32% is correct as shown in the table.

C-1.6

C-1.3
The Project does not remove existing HOV lanes. Instead it adds
additional lanes to I-75 and I-575. Two new lanes would be added to I-75
between I-285 and I-575. One new lane would be added to I-75 between I575 and north of Hickory Grove Road, and one new lane would be added
to I-575 between I-75 and Sixes Road. The project does not remove or
convert any of the existing lanes on I-75 or I-575. The reversible feature
would help minimize traffic congestion in the direction with the most
demand, e.g. southbound in the morning commute period and
northbound in the afternoon commute period.
If vehicles with as few as two occupants were allowed to use the managed
lanes for free, the travel demand modeling indicated that the lanes would
become congested, and there would not be a way to manage the flow.
Transit vehicles would again be forced to travel in congested lanes.
As shown in Table 5-10 of the FEIS, the Preferred Alternative is expected
to increase average daily VMT by 0.26 percent and increase regional
pollutant emissions by 0.0 to 0.3 percent compared to the No-Build. These
differences would result in no measurable impact on regional pollutant
burdens. As such, the Preferred Alternative is predicted to have a minimal
effect on regional pollutant burden levels.
The current Northwest Corridor Project is included in ARC’s PLAN 2040
RTP (ARC, 2011b) and FY 2012-2017 TIP (ARC, 2011c), which were adopted
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by the ARC board on July 27, 2011. The PLAN 2040 RTP and the FY 20122017 TIP were approved by the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority
on August 18, 2011 and the FHWA issued a conformity determination on
September 6, 2011.As such, the Northwest Corridor Project is part of a
conforming RTP and TIP. The Northwest Corridor Project also was included
in the positive conformity determination for Amendment 10 of the
Envision6 RTP.

This space is intentionally blank.

The Project was modeled for the FEIS using the HOT3+ policy that was
recommended in the Atlanta Regional Managed Lanes System Plan. The
number of vehicles traveling in the project corridor was then compared for
the HOT3+ and the selected ETL tolling policies. It was found that in the
design year of 2035 the mainline segment volumes in the peak direction /
peak periods were within 5 percent of one another (Table 4-1, FEIS). This
result was checked using the PLAN 2040 model and the number of vehicles
was again found to be similar when HOT3+ was compared to ETL. The
majority of the mainline segment volumes were within 5 percent of one
another. All but one of the mainline segment volumes were within 7
percent of one another. The one exception was within 8 percent of one
another.
C-1.4
While both the Northwest Corridor Project (NWCP) and the I-85 Express
Lanes from Chamblee-Tucker Road in DeKalb County to Old Peachtree Road
in Gwinnett County are intended to provide increased mobility and traffic
relief in two of the region’s most congested corridors, the scope and
operation of the two projects vary greatly.
The I-85 project converted the existing High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes,
one in each direction, into High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes. Vehicles with
three or more riders can access the lanes for free; vehicles with one or two
riders can access the Express Lanes for a fee. To use the I-85 Express Lanes,
motorists must register for a Peach Pass account and obtain a transponder.
Users may switch between a toll and a toll-free status, depending on their
vehicle’s occupancy, prior to their use of the lanes.
Some of the key differences between the I-85 project and the NWCP
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include:
NWCP adds additional lanes to I-75 and I-575. Two new lanes would be
added to I-75 between I-285 and I-575. One new lane would be added
to I-75 between I-575 and north of Hickory Grove Road, and one new
lane would be added to I-575 between I-75 and Sixes Road. The project
does not convert or change any of the existing lanes on I-75 or I-575.
The reversible feature would help minimize traffic congestion in the
direction with the most demand, e.g. southbound in the morning
commute period and northbound in the afternoon commute period.
NWCP utilizes dedicated entrance and exit points on I-75. Six new
managed lane interchanges are proposed on I-75. This would provide
system-only access to and from the managed lanes to local streets,
eliminating the need to cross over multiple lanes of traffic to enter or
exit the system. The access locations would be separate from the
general purpose interchanges. For I-575, users will continue to use the
existing interchanges to enter and exit I-575, and access the managed
lanes through three new pairs of slip ramps.

This space is intentionally blank.

NWCP is barrier separated. The managed lanes system is separate from
the existing I-75 and I-575 facilities, allowing enforcement of proper use
of the lanes and management of incidents such as traffic accidents and
vehicle breakdowns.
NWCP will toll all users. All motorists, regardless of how many
passengers are in the car would be charged the same toll rate
(excluding registered transit vehicles, military vehicles, emergency
vehicles and school buses). Motorcycles must pay the toll to use the
NWCP.
NWCP is a Public Private Partnership (P3) project. Final design and
construction of the project will be conducted with private industry
partners, which will greatly expand the options for innovative
technology and funding.
Tolls for the Northwest Corridor Project will be collected electronically and
toll amounts will vary by time of day and congestion level. Users will have
the opportunity to pay by transponder or by license plate. Registration for a
Peach Pass account will not be required, though existing Peach Pass account
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holders will be able to utilize their transponders to access the facility.
C-1.5
The alignment of the Preferred Alternative, the majority of which is located
within existing right-of-way, resulted from minimizing overall impacts
throughout the length of the project. The number of impacts to a range of
resources, including environmental justice communities, would have been
higher had the managed lanes been located on the east side of I-75.

This space is intentionally blank.

While all 12 business displacements and five of the six residential
displacements would occur in areas identified as low-income and/or
minority, the displacements would not impact community cohesiveness and
no communities are fragmented by the Project. The following figure has
been provided to show the relocations in the context of the roadway
improvements and the surrounding community. Property acquisitions will
be conducted in compliance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Policies Act of 1970, as amended, and the Georgia Relocation
Assistance and Land Acquisition Policy Act. A relocation specialist assigned
to the project will contact each property owner, resident or business to be
relocated to determine individual needs and desires. The specialist will
provide information, answer questions and assist in finding replacement
property. Some residential relocations might require the use of Last Resort
Housing procedures. When Last Resort Housing becomes necessary,
supplemental payments or other housing options will be implemented.
An environmental mitigation plan is under development for the entire
project and will include public outreach. Mitigation measures specific to EJ
include a requirement for the State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA) to
provide a payment mechanism for persons who do not have a credit card
via cash accounts or pre-paid accounts at walk-in customer service centers
and/or retail outlets and a requirement that GDOT conduct annual studies
that monitor the system for potential impacts to environmental justice
populations and provide opportunities for the public to submit feedback on
system operations and customer satisfaction for a period of three years
from project opening. The environmental mitigation plan will be attached
to the Record of Decision. The Record of Decision will be provided to EPA
when available.
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Locations of Potential Business and Residential Displacements in EJ Areas

Note: The dots in the figure above indicate the locations of anticipated business
displacements. The triangles indicate the locations of anticipated residential
displacements.
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C-1.6
As mentioned in your letter, Environmental Commitment No. 10 (EC 10)
states “A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be made
upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement analysis based on
final design and public outreach to affected property owners. Coordination
with property owners regarding the location of potential sound barriers will
be conducted prior to the final decision on the installation of the sound
barriers. Public involvement will be conducted in accordance with the
approved public involvement plan for the project.” This statement is from
GDOT’s approved noise policy. In addition, EC 10 lists GDOT and the P3
Developer as the responsible parties. The P3 Developer will be responsible
for complying with the environmental commitments listed in the
environmental commitment table, which will also be incorporated in the
ROD. The P3 Developer will be responsible for the design and construction
of all noise mitigation measures to minimize construction noise and longterm impacts of the facility as required in GDOT’s Highway Noise Abatement
Policy for Federal Aid Projects. GDOT will be responsible for the
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maintenance of all noise mitigation measures.
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C-2.1
GDOT has coordinated with GRTA and Cobb County and will continue to
coordinate throughout the development of the project.
The northern terminus of the proposed managed lanes on I-75 is south of
SR 92. Transit vehicles coming from the existing Acworth park-and-ride
lot on SR 92 will have convenient access to the system. A managed lane
interchange is proposed at Big Shanty Road convenient to the existing
Town Center and Busbee park-and-ride lots on Busbee Parkway.
The managed lanes on I-575 will be accessed by slip ramps from the
general purpose lanes. Transit vehicles coming from the existing parkand-ride lot at His Hands Church just off SR 92 will access I-575 at the SR
92 general purpose interchange and then access the managed lane system
at either the slip ramp near Shallowford Road or the slip ramp near
Barrett Parkway. Transit vehicles coming from the existing park-and-ride
lot at Boling Park in Canton will access the managed lanes at the northern
terminus on I-575 just south of Sixes Road.
The managed lanes will provide direct connection to the existing HOV
lanes on I-75 inside I-285 for trips to Midtown and downtown Atlanta.

C-2.1

C-2.2
The NWCP would not preclude improvements to the Windy Hill/I-75
interchange. GDOT will continue to coordinate with Cobb County
Department of Transportation and Cumberland Community Improvement
District (CCID) on the Windy Hill project. If the Premium Transit Service
includes express buses or bus rapid transit (BRT) coaches, these vehicles
would be able to access the NWCP managed lanes without paying the toll.

C-2.2
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C-2.3
If vehicles with as few as two occupants were allowed to use the managed
lanes for free, the travel demand modeling indicated that the lanes would
become congested, and there would not be a way to manage the flow. If
the threshold were raised to allow vehicles with three or more occupants
to use the managed lanes for free, there would be a significant increase in
the amount of public funding required for the project. In addition,
enforcement costs would increase if vehicles with three or more occupants
were allowed to use the managed lanes for free.

C-2.3

C-2.4

C-2.4
In the AA/DEIS managed lane accesses at Allgood Road, the Canton
Connector and flyover ramps from the mainline between I-575 and Roswell
Road were investigated. Ultimately it was determined that the costs and
impacts associated with an access in this area would exceed any expected
benefits. Also, the I-575 reversible managed lane will connect to the I-75
reversible managed lane between Big Shanty Road and Roswell Road, so
there will be an access to the northeast between the accesses noted in the
comment. The public’s satisfaction with the project, including access to
the managed lanes, will be monitored through the Office of
Communications, GDOT’s Constituency Services Unit and GDOT’s District
and Area Offices throughout the service life of the project.
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C-3.1
Your opposition to tolling is noted. Variable price tolling will be used to
manage the use of the proposed lanes. While the general purpose lanes
may continue to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will remain
uncongested due to the tolling. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the
funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed facility.
C-3.2
The Northwest Corridor Project does not propose to convert any existing
lanes to toll lanes. The proposed managed lanes are new lanes being
added to the existing corridor.

C-3.1

C-3.2
C-3.3

C-3.3
The addition of general-purpose lanes was considered in the AA/DEIS but
eliminated because without tolls new general-purpose lanes would
experience congestion. In January 2010, GDOT published the Atlanta
Regional Managed Lane System Plan. Adopted by the State
Transportation Board on December 10, 2009, this plan was developed at
the direction of the State Transportation Board’s resolution of June 21,
2007. It committed that “all new capacity lanes within limited access
corridors in Metro-Atlanta shall be managed lanes.” The Plan’s specific
goals and objectives serve as a guide to develop individual managed-lane
projects in metropolitan Atlanta.
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C-4.1
Your support for bus usage is noted. Bus Rapid Transit was one of the
alternatives evaluated in the 2007 DEIS. It was eliminated from further
consideration due to a lack of public support, increasing competition for
federal funding, and a lack of local funding, as discussed in Section
2.1.10 of the FEIS. Transit vehicles will be able to travel in the freeflowing managed lanes without paying a toll. Without managed lanes,
buses have to travel in the same congested lanes as other vehicles.

C-4.1
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C-5.1
Your opposition to high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes is noted. Variable
price tolling will be used to manage the use of the proposed lanes. While
the general purpose lanes may continue to experience congestion, the
proposed lanes will remain uncongested due to the tolling. And by
allowing single-occupant vehicles to use the lanes if they pay a toll, the
managed lanes should not experience the "empty lane syndrome" that
HOV lanes often experience. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the
funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed
facility.
Managed lanes have been a topic in the Atlanta area media recently with
the opening of the I-85 Express Lanes from Chamblee-Tucker Road in
DeKalb County to Old Peachtree Road in Gwinnett County. While both
the Northwest Corridor Project and the I-85 Express Lanes are intended
to provide increased mobility and traffic relief in two of the region’s most
congested corridors, the scope and operation of the two projects vary
greatly.
The I-85 project converted the existing High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
lanes, one in each direction, into High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes.
Vehicles with three or more riders can access the lanes for free; vehicles
with one or two riders can access the Express Lanes for a fee. To use the
I-85 Express Lanes, motorists must register for a Peach Pass account and
obtain a transponder. Users may switch between a toll and a toll-free
status, depending on their vehicle’s occupancy, prior to their use of the
lanes.
Some of the key differences between the I-85 project and the NWCP
include:
NWCP adds additional lanes to I-75 and I-575. Two new lanes
would be added to I-75 between I-285 and I-575. One new lane
would be added to I-75 between I-575 and north of Hickory
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Grove Road, and one new lane would be added to I-575 between
I-75 and Sixes Road. The project does not convert or change any
of the existing lanes on I-75 or I-575. The reversible feature
would help minimize traffic congestion in the direction with the
most demand, e.g. southbound in the morning commute period
and northbound in the afternoon commute period.

This space is intentionally blank.

NWCP utilizes dedicated entrance and exit points on I-75. Six
new managed lane interchanges are proposed on I-75. This
would provide system-only access to and from the managed
lanes to local streets, eliminating the need to cross over multiple
lanes of traffic to enter or exit the system. The access locations
would be separate from the general purpose interchanges. For I575, users will continue to use the existing interchanges to enter
and exit I-575, and access the managed lanes through three new
pairs of slip ramps.
NWCP is barrier separated. The managed lanes system is
separate from the existing I-75 and I-575 facilities, allowing
enforcement of proper use of the lanes and management of
incidents such as traffic accidents and vehicle breakdowns.
NWCP will toll all users. All motorists, regardless of how many
passengers are in the car would be charged the same toll rate
(excluding registered transit vehicles, military vehicles,
emergency vehicles and school buses). Motorcycles must pay
the toll to use the NWCP.
NWCP is a Public Private Partnership (P3) project. Final design
and construction of the project will be conducted with private
industry partners, which will greatly expand the options for
innovative technology and funding.
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Tolls for the Northwest Corridor Project will be collected electronically
and toll amounts will vary by time of day and congestion level. Users will
have the opportunity to pay by transponder or by license plate.
Registration for a Peach Pass account will not be required, though
existing Peach Pass account holders will be able to utilize their
transponders to access the facility.
Your support of HOV lanes is noted. HOV lanes, where usage is limited to
vehicles with two or more occupants and no tolls are charged, were
considered in the AA/DEIS. Traffic modeling indicated that these types of
lanes would become congested quickly, even before the design horizon
of 2035. Without implementing some sort of tolling, GDOT will not be
able to maintain uncongested traffic flow in the proposed lanes.

This space is intentionally blank.

Use of the proposed lanes to experience travel time savings is completely
voluntary.
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C-6.1
Your support for the Northwest Corridor Project is noted.

C-6.1
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C-7.1
Your opposition to the Northwest Corridor Project is noted.
The Preferred Alternative is supportive of mass transit in that the lanes
will be congestion-free and transit vehicles will be allowed to use the
managed lanes without paying a toll. The project does not preclude rail
transit in the future within the I-75 corridor.

C-7.1
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C-8.1
The Preferred Alternative is supportive of mass transit in that the lanes
will be congestion-free and transit vehicles will be allowed to use the
managed lanes without paying a toll.
C-8.1

Your support of HOV lanes is noted. HOV lanes, where usage is limited to
vehicles with two or more occupants and no tolls are charged, were
considered in the AA/DEIS. Traffic modeling indicated that these types of
lanes would become congested quickly, even before the design horizon
of 2035. Without implementing some sort of tolling, GDOT will not be
able to maintain uncongested traffic flow in the proposed lanes.
Your support for high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes is noted. Variable price
tolling will be used to manage the use of the proposed lanes. While the
general purpose lanes may continue to experience congestion, the
proposed lanes will remain uncongested due to the tolling. And by
allowing single-occupant vehicles to use the lanes if they pay a toll, the
managed lanes should not experience the "empty lane syndrome" that
HOV lanes often experience. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the
funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed
facility.
Your support for delivery of the project through a public-private
partnership (P3) approach procurement process is noted. Three teams
were shortlisted for the project. However, the State recently decided to
change the method of procuring a team for constructing the project and
also decided to provide the majority of the cost of the project through
public funds. The new method of procurement will still be a P3 utilizing a
design-build-finance delivery option with a lesser amount of private
financing.
No money from the Transportation Investment Act (TIA) to be voted on
in the summer of 2012 would contribute to the Northwest Corridor
Project.
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Your support for bus usage is noted. Bus Rapid Transit was one of the
alternatives evaluated in the 2007 DEIS. It was eliminated from further
consideration due to a lack of public support, increasing competition for
federal funding, and a lack of local funding, as discussed in Section 2.1.10
of the FEIS. Transit vehicles will be able to travel in the free-flowing
managed lanes without paying a toll.
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C-9.1
Managed lanes have been a topic in the Atlanta area media recently with
the opening of the I-85 Express Lanes from Chamblee-Tucker Road in
DeKalb County to Old Peachtree Road in Gwinnett County. While both
the Northwest Corridor Project and the I-85 Express Lanes are intended
to provide increased mobility and traffic relief in two of the region’s most
congested corridors, the scope and operation of the two projects vary
greatly.
The I-85 project converted the existing High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
lanes, one in each direction, into High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes.
Vehicles with three or more riders can access the lanes for free; vehicles
with one or two riders can access the Express Lanes for a fee. To use the
I-85 Express Lanes, motorists must register for a Peach Pass account and
obtain a transponder. Users may switch between a toll and a toll-free
status, depending on their vehicle’s occupancy, prior to their use of the
lanes.
Some of the key differences between the I-85 project and the NWCP
include:
NWCP adds additional lanes to I-75 and I-575. Two new lanes
would be added to I-75 between I-285 and I-575. One new lane
would be added to I-75 between I-575 and north of Hickory
Grove Road, and one new lane would be added to I-575
between I-75 and Sixes Road. The project does not convert or
change any of the existing lanes on I-75 or I-575. The reversible
feature would help minimize traffic congestion in the direction
with the most demand, e.g. southbound in the morning
commute period and northbound in the afternoon commute
period.
NWCP utilizes dedicated entrance and exit points on I-75. Six
new managed lane interchanges are proposed on I-75. This
would provide system-only access to and from the managed
lanes to local streets, eliminating the need to cross over multiple
lanes of traffic to enter or exit the system. The access locations
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would be separate from the general purpose interchanges. For I575, users will continue to use the existing interchanges to enter
and exit I-575, and access the managed lanes through three new
pairs of slip ramps.
NWCP is barrier separated. The managed lanes system is
separate from the existing I-75 and I-575 facilities, allowing
enforcement of proper use of the lanes and management of
incidents such as traffic accidents and vehicle breakdowns.
NWCP will toll all users. All motorists, regardless of how many
passengers are in the car would be charged the same toll rate
(excluding registered transit vehicles, military vehicles,
emergency vehicles and school buses). Motorcycles must pay
the toll to use the NWCP.
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NWCP is a Public Private Partnership (P3) project. Final design
and construction of the project will be conducted with private
industry partners, which will greatly expand the options for
innovative technology and funding.
Tolls for the Northwest Corridor Project will be collected electronically
and toll amounts will vary by time of day and congestion level. Users will
have the opportunity to pay by transponder or by license plate.
Registration for a Peach Pass account will not be required, though
existing Peach Pass account holders will be able to utilize their
transponders to access the facility.
The analysis contained in the FEIS demonstrates that capacity increases
are needed on I-75 and I-575. This can be seen perhaps most clearly in
the No-Build travel times in Figures 4-9 through 4-12. It is forecast that if
no project is built increases in traffic volumes will lead to a 97.4 minute
travel time from Akers Mill Road to Sixes Road in the PM Peak Hour in
2035 - nearly 100 minutes to travel just over 20 miles - compared to a
58.7 minute travel time for the same route in the PM Peak Hour in 2015.
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Improvements to local roadway arterial systems were considered in the
discussion of the Transportation System Management (TSM) approach in
the SDEIS. Arterial improvements, including the proposed widening of
Bells Ferry Road from Southfork Way to north of Sixes Road, are included
in the No-Build alternative. As shown in the FEIS the No-Build alternative
would not address the needs in the project corridor to 2035.
The transportation modeling for the project uses the travel demand
model prepared by the Atlanta Regional Commission, the federallydesignated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the 18-county
Atlanta region. It includes future land use, population and employment.
The project is designed to serve forecast travel patterns in 2035.
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C-10.1
The Preferred Alternative is supportive of mass transit in that the lanes
will be congestion-free and transit vehicles will be allowed to use the
managed lanes without paying a toll. The project does not preclude rail
transit in the future within the I-75 corridor.
It is anticipated that all of the road tolls will be needed to pay for the
operation and maintenance of the facility and to pay off the debt
associated with the construction of the project. If there are toll revenues
in excess of the projections, these excess revenues would be used to
help fund other transportation projects in the statewide plan.

C-10.1
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C-11.1
Your concern that the project may induce people to live farther from
their place of employment is noted. However, according to population
projections and employment forecasts the region is predicted to
continue to grow regardless of whether the Preferred Alternative is
selected and implemented. Please see Section 5.18.2.1 in the FEIS for
further information.
C-11.2
Your support for rail is noted. Heavy rail expansion in this corridor was
one of eleven alternatives considered in the earlier Northwest
Connectivity Study prepared by GRTA in 2004. It was not one of the
three alternatives that advanced for further analysis in that study. The
project does not preclude heavy rail in the future along the east side of I75.

C-11.1

C-11.3
It is anticipated that all of the road tolls will be needed to pay for the
operation and maintenance of the facility and to pay off the debt
associated with the construction of the project. If there are toll revenues
in excess of the projections, these excess revenues would be used to
help fund other transportation projects in the statewide plan.

C-11.2
C-11.3
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RESPONSE
C-12.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with existing and
proposed conditions in the project corridor. The results of this analysis
can be found in Section 5.12, Appendix F and the Noise Technical Report
of the FEIS. Preliminary noise walls are shown in Appendix H in Volume 2
of the FEIS. The noise analysis indicates that existing noise levels in the
vicinity of Manuel Drive range from 63.0 dBA – 75.8 dBA. Under the NoBuild Alternative, the predicted noise levels range from 67.1 dBA – 78.2
dBA. The predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
69.1 dBA – 78.0 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I-75 at
this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this location would
not be cost effective. That is, the cost of a barrier would exceed the
maximum cost allowable of $55,000 per benefitted receptor. Therefore,
a noise wall is not proposed at this location.
The noise abatement evaluated at these locations is based upon
preliminary noise analyses and design criteria.
A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final design. If
during final design it has been determined that conditions have changed
such that noise abatement is feasible and reasonable, the noise
abatement will be reconsidered and might be provided based on
additional public involvement.
The final locations and heights will not be established until final design.
Property owners located behind proposed noise walls will be contacted
to determine if there is a consensus to construct a particular noise wall or
not.
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C-13.1
Your opposition to tolling is noted. Variable price tolling will be used to
manage the use of the proposed lanes. While the general purpose lanes
may continue to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will remain
uncongested due to the tolling. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the
funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed
facility.

C-13.1

SR 400 serves a different travel market than the I-75 / I-575 corridors. SR
400 provides access from the cities of Roswell, Alpharetta, Johns Creek
and Cumming to the Buckhead area of Atlanta and then on to midtown
and downtown Atlanta. I-75 and I-575 provide access from the cities of
Marietta, Kennesaw, Woodstock and Canton to the Cumberland-Galleria
area of Cobb County and then on to midtown and downtown Atlanta.
Variable price tolling will be used to manage the use of the proposed
lanes. While the general purpose lanes may continue to experience
congestion, the proposed lanes will remain uncongested due to the
tolling. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the funding burden from
taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed facility.
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C-14.1
Added to mailing list.

C-14.1
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C-15.1
The Atlanta Regional Managed Lanes System Plan examines the
value and develops a strategy for implementing a regional system of
managed lanes. The total cost of the system is estimated at $16
billion with approximately $9 billion being financeable and
approximately $7 billion being expended by the public sector or
some other funding source. The plan further recommends an
incremental approach to implementation allowing each project to be
evaluated individually. The Plan makes a strong case for the value of
managed lanes for the region to provide trip reliability for the public
at substantially less cost than more traditional means of providing
trip reliability, i.e. extensive roadway widening.
While the Northwest Corridor Project is included in the Atlanta
Regional Managed Lanes System Plan, the project does not depend
on the other potential projects in order to function. The project has
logical termini and independent utility and can operate on its own.
The traffic analysis for the Northwest Corridor Project was developed
without including any of the other potential projects from the
Atlanta Regional Managed Lanes System Plan. Managed lanes
volumes, and travel time savings for both the managed lanes and the
general purpose lanes can be achieved based on the analysis in the
FEIS without relying on any other managed lane projects. This
ensures that the preferred alternative has independent utility and
does not rely on any other projects to achieve the benefits identified
in the FEIS.
This project is substantially different from the I-85 project with the
key difference being in the Northwest Corridor Project additional
lanes will be constructed instead of converting the existing HOV2+
lane to a HOT3+ lane.

C-15.1
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RESPONSE
C-15.2
The Preferred Alternative does address the need to reduce congestion.
Traffic congestion is a condition on road networks that occurs as use
increases, and is characterized by slower speeds, longer trip times, and
increased vehicular queuing. As noted in the FEIS, the managed lanes
accommodate 5-10 percent of the traffic volumes in the corridor. The
remaining 90-95 percent of the drivers in the general purpose lanes do
not experience the same levels of traffic congestion under the Preferred
Alternative as they would under the No-Build Alternative.

C-15.2

C-15.3
As noted in Table S-4 the AM Southbound 2035 travel times starting on I575 at Sixes Road to Akers Mill Road on I-75 for the General Purpose
Lanes are 11.4 percent less (8.4 minutes) under the Preferred Alternative
than the No-Build Alternative. Similarly, the AM Southbound 2035 travel
times starting at Hickory Grove Road on I-75 to Akers Mill Road are 13.8
percent less (8.4 minutes) under the Preferred Alternative than the NoBuild Alternative. Table S-5 indicates the PM Northbound 2035 travel
times in the general purpose Lanes beginning at Akers Mill Road to
Hickory Grove Road on I-75 and Sixes Road on I-575 are 18.1 percent
(13.8 minutes) and 16.1 percent (15.7 minutes) less respectively under
the Preferred Alternative than the No-Build Alternative. Shorter trip times
suggest increased speeds, and less congestion for the 90-95 percent of
motorists in the general purpose lanes.

C-15.3

Braess’s paradox essentially suggests that drivers will act to improve their
travel times by choosing different routes than they presently use when
additions are made to the road network. When different routes are
chosen there may be congestion in areas where it does not exist now,
causing an overall degradation of performance. Overall the I-75 and I-575
corridors will carry more traffic under the Preferred Alternative (managed
lanes plus general purpose lanes), however the general purpose lanes
under the Preferred Alternative carry less traffic than they do under the
No-Build Alternative (Table 4-6). This additional traffic comes to the I75/I-575 system under the Preferred Alternative from the adjacent street
system such as US 41, a parallel roadway. This is the application of
Braess’s paradox;
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drivers change their routes to optimize the route that benefits them the
most, the shortest in terms of travel time. The anticipated redistributed
traffic volumes were tested to identify the performance of the
intersections adjacent to the I-75/I-575 system. Improvements were
identified to achieve a Level of Service D standard at impacted
intersections. Because the traffic volumes in the managed lane system are
significantly lower in comparison to the general purpose lanes and will be
metered by the toll rate charge to optimize the volume/performance
ratio, the impact of the new managed lane interchanges on I-75 is small.
While clearly there is a redistribution of traffic for the whole system, Table
5-5 and assessment on page 5-26 and 5-27 indicate that levels of service
and travel times improve overall under the Preferred Alternative.
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Due to the effects of Braess’s Paradox noted above, commuters will drive
more miles under the Preferred Alternative than under the No-Build
Alternative. However, the total vehicle hours of travel is less under the
Preferred Alternative than the No-Build Alternative, not more as asserted.
From Table 4-11, in 2015 AM peak period southbound the No-Build
Alternative generates about 5,488 vehicle hours of travel compared to
about 5,410 vehicle hours of travel under the Preferred Alternative, a
difference of 78 hours. The difference is more in 2035 for the same
conditions. The No-Build Alternative generates about 13,118 vehicle hours
of travel, and the Preferred Alternative generates about 12,470 hours, a
difference of 648 hours. Overall, in both directions of travel on I-75 (Table
4-10) the Preferred Alternative saves about 281 daily vehicle hours of
travel in 2015 and about 4,304 daily vehicle hours of travel in 2035. On I575 (Table 4-11) in both directions of travel the Preferred Alternative
saves about 944 daily vehicle hours of travel in 2015 and about 1,250 daily
vehicle hours in 2035. Total daily vehicle hours saved (I-75 and I-575) by
the Preferred Alternative is about 1,225 in 2015 and about 5,554 in 2035.
The Preferred Alternative does address the need to improve connectivity
between activity centers. As noted in Chapter 7 of the FEIS, in the
Preferred Alternative travel times to regional activity centers would be
reduced for all modes of travel – SOV, HOV and transit - compared to the
No-Build Alternative.
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RESPONSE
C-15.4
As mentioned in the response above, on I-75 (Table 4-10) in both directions
of travel the Preferred Alternative saves 281 daily vehicle hours of travel in
2015 and 4,304 daily vehicle hours of travel in 2035. On I-575 (Table 4-11)
in both directions of travel the Preferred Alternative saves 944 daily vehicle
hours of travel in 2015 and 1,250 daily vehicle hours in 2035. Total daily
vehicle hours saved (I-75 and I-575) by the Preferred Alternative is 1,225 in
2015 and 5,554 in 2035.
The decision to utilize Express Toll Lane (ETL) strategy for the corridor
instead of a HOT3+ strategy could influence the creation of carpools. The
potential does exist for individuals to form carpools and share the toll cost
and the reduced travel time. The 3,000 person highway trip reduction as
noted in Table 3-2 of the Traffic Technical Memorandum is for transit use.
This is detailed in Appendix D of the Traffic Technical Memorandum,
Performance Measure Reports 2035 No-Build and Preferred Alternatives,
Page 1 of 31. These 3,000 added transit trips were achieved just through
the existing transit system in 2035; those buses that are now on I-75 using
the managed lanes. It is likely that in the future additional ridership could
be achieved as the transit agencies, GRTA and CCT respond to the
opportunity offered by the managed lanes for enhanced ridership. The
Preferred Alternative does not preclude these agencies from instituting
service changes in response to increased reliability of the system due to the
managed lanes.

C-15.5

Table 5-10 in the FEIS incorrectly lists the tons per day of NOx for the
Preferred Alternative as 47.59 in 2035. The correct amount should be 46.59
tons per day. This correction will be noted in the ROD. The percent change
from No-Build shown in the table, 0.32 percent, is correct.
As shown in Table 5-10, the Preferred Alternative is expected to increase
2035 average daily VMT by 0.26 percent and increase regional pollutant
emissions by 0.0 to 0.3 percent compared to the 2035 No-Build Alternative.
These differences would result in no measurable impact on 2035 regional
pollutant burdens. As such, the Preferred Alternative is predicted to have a
minimal effect on regional pollutant burden levels.
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C-15.5
Based on the responses provided in C-15.4, the Preferred Alternative does
achieve the majority of the purpose and need criteria identified for the
project.
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C-15.6
As previously noted, Table 5-10 in the FEIS incorrectly lists the tons per day
of NOx for the Preferred Alternative as 47.59 in 2035. The correct amount
should be 46.59 tons per day. This correction will be noted in the ROD. The
percent change from No-Build shown in the table, 0.32 percent, is correct.
With regard to cumulative impacts, 40 CFR 1508.7 states “Cumulative
impact is the impact on the environment which results from the
incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or
non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions.” Cumulative impacts
for air quality are considered via the regional emissions analysis associated
with conformity.
The Northwest Corridor Project is included in ARC’s PLAN 2040 RTP (ARC,
2011b) and FY 2012-2017 TIP (ARC, 2011c), which were adopted on July 27,
2011. The results of the emissions analysis for PLAN 2040 demonstrate
adherence to the established 20-county Motor Vehicle Emissions Budget.
The conformity analysis was performed for the years 2016, 2020, 2030 and
2040. The analysis years meet the requirements for specific horizon years
that the transportation plan must reflect as specified in 93.106(a)(1) of the
Transportation Conformity Rule and specific analysis years that the regional
emissions analysis must reflect per Section 93.118(b) and 93.118(d)(2).
Since the eight-hour ozone standard attainment year falls outside of the
PLAN 2040 RTP horizon, a near-term year of 2016 was selected as the initial
analysis year. This year is within five years of the conformity determination
year of 2011, as suggested by the August 13, 2010 proposed Transportation
Conformity Rule Restructuring Amendment revision to 93.118(b).
The FY 2012-2017 TIP is a direct subset of PLAN 2040 RTP. The conformity
determination for the FY 20012-2017 TIP includes the same set of projects;
defined by their design concept, design scope and analysis years, as PLAN
2040 RTP. The RTP and TIP are financially constrained consistent per 23 CFR
Part 450 Subpart C (i.e., cost feasible). The funding source for construction
and operation, if applicable, of all projects is identified and presented in
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RESPONSE
Volume I, Appendix A. The FY 2012-2017 TIP also meets all other planning
requirements including:
Each program year of the FY 2012-2017 TIP is consistent with the
federal funding that is reasonably expected for that year;
Required state and local matching funds, and funds for projects
funded entirely by state and/or local money, are consistent with the
revenue sources expected over the same period;
The FY 2012-2017 TIP is consistent with the conforming long-range
plan such that the regional emissions analysis performed for the
long-range plan directly applies to the TIP;
The FY 2012-2017 TIP contains all projects which must be started in
the TIP time frame to implement the highway and transit system
envisioned by the long-range plan in each of its horizon years;
All FY 2012-2017 TIP projects that are regionally significant are part
of the specific highway or transit system envisioned in the longrange plan’s horizon years;
The design concept and scope of each regionally significant project
identified in the FY 2012-2017 TIP are consistent with PLAN 2040
RTP.
Upon completion of the technical conformity analysis, ARC staff have
determined that PLAN 2040 RTP and the FY 2012-2017 TIP together
demonstrate compliance with the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990 in
accordance with all conformity requirements as detailed in 40 CFR Parts 51
and 93 (the Transportation Conformity Rule) and 23 CFR Part 450 (the
Metropolitan Planning Regulations as established in SAFETEA-LU, source:
http://www.atlantaregional.com/plan2040/documents--tools). The PLAN
2040 RTP and the FY 2012-2017 TIP were approved by the Georgia Regional
Transportation Authority on August 18, 2011 and the FHWA issued a
conformity determination on September 6, 2011. As such, the Northwest
Corridor Project is part of a conforming RTP and TIP, and the cumulative
impacts of the project have been thus evaluated. The Northwest Corridor
Project also was included in the positive conformity determination for
Amendment 10 of the Envision6 RTP.
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Individual states must develop plans to reduce air pollution to acceptable
levels in the timeframe prescribed by the Clean Air Act. These air quality
plans are referred to as the State Implementation Plans (SIP). Clean Air Act
requirements ensure that transportation plans, programs, and projects in
non-attainment and maintenance areas conform with the purpose of the
STIP via the transportation conformity process, as discussed above.
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Your comment that “...the FEIS concedes that the network will have
cumulative impacts in the context of environmental justice. The FEIS asserts
that ‘[s]ince cumulative effects include the potential effects of not only past
and present actions, but also future actions, the potential effects of the
whole Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan…on environmental
justice populations needs to be considered.” takes the discussion of the
Managed Lane System Plan in the FEIS out of context. While the FEIS states
that cumulative impacts on environment justice populations need to be
considered, it concludes that the cumulative effect of the Atlanta Regional
Managed Lane System on environmental justice populations in the study
area is not anticipated to be disproportionate. It does mention some areas
of concern, which focus on access to information regarding the operations
and benefits of managed lanes.
The FEIS cites the findings of the Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System
Plan, Technical Memorandum 9: Social Equity and Environmental Effects
Evaluation (HNTB, 2010) report, which concluded that environmental
justice communities are not disproportionately impacted by managed lanes
and that the congestion reduction resulted in the potential for air quality
benefits.
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C-15.7
The DEIS, issued April 26, 2007, evaluated a number of transit options.
These transit options were not chosen to advance for a number of reasons
that are documented in Chapter 2 of the SDEIS and Chapter 2 of the FEIS. A
transit-only alternative without the extension of the HOV lanes was
considered and eliminated because implementation of transit-only
improvements without extension of the HOV lanes on I-75 would not meet
the project’s purpose and need.

C-15.7

In the project study area, Cobb County initiated an Alternatives Analysis
(AA) in August 2011 to evaluate enhanced transit in the US 41/I-75 corridor.
The purpose and need for the AA is likely to differ from that of the NWC
project. The system under study by Cobb County, while complimentary,
would serve different markets and different trip types.
The GDOT is working closely with Cobb County as it moves forward with its
AA, which kicked off in August 2011. Depending on the outcome of the AA,
the Cobb County project could move into the NEPA phase.
The Northwest Corridor Project does not preclude transit in the corridor if
the AA finds that transit is feasible. Cobb County supports the Northwest
Corridor Project and provided letters of support to GDOT for its TIFA and
TIGER grant applications. The letter of support is attached.
In addition, feasibility planning and a Tier 1 NEPA document are underway
to use the I-75 corridor for high-speed rail service connecting Atlanta to
Chattanooga, Nashville, and the Midwest.
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C-15.8
Should the Preferred Alternative become the Selected Alternative, the
Record of Decision will include specific mitigation measures that will be
implemented to mitigate impacts on low-income populations.
Specific mitigations measures to be implemented include:
SRTA will be required to provide a payment mechanism for persons
who do not have a credit card via cash accounts or pre-paid
accounts at walk-in customer service centers and/or retail outlets.
GDOT will conduct annual studies that monitor the system for
potential impacts to environmental justice populations and provide
opportunities for the public to submit feedback on system
operations and customer satisfaction for a period of three years
from project opening.
SRTA is currently working with third parties to identify locations throughout
the region for customers to replenish their cash-backed pre-paid accounts
and pay video toll invoices and violation notices.

C-15.8
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RESPONSE
C-16.1
We concur with this comment. The Record of Decision will include a firm
financial plan, and FHWA will thoroughly evaluate this plan before issuing
the Record of Decision.

C-16.1
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C-17.1
Added to mailing list.

C-17.1
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C-18.1
Tolling will be accomplished electronically with no toll booths
constructed.

C-18.1
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C-19.1
Your suggested improvement for northbound traffic on I-75 between I285 and Delk Road is very similar to a planned project in the Atlanta
Regional Commission’s current transportation plan. It is project CO-AR238. The current plan is to include the construction of this project with
the construction of the project that proposes to add managed lanes to I285 north between I-75 and I-85 (Revive285).

C-19.1
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RESPONSE
C-20.1
Chapter 2 of the FEIS described how a developer would fund a majority of
the cost of the project. However the State recently decided to change
the method of procuring a team for constructing the project and also
decided to provide the majority of the cost of the project through public
funds. Tolls allow users of the proposed facility to pay for the majority of
the project rather than the general public.

C-20.1
C-20.2
C-20.3
C-20.4

C-20.5

C-20.6

C-20.2
With regard to transportation equity, users of the general-purpose lanes
are also expected to experience travel time savings. Transit vehicles will
be able to travel in the uncongested managed lanes without paying a toll.
C-20.3
No money from the TSPLOST to be voted on in the summer of 2012
would contribute to the Northwest Corridor Project.
Your opposition to rail expansion is noted. The Northwest Corridor
Project does not include any rail expansion.
C-20.4
No access between Shallowford Road and existing I-575 general purpose
lanes or between Shallowford Road and the proposed I-575 managed
lane is included in the Northwest Corridor Project. The slip ramps on I575 described as north and south of Shallowford Road are ramps
connecting the existing I-575 general purpose lanes to the proposed I-575
managed lane.
C-20.5
It is anticipated that all of the road tolls will be needed to pay for the
operation and maintenance of the facility and to pay off the debt
associated with the construction of the project. If there are toll revenues
in excess of the projections, these excess revenues would be used to help
fund other transportation projects in the statewide plan.
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C-20.6
The addition of general-purpose lanes was considered in the AA/DEIS but
eliminated because without tolls new general-purpose lanes would
experience congestion. In January 2010, GDOT published the Atlanta
Regional Managed Lane System Plan. Adopted by the State
Transportation Board on December 10, 2009, this plan was developed at
the direction of the State Transportation Board’s resolution of June 21,
2007. It committed that “all new capacity lanes within limited access
corridors in Metro-Atlanta shall be managed lanes.” The Plan’s specific
goals and objectives serve as a guide to develop individual managed-lane
projects in metropolitan Atlanta.
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C-21.1
The north facing ramps at Akers Mill Road for access to the managed
lane system would be a desirable modification. However, the proximity
of the existing I-285 interchange to the north makes this not a
reasonable alternative. The I-75 bridge over the eastbound collectordistributor system on the south side of I-285 would require replacement
or extensive modification since the grade change for the ramps from
Akers Mill Road would extend across this bridge.

C-21.1
C-21.2

C-21.3

C-21.4
C-21.5

C-21.2
In the AA/DEIS managed lane accesses at Allgood Road, the Canton
Connector and flyover ramps from the mainline were investigated.
Ultimately it was determined that the costs and impacts associated with
an access in this area would exceed any expected benefits.
C-21.3
Your support of HOV lanes is noted. HOV lanes, where usage is limited
to vehicles with two or more occupants and no tolls are charged, were
considered in the AA/DEIS. Traffic modeling indicated that these types of
lanes would become congested quickly, even before the design horizon
of 2035. Without implementing some sort of tolling, GDOT will not be
able to maintain uncongested traffic flow in the proposed lanes.
C-21.4
Traffic operations at the project termini are described in Section 2.4
Project Termini of the FEIS.
C-21.5
Your support for the Northwest Corridor Project is noted.
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C-22.1
Added to mailing list.

C-22.1
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C-23.1
Your opposition to high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes is noted. Variable price
tolling will be used to manage the use of the proposed lanes. While the
general purpose lanes may continue to experience congestion, the
proposed lanes will remain uncongested due to the tolling. And by allowing
single-occupant vehicles to use the lanes if they pay a toll, the managed
lanes should not experience the "empty lane syndrome" that HOV lanes
often experience. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the funding burden
from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed facility.

C-23.1

Managed lanes have been a topic in the Atlanta area media recently with
the opening of the I-85 Express Lanes from Chamblee-Tucker Road in
DeKalb County to Old Peachtree Road in Gwinnett County. While both the
Northwest Corridor Project and the I-85 Express Lanes are intended to
provide increased mobility and traffic relief in two of the region’s most
congested corridors, the scope and operation of the two projects vary
greatly.
The I-85 project converted the existing High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
lanes, one in each direction, into High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes. Vehicles
with three or more riders can access the lanes for free; vehicles with one or
two riders can access the Express Lanes for a fee. To use the I-85 Express
Lanes, motorists must register for a Peach Pass account and obtain a
transponder. Users may switch between a toll and a toll-free status,
depending on their vehicle’s occupancy, prior to their use of the lanes.
Some of the key differences between the I-85 project and the NWCP
include:
NWCP adds additional lanes to I-75 and I-575. Two new lanes
would be added to I-75 between I-285 and I-575. One new lane
would be added to I-75 between I-575 and north of Hickory Grove
Road, and one new lane would be added to I-575 between I-75
and Sixes Road. The project does not convert or change any of the
existing lanes on I-75 or I-575. The reversible feature would help
minimize traffic congestion in the direction with the most
demand, e.g. southbound in the morning commute period
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RESPONSE
and northbound in the afternoon commute period.
NWCP utilizes dedicated entrance and exit points on I-75. Six
new managed lane interchanges are proposed on I-75. This
would provide system-only access to and from the managed
lanes to local streets, eliminating the need to cross over
multiple lanes of traffic to enter or exit the system. The access
locations would be separate from the general purpose
interchanges. For I-575, users will continue to use the existing
interchanges to enter and exit I-575, and access the managed
lanes through three new pairs of slip ramps.
NWCP is barrier separated. The managed lanes system is
separate from the existing I-75 and I-575 facilities, allowing
enforcement of proper use of the lanes and management of
incidents such as traffic accidents and vehicle breakdowns.

This space is intentionally blank.

NWCP will toll all users. All motorists, regardless of how many
passengers are in the car would be charged the same toll rate
(excluding registered transit vehicles, military vehicles,
emergency vehicles and school buses). Motorcycles must pay
the toll to use the NWCP.
NWCP is a Public Private Partnership (P3) project. Final design
and construction of the project will be conducted with private
industry partners, which will greatly expand the options for
innovative technology and funding.
Tolls for the Northwest Corridor Project will be collected electronically
and toll amounts will vary by time
of day and congestion level. Users will have the opportunity to pay by
transponder or by license plate.
Registration for a Peach Pass account will not be required, though
existing Peach Pass account holders will be able to utilize their
transponders to access the facility.
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RESPONSE
C-24.1
The Northwest Corridor Project does not propose to convert any existing
lanes to toll lanes. The proposed managed lanes are new lanes being
added to the existing corridor.

C-24.1

Tolls shift a significant portion of the funding burden from taxpayers
statewide to users of the proposed facility. It is not anticipated that the
tolls will exceed the cost of operating and maintaining the facility and
paying off the debt associated with the construction of the project. It is
important to note that variable price tolling will be used to manage the
use of the proposed lanes. While the general purpose lanes may
continue to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will remain
uncongested due to the tolling.
With the exception of transit vehicles and military vehicles, vehicles with
more than two axles or six wheels will be prohibited from using the
proposed managed lanes.

C-24.2
C-24.3

C-24.2
Your support for a Northern Arc project is noted. However, this project,
the Northwest Corridor Project, is a separate project with its own need
and purpose. The Northwest Corridor Project in no way affects the
likelihood of a Northern Arc project. There is no limited access facility
between I-75 and I-85 north of I-285 included in the regional
transportation plan (Plan 2040).
C-24.3
Your opposition to the Northwest Corridor Project is noted.
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RESPONSE
C-25.1
The Northwest Corridor Project was to have been delivered through a
highly regulated public-private partnership (P3) approach procurement
process. Three teams were shortlisted for the project. However, the
State recently decided to change the method of procuring a team for
constructing the project and also decided to provide the majority of the
cost of the project through public funds. The new method of
procurement will still be a P3 utilizing a design-build-finance delivery
option with a lesser amount of private financing.

C-25.1
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RESPONSE
C-26.1
You correctly noted a mistake on page 26 of 90 of the Ecology Technical
Report. The text should read "Stream 14, Sope Creek, is a warm-water
perennial tributary to the Chattahoochee River" instead. This will be
corrected in the Record of Decision.

C-26.1
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RESPONSE
C-27.1
Your support for the reversible lanes included in the Northwest Corridor
Project is noted.
C-27.2
Your opposition to high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes is noted. Variable
price tolling will be used to manage the use of the proposed lanes. While
the general purpose lanes may continue to experience congestion, the
proposed lanes will remain uncongested due to the tolling. Tolls also
shift a significant portion of the funding burden from taxpayers statewide
to users of the proposed facility.

C-27.1
C-27.2
C-27.3

C-27.3
Your support for rail is noted. Heavy rail expansion in this corridor was
one of eleven alternatives considered in the earlier Northwest
Connectivity Study prepared by GRTA in 2004. It was not one of the three
alternatives that advanced for further analysis in that study. The project
does not preclude heavy rail in the future along the east side of I-75.
Locating rail in the median of I-75 would require rebuilding much of I-75.
The traffic impacts during construction and cost of doing this would be
undesirable.
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RESPONSE
C-28.1
Right of way acquisition could begin in 2013.

C-28.1
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RESPONSE
C-29.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with existing and
proposed conditions in the project corridor. The results of this analysis
can be found in Section 5.12, Appendix F and the Noise Technical Report
of the FEIS. Preliminary noise walls are shown in Appendix H in Volume 2
of the FEIS.
Your concern that the project may worsen air quality in the region is
noted. However, the project is not predicted to cause a violation of the
currently applicable National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
Furthermore, it is anticipated that the project would have no measurable
impact on regional Mobile Source Air Toxics levels. Please see Section
5.11 in the FEIS for further information.

C-29.1

C-29.2
As noted in Environmental Commitment 12 in the FEIS, context-sensitive
aesthetic finishes will be used on noise walls and structural retaining
walls.

C-29.2
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RESPONSE
C-30.1
Your opposition to tolling is noted. Variable price tolling will be used to
manage the use of the proposed lanes. While the general purpose lanes
may continue to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will remain
uncongested due to the tolling. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the
funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed
facility.

C-30.1
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RESPONSE
C-31.1
The Northwest Corridor Project does not propose to convert any
existing lanes to toll lanes. The proposed managed lanes are new lanes
being added to the existing corridor.

C-31.1
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RESPONSE
C-32.1
The Deer Run subdivision located on the west side of I-575, north of
Towne Lake Parkway, will receive noise mitigation in the form of noise
walls as a part of the I-575 at Ridgewalk Parkway interchange project that
is currently under construction. For information purposes, the extents of
the noise wall are shown in Volume 2 of the FEIS on Sheets H-26 and H27. The noise analysis performed for the Northwest Corridor Project
included this noise wall and found that length and height of this noise
wall would not need to be increased as a result of the Northwest Corridor
Project.

C-32.1
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RESPONSE
C-33.1
Your support for rail is noted. Heavy rail expansion in this corridor was
one of eleven alternatives considered in the earlier Northwest
Connectivity Study prepared by GRTA in 2004. It was not one of the three
alternatives that advanced for further analysis in that study. The project
does not preclude heavy rail in the future along the east side of I-75.

C-33.1

C-33.2
C-33.3

C-33.2
Your concern that the project may worsen air quality in the region is
noted. However, the project is not predicted to cause or exacerbate a
violation of the currently applicable National Ambient Air Quality
Standards. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the project would have no
measurable impact on regional Mobile Source Air Toxics levels. Please see
Section 5.11 in the FEIS for further information.
C-33.3
Variable price tolling will be used to manage the use of the proposed
lanes. While the general purpose lanes may continue to experience
congestion, the proposed lanes will remain uncongested due to the
tolling.
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RESPONSE
C-34.1
Your opposition to tolling is noted. Variable price tolling will be used to
manage the use of the proposed lanes. While the general purpose lanes
may continue to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will remain
uncongested due to the tolling. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the
funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed facility.
C-34.2
The Northwest Corridor Project does not propose to convert any existing
lanes to toll lanes. The proposed managed lanes are new lanes being added
to the existing corridor.

C-34.1
C-34.2

Managed lanes have been a topic in the Atlanta area media recently with
the opening of the I-85 Express Lanes from Chamblee-Tucker Road in
DeKalb County to Old Peachtree Road in Gwinnett County. While both the
Northwest Corridor Project and the I-85 Express Lanes are intended to
provide increased mobility and traffic relief in two of the region’s most
congested corridors, the scope and operation of the two projects vary
greatly.
The I-85 project converted the existing High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes,
one in each direction, into High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes. Vehicles with
three or more riders can access the lanes for free; vehicles with one or two
riders can access the Express Lanes for a fee. To use the I-85 Express Lanes,
motorists must register for a Peach Pass account and obtain a transponder.
Users may switch between a toll and a toll-free status, depending on their
vehicle’s occupancy, prior to their use of the lanes.
Some of the key differences between the I-85 project and the NWCP
include:
NWCP adds additional lanes to I-75 and I-575. Two new lanes
would be added to I-75 between I-285 and I-575. One new lane
would be added to I-75 between I-575 and north of Hickory Grove
Road, and one new lane would be added to I-575 between I-75
and Sixes Road. The project does not convert or change any of the
existing lanes on I-75 or I-575.
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RESPONSE
The reversible feature would help minimize traffic
congestion in the direction with the most demand, e.g.
southbound in the morning commute period and
northbound in the afternoon commute period.
NWCP utilizes dedicated entrance and exit points on I-75. Six
new managed lane interchanges are proposed on I-75. This
would provide system-only access to and from the managed
lanes to local streets, eliminating the need to cross over
multiple lanes of traffic to enter or exit the system. The access
locations would be separate from the general purpose
interchanges. For I-575, users will continue to use the existing
interchanges to enter and exit I-575, and access the managed
lanes through three new pairs of slip ramps.

This space is intentionally blank.

NWCP is barrier separated. The managed lanes system is
separate from the existing I-75 and I-575 facilities, allowing
enforcement of proper use of the lanes and management of
incidents such as traffic accidents and vehicle breakdowns.
NWCP will toll all users. All motorists, regardless of how many
passengers are in the car would be charged the same toll rate
(excluding registered transit vehicles, military vehicles,
emergency vehicles and school buses). Motorcycles must pay
the toll to use the NWCP.
NWCP is a Public Private Partnership (P3) project. Final design
and construction of the project will be conducted with private
industry partners, which will greatly expand the options for
innovative technology and funding.
Tolls for the Northwest Corridor Project will be collected electronically
and toll amounts will vary by time of day and congestion level. Users will
have the opportunity to pay by transponder or by license plate.
Registration for a Peach Pass account will not be required, though
existing Peach Pass account holders will be able to utilize their
transponders to access the facility.
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RESPONSE
C-35.1
Your opposition to tolling is noted. Variable price tolling will be used to
manage the use of the proposed lanes. While the general purpose lanes
may continue to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will remain
uncongested due to the tolling. Tolls also shift a significant portion of
the funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed
facility.

C-35.1

Managed lanes have been a topic in the Atlanta area media recently with
the opening of the I-85 Express Lanes from Chamblee-Tucker Road in
DeKalb County to Old Peachtree Road in Gwinnett County. While both
the Northwest Corridor Project and the I-85 Express Lanes are intended
to provide increased mobility and traffic relief in two of the region’s most
congested corridors, the scope and operation of the two projects vary
greatly.
The I-85 project converted the existing High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
lanes, one in each direction, into High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes.
Vehicles with three or more riders can access the lanes for free; vehicles
with one or two riders can access the Express Lanes for a fee. To use the
I-85 Express Lanes, motorists must register for a Peach Pass account and
obtain a transponder. Users may switch between a toll and a toll-free
status, depending on their vehicle’s occupancy, prior to their use of the
lanes.
Some of the key differences between the I-85 project and the NWCP
include:
NWCP adds additional lanes to I-75 and I-575. Two new lanes
would be added to I-75 between I-285 and I-575. One new lane
would be added to I-75 between I-575 and north of Hickory
Grove Road, and one new lane would be added to I-575
between I-75 and Sixes Road. The project does not convert or
change any of the existing lanes on I-75 or I-575. The reversible
feature would help minimize traffic congestion in the direction
with the most demand, e.g. southbound in the morning
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RESPONSE
commute period and northbound in the afternoon commute
period.
NWCP utilizes dedicated entrance and exit points on I-75. Six
new managed lane interchanges are proposed on I-75. This
would provide system-only access to and from the managed
lanes to local streets, eliminating the need to cross over
multiple lanes of traffic to enter or exit the system. The access
locations would be separate from the general purpose
interchanges. For I-575, users will continue to use the existing
interchanges to enter and exit I-575, and access the managed
lanes through three new pairs of slip ramps.
NWCP is barrier separated. The managed lanes system is
separate from the existing I-75 and I-575 facilities, allowing
enforcement of proper use of the lanes and management of
incidents such as traffic accidents and vehicle breakdowns.

This space is intentionally blank.

NWCP will toll all users. All motorists, regardless of how many
passengers are in the car would be charged the same toll rate
(excluding registered transit vehicles, military vehicles,
emergency vehicles and school buses). Motorcycles must pay
the toll to use the NWCP.
NWCP is a Public Private Partnership (P3) project. Final design
and construction of the project will be conducted with private
industry partners, which will greatly expand the options for
innovative technology and funding.
Tolls for the Northwest Corridor Project will be collected electronically
and toll amounts will vary by time of day and congestion level. Users will
have the opportunity to pay by transponder or by license plate.
Registration for a Peach Pass account will not be required, though
existing Peach Pass account holders will be able to utilize their
transponders to access the facility.
It is not anticipated that the tolls will exceed the cost of operating and
maintaining the facility and paying off the debt associated with the
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RESPONSE
construction of the project. It is important to note that variable price
tolling will be used to manage the use of the proposed lanes. While the
general purpose lanes may continue to experience congestion, the
proposed lanes will remain uncongested due to the tolling. The State
Road and Tollway Authority's authorization to toll was granted by the
Georgia Legislature and dates to 1953.

This space is intentionally blank.
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RESPONSE
C-36.1
Cobb Community Transit (CCT) currently provides bus transit on I-75 from
Cobb County to MARTA heavy rail stations in Atlanta. The MARTA heavy
rail system provides connection to the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport. For example, CCT Route 101 (Marietta Express)
begins at the Marietta Park and Ride lot on South Marietta Parkway and
runs non-stop to the MARTA Civic Center station. The Preferred
Alternative is supportive of mass transit in that the managed lanes will be
congestion-free and transit vehicles will be allowed to use the managed
lanes without paying a toll. The project also does not preclude rail transit
in the future within the I-75 corridor.

C-36.1
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RESPONSE
C-37.1
As noted in Environmental Commitment 12 in the FEIS, context-sensitive
aesthetic finishes will be used on structural retaining walls and noise
walls.
As noted in the Georgia Department of Transportation's Highway Noise
Abatement Policy, the planting of vegetation or landscaping is not an
acceptable noise abatement measure since only dense stands of mature
evergreen vegetation at least 100 feet deep would noticeably reduce
noise levels.

C-37.1
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C-38.1

RESPONSE
C-38.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with existing and
proposed conditions in the project corridor. The results of this analysis
can be found in Section 5.12, Appendix F and the Noise Technical Report
of the FEIS. Preliminary noise walls are shown in Appendix H in Volume 2
of the FEIS. The noise analysis indicates that existing noise levels in the
vicinity of Manuel Drive range from 63.0 dBA – 75.8 dBA. Under the NoBuild Alternative, the predicted noise levels range from 67.1 dBA – 78.2
dBA. The predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
69.1 dBA – 78.0 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I-75 at
this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this location would
not be cost effective. That is, the cost of a barrier would exceed the
maximum cost allowable of $55,000 per benefitted receptor. Therefore,
a noise wall is not proposed at this location.
The noise abatement evaluated at these locations is based upon
preliminary noise analyses and design criteria.
A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final design. If
during final design it has been determined that conditions have changed
such that noise abatement is feasible and reasonable, the noise
abatement will be reconsidered and might be provided based on
additional public involvement.
The final locations and heights will not be established until final design.
Property owners located behind proposed noise walls will be contacted
to determine if there is a consensus to construct a particular noise wall or
not.
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RESPONSE
C-39.1
Your support for the Northwest Corridor Project is noted.
C-39.2
The tolling algorithm would be based on vehicle speeds in the managed
lanes, not the general purpose lanes. The tolls would be set to maintain a
minimum average speed of 45 mph in the managed lanes.

C-39.1

C-39.2
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RESPONSE
C-40.1
Added to mailing list.

C-40.1
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RESPONSE
C-41.1
Construction is scheduled to begin in 2014.

C-41.1
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RESPONSE
C-42.1
Your support for light rail between Atlanta and Chattanooga is noted. As
the light rail technology operates at average running speeds of 20-25
mph, light rail would not be an effective technology to cover the distance
between Atlanta and Chattanooga. High-speed regional rail is being
studied between Atlanta and Chattanooga. However, this project, the
Northwest Corridor Project, is a separate project with its own need and
purpose.

C-42.1
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RESPONSE
C-43.1
Users of the general-purpose lanes are also expected to experience travel
time savings. Transit vehicles will be able to travel in the uncongested
managed lanes without paying a toll.
C-43.2
The proposed managed lanes on I-575 will be in the median of the
existing interstate. The Georgia Department of Transportation will
continue to maintain the landscaping in the I-575 corridor.

C-43.1

The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with existing and
proposed conditions in the project corridor. The results of this analysis
can be found in Section 5.12, Appendix F and the Noise Technical Report
of the FEIS. Preliminary noise walls are shown in Appendix H in Volume 2
of the FEIS.

C-43.2
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C-44.1
C-44.2

RESPONSE
C-44.1
Your opposition to high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes is noted. Variable
price tolling will be used to manage the use of the proposed lanes. While
the general purpose lanes may continue to experience congestion, the
proposed lanes will remain uncongested due to the tolling. And by
allowing single-occupant vehicles to use the lanes if they pay a toll, the
managed lanes should not experience the "empty lane syndrome" that
HOV lanes often experience. Tolls also shift a significant portion of the
funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the proposed
facility.
C-44.2
Your support for rail is noted. Heavy rail expansion in this corridor was
one of eleven alternatives considered in the earlier Northwest
Connectivity Study prepared by GRTA in 2004. It was not one of the three
alternatives that advanced for further analysis in that study. The project
does not preclude heavy rail in the future within the I-75 corridor.
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C-45.1

RESPONSE
C-45.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with existing and
proposed conditions at the Service Center property. As a result of a
Value Engineering Study, it was decided to reduce the three-lane wide
ramp shown in the SDEIS to a two-lane ramp, and instead of taking both
lanes over Windy Ridge Parkway, to split the ramp and take one lane
over Windy Ridge Parkway and one lane under Windy Ridge Parkway.
This revised alignment is shown in Volume 2 of the FEIS. This revision
was incorporated into the noise model. In Table F.6-1 on page F-78 of
the FEIS, the information from the noise receptor placed in the vicinity of
the Service Center is presented. The receptor identification number is
340. You can see from this Table the existing exterior noise level is
currently 70.2 decibels and the projected noise level for the No-Build
condition in 2035 is 72.9 decibels. The predicted exterior noise level for
the Build Alternative in 2035 is 73.7 decibels. Potential mitigation
through construction of a noise wall was investigated, but the site would
exceed the maximum allowable cost criteria of $55,000 per benefitted
receptor. Therefore, a noise wall is not proposed at this location.
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RESPONSE
C-46.1
Your opposition to high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes is noted.
Variable price tolling will be used to manage the use of the
proposed lanes. While the general purpose lanes may continue
to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will remain
uncongested due to the tolling. And by allowing single-occupant
vehicles to use the lanes if they pay a toll, the managed lanes
should not experience the "empty lane syndrome" that HOV
lanes often experience. Tolls also shift a significant portion of
the funding burden from taxpayers statewide to users of the
proposed facility.
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RESPONSE
C-47.1
The FHWA and GDOT appreciate your interest in the Northwest
Corridor Project and your comments.

C-47.1

The FHWA will continue to evaluate the project and will
consider public comments. Upon completion of the evaluation,
FHWA will issue a Record of Decision (ROD). The ROD states
what the decision is for the project and is the final step for
agencies in the EIS process.
Once it is issued you may view the ROD on the Project website
at www.nwcproject.com. You may also request a DVD of the
ROD and additional content through the “Contact Us” tab on the
website; by calling our Voice Mail Hotline at (404) 377-4012 or
emailing us at nwcpcomments@projectsolvemail.com.
(Also see related comments/responses to C-48 and C-49)
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C-48.1

RESPONSE
C-48.1
The PLAN 2040 Regional Transportation Plan and the FY 20122017 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) details the
source of funds for this project. PLAN 2040 was adopted by the
Atlanta Regional Commission on July 27, 2011, approved by the
Georgia Regional Transportation Authority on August 18, 2011,
and the FHWA issued a conformity determination on September
6, 2011.
Right of way acquisition is scheduled to begin in 2013.
Construction is scheduled to begin in 2014.
(Also see related comments/responses to C-47 and C-49)
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RESPONSE
C-49.1
The procurement of the Project was cancelled on December 14,
2011 in order for the State to examine other available options for
the delivery of the Project. The State has now identified a
delivery method that will allow it to retain operational,
maintenance, tolling and long-term financing responsibilities
while maintaining flexibility to provide transportation solutions
in the corridor, as may be needed, now and in the future. FHWA
is in the process of completing the environmental evaluation.
The Right of way acquisition is scheduled to begin in 2013.
Construction is scheduled to begin in 2014.
(Also see related comments/responses to C-47 and C-48)

C-49.1
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C-50.1

RESPONSE
C-50.1
The Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to directly impact
your property on the west side of Chert Road at 121 Chert Road,
Marietta, GA 30062. As shown on Sheet H-8 in Appendix H of
Volume 2 of the FEIS, the proposed right of way and easements
needed for the Preferred Alternative stay to the east of Chert
Road. A sound barrier along the east side of Chert Road is
proposed as part of the Preferred Alternative though final
locations and heights will not be established until final design.
Property owners located behind proposed noise walls will be
contacted to determine if there is consensus to construct a
particular noise wall or not.
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RESPONSE

C-51.1
Your concern about proposed noise walls blocking the visibility of
your property’s sign is noted. While preliminary locations of
noise walls can be seen in Volume 2 of the FEIS and preliminary
wall heights are presented in the Noise Technical Report, final
locations and heights will not be established until final design.
Property owners located behind proposed noise walls will be
contacted to determine if there is consensus to construct a
particular noise wall or not.

C-51.1
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RESPONSE
C-52.1
Thank you for your comment. Your suggestion regarding the
project video is a good idea.

C-52.1
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RESPONSE
C-53.1
Thank you for your comment.

C-53.1
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RESPONSE
C-54.1
The proposed right of way and easements needed for the Preferred
Alternative are shown in Appendix H of Volume 2 of the FEIS.

C-54.1

The anticipated project displacements are listed in the Conceptual
Stage Study in the FEIS. The Preferred Alternative is expected to
displace six (6) single-family homes: 1312 Kasandra Drive, Marietta,
GA 30067; 1295 Kasandra Drive, Marietta, GA 30067; 1287 Kasandra
Drive, Marietta, GA 30067; 120 Chert Road Marietta, GA 30062; 130
Chert Road Marietta, GA 30062; and 160 Dickson Court, Marietta, GA
30066. The Preferred Alternative is expected to displace twelve (12)
businesses: Marcee’s Towing Service at 121 Freys Gin Road, Marietta,
GA 30067; Underpriced Cars at 35 Freys Gin Road, Marietta, GA
30067; Powermax Fitness, Prime American Corp., Varner & Varner,
VPI Corporation, Dr. Thomas Vangalder, DDS; and Savage & Company
at 1200 Roswell Road, Marietta, GA 30062; Chicago Delights at 1199
Roswell Road, Marietta, GA 30062; Tractor Trailer Parking Lot on
Chert Road, Marietta, GA 30062; TrailersPlus at 100/110 Chert Road,
Marietta, GA 30062; and Church’s Chicken at 1130 Roswell Road,
Marietta, GA 30062.
As shown on Sheet H-7 in Appendix H of Volume 2 of the FEIS, in the
vicinity of South Marietta Parkway the Preferred Alternative will be
located on the west side of existing I-75, and some right of way and
easements are anticipated to be needed. In the Preferred Alternative
the existing sound barrier on the east side of I-75 south of South
Marietta Parkway will be replaced with a longer and taller sound
barrier wall though no right of way or easement is anticipated to be
needed for its construction. However, final locations and heights of
sound barriers will not be established until final design. Property
owners located behind proposed noise walls will be contacted to
determine if there is consensus to construct a particular noise wall or
not.
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RESPONSE
C-55.1
Added to mailing list.

C-55.1
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RESPONSE
C-56.1
Thank you for your comments.

C-56.1
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RESPONSE
C-57.1
Mailing list updated.

C-57.1
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RESPONSE
C-58.1
Thank you for your comments.

C-58.1
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C-59.1

RESPONSE
C-59.1
The anticipated project displacements are listed in the
Conceptual Stage Study in the FEIS. The Preferred Alternative is
expected to displace six (6) single-family homes: 1312 Kasandra
Drive, Marietta, GA 30067; 1295 Kasandra Drive, Marietta, GA
30067; 1287 Kasandra Drive, Marietta, GA 30067; 120 Chert
Road Marietta, GA 30062; 130 Chert Road Marietta, GA 30062;
and 160 Dickson Court, Marietta, GA 30066. The Preferred
Alternative is expected to displace twelve (12) businesses:
Marcee’s Towing Service at 121 Freys Gin Road, Marietta, GA
30067; Underpriced Cars at 35 Freys Gin Road, Marietta, GA
30067; Powermax Fitness, Prime American Corp., Varner &
Varner, VPI Corporation, Dr. Thomas Vangalder, DDS; and
Savage & Company at 1200 Roswell Road, Marietta, GA 30062;
Chicago Delights at 1199 Roswell Road, Marietta, GA 30062;
Tractor Trailer Parking Lot on Chert Road, Marietta, GA 30062;
TrailersPlus at 100/110 Chert Road, Marietta, GA 30062; and
Church’s Chicken at 1130 Roswell Road, Marietta, GA 30062.
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C-60.1

RESPONSE
C-60.1
Your concern about proposed noise walls blocking the visibility
of your property’s sign is noted. While preliminary locatiosn of
noise walls can be seen in Volume 2 of the FEIS and preliminary
wall heights are presented in the Noise Technical report, final
locations and heights will not be established until final design.
Property owners located behind the proposed noise walls will be
contacted to determine if there is consensus to construct a
particular noise wall or not.
(See Comment/Response C-51.1)
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RESPONSE
C-61.1
Thank you for your comments.

C-61.1
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RESPONSE
C-62.1
Sound wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that the
cost of constructing a wall at this location would exceed the
maximum cost allowable of $55,000 per benefitted receptor.
Therefore, a noise wall is not proposed at this location.
The noise abatement evaluated at these locations is based
upon preliminary noise analyses and design criteria.

C-62.1

A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final
design. If during final design it has been determined that
conditions have changed such that noise abatement is feasible
and reasonable, the noise abatement will be reconsidered and
might be provided based on additional public involvement.
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C-63.1

RESPONSE
C-63.1
Noise wall #37 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this
location would not be feasible. That is, none of the impacted
receptors would receive reduction in noise levels of 5 dBA or
more with a noise wall. Noise wall #10-11 in the vicinity of Bells
Ferry Road on the west side of I-75 was analyzed, but was
found to be not cost effective. Therefore, as currently
designed, traffic noise would not be reflected from a noise wall
on the west side back across to the east side of I-75.
The noise abatement evaluated at these locations is based
upon preliminary noise analyses and design criteria.
A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final
design. If during final design it has been determined that
conditions have changed such that noise abatement is feasible
and reasonable, the noise abatement will be reconsidered and
might be provided based on additional public involvement.
The final locations and heights will not be established until final
design. Property owners located behind proposed noise walls
will be contacted to determine if there is a consensus to
construct a particular noise wall or not.
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C-64.1

RESPONSE
C-64.1
Light rail is one of several alternatives being studied by Cobb
County. If light rail were selected as the preferred alternative,
and if the route chosen were to come through the I-75 / I-285
interchange, there are opportunities for co-existence of rail
with the existing and proposed roadways in the existing
interstate right of way. The Northwest Corridor Project does
not preclude future transit in the corridor.
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RESPONSE
C-65.1
As noted in the Georgia Department of Transportation's
Highway Noise Abatement Policy, the planting of vegetation or
landscaping is not an acceptable noise abatement measure
since only dense stands of mature evergreen vegetation at least
100 feet deep would noticeably reduce noise levels.

C-65.1

C-65.2

C-65.2
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in Section 5.12, Appendix F
and the Noise Technical Report of the FEIS. Preliminary noise
walls are shown in Appendix H in Volume 2 of the FEIS. The
noise analysis indicates that existing noise levels in the vicinity
of Bells Ferry Road on the east side of I-75 range from 64.8 dBA
– 69.4 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the predicted noise
levels range from 68.3 dBA – 72.0 dBA. The predicted noise
levels for the Preferred Alternative range from 68.2 dBA – 71.9
dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #37 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this
location would not be feasible. That is, none of the impacted
receptors would receive reduction in noise levels of 5 dBA or
more with a noise wall. Noise wall #10-11 in the vicinity of Bells
Ferry Road on the west side of I-75 was analyzed, but was
found to be not cost effective. Therefore, as currently designed
traffic noise would not be reflected from a noise wall on the
west side back across to the east side of I-75.
The noise abatement evaluated at these locations is based
upon preliminary noise analyses and design criteria.
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RESPONSE
C-65.2
A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final
design. If during final design it has been determined that
conditions have changed such that noise abatement is feasible
and reasonable, the noise abatement will be reconsidered and
might be provided based on additional public involvement.
The final locations and heights will not be established until final
design. Property owners located behind proposed noise walls
will be contacted to determine if there is a consensus to
construct a particular noise wall or not.
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RESPONSE

C-66.1
Sound wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that the
cost of constructing a wall at this location would exceed the
maximum cost allowable of $55,000 per benefitted receptor.
Therefore, a noise wall is not proposed at this location.
The noise abatement evaluated at these locations is based
upon preliminary noise analyses and design criteria.
A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final
design. If during final design it has been determined that
conditions have changed such that noise abatement is feasible
and reasonable, the noise abatement will be reconsidered and
might be provided based on additional public involvement.
C-66.1
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RESPONSE
C-67.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in Section 5.12, Appendix F
and the Noise Technical Report of the FEIS. Preliminary noise
walls are shown in Appendix H in Volume 2 of the FEIS. The
noise analysis indicates that existing noise levels in the vicinity
of Bells Ferry Road on the east side of I-75 range from 64.8 dBA
– 69.4 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the predicted noise
levels range from 68.3 dBA – 72.0 dBA. The predicted noise
levels for the Preferred Alternative range from 68.2 dBA – 71.9
dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change.

C-67.1

C-67.2

C-67.1

Noise wall #37 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this
location would not be feasible. That is, none of the impacted
receptors would receive reduction in noise levels of 5 dBA or
more with a noise wall. Noise wall #10-11 in the vicinity of Bells
Ferry Road on the west side of I-75 was analyzed, but was
found to be not cost effective. Therefore, as currently designed
traffic noise would not be reflected from a noise wall on the
west side back across to the east side of I-75.
The noise abatement evaluated at these locations is based
upon preliminary noise analyses and design criteria.
A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final
design. If during final design it has been determined that
conditions have changed such that noise abatement is feasible
and reasonable, the noise abatement will be reconsidered and
might be provided based on additional public involvement.
C-67.2
As noted in the Georgia Department of Transportation's
Highway Noise Abatement Policy, the planting of vegetation or
landscaping is not an acceptable noise abatement measure
since only dense stands of mature evergreen vegetation at least
100 feet deep would noticeably reduce noise levels.
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RESPONSE
C-68.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in Section 5.12, Appendix F
and the Noise Technical Report of the FEIS. Preliminary noise
walls are shown in Appendix H in Volume 2 of the FEIS. The
noise analysis indicates that existing noise levels in the vicinity
of the Villages at Towne Lake subdivision on the west side of I575 south of Dupree Road range from 62.4 dBA – 64.5 dBA.
Under the No-Build Alternative, the predicted noise levels
range from 64.9 dBA – 66.9 dBA. The predicted noise levels for
the Preferred Alternative range from 65.4 dBA – 67.5 dBA. For
reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level generally
represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #2 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I575 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this
location would be feasible and cost effective.

C-68.1

The final locations and heights will not be established until final
design. Property owners located behind proposed noise walls
will be contacted to determine if there is a consensus to
construct a particular noise wall or not.
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RESPONSE
C-69.1
Sound wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that the
cost of constructing a wall at this location would exceed the
maximum cost allowable of $55,000 per benefitted receptor.
Therefore, a noise wall is not proposed at this location.
The noise abatement evaluated at these locations is based
upon preliminary noise analyses and design criteria.
A reevaluation of the noise analysis will occur during final
design. If during final design it has been determined that
conditions have changed such that noise abatement is feasible
and reasonable, the noise abatement will be reconsidered and
might be provided based on additional public involvement.

C-69.1

(See Comment/Response 63)
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RESPONSE

C-70.1
Comment noted.
C-70.1
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RESPONSE

C-71.1
Comment noted.

C-71.1
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RESPONSE

C-72.1
The four groups shortlisted for the project are:

C-72.1

C.W. Matthews Contracting Co., Inc., and the Michael
Baker Corp.;
Fluor-Lane LLC;
Georgia Transportation Partners – comprised of
Bechtel Infrastructure Corp., Kiewit Infrastructure
South Co., Dewberry and Davis, LLC, and STV Inc.;
Northwest Express Road Builders – comprised of
Archer Western Contractors, The Hubbard Group and
Parsons Corp.
More information can be found at:
http://www.dot.ga.gov/informationcenter/p3/projects/NWC/P
ages/Procurement.aspx
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RESPONSE
C-73.1
The properties from which Right of Way or Construction
Easement is needed are shown in Appendix H in Volume 2 of
the FEIS. The residential and commercial displacements are
listed in the Conceptual Stage Study of the FEIS and also in
Section 5.3 of the FEIS.

C-73.1

The final design of the project will be performed by the selected
Developer. The selected Developer will provide public
information and updates during design (and construction) of
the project.
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RESPONSE

C-74.1
Comment noted.

C-74.1
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RESPONSE
C-75.1
The project is anticipated to cost $995,000,000 as detailed in the Atlanta
Regional Commission's Fiscal Year 2012-2017 Transportation Improvement
Program.

C-75.1
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C-76.1

RESPONSE

C-76.1
The NWCP is subject to the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). The NEPA established a
supplemental mandate for Federal agencies to consider the
potential environmental consequences of their proposals,
document the analysis, and make this information available to the
public for comment prior to implementation. Distribution of the
environmental documents is part of the mandate to make the
information available to the public. This distribution also includes
distribution to local agencies and officials.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has review
responsibilities, but is not the lead federal agency for this project.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is the lead federal
agency for the project. In addition to the responsibilities
mentioned above, FHWA must assure that the environmental
documentation for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is
still valid, prior to proceeding with major project approvals or
authorizations. This is accomplished through a reevaluation, which
is an assessment of any changes which may have occurred in either
the project's concept or the affected environment, and a
determination of what effects these changes might have on the
validity of the environmental documentation.
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RESPONSE
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C-77.1

C-77.2

C-77.3

RESPONSE
C-77.1
As noted, the Atlanta Regional Managed Lanes System Plan generally
recommends the implementation of the HOT3+ tolling policy, but also
recognizes that a project specific analysis is necessary to determine
the preferred tolling policy for an identified project. The approval
resolution for the Metro-Atlanta Managed Lanes System Plan
(December 10, 2009 and attached) states “4. Within the context of a
system-wide plan, each solution will be tailored to individual corridor
needs.” Earlier versions of NWCP environmental documents used
HOT3+ traffic volumes for analysis, however as noted below (page 4)
this was never intended to convey a selection in even a preliminary
fashion of that tolling policy. The tolling sensitivity analysis in the
documents demonstrated that the difference in traffic volumes
generated by the HOT3+ and ETL tolling strategies was not meaningful
in the development of technical analysis (particularly traffic, noise and
air) for the documents. In December 2010 the ETL Tolling policy was
approved by the GDOT P3 Steering Committee (FEIS, page 2-42).
Work on the FEIS had advanced substantially at the time GDOT made
this determination; since the differences in traffic volumes were
demonstrated as not meaningful, the analysis was completed using
the HOT3+ traffic volumes. All analyses in the Reevaluation were
conducted under the ETL tolling policy.
In addition, the Toll Policy Memorandum states the justification for
ETL rather than a HOT3+ toll policy. Investment grade traffic and
revenue analysis was performed in 2012. Revenue estimates from
this effort are lower than those generated for the 2010 analysis,
providing further confirmation that a HOT3+ policy would not achieve
the financial goals for the project. One of the goals of the project is to
“provide cost-effective and affordable transportation improvements.”
C-77.2
All analyses in the Reevaluation that rely on travel forecasting (Traffic
Technical Report – 2013 Addendum, Noise Technical Report – 2013
Addendum and Air Quality Technical Report – 2013 Addendum) were
conducted under the ETL tolling policy.
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RESPONSE
It should be noted that while the FEIS used the ARC Envision6 Travel
Demand Model, the current ARC Plan2040 Travel Demand Model,
which was approved for use in late 2011, was used in the preparation
of FEIS Reevaluation. Therefore, the results of the Envision6
modeling prepared for the FEIS cannot be compared directly to the
new results based on PLAN 2040. However, for continuity between
the two modeling approaches, similar toll rates were used for the
FEIS and the Reevaluation. The traffic model used to analyze usage in
the general purpose and toll lanes is not able to adjust for a dynamic
pricing tolling scenario. The PLAN 2040 model provides managed
lane volumes by time of day (morning, midday, evening and night).
These volumes were converted to peak hour volumes based on
existing traffic data for the corridor. There are a number of newly
developed dynamic traffic assignment analysis tools available,
however after evaluating these tools through the guidance provided
in FHWA’s Traffic Analysis Toolbox Volume II: Decision Support
Methodology for Selecting Traffic Analysis Tools (2004) it was
determined that the ARC Plan 2040 Travel Demand Model was
appropriate to the analysis being prepared. It was felt that the
number of assumptions required for use of a dynamic traffic
assignment methodology would not yield significantly more reliable
results than refinement of the model’s peak period volumes. It may
be appropriate to utilize dynamic traffic assignment analysis in the
design of the facility. As a result, a static toll rate was used in the
traffic analysis for both the FEIS and the FEIS Reevaluation. Similar
toll rates were used for the traffic analysis in the FEIS and the
Reevaluation to ensure continuity in the analyses.
On January 25, 2013 the Travel Surveys & Transportation Model
Development Manager for the Atlanta Regional Commission noted
that the modeling “work performed is acceptable and conforms with
the proper use of the ARC regional travel demand model [Plan 2040]
in terms of traffic forecasting methodology.”
The key to variable pricing for managed lane facilities is the ability to
increase usage by dynamically reducing the toll. As noted in the FEIS,
“Setting the specific tolling rates is a financial and operational
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RESPONSE
matter, and therefore is not evaluated in this FEIS.” (Volume 1a, page 244). The toll rates for the facility as operated will optimize the usage for
the managed lane facilities meeting the 45 mph minimum speed (FEIS
Volume 1a, Page 2-43). This optimization will likely yield additional
managed lane volumes, as the toll rate varies, likely similar to those in
the FEIS.
C-77.3
The statement concerning travel forecasting and adverse effects
analysis in the Reevaluation relying on the HOT3+ as a tolling policy is
incorrect. All of the analysis that relies on travel forecasting in the
Reevaluation (Traffic Technical Report – 2013 Addendum, Noise
Technical Report – 2013 Addendum and Air Quality Technical Report –
2013 Addendum) uses the ETL tolling strategy and traffic volumes
developed from that tolling policy for the Northwest Corridor Project.
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It is important to note that the Sensitivity Analysis for the tolling
sections of the FEIS and the Reevaluation had a very limited purpose.
These sections in both documents were intended to determine if there
was a meaningful difference in traffic volumes based on the tolling
policy. The focus of the toll sensitivity analysis was related to being
able to adequately assess the impacts of the tolling policy on the
project, not to determine the tolling policy to be used in the corridor.
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C-77.4

C-77.5

RESPONSE
C-77.4
o It is likely that the ETL policy may actually act to keep toll
rates lower. In a variable tolling scenario, the rates change to
reflect actual usage of the system. As more cars enter the
system, the rates will increase. This ensures that fewer
vehicles enter the system so it does not become
overcapacity. In a HOT3+ tolling scenario, there is a certain
amount of capacity that is already occupied by users who are
not paying for use of the system. In order to discourage use
of the system by other vehicles the toll rates will need to be
higher. In an ETL tolling scenario rates will be expected to be
lower for toll-paying individuals, but there is no longer a
payment-free option other than transit or other exempt
vehicles. Concerning the ability to use the lanes, a key
distinction must be made. The ability to use the lanes refers
to minimizing the obstacles to participation, i.e., obtaining a
transponder, allowing for cash transactions, etc. A
willingness to pay for the use of the lanes and reduce travel
time is a different issue. The key is having the choice
available to balance against the value of reduced travel time.
The analysis shows that the GP lanes will typically operate
better under the Preferred Alternative than under the NoBuild Alternative.
o

A traffic sensitivity analysis comparing ETL and HOT3+ was
prepared for the FEIS and the FEIS Reevaluation to
determine if the regional model showed meaningful traffic
volume differences between the two tolling policies. The
conclusion both times was that the number of vehicles using
the corridor would be similar under the two tolling policies
(see Section 4.1.2 in the FEIS and Section 2.2 in the Traffic
Technical Report – 2013 Addendum for the Reevaluation).

o

The air quality analysis was performed using ETL traffic
volume data in the Reevaluation so the air quality analysis in
the Reevaluation document is based on the ETL tolling policy.
The air quality analysis considered all criteria pollutants,
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RESPONSE
C-77.4
o Again the air quality analysis was performed using ETL traffic
volume data in the Reevaluation. The air quality analysis in the
Reevaluation document is based on the ETL tolling policy, so
the expected air quality impacts of the project have been
identified in the Reevaluation document. The air quality
analysis considered all criteria pollutants, MSATs and
greenhouse gases, not just the pollutants required for
conformity (ozone, PM2.5 and CO).
o

The overall general purpose (GP) lane LOS is better with the
added capacity of the managed lanes in the corridor. Without
the managed lanes (the No-Build), low income populations
would suffer a decreased level of service (LOS) on the GP lanes,
as would the all users in the corridor. In addition, with no
choice to avoid congestion, both low income populations using
single occupant vehicles and transit vehicles suffer from traffic
congestion and associated travel time delays. Evidence shows
that while the frequency of priced managed lane use may be
higher with higher income individuals, lower income individuals
are likely to value the choice to avoid congestion (Page 8-9,
Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion Pricing).

o

HOV formation may occur since there is incentive to make use
of the managed lane system for reliable trip times (U.S. EPA,
Transportation Control Measure Information Documents. 400R-92-006. March 1992.
http://www.epa.gov/oms/stateresources/policy/transp/tcms/h
igh_occvehicles.pdf). Transit vehicles are permitted to use the
managed lanes without paying a toll. In addition, transit
providers are provided with the benefits of the reliable trip
time without the burden of the capital expense and
maintenance of the facility that they are using. Because the
transit operators are allowed to ride without paying a toll, they
are also not burdened with administrative costs of accounting
for trips that qualify for reimbursement, which has been used
in other similar facilities.
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RESPONSE
Also as noted on page 8 of the Income-Based Equity Impacts of
Congestion Pricing, “Morallos (2006) found that, although
limited, evidence from the successfully operating VPP projects
clearly demonstrates that the most valued feature in tolling and
pricing projects is that of providing people with a choice of
whether to use priced lanes. Studies have shown that lower
income individuals face the greatest financial harm when they are
denied adequate travel choices. Lack of choice to pay a toll in
exchange for reliable travel times can result in lost wages or late
fees for daycare that could have been avoided.”
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C-77.5
GDOT interdepartmental correspondence to the P3 steering
committee on May 19, 2010 states “…that a HOT3+ policy will not
achieve the financial goals for the project”. Analysis at the time
indicated that HOT3+ could add over $100 million to the required
public subsidy to develop the project. Following the change to the
procurement approach of the NWC Project, GDOT again assessed
the implications of utilizing an ETL policy instead of a HOT3+ policy.
The Toll Policy Memorandum dated November 20, 2012 (Appendix
A to the Technical Memorandum Update – Evaluation of Tolling
Effects on Low Income Populations for the FEIS Reevaluation) states
the justification for ETL rather than a HOT3+ toll policy. In
summary, “while HOT3+ does encourage HOV formations; overall
ETL is less costly to implement, easier and less costly to operate and
enforce, generates higher revenues, and carries less revenue risk
than HOT3+.”
One of the goals of the project is to “provide cost-effective and
affordable transportation improvements.” This goal is consistent
with GDOT policy adopted June 21, 2007 that “All new capacity
lanes within limited access corridors in Metro-Atlanta shall be
managed:”
The nature of the NWCP must relate strongly to the choice of tolling
policy. The financial requirements of the project must be met in
order to implement it. There are no existing HOV lanes in the I-75

or I-575 corridors. This means that a lower cost HOV to
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RESPONSE

C-77.5
or I-575 corridors. This means that a lower cost HOV to HOT
conversion project, such as the recent I-85 project, is not an
alternative. Project construction costs for HOT3+ and ETL are the
same. Using Dynamic Tolling means that the number of vehicles in
the managed lanes is managed by adjusting the toll rate up or
down to essentially “sell” the improved travel time to a willing
buyer. If more vehicles occupy the lanes without paying, then the
remaining spaces within the lanes become more valuable (the
concept of economic scarcity) vehicles paying the toll would pay at
a higher rate, however there is a limit to the amount that will be a
willing customer will pay; how much the time saved is worth. If
there are fewer spaces to sell in the managed lanes, and the
maximum users are willing to pay stays constant, then this may
impact the projects’ ability to meet its financial requirements. If
the project cannot meet its financial requirements from project
revenues, the state (GDOT) must provide the difference. This
could impact the potential to implement other transportation
projects. The ETL policy was chosen as the toll policy for the
Northwest Corridor Project for the reasons outlined in the Tolling
Policy for the I-75 and I-575 Northwest Corridor Project Technical
Memorandum, which is Appendix A to the Technical Memorandum
Update - Evaluation of Tolling Effects on Low Income Populations.
In addition to the fiduciary issues, allowing vehicles to use the
managed lanes for free under a HOT3+ policy could result in
operational issues as the number of vehicles in the managed lanes
at a given time could not be managed. If this were to occur, the
project would not meet one of its key purposes: “... improve
mobility by reducing travel time and increasing reliability.”
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RESPONSE
C-77.6
While the Northwest Corridor Project should provide uncongested
travel conditions for vehicles (including transit vehicles) in the
managed lanes, it should also provide improved travel conditions in
the general purpose lanes. Three of the goals of the project are to:
improve transportation effectiveness of I-75 and I-575 to
additional travel and to contribute to the improved
performance of the regional system
provide additional transportation choices or options that
increase the capacity of I-75 and I-575
improve the quality of life by improving mobility and
minimizing effects to both natural resources and the built
environment

C-77.6

C-77.7

Meeting these goals provides the benefits of the Northwest
Corridor Project.
Page 31, lines 19-22 of the Technical Memorandum Update Evaluation of Tolling Effects on Low Income Populations states the
following: the evaluation of tolling effects on low income
populations indicates that the implementation of new, tolled
capacity is anticipated to generate adverse impacts on all
populations, including the EJ population. Decreased usage, while
possible, is attributable to individual choices. The benefits of the
project accrue to all users of the managed lanes, regardless of
income, and to all users of the general purpose lanes, regardless of
income, and will therefore not amount to a denial, reduction, or
significant delay in the receipt of benefits to low income
populations.
C-77.7
The I-85 Express lanes opened to traffic on October 1, 2011, and
have been in operation since that date. This project includes one
express lane in each direction, separated by pavement striping from
the free general purpose lanes, with designated weave zones to
allow access into and out of the lanes. The I-85 Express lanes were
developed through a conversion from the HOV2+ lanes, and there
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was no lane capacity expansion as part of the project. Conversely,
the NWC Project provides 1 to 2 new lanes in the peak direction of
travel, separated by barrier from the general purpose lanes, with
dedicated access ramps. These are all differences between the
projects, and these differences limit the ability to draw conclusions
from the I-85 Express experience and apply them to forecast
operations on the Northwest Corridor Project. However, analysis of
the first 12 months of operations for the I-85 HOT lanes is ongoing.
Battelle Memorial Institute is drafting this report, and it is not yet
available.

This space is intentionally blank.

“Although data from priced lanes that are operated in the United
States show that high-income motorists do use the lanes more
often, the lanes are used by all income groups, serving drivers’
needs when they absolutely have to get to their destinations on
time (e.g., getting to a daycare center before late fees kick in).
Moreover, approval ratings are equally high for all income groups,
in the 60–80 percent range, because all income groups value the
“insurance” of a reliable trip time when they absolutely need it.”
(Page 19 Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion Pricing). The
results of the Northwest Corridor Project equity modeling
demonstrate that there is no statistically significant relationship
between the income profile of a user's origin traffic analysis zone
and the utilization rate of the managed lanes (see pg. 21, lines 2224 of the Technical Memo Update - Evaluation of Tolling Effects on
Low Income Populations). The quantitative analysis does not
provide direct insight into the frequency of managed lane utilization
across income levels, and therefore is not contradictory to data
from around the country.
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C-77.8
While the Northwest Corridor Project should provide uncongested
travel conditions for vehicles (including transit vehicles) in the
managed lanes, it should also provide improved travel conditions in
the general purpose lanes. Three of the goals of the project are to:
improve transportation effectiveness of I-75 and I-575 to
additional travel and to contribute to the improved
performance of the regional system
provide additional transportation choices or options that
increase the capacity of I-75 and I-575
improve the quality of life by improving mobility and
minimizing effects to both natural resources and the built
environment.
Meeting these goals provides the benefits of the Northwest
Corridor Project.
The overall general purpose (GP) lane LOS is better with the added
capacity of the managed lanes in the corridor. Without the
managed lanes (the No-Build), low income populations would suffer
a decreased LOS on the GP lanes, as would all the users in the
corridor. In addition, with no choice to avoid congestion, low
income populations using both single occupant vehicles and transit
vehicles suffer from traffic congestion and associated travel time
delays. While the frequency of priced managed lane use may be
higher with higher income individuals, lower income individuals are
likely to value the choice to avoid congestion.

C-77.9

As noted on page 8 of Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion
Pricing, “Morallos (2006) found that, although limited, evidence
from the successfully operating VPP projects clearly demonstrates
that the most valued feature in tolling and pricing projects is that of
providing people with a choice of whether to use priced lanes.
Studies have shown that lower income individuals face the greatest
financial harm when they are denied adequate travel choices. Lack
of choice to pay a toll in exchange for reliable travel times can
result in lost wages or late fees for daycare that could have been
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avoided.”
The purpose of the Northwest Corridor Project is to improve
transportation effectiveness and provide additional transportation
choices in the I-75 and I-575 corridors. The analysis shows that the
GP lanes will typically operate better under the Preferred
Alternative than under the No-Build Alternative. The managed lanes
themselves will provide sustainable mobility for those who choose
to use them as well as transit riders that will get to travel in the
uncongested managed lanes for no additional cost.
C-77.9
Tolling was determined to adversely affect all populations, including
low income populations. Low income populations would have equal
access to the managed lanes; however, the frequency of the usage
of the managed lanes by low income populations may be less than
the frequency of usage by higher income populations. “Studies
have shown that lower income individuals face the greatest
financial harm when they are denied adequate travel choices. Lack
of choice to pay a toll in exchange for reliable travel times can result
in lost wages or late fees for daycare that could have been
avoided.” (Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion Pricing, page
8).
Priced managed lanes do not result in a disproportionately high
effect on low-income populations. The impacts are not
predominantly borne by a low income population and the effect is
not appreciably more severe or greater in magnitude than the
adverse effect that will be suffered by the non-low-income
population.
The mitigation effort is commensurate with the potential effects.
The commitment for the State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA)
to include a cash-based option for tolling was a direct result of the
FHWA primer analysis (Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion
Pricing, page 6) which indicated that low income populations have
greater need for cash-based options.“When congestion pricing
relies on an electronic cashless technology, households that do not
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have credit cards, bank accounts, or cannot afford large deposits
may be unable to set up toll accounts, which may limit their use of
these facilities.”
In addition, SRTA is committed to providing transponders at no cost.
Transponders and pre-paid cards can be obtained with cash at SRTA
facilities and convenient locations such as grocery stores along the
corridor. The pre-paid card can be purchased for a minor fee at
convenient locations. The transponders are free at both the SRTA
facilities and at convenient locations. For both cash-backed and
credit card-backed Peach Pass accounts, the account holder must
initially deposit $20 when the account is established, which can
then be used to pay tolls. For the credit card-backed account, the
account holder’s card is charged $20 when the account balance falls
below $10, bringing the total account balance back up above $20.
For the cash-backed account, the account holder must monitor the
account value to ensure that the balance is sufficient to pay tolls. If
at any point the account balance falls below the level necessary to
pay any tolls due, that account holder is in violation, and those tolls
due will be collected according to the procedures outlined in SRTA’s
business rules. “In situations in which the purchase of a transponder
presents a significant economic barrier, low-income travelers who
cannot afford a transponder will face a regressive toll schedule. It is
estimated that between 10 and 20 percent of the population is
unable to overcome these barriers to transponder ownership
(Parkany, 2005)” (Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion
Pricing, pages 6-7).
SRTA will operate the managed lanes through a lease agreement
with GDOT and will be responsible for operating the toll system
including managing transponder accounts and setting toll rates.
SRTA is constantly evaluating its business practices to best serve
their customers. In addition, as tolling is relatively new to the
region, a commitment was included to monitor the effects and
conduct annual surveys to identify potential issues. SRTA continues
to evaluate its outreach program to help educate the population
and adjust its cash-based options as new information is
forthcoming, with a particular emphasis on reaching the EJ

populations identified in the corridor.
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populations identified in the corridor.
o The ETL policy was chosen as the toll policy for the Northwest
Corridor Project for the reasons outlined in the Tolling Policy
for the I-75 and I-575 Northwest Corridor Project Technical
Memorandum, which is Appendix A to the Technical
Memorandum Update - Evaluation of Tolling Effects on Low
Income Populations. By allowing certain vehicles to travel
without paying a toll, it would be harder to manage the
operations of the system to provide a reliable trip time. It
would also be harder for the project to pay for debts incurred
for the construction of the project.

o The Preferred Alternative provides a fixed guideway for transit

vehicles and registered vanpools that can use the managed
lanes at no additional charge. SRTA’s business rules maintain
that these vehicles will not be tolled when they pass under the
toll collection equipment, so there is no required
administrative activity associated with seeking reimbursement
of tolls incurred, which is an additional benefit to transit.
Information from the Georgia Regional Transportation
Authority (GRTA) indicates that in 2012, based on current
route structure, the ridership on the GRTA Xpress routes in
the corridor that describes their racial or ethnic background as
African American/Black, Asian, American Indian or Other
ranges from approximately 23 percent on Route 491 to
approximately 38 percent on Route 480. Information from
Cobb Community Transit (CCT) indicates that in 2011 on the
CCT and GRTA Xpress routes that utilize I-75 (Routes 10C, 100,
101,102, 480 and 481), and would be expected to shift at least
part of their route onto the proposed managed lanes, the
ridership ranges from 28 percent to 34 percent minority. The
areas that are served by those routes are less than 30%
minority population. Income information was only available
from GRTA and indicated that with the current route
structure; approximately 12 percent of the corridor ridership
earns less than $50,000 annually. The percentage of riders
with household incomes of $24,000 or less (US Department of
Health & Human Services (HHS) 2012 poverty guideline for
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a 4-person household is $23,050) ranged from 0 percent on Route
481 to 8 percent on Route 480. Based on the available
information, it appears that transit routes that currently utilize
the I-75 corridor are utilized by environmental justice populations
in meaningful percentages.

C-77.12

Transit vehicles and registered vanpools may experience the
travel time savings and trip reliability that the managed lanes
provide. This may make transit operations more reliable in the
corridor. Transit routes can be adjusted to follow demand for
service and over time balance cost and ridership to the extent
practical.
It is likely that over time, transit routes will evolve to capitalize on
the managed lanes and the improved travel times. Since transit
trips often take longer than car trips, the improved travel time
may allow some dispersal of transit-dependent EJ populations
since their journey to work could be made shorter by use of
transit in the managed lanes.

C-77.13

It is anticipated that all of the toll revenue will be needed to pay
for the operation and maintenance of the facility and to pay off
the debt associated with the construction of the project. If there
are toll revenues in excess of the projections, they would not be
expected to occur in the early years of the project, as the debt is
structured over a thirty-five year period. If there are toll
revenues in excess of the projections, the State may share in
these excess revenues. The State's share of these excess
revenues, if they occur, would be used to help fund other
transportation projects in the statewide plan. Any excess funds
will be returned and reprogrammed through the planning process
for Title 23-eligible activities. The selection of those projects will
be vetted publicly. Current State toll policy does not allow toll
revenue to be used for transit and such a shift in policy would
have to be approved by the SRTA Board and possibly the Georgia
General Assembly. There is no state law that requires toll
revenues to be spent on the particular corridor that generates
the tolls.
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o

There is a relationship between the frequency of use and income,
with higher income individuals using the lanes more often
(Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion Pricing, page 12).
However, the value an individual places on their time can
influence driver behavior regardless of socio-economic standing
and income. Evidence demonstrates individuals from a mix of
household incomes use priced managed lanes (Income-Based
Equity Impacts of Congestion Pricing, page 12). The managed
lanes will provide preferential use to transit vehicles, as transit
vehicles will ride for free in the managed lanes. Therefore, riders
of all income levels using transit vehicles will benefit from the
managed lanes. Additionally, as noted, the construction of the
managed lanes provides a travel time benefit to the general
purpose lanes. Finally, the construction of the managed lanes
would not act to prevent anyone from utilizing the I-75/575
corridor. The managed lanes will not be the exclusive way to
travel. The general purpose lanes will remain for use by all
motorists - with improved travel times.

o

Providing free trips in the managed lanes does not address the
alleged position that certain motorists will not use the managed
lanes because their financial circumstances would not otherwise
allow them to use the lanes. Particularly when coupled with the
suggestion that the managed lanes should be operated under a
HOT3+ tolling policy, a substantial portion of the available
capacity in the facility could be used for free. Since the free usage
would be difficult to predict, it could impact overall use of the
facility and the ability of the project to meet its financial goals.

C-77.14

One of the goals of the project is to “provide cost-effective and
affordable transportation improvements.” The project is included
in the fiscally-constrained Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP) for the region as an ETL project. Under a HOT3+ policy some
users would not pay to use the managed lanes, so less revenue
would be generated compared to an ETL policy. If the project
cannot meet its financial requirements from project revenues,
the state (GDOT) must provide the difference. This could impact
the potential to implement other transportation projects. A
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HOT3+ tolling policy would also shift some of the burden of the
cost of the project from the users of the managed lanes to
taxpayers statewide since vehicles with three or more occupants
would use the managed lanes but not pay for the use.
Allowing vehicles to use the managed lanes for free could result
in operational issues as the number of vehicles in the managed
lanes at a given time could not be managed. If this were to occur,
the project would not meet one of its key purposes: “... improve
mobility by reducing travel time and increasing reliability.”
There is a project in the United States that provides a direct
subsidy to low-income citizens. Metro ExpressLanes
(http://www.metro.net/projects/expresslanes/) is a pilot, oneyear demonstration program overseen by Metro, Caltrans and
several other mobility partners to develop a package of solutions
to improve traffic flow and provide enhanced travel options on
the I-10 and I-110 freeways in Los Angeles County. The program
includes the introduction of congestion pricing by converting High
Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes to High Occupancy Toll (HOT)
lanes; the improvement of transit service and other alternatives
to driving; the updating of transit facilities; and the improvement
of parking in downtown Los Angeles. Metro ExpressLanes is
primarily funded with a $210 million congestion reduction
demonstration grant from the U.S. Department of
Transportation. Tolling began November 10, 2012 on the I-110
and on February 23, 2013 on the I-10.
Eligible carpools travel toll-free and the Metro ExpressLanes are
utilized by Bus Rapid Transit. In addition, the toll policy includes
an Equity Program for low-income commuters. Residents of Los
Angeles County with an annual household income (family of three
or more) at or below $37,060 will qualify for a $25 credit when
they set up their account. This credit can then be applied to
either the transponder deposit or pre-paid toll deposit. The
monthly $3 account maintenance fee will also be waived. For
Peach Pass accounts, the cash-based option would have no
minimum balance. The minimum credit card balance is $10.
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Since Peach Pass accounts with SRTA will not have a monthly
maintenance fee, and cash-based Peach Pass accounts will not
have a minimum balance, these environmental justice mitigation
measures in the Metro ExpressLanes project would not be
applicable to the Northwest Corridor Project.
o

If a per mile toll rate cap were to be introduced it would limit
the ability of GDOT and SRTA to manage the operational
performance of the lanes. Dynamic pricing provides a
mechanism to regulate facility demand, which allows flexibility
to maintain minimum travel speeds regardless of the total
demand in the corridor. If the toll rate were capped, then under
congested conditions too many cars would use the managed
lanes and reduce speeds, and therefore increase travel times. If
this were to occur, the project would not meet one of its key
purposes: “... improve mobility by reducing travel time and
increasing reliability.” A similar priced managed lane project, I95 Express in Florida, has experienced challenges of operating
with the constraint of toll rate boundaries or a cap. This
constraint has proven to be such a serious limitation that there
is consideration for removing the toll rate cap by the Florida
Turnpike Authority that operates the system.

C-77.10
Traffic modeling has been performed as part of the Environmental
Justice Technical Analysis included in Technical Memo Update Evaluation of Tolling Effects on Low Income Populations. This effort
constitutes a hard look at the data using available tools, and an
analysis of potential adverse effects on low income drivers. In
addition, the tech memo update references an FHWA report citing
actual experience on priced managed lanes throughout the country,
which demonstrates that drivers of all income levels use the
managed lanes and surveys that show support for existing managed
lanes facilities across income groups (Income-Based Equity Impacts
of Congestion Pricing, page 8).
Attitudinal surveys concerning managed lanes were conducted as
part of the Public Involvement process for both the Northwest
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Corridor Project and the I-75 Express project (I-75 South). The
Northwest Corridor surveys were conducted as part of the overall
Public Involvement associated with the approval of the FEIS. These
surveys were focused more on the general acceptance of the
managed lanes concept. For I-75 Express (I-75 South) the survey
effort was focused on the potential EJ communities in the corridor.
For the Northwest Corridor Project one African-American, one
Hispanic and thirty-six Caucasians responded. For the Northwest
Corridor surveys, the key finding was that the majority (66%) would
not be willing to pay a toll to save time off their travels though a
very similar majority (63%) felt there was some positive aspect of
the managed lanes. The inference may be that while they would not
be willing to pay the toll themselves, they liked the concept, and the
potential travel time savings from which they could benefit.

This space is intentionally blank.

The survey was much more detailed and focused on EJ for the I-75
Express project. Of the 105 respondents approximately 60 percent
of the respondents were African American or Hispanic. Nearly 65
percent of the respondents earned less than $50,000 family
income. The overall results of the survey were similar to the
Northwest Corridor Project: general support for the concept, but
somewhat lower anticipation of actually using the lanes. Only a
very small proportion felt that “tolls were unfair,” regardless of race
or income. Lower income persons were more willing to pay higher
tolls than higher income respondents. This is likely due to the
perception by lower income respondents that they would use the
lanes when they were really needed, and higher income persons
would use them on a more regular basis.
In both surveys the number of responses was low and may not be a
representative sampling of the population. While income ranges
were provided by most respondents, family size was not asked;
therefore it is not known how many of the respondents are above
or below the poverty threshold.
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C-77.11
In December 2009, the State Transportation Board adopted a
resolution that the Metro-Atlanta Managed Lane System Plan be
approved as a guide for GDOT to use in developing individual
managed lane projects within Metro Atlanta. The Atlanta Regional
Managed Lane System Plan (MLSP), which was published in 2010,
was prepared recognizing that simply adding general purpose lanes
will never completely address the congestion issues facing the
region today. Instead of building more general purpose lanes in an
attempt to address congestion issues, GDOT recognized that one
affordable means to address congestion would be to provide
commuters with an option that provides reliable trip times.
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The Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan identifies a
regional system of interconnected managed lanes throughout the
Atlanta area. The regional system of managed lanes is of limited
capacity, providing one or two travel lanes, sometimes in a
reversible lane configuration and sometimes as bi-directional
facilities. The facilities are proposed to be dynamically tolled,
providing the opportunity to operationally manage system usage by
varying the toll rate. Each individual project must be shown to have
independent utility and the design of the managed lane system for
each project will be vetted through the NEPA process. Following
State Transportation Board adoption of the MLSP in 2009, individual
projects in Tiers 1 and 2 from the MLSP were added to the
Metropolitan Planning Organization’s long range plan for the
Atlanta region. Since that time, several managed lane projects have
been advanced into the project development process. The FEIS and
Reevaluation represent the NEPA analysis for the NWCP.
Air Quality
With regard to air pollutants other than ozone and PM2.5, it is
assumed that you are referring to mobile source air toxics (MSATs).
In 2001, EPA issued its first Mobile Source Air Toxics Rule, which
identified 21 mobile source air toxic (MSAT) compounds as being
hazardous air pollutants that required regulation. A subset of six of
these MSAT compounds were identified as having the greatest
influence on health and included benzene, 1,3-butadiene,
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formaldehyde, acrolein, acetaldehyde, and diesel particulate matter
(DPM). In February 2007, EPA issued the Final Rule for Control of
Hazardous Air Pollutants from Mobile Sources, which generally
supported the findings in the first rule and provided additional
recommendations of compounds having the greatest impact on
health. The rule also identified several engine emission certification
standards that must be implemented.

This space is intentionally blank.

The EPA’s 2007 Final Rule requires controls that will dramatically
decrease MSAT emissions through cleaner fuels and cleaner
engines. According to FHWA analysis, even if vehicle activity
(vehicle-miles traveled, VMT) increases by 102 percent as assumed
from 2010 to 2050, a combined reduction of 83 percent in the total
annual emissions for the priority MSAT is projected for the same
time period (FHWA Interim Guidance Update on Mobile Source Air
Toxic Analysis in NEPA, December 6, 2012.).
In FHWA’s view, information is incomplete or unavailable to
credibly predict the project-specific health impacts due to changes
in MSAT emissions associated with a proposed set of highway
alternatives. The outcome of such an assessment, adverse or not,
would be influenced more by the uncertainty introduced into the
process through assumption and speculation rather than any
genuine insight into the actual health impacts directly attributable
to MSAT exposure associated with a proposed action. Because of
the limitations in the methodologies for forecasting health impacts
described, any predicted difference in health impacts between
alternatives is likely to be much smaller than the uncertainties
associated with predicting the impacts. Consequently, the results of
such assessments would not be useful to decision makers, who
would need to weigh this information against project benefits, such
as reducing traffic congestion, accident rates, and fatalities plus
improved access for emergency response, that are better suited for
quantitative analysis (FHWA Interim Guidance Update on Mobile
Source Air Toxic Analysis in NEPA, Appendix C, December 6, 2012.)
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Under the Clean Air Act, states with areas in nonattainment for one
or more of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) that addresses each
pollutant for which it fails to meet the NAAQS. In order to receive
federal transportation funds within a nonattainment area, the area
must demonstrate through a federally mandated transportation
conformity process that the transportation investments, strategies
and programs, taken as a whole, contribute to the air quality goals
defined in the SIP. PLAN 2040 contains a conformity determination
report (CDR). The CDR demonstrates that the region’s
transportation strategies meet federal air quality requirements.

This space is intentionally blank.

Cumulative impacts for air quality are considered via the regional
emissions analysis associated with conformity as well as the
regional assessment conducted in the FEIS Reevaluation. Table 3-2
of the Air Quality Technical Report - 2013 Addendum highlights the
regional impacts of the project by comparing the regional emission
burdens of criteria pollutants of concern (CO, NOx, PM10, PM2.5 and
HC) with and without the Preferred Alternative. This analysis is
based on traffic projections developed using PLAN 2040 data which
includes all approved projects as defined by the MPO. As such, this
study demonstrates the cumulative impact of the Preferred
Alternative with all other approved projects.
The Northwest Corridor Project is included in ARC’s PLAN 2040 RTP
and FY 2012-2017 TIP (ARC, 2011c), which were adopted on July 27,
2011. The results of the emissions analysis for PLAN 2040
demonstrate adherence to the established 20-county Motor Vehicle
Emissions Budget. The conformity analysis was performed for the
years 2016, 2020, 2030 and 2040. The analysis years meet the
requirements for specific horizon years that the transportation plan
must reflect as specified in 93.106(a)(1) of the Transportation
Conformity Rule and specific analysis years that the regional
emissions analysis must reflect per Section 93.118(b) and
93.118(d)(2). Since the eight-hour ozone standard attainment year
falls outside of the PLAN 2040 RTP horizon, a near-term year of
2016 was selected as the initial analysis year. This year is within five
years of the conformity determination year of 2011, as suggested
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by the August 13, 2010 proposed Transportation Conformity Rule
Restructuring Amendment revision to 93.118(b).
The FY 2012-2017 TIP is a direct subset of PLAN 2040 RTP. The
conformity determination for the FY 2012-2017 TIP includes the
same set of projects; defined by their design concept, design scope
and analysis years, as PLAN 2040 RTP. The RTP and TIP are
financially constrained consistent per 23 CFR Part 450 Subpart C
(i.e., cost feasible). The funding source for construction and
operation, if applicable, of all projects is identified and presented in
Volume I, Appendix A. The FY 2012-2017 TIP also meets all other
planning requirements including:
Each program year of the FY 2012-2017 TIP is consistent with
the federal funding that is reasonably expected for that year;
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Required state and local matching funds, and funds for
projects funded entirely by state and/or local money, are
consistent with the revenue sources expected over the same
period;
The FY 2012-2017 TIP is consistent with the conforming longrange plan such that the regional emissions analysis
performed for the long-range plan directly applies to the TIP;
The FY 2012-2017 TIP contains all projects which must be
started in the TIP time frame to implement the highway and
transit system envisioned by the long-range plan in each of its
horizon years;
All FY 2012-2017 TIP projects that are regionally significant are
part of the specific highway or transit system envisioned in the
long-range plan’s horizon years;
The design concept and scope of each regionally significant
project identified in the FY 2012-2017 TIP are consistent with
PLAN 2040 RTP.
Upon completion of the technical conformity analysis, ARC staff
have determined that the PLAN 2040 RTP and the FY 2012-2017 TIP
together demonstrate compliance with the Clean Air Act as
amended in 1990 in accordance with all conformity requirements as
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detailed in 40 CFR Parts 51 and 93 (the Transportation Conformity
Rule) and 23 CFR Part 450 (the Metropolitan Planning Regulations
as established in SAFETEA-LU, source:
http://www.atlantaregional.com/plan2040/documents--tools). The
PLAN 2040 RTP and the FY 2012-2017 TIP were approved by the
Georgia Regional Transportation Authority on August 18, 2011 and
the FHWA issued a conformity determination on September 6,
2011. As such, the Northwest Corridor Project is part of a
conforming RTP and TIP, and the cumulative impacts of the project
have been thus evaluated. The Northwest Corridor Project also was
included in the positive conformity determination for Amendment
10 of the Envision6 RTP.
Environmental Justice
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With regard to environmental justice effects of tolling on low
income communities, the FEIS cites the findings of the Atlanta
Regional Managed Lane System Plan, Technical Memorandum 9:
Social Equity and Environmental Effects Evaluation (HNTB, 2010)
report, which concluded that environmental justice communities
are not disproportionately impacted by managed lanes and that the
congestion reduction resulted in the potential for air quality
benefits.
While the cumulative effect of the Atlanta Regional Managed Lane
System on environmental justice populations in the study area is
not anticipated to be disproportionate, some areas of concern do
exist where the effects may be adverse. For example, the
environmental review for the NWCP identified an adverse but not
disproportionately high effect on environmental justice
communities due to tolling. There is a commitment by GDOT and
SRTA to provide mitigation for the potential adverse effects. Key
methods of addressing these concerns include an educational
campaign, inclusive payment methods (e.g. a cash payment option)
and access to information regarding the operations and benefits of
managed lanes.
The SRTA has committed to include a cash-based option for tolling.
This is a direct result of the FHWA primer analysis (Income-Based
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Equity Impacts of Congestion Pricing, page 6) which indicated that
low income populations have greater need for cash-based
options.“When congestion pricing relies on an electronic cashless
technology, households that do not have credit cards, bank
accounts, or cannot afford large deposits may be unable to set up
toll accounts, which may limit their use of these facilities.”
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In addition, SRTA is committed to providing transponders at no cost
at its facilities. Transponders and pre-paid cards available to be
purchased with cash will also be provided at convenient locations
such as grocery stores along the corridor for a minor fee. “In
situations in which the purchase of a transponder presents a
significant economic barrier, low-income travelers who cannot
afford a transponder will face a regressive toll schedule. It is
estimated that between 10 and 20 percent of the population is
unable to overcome these barriers to transponder ownership
(Parkany, 2005)” (Income-Based Equity Impacts of Congestion
Pricing, pages 6-7).
SRTA will operate the managed lanes through a lease agreement
with GDOT and will be responsible for operating the toll system
including managing transponder accounts and setting toll rates.
SRTA is constantly evaluating its business practices to best serve
their customers. In addition, as tolling is relatively new to the
region, a commitment was included to monitor the effects and
conduct annual surveys to identify potential issues. SRTA continues
to evaluate its outreach program to help educate the population
and adjust its cash-based options as new information is
forthcoming, with a particular emphasis on reaching the EJ
populations identified in the corridor.
The project is not likely to have a disproportionately high and
adverse effect on environmental justice communities, with regard
to air quality. Cumulative impacts for air quality are considered via
the regional emissions analysis associated with conformity as well
as the regional assessment that was conducted for this project and
documented in the Air Quality Technical Report - 2013 Addendum
(Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2013). This analysis is based on traffic
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projections developed using PLAN 2040 data which includes all
approved projects as defined by the MPO. As such, this study
demonstrates the cumulative impact of the Preferred Alternative
with all other approved projects which, as previously discussed,
includes projects in the Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System
Plan that are reasonably foreseeable. Since the projects are in a
conforming plan, they are determined to conform with the air
quality goals of the area, thus are not likely to have a meaningful
cumulative impact on regional air quality.
The project is not likely to have a disproportionately high and
adverse effect on environmental justice communities with regard to
traffic. The section below provides more discussion of potential
traffic impacts of the project.
Traffic
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The project would not result in substantial shifts of traffic within the
existing surface street system such that increases in traffic would be
noticeable and/or require new traffic control measures. The
project is projected to result in a 1 to 3 percent decrease in average
daily traffic (ADT) on primary arterials that parallel I-75 and I-575
(Traffic Technical Report 2013 Addendum, Parsons Brinckerhoff,
2013).
These traffic shifts are the result of the complex and interrelated
factors caused by the limited new capacity in the I-75 and I-575
corridors. The construction of the managed lanes adds some
additional capacity to the project area as a whole, and to I-75 and I575 in particular. This added capacity would be expected to cause a
shift in traffic from parallel facilities such as US-41/Cobb Parkway.
This is logical due to overall improvements in travel time on I-75
and I-575 in both the managed and general purpose lanes. The
shift, however, would not be expected to be one-to-one. Rather,
less traffic would shift from the parallel primary arterials than is
forecast in the managed lanes. This would cause a reduction in
travel times for the general purpose lanes under the Preferred
Alternative in comparison to the No-Build Alternative.
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In the traffic analysis, some minor changes in traffic patterns were
noted with the construction of the four new managed lane/local
access interchanges on I-75. The new interchanges would add
traffic to the cross streets at Terrell Mill Road, SR 3 Conn/Roswell
Road, Big Shanty Road, and Hickory Grove Road. However the peak
hour volumes are relatively small due to the single- or two-lane
capacity of the managed lanes and the distribution of this traffic
across 4 new interchanges. These volume increases were not
substantial enough to require any overall improvements to the
roadways beyond the immediate interchange ramps. Some minor
volume changes were noted at the existing and planned managed
lane interchange locations on I-75 due to redistribution to the new
managed lane interchanges. None of these changes necessitated
any changes in the existing roadway configurations.
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A modal shift of trips to transit vehicles was also noted in the
analysis. This shift reduced the overall traffic volume in the corridor
under the Preferred Alternative, while the number of trips
remained constant. In addition, more trips were made in higher
capacity transit vehicles.
No development or redevelopment or substantial shifts in traffic on
the existing surface street system are expected to be induced in the
study area by the project.
The nature of managed lane facilities requires that the per lane
volumes in the facilities are lower in comparison to the overall per
lane volume in the corridor to optimize travel time savings. As
noted in the Purpose of the Project (FEIS page 1-8), reducing travel
time and congestion, improving reliability, and enhancing
connectivity are among the purposes of the project. In the FEIS
(Table 4-6, page 4-10) the managed lanes are forecast to carry nine
to twelve percent of the I-75 traffic volumes and seven to nine
percent of the I-575 traffic volumes in 2035. The percentages are
less under the reevaluation, but as noted these are impacted by the
toll rates brought forward from the FEIS. The overall proportion of
traffic in the managed lanes will be similar although slightly higher
under GDOT’s operational strategies under the reevaluation
modeling.
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The corridor operations improve under the Preferred Alternative,
with better levels of service and travel times under the Preferred
Alternative for both the managed lanes and general purpose lanes.
These improvements focus on reliability for managed lane users
and transit riders in the managed lanes. There are improvements
for the general purpose lanes as well, but they are unlikely to
generate indirect impacts for land use.
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The travel forecasting for the project in both the FEIS and the
Reevaluation was conducted as conservatively as possible, and
assumed that there were no connections to adjacent managed
lanes projects on I-285 and I-75 south of I-285. Section 7 (Page 7-1
through 7-5) of the Reevaluation and Section 2.4 (Page 2-45
through 2-47) examine traffic operations where the managed lanes
merge into and diverge from the general purpose lanes. Overall
levels of service and travel times through the merge and diverge
segments under the Preferred Alternative and No-Build are fairly
consistent, with some minor degradation of service near 2035.
GDOT has committed to monitor these situations and take
appropriate steps to relieve any congestion.
Financial Risk
The ARC, which serves as the Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) for the Atlanta region, is required by the US Department of
Transportation (USDOT) to develop a long range regional
transportation plan (RTP) that covers a minimum 20-year time span.
The plan must be updated every four years in air quality
nonattainment areas. The RTP provides a framework to address
anticipated growth. It provides a comprehensive statement of the
future regional transportation needs and defines both short and
long term transportation strategies and investments to improve the
region’s transportation system. The RTP contains the transportation
improvement program (TIP), which is a financially constrained sixyear program of improvements. Federal planning requirements
require that the first four years of the TIP be balanced by year.
Subsequent years of the TIP and the long-range element of the RTP
are balanced by funding periods.
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The entire managed lane system has not been designed to the point
of being able to definitively identify the impacts of each component
project. Not all component projects that comprise the proposed
managed lane system, are included in the current Atlanta Regional
Commission (ARC) Regional Transportation Plan (PLAN 2040) since
the plan is financially constrained and based on current and
reasonably foreseeable needs. Based on the anticipated funding
scenario and funding availability, those projects in the Regional
Transportation Plan should be within the financial capacity of the
region to implement. As mentioned above, the RTP and the TIP are
evaluated on a regular basis and revised as necessary. Components
of the managed lane system not included in the RTP should, by the
nature of their omission, not be considered reasonably foreseeable
future actions and therefore not considered as part of the
cumulative impact analysis.
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The State is implementing managed lanes in the region in a careful
and studied manner. Not all of the projects identified in the
Managed Lane System Plan are included in the TIP or RTP. The
projects in the TIP and RTP have independent utility and do not
depend on the implementation of other managed lane projects in
order to provide meaningful benefits to the traveling public. The
projects in the Managed Lane System Plan were grouped into tiers,
with the Tier 1 projects being the projects with the highest priority.
The Northwest Corridor Project was identified as a Tier 1 project.
C-77.12
To date, no national standards have been established regarding
Greenhouse Gases, nor has USEPA established criteria or thresholds
for ambient GHG emissions pursuant to its authority to establish
motor vehicle emission standards for CO2 under the Clean Air Act.
However, there is a considerable body of scientific literature
addressing the sources of GHG emissions and their adverse effects on
climate, including reports from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, the US National Academy of Sciences, and USEPA
and other Federal agencies. The GHGs are different from other air
pollutants evaluated in Federal environmental reviews because their
impacts are not localized or regional due to their rapid dispersion into
the global atmosphere, which is characteristic of these gases. The
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affected environment for CO2 and other GHG emissions is the entire
planet. In addition, from a quantitative perspective, global climate
change is the cumulative result of numerous and varied emissions
sources (in terms of both absolute numbers and types), each of which
makes a relatively small addition to global atmospheric GHG
concentrations. In contrast to broad scale actions such as actions
involving an entire industry sector or very large geographic areas, it is
difficult to isolate and understand the GHG emissions impacts for a
particular transportation project. Furthermore, presently there is no
scientific methodology for attributing specific climatological changes
to a particular transportation project’s emissions.
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Under NEPA, detailed environmental analysis should be focused on
1
issues that are significant and meaningful to decision-making.
FHWA has concluded, based on the nature of GHG emissions and
the exceedingly small potential GHG impacts of the Preferred
Alternative, as discussed in the FEIS Reevaluation and shown in
Attachment 2 Table 23 of the Reevaluation, that the GHG emissions
would not result in “reasonably foreseeable significant adverse
impacts on the human environment” (40 CFR 1502.22(b)). The GHG
emissions from the project build alternative would be insignificant,
and would not play a meaningful role in a determination of the
environmentally preferable alternative or the selection of the
preferred alternative. More detailed information on GHG emissions
“is not essential to a reasoned choice among reasonable
alternatives” (40 CFR 1502.22(a)) or to making a decision in the best
overall public interest based on a balanced consideration of
transportation, economic, social, and environmental needs and
impacts (23 CFR 771.105(b)). For these reasons, no alternativeslevel GHG analysis has been performed for this project.
The context in which the emissions from the Northwest Corridor
Project would occur, together with the expected GHG emissions
contribution from the project, illustrate why the project’s GHG
emissions would not be significant and would not be a substantial
factor in decision making.
Additionally, the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance is in
draft form and does not create any obligation for federal agencies.
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C-77.13
The fact that some project sponsors around the country have
voluntarily produced more detailed estimates of GHG emissions for
their projects (like the Columbia River Crossing project) does not
obligate all other projects to produce and publish a similar
voluntary analysis. Also, the CRC GHG analysis was conducted in
part to satisfy a Washington state requirement for project-level
GHG analysis; Georgia does not have a similar requirement.
C-77.14
40 CFR 1503.4(b) states that “All substantive comments received on
the draft statement (or summaries thereof where the response has
been exceptionally voluminous), should be attached to the final
statement whether or not the comment is thought to merit
individual discussion by the agency in the text of the statement.”
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Comments were reviewed to identify substantive comments.
Responses were provided to all comments. 40 CFR 1503.4(b) does
not identify where in the document the comments should be
attached. In the FEIS for the Northwest Corridor Project, the
comments have been summarized in the text of the document. The
comment letters, comment cards, emails, etc. received were all
included in appendices for the FEIS. Volume 3, Appendix J contained
the comments and responses for the SDEIS. Volume 4, Appendix K
contained the comments and responses for the AA/DEIS. In both
volumes, each copy of the comment correspondence (letter,
comment card, etc.) is followed by the corresponding response
letter that addressed the comment(s) in the correspondence and
was mailed to the commenter. All comments and responses to all
comments were included in both volumes, not just those deemed
substantive.
In the FEIS Reevaluation, a similar format was followed. The
comment correspondence was included in Attachment 9. In this
document, the comment responses were included opposite the
comment correspondence, but a copy of the actual response letter
was not included. Again, all comments and responses to all
comments were included in both volumes, not just those deemed
substantive.
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C-78.1
Comment noted.

C-78.1
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C-79.1
As mentioned above, the FEIS for the project was issued on
October 21, 2011. The close of the public comment period for the
FEIS was November 21, 2011. Following the approval of the FEIS in
October 2011, several changes to the project occurred. The
changes included changes to the financing, operations,
maintenance, and tolling aspects of the project and adoption of a
new regional transportion plan (PLAN 2040). These changes were
analyzed in the FEIS Reevaluation. The April 5, 2013 date was the
close of the public comment period for the FEIS Reevaluation.

C-79.1

Jones Lang LaSalle, the property management firm hired by the
Atlanta Parkway Investment Group for the facilities at 1800 and
1850 Parkway Place, has been on the project mailing list since
2006. The newsletter and comment postcard for the FEIS
Reevaluation, were mailed to representatives of Jones Lang
LaSalle (Linda Bolan and John Kelliher) on March 18, 2013. Mr.
Kelliher responded with comments on the DEIS. Ms. Boland and
Mr. Kelliher were involved in the series of Station Area
Development Planning meetings that were held in 2006.
Abdul Amer, who you also copied on your comment letter, has
also been on the project mailing list since 2006. Project
representatives have met with Mr. Amer on at least two occasions
and shared information with him about the project during the
development of the DEIS.
Following the publication of the DEIS, the build alternatives
presented in that document were dropped from further
consideration. A new build alternative, the Two-Lane Reversible
Alternative was developed in response to public comments and
reconsideration of the financial feasibility of the previously studied
alternatives. This alternative was analyzed in the subsequent
Supplement DEIS (SDEIS), which was released for review in
October 2010. Following publication of the SDEIS, minor
modifications were made to the design of the Two-Lane Reversible
Alternative to further minimize potential impacts. The Two-Lane
Reversible Alternative minimizes impacts to the Atlanta Parkway
Investment Group, Inc.’s property at 1800 and 1850 Parkway Place
to 0.05 acre.
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C-80.1
As shown in Appendix H in Volume 2 of the FEIS, the proposed
managed lanes will be built on the west side of I-75 in the
vicinity of Freys Gin Road. Based on the conceptual plans, no
property will need to be acquired from the church.
C-80.1
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RESPONSE
C-81.1
Opposition to tolling is noted. If the Preferred Alternative is
selected, variable price tolling will be used to manage the use
of the proposed lanes. While the general purpose lanes may
continue to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will
remain uncongested due to the variable price tolling. Tolls also
shift a significant portion of the funding burden from taxpayers
statewide to users of the proposed facility.
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C-82.1
As shown in Appendix H in Volume 2 of the FEIS, at the south
end of Chert Road, the existing connection to Roswell Road will
be eliminated with Chert Road terminating in a cul-de-sac with
Halsey Drive. The existing connection of Chert Road to Roswell
Road would be too close to the proposed Roswell Road
managed lane intersection.
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C-83.1
As shown in Appendix H in Volume 2 of the FEIS, the proposed
managed lanes will be built on the west side of I-75 in the
vicinity of Chert Road. Based on the conceptual plans, property
acquisition will be necessary from the parcels on the east side
of Chert Road, but not from the parcels on the west side of
Chert Road at the north end. At the south end of Chert Road,
the existing connection to Roswell Road will be eliminated with
Chert Road terminating in a cul-de-sac with Halsey Drive.

C-83.1

C-83.2
C-83.3
C-83.4

C-83.2
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels at the north end of Chert Road near
Gresham Road on the west side of I-75 range from 71.0 dBA –
72.8 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the predicted noise
levels range from 71.6 dBA – 73.3 dBA. The predicted noise
levels for the Preferred Alternative range from 74.5 dBA – 75.4
dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #18 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this
location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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RESPONSE
C-83.3
As discussed in Sections 3.1.3, 5.2, and 5.18 of the FEIS, each
local government in Georgia is required to prepare and
implement a comprehensive plan consistent with Georgia
Planning Act of 1989. The Atlanta Regional Commission, Cobb
and Cherokee Counties, and the cities of Marietta, Smyrna,
Acworth, Kennesaw, and Woodstock are responsible for
developing land use plans, policies and strategies within the
study area. The policies provide the basis for zoning, growth
management and land use restrictions. The current regional
plan and local comprehensive plans and their accompanying
future land use maps portray a continued focus on higher
density development capable of serving regional markets and
trade areas and areas that provide the retail and service needs
of several neighborhoods and communities, encouraging low to
medium intensity office, retail and commercial service. They
also focus residential development away from the areas
immediately adjacent to I-75 and in areas along I-575 northeast
of the I-75/I-575 interchange. These plans and policies were
developed with public and local agency input and represent the
communities’ vision for the future. These plans and policies
project continued long-term population and employment
growth regardless of whether or not the Selected Alternative is
implemented. Given the current and projected residential and
employment trends and the future land use plans for the area,
the Selected Alternative is not likely alter development trends
in the area.
C-83.4
In response to your question about selling your property, GDOT
cannot provide property owners with advice on selling their
property.
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C-84.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of Blanche Drive on the
east side of I-75 south of Roswell Road range from 71.7 dBA –
76.0 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the predicted noise
levels range from 72.1 dBA – 76.3 dBA. The predicted noise
levels for the Preferred Alternative range from 73.7 dBA – 77.2
dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change. Noise wall
#20 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I-75 at this
location. The analysis determined that a wall at this location
would be feasible and cost effective.
The noise analysis indicates that existing noise levels in the
vicinity of Banberry Road on the west side of I-75 south of
Roswell Road range from 70.2 dBA – 74.0 dBA. Under the NoBuild Alternative, the predicted noise levels range from 70.7
dBA – 74.6 dBA. The predicted noise levels for the Preferred
Alternative range from 67.3 dBA – 72.2 dBA. For reference, a 3
decibel change in the noise level generally represents a barely
noticeable change. Noise wall #19 was analyzed to provide
noise mitigation along I-75 at this location. The analysis
determined that a wall at this location would be feasible and
cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
As discussed in the Air Quality Technical Report of the FEIS
Reevaluation the project is not predicted to cause a violation of
the applicable National Ambient Air Quality Standards; has
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C-84.1 (con’t)
been found not to be a project of air quality concern for
particulate matter as determined through the interagency
consultation process; and would have no meaningful impact on
regional air quality and mobile source air toxics levels as
compared to the No-Build Alternative.
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C-84.2
Blanche Drive is on the east side of I-75 and the proposed
project will be built on the west side of I-75. No property
acquisition is required from the parcels on Blanche Drive. On
the west side of I-75 the project will be located within the
exsting Right of Way, but it is anticipated that construction
easement will be needed from the parcel on Banberry Road.
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C-85.1
Comment noted.

C-85.1
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C-86.1
Comment noted.

C-86.1
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C-87.1
Comment noted.

C-87.1
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C-88.1
Dedicated express bus lanes as a stand-alone alternative were
eliminated from consideration during the Northwest
Connectivity Study prepared by the Georgia Regional
Transportation Authority. Dedicated express bus lanes would
cost the same to build as the Selected Alternative, but would
not achieve full utilization of the managed lanes. There would
not be enough buses to fill the lanes. In the Selected
Alternative, buses will be able to travel in the free-flowing
managed lanes without paying a toll. In addition, the excess
capacity can be sold to drivers of passenger cars willing to pay a
toll. Variable price tolling will be used to manage the use of the
managed lanes. While the general purpose lanes may continue
to experience congestion, the proposed lanes will remain
uncongested due to the tolling. And by allowing singleoccupant vehicles to use the lanes if they pay a toll, the
managed lanes should not experience the "empty lane
syndrome" that HOV lanes often experience and dedicated
express bus lanes would experience.
As shown in Table 4-1 in the Traffic Technical Report of the FEIS
Reevaluation, in general the Selected Alternative is projected to
slightly reduce the number of vehicles in the existing general
pourpose lanes compared to the No Build as some traffic is
projected to shift from the general purpose lanes to the
managed lanes.
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C-89.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-90.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.

C-90.1

Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-91.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-92.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-93.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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COMMENT C-94

C-94.1

RESPONSE

C-94.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-95.1

RESPONSE

C-95.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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COMMENT C-96

C-96.1

RESPONSE

C-96.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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COMMENT C-97

C-97.1

RESPONSE

C-97.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-98.1

RESPONSE

C-98.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-99.1

RESPONSE
C-99.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of Leland Drive on the
east side of I-75 north of Windy Hill Road range from 62.4 dBA –
73.0 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the predicted noise
levels range from 62.4 dBA – 73.3 dBA. The predicted noise
levels for the Preferred Alternative range from 61.9 dBA – 73.1
dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #38 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this
location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-100.1

RESPONSE

C-100.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of Leland Drive on the
east side of I-75 north of Windy Hill Road range from 62.4 dBA –
73.0 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the predicted noise
levels range from 62.4 dBA – 73.3 dBA. The predicted noise
levels for the Preferred Alternative range from 61.9 dBA – 73.1
dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #38 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this
location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-101.1

RESPONSE

C-101.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of Leland Drive on the
east side of I-75 north of Windy Hill Road range from 62.4 dBA –
73.0 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the predicted noise
levels range from 62.4 dBA – 73.3 dBA. The predicted noise
levels for the Preferred Alternative range from 61.9 dBA – 73.1
dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the noise level
generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #38 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation along I75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall at this
location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-102.1

RESPONSE

C-102.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-103.1

RESPONSE

C-103.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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C-104.1

RESPONSE
C-104.1
The Project Team has analyzed the noise associated with
existing and proposed conditions in the project corridor. The
results of this analysis can be found in the Noise Technical
Report of the FEIS Reevaluation. The noise analysis indicates
that existing noise levels in the vicinity of the Manuel Drive
subdivision on the west side of I-75 south of I-575 range from
67.0 dBA – 77.3 dBA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
predicted noise levels range from 67.9 dBA – 78.2 dBA. The
predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative range from
68.0 dBA – 77.6 dBA. For reference, a 3 decibel change in the
noise level generally represents a barely noticeable change.
Noise wall #10-11 was analyzed to provide noise mitigation
along I-75 at this location. The analysis determined that a wall
at this location would be feasible and cost effective.
A final decision on the installation of sound barriers will be
made upon completion of additional detailed noise abatement
analysis based on final design and public outreach to affected
property owners. Coordination with property owners regarding
the location of potential sound barriers will be conducted prior
to the final decision on the installation of the sound barriers.
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SRTA Cash-Based/Cash-Preferred Customer Solutions Overview
In order to provide choices and flexibility to current as well as potential Peach Pass customers, SRTA is
developing several strategies to allow cash-based or cash-preferred customers multiple payment
methods so that they can utilize the state’s toll facilities. These payment “channels” include in person
Customer Service centers and retail based payment options.
SRTA WALK UP CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTERS
SRTA currently operates 3 walk up Customer Service Centers where current as well as new customers
can transact business in person with SRTA. These locations support new account sign up, account
closings, account payments and violation payments. Each location is set up to process payments made
via cash, check or credit card. Customers will have the choice to open pre-paid Peach Pass accounts via
credit card or cash. Either payment method is subject to the same charges and fee schedules. In
addition, to the payment related transactions identified above, Peach Pass customers can request and
receive Peach Pass transponders, as well as update vehicle and account information at these locations.
SRTA’s primary Customer Service Center is located at SRTA’s headquarters in downtown Atlanta.
This location is considered our permanent location and offers all of the services noted above, plus access
to SRTA management.
The other two Customer Service Centers are co-located at Georgia Department of Driver Services
(DDS) Service Centers along the I-85 corridor. These two locations provide easy access to motorists
who live near and/or frequently travel the I-85 Express Lanes. SRTA opened both locations in advance
of the opening of the I-85 Express Lanes in order to facilitate account set up and transponder
penetration, and general motorist education of the I-85 Express Lanes.
SRTA intends to duplicate this model by partnering with DDS to co-locate Peach Pass Customer Service
Centers at other DDS locations located in the vicinity of future planned toll facilities; including both the
planned I-75 NWC managed lanes and the planned I-75 South Express Lanes toll facilities. In addition,
SRTA’s marketing plans include opening additional locations near the physical location of upcoming
toll facilities. This allows SRTA to have a presence that is physically convenient to motorists most
likely to use the new facility. As part of each project, SRTA will open Customer Service Centers in
advance of the respective toll facilities opening to traffic.
The current Customer Service Centers are located at:




State Road and Tollway Authority, 47 Trinity Ave. SW, Ground Floor, Atlanta, GA 30334
Department of Driver Services, 2211 Beaver Ruin Road, Norcross, GA 30071
Department of Driver Services, 310 Hurricane Shoals Road, NE, Lawrenceville, GA 30046
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“PAY N GO” PEACH PASS ACCOUNT OPTION
In order to provide additional options for cash-based or cash-preferred customers to access all
electronic toll facilities, the State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA) is working with its back
office provider, Electronic Transaction Consultants Corporation (ETCC) and third party network
provider, InComm, to provide a cash-based payment solution that is available to all current or
potential Peach Pass customers at retail locations that they commonly visit throughout the week.
InComm is an industry leading marketer, distributor and technology innovator of stored-value gift
cards and prepaid products. InComm's retail network features most of the premier brands in the big
box, grocery, convenience, chain drug, discount, electronics, office supply and other categories.
Through an electronic interface, InComm’s network will communicate receipt of prepaid toll funds
that will be associated with a toll transponder and available for use on any Georgia toll facilities. As
currently envisioned, SRTA is working with ETCC and InComm to offer the following 2 products
within the next 6 – 12 months. Both products will be marketed under the brand, “Pay N Go Peach
Pass” Accounts:
The first is a package containing a Peach Pass transponder and an InComm reloadable card. This
package is referred to as a Pay N Go Peach Pass Starter Kit. The card inside the kit will be
associated to the transponder in InComm's database. SRTA will be responsible for furnishing the
transponder and InComm will produce the card. InComm will package the card and transponder
together and provide logistics to get the cards onto the existing gift card displays at merchants in the
appropriate areas throughout Metro-Atlanta (or whichever geographic location within Georgia that is
in proximity to a state toll facility). The transponder/card package will be sold for a suggested $2.50,
plus the pre-paid toll value added to the account at the time of purchase. Currently we contemplate a
suggested minimum value of $20, which corresponds with the minimum prepaid amount on credit
card based pre-paid accounts and a maximum of $500. The retail merchant and InComm would be
compensated through the $2.50 fee.
The entire financial transaction occurs in real time in the same manner as any other point of sale
purchase. By the time the consumer exits the store, the value is associated with the transponder.
The consumer simply attaches the transponder to their vehicle and they can immediately access the
I-85 Express Lanes, the GA 400 Open Road Tolling lanes, as well as any other toll facility (e.g. the
planned I-75 Northwest Corridor Express Lanes and the planned 75 South Express lanes). The
packaging instructions will include information on how to add value to their account through retail
merchants located through the consumer’s live/work communities, as well as information on
automated online payments via debit or credit cards for reloading. This allows a cash-based
customer to access the system very easily and remain anonymous if desired. This puts the
transponder distribution and payment process in the communities of all potential users, at the
merchants where they shop weekly. This also allows easy transponder distribution to the credit cardbased customer by reminding them while they shop.
The second product would be a reload or "top-up" card only. This card would hang next to the
Starter Kit package described above, and will be marketed as "good for top-up of existing accounts."
After picking up the card and proceeding to the register, the customer is asked, "how much do you
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want to add to the card", with a minimum of $20 and maximum of $500. A $1.50 transaction fee will
be added to the transaction. The consumer then leaves the store, calls a toll-free number and goes
into InComm’s Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system. The consumer provides the card number
and their transponder number. The IVR platform, is linked to InComm’s database which in turn is
linked to the merchant’s Point of Sale (POS) system will determine the value of the card that was
paid at the register and will send ETCC a message with the information. ETCC will then add the
value to the appropriate Peach Pass account and respond with the new balance, which will be
provided to the consumer via the IVR system. Once the customer has associated the “top-up” card
with their account (by linking it to one of the transponders on their account) the balance is
immediately available on their account. If the customer has difficulty, a live operator will assist
24/7/365 in English and Spanish. The data capture may also be completed on a web site or via a
mobile application. The customer only has to provide the transponder data once. InComm will
associate the data with the card, and subsequent “top-up" transactions with the same card will
automatically push the value to ETCC from the merchant location’s POS system in real-time with no
additional data capture needed. Subsequent top-ups will also incur the $1.50 fee.
The products outlined here will leverage the latest payment and replenishment mechanisms that are
familiar to those customers who may already use similar process used for phone calling cards and
gift cards.
Retail merchant locations such as Wal-Mart, Walgreen’s, Target and Best Buy are a few of the retail
merchants within InComm’s network. We will be working with InComm to identify specific
locations at the appropriate time. We believe that the steps outlined here, will allow the same ease
of access as provided to those patrons who have credit card-backed accounts. In fact, it should be
noted that these products can be used by cash-based or credit card-based customers for the same fee
structure. The fees charged are sized to nominally compensate InComm and the retail merchants for
their operation and maintenance of the broad distribution network. This ease of access, coupled with
the simplicity of the approach, is the cornerstone to providing a convenient solution for payment of
tolls by cash-based customers.
CONCLUSION
SRTA’s current business model distributes Peach Pass sticker transponders free to all users (credit
card and cash-based). The solutions outlined in this paper increase those distribution channels as a
convenience to current and potential customers. There is no charge to reload customer accounts if
the account is backed by a credit card. There is no charge to reload customer accounts in person at
customer service walk-up facilities (operated by SRTA) for the cash user. SRTA is constantly
evaluating its business practices (including account establishment and reload) to best serve their
customers. The InComm solution with prepaid cards is currently envisioned as a convenient option
for the cash-based user. As we develop and market the InComm solution we will continue to refine
its terms. The pricing that is currently in place is anticipated to stay at its current levels indefinitely
but will be re-evaluated at the time of renewal of the contract.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

2
3
4

This section presents the project background, the purpose of this report, and the project location.
A description of the proposed improvements comprising the Northwest Corridor Project also is
included.

5

1.1

Project Background

6
7
8
9
10
11

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Georgia Department of Transportation
(GDOT) propose to improve Interstate 75 (I-75) and I-575 in the Atlanta metropolitan area. The
transportation improvements are collectively referred to as the Northwest Corridor Project.
Federal approvals, permits, and funding assistance are required to construct the improvements;
and accordingly, the proposed project is subject to review under the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, as amended (NEPA).
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1.2

13
14
15
16

This Indirect and Cumulative Effects Memorandum describes the methodology utilized for
analyzing the potential indirect and cumulative effects of the proposed project. This methodology
was used for the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SDEIS), the Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and the 2013 FEIS Reevaluation.
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1.3

18
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The Northwest Corridor Project corridor extends northwest along I-75 from Akers Mill Road to
just north of Hickory Grove Road, and along I-575 from the I-75/I-575 interchange north to Sixes
Road. The project corridor is northwest of downtown Atlanta, Georgia. The study corridor
borders the suburban cities of Smyrna, Marietta, Kennesaw, and several unincorporated
communities in Cobb and Cherokee Counties. The area is home to a substantial share of the
region’s population as well as several business centers, two large regional shopping malls,
Dobbins Air Reserve Base, and the offices of numerous major corporations.

25
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34

The main highway serving the Northwest Corridor is I-75. It is the primary route for commuters
traveling to jobs within the region and to downtown Atlanta. As a major north-south route through
Georgia, I-75 also serves the transportation needs for regional travel and freight trucking. In
downtown Atlanta, I-75 is merged with I-85. North of the I-75/I-85 split in Midtown Atlanta, I-75
turns to the northwest and intersects with the I-285 beltway around Atlanta. Between I-85 and
I-285, I-75 is ten lanes, with four general-purpose lanes, and a high-occupancy vehicle (HOV)
lane in each direction. North of I-285, I-75 widens to as many as 15 lanes and then narrows
again to eight then six lanes north of the I-575 interchange. I-575 travels northeasterly from its
interchange with I-75 in Cobb County into Cherokee County. Along the I-575 corridor, there are
four general-purpose lanes, two in each direction.
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1.4
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The Northwest Corridor Project would make improvements to I-75 and I-575 northwest of
Atlanta. The Preferred Alternative would extend the two existing I-75 managed lanes (HOV
lanes, one in each direction) that currently terminate at Akers Mill Road south of the I-75/I-285
interchange. Two new managed lanes would extend north to the I-75/I-575 interchange. A single
managed lane would continue north on I-75 from the I-75/I-575 interchange to just beyond
Hickory Grove Road. Similarly, a single managed lane would continue north on I-575 from the
I-75/I-575 interchange to the Sixes Road interchange. The new managed lanes on I-75 and
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1
2
3
4
5

I-575 would be reversible; meaning the directional flow of traffic in the lanes would change
during the day. During the morning peak commute period, the lanes would only accommodate
southbound traffic towards Atlanta. During the remainder of the day, the directional flow of the
traffic would be reversed to accommodate only northbound traffic towards the suburban
communities.

6

2.0 METHODOLOGY

7
8
9
10
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The indirect and cumulative effects (ICE) discussion for the Northwest Corridor Project (NWCP)
Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SDEIS) and Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) was based on the approach used in North Carolina by the North Carolina
Department of Transportation (NCDOT), including screening techniques to narrow the focus to
relevant resources and impacts.
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The NCDOT has had indirect and cumulative effects guidance in place since 2001. The NCDOT
procedures are in keeping with the process reflected in the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) handbook. In addition, the project team compared the NCDOT guidance with the April
2011 American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
Practitioner’s Handbook 12: Assessing Indirect Effects and Cumulative Impacts under NEPA.
This review found the guidance provided by NCDOT to be consistent with the information
provided in the Practitioner’s Handbook.

19
20

The approach for determining the potential indirect and cumulative effects of the NWCP
included:

21

Establishing the limits of the ICE study area and the reasons behind it.

22
23
24
25
26

Briefly describing the characteristics or notable features of the study area as defined
elsewhere in the EIS. Based on the analysis that was conducted for land use and the
technical studies (i.e. history, ecology, environmental justice, etc.) it was determined that
no highly unique or highly sensitive resources that would require special attention were
present.

27
28
29
30
31
32

Identifying past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions. These were based
on census data; population and growth trends including past, present and future land
uses based on data from comprehensive plans; records of planned residential,
commercial and industrial development; and planned transportation projects. This
information was included in the land use sections of both the SDEIS and FEIS, chapters
3 and 5.

33
34
35
36

Identifying resources which the project did not directly impact. If the project had no direct
impact on a particular resource, then it could not contribute to a cumulative impact on
that resource. In this case, no cumulative impact assessment related to that resource
was conducted.

37
38

Assessed the cumulative effects for the resources not exempted by the process listed in
the above bullet.

39

2.1

Indirect and Cumulative Effects - SDEIS

40
41

The study area for the assessment of indirect and cumulative effects for the project is linear, and
consisted of the existing highway, additional project right-of-way, adjoining neighborhoods, and
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1
2
3
4

connected ecosystems. The study area began at Akers Mill Road, just south of the I-285/I-75
interchange and extended northward to the intersection of I-75 and I-575, where it splits. It
continued on I-75 to the north terminus at Hickory Grove Road and followed I-575 to the second
terminus at Sixes Road.

5
6

The above area was considered to be the project limit of influence for cumulative effects based
on the following:

7
8

The project is not expected to induce changes to existing or planned land use (see SDEIS
Section 5.2).

9
10
11
12
13

Additional right-of-way requirements are limited. As described in Section 2.4.2.1, the project
would require approximately 150 feet of additional right-of-way between South Marietta
Parkway and Roswell Road and a maximum of 85 feet for the remainder of the alignment.
No additional right-of-way would be required for either I-75 or I-575 north of the I-75/I-575
interchange.

14
15
16
17

The area described captures the full area of neighborhoods and natural resources that could
be directly or indirectly affected by the project as well as by other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions and result in a cumulative impact on those
neighborhoods or natural resources.

18

2.1.1

Indirect Effects

19
20

The potential for the project to result in indirect effects was evaluated relative to Chapters 4 and
5 in the SDEIS (Traffic and Environmental Consequences).

21
22

Indirect effects could occur in the event project implementation resulted in one or both of the
following:

23

Development or redevelopment that is not currently planned for the study area

24

Traffic shifts on the existing surface street system

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

The land use analysis presented in the SDEIS, Section 5.2 concluded that the project would not
induce or shift patterns or intensity of existing or planned local or regional development or
redevelopment. The area of the project is largely developed and a pattern and intensity has been
well established. The project may cause some replacement development, potentially at the new
managed lane interchanges; however both existing zoning and comprehensive planning will limit
the scale and intensity to be similar to the existing development. Therefore, it was concluded that
the project would not affect land use, as it would be consistent with local and regional land use
plans. The project also would not affect existing or projected population, as the study area
population is anticipated to increase 37 percent from 746,788 to 1,026,162 between 2010 and
2035 (see Table 3-2).

35
36
37
38
39
40

The project also would not result in substantial shifts of traffic within the existing surface street
system, such that increases in traffic would be noticeable and/or require new traffic control
measures. The nature of the project is focused largely on trip reliability and only secondarily on
capacity improvements. Volume shifts are anticipated to be small on the adjacent surface street
system. The project was projected to result in a 1 to 3 percent decrease in average daily traffic
(ADT) on primary arterials that parallel I-75 and I-575.

41
42

No development or redevelopment or substantial shifts in traffic on the existing surface street
system were anticipated to be induced in the study area by the project. The proposed project
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1
2

was not anticipated to result in indirect impacts to community, cultural resources, natural
resources, or other physical features in the ICI study area.

3

2.1.2

4
5
6

Actions Considered
Within the ICI study area, past actions included those that resulted in a change from agricultural
and woodland uses to urban features that included:

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Cumulative Effects

Existing freeway and roadway system
Residential areas
Industrial facilities
Commercial areas.
Present actions included:
Proposed project
Current development and redevelopment and associated infrastructure.
Reasonably foreseeable future actions included:

15
16
17

Additional planned transportation improvements
Future planned development and redevelopment and associated infrastructure as discussed
in the SDEIS, Section 3.1.

18
19
20
21
22
23

Additional planned transportation improvements in the ICI study area are shown in Table 1.
Those listed as included in the No-Build Alternative were considered reasonably foreseeable.
These included projects listed as long range (RTP), as well as those shown as programmed for
implementation(TIP). The reasonably foreseeable projects could contribute to cumulative effects
to the extent their implementation would affect the same neighborhoods or natural resources as
the proposed project.

24
25
26
27

Potential development and redevelopment activities described in the City of Marietta
Comprehensive Plan 2006-2030 would occur in the vicinity of the project and other
transportation improvements in the study area. Therefore, the potential cumulative effects of
these activities also were addressed.

28
29
30
31

Effects Considered
Based on the methodology outlined in Section 2.0, potential cumulative effects of the project
were evaluated for acquisitions and displacements; land use; economic resources;
environmental justice; visual quality and aesthetics; noise; and water quality.

32

Acquisitions and Displacements

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

The SDEIS identified the potential for the displacement of six residential properties and six
business properties (11 businesses) by the Preferred Alternative. The relocations would occur
within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City of Marietta. The City’s comprehensive plan, City of
Marietta Comprehensive Plan 206-2030, outlined the city’s overall policy to foster growth and
development. The plan stated that high-density to moderate density-residential uses should be
added in areas of transit-oriented development. At the time of the SDEIS, no specific
programmed redevelopment projects for transit or other facilities were identified. The
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Table 1 Planned Highway Improvements Evaluated in ICI Study Area

1

Project

Roadway Segment

Miles
in ICI
Study Area

20.0

20.0

Northwest Corridor (I-75 and I 575 Managed Lanes

Akers Mill Road to Town Center Area on I-75; and I-75
to SR-20 on I-575

I-575 Widening (+2 lanes)

I-75 North to SR-5 Business in Cherokee County

20.1

20.1

I-285 North Managed Lanes (+4 lanes)

I-75 North in Cobb County to I-85 North in DeKalb County

13.2

2.3

I-285 West Managed Lanes (+4 lanes)

I-20 West in City of Atlanta to I-75 North in Cobb County

9.6

1.3

Shiloh Road/Shallowford Road (+2 lanes)

From Cherokee Street/Wade Green Road to Canton Road

4.8

4.0

Bells Ferry Road Widening (+2 lanes) – 3 projects

Southfork Way to North of Sixes Road

5.2

3.0

I-575 at Ridgewalk Parkway

New Interchange

N/A

N/A

5.9

5.9

US 41 Cobb Parkway Widening (+4 lanes) and Grade Separation Windy Ridge Parkway to SR 120 (North Marietta Parkway)
at Windy Hill Road – 5 projects
Big Shanty Road Widening (+2 lanes)

Busbee Parkway to Chastain Meadows Parkway
Chastain Meadows Parkway to Bells Ferry Road

0.7
0.4

0.7
0.4

Big Shanty Road Extension (4 lanes) – 2 projects

Busbee Parkway to Chastain Road

0.9

0.9

I-75 Improvements

I-285 North to Delk Road

N/A

N/A

1.0

1.0

South Barrett Parkway Reliever – Greers Chapel Road Widening US 41 (North Cobb Parkway) to Shiloh Valley Drive
(+2 lanes)

2

Total
Project
Miles

South Barrett Parkway Reliever – New Alignment (4 lanes)

Greers Chapel Road South of Intersection with Barrett
Parkway to Bells Ferry Road

1.6

1.6

Sixes Road Bridge Widening (+2 lanes)

At I-575

N/A

N/A

Sixes Road Widening (+2 lanes)

I-575 to Old SR 5 (Holly Springs Parkway)

0.3

0.3

Leland Drive Extension (+2 lanes widening; 4 lanes new)

Windy Hill Road to Terrell Mill Road

0.8

0.8

Windy Hill Road Westbound Widening (+1 lane)

East of Powers Ferry Road to Spectrum Circle

0.2

0.2

Powers Ferry Road Northbound Widening (+1 lane)

Wildwood Parkway to Terrell Mill Road

0.3

0.3

Jiles Road (+2 lanes)

Cherokee Street/Wade Green Road to US 41 (North Cobb
Parkway)

3.3

3.3

Source: ARC 2007
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

comprehensive plan also showed residential areas as remaining residential. One potential
highway widening project was identified that had the potential to affect neighborhoods and
businesses. The project, identified as a 5.9-mile widening and grade separation of US-41 (Cobb
Parkway) between Windy Ridge Parkway and SR 12 (North Marietta Parkway), was identified as
having the potential for displacements. The widening would occur exclusively within a business
area. Based on visual observation, indications were that the businesses had sufficient setback
and, while the widening could affect some business-related parking, no apparent displacements
would occur. As a result, it was determined that, other than the six residences and six business
properties affected by the Preferred Alternative, it was likely that other residences and
businesses would remain. Based on the above, a relatively small number of acquisitions and
displacements would be associated with the proposed project, City of Marietta land use plans,
and the Cobb Parkway widening project. The contribution of the proposed project to cumulative
effects of the identified transportation, development and redevelopment projects that might occur
in the future was anticipated to be negligible.

15

Environmental Justice

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

The SDEIS identified the potential displacement of six residences and 11 businesses the
Preferred Alternative. All of the affected residences and businesses were located in identified
minority and low-income neighborhoods. The residential displacements were scattered over
three different neighborhoods, while the businesses were concentrated in a single location.
Because of the relatively small number of residential displacements and the minimal effect on
the neighborhoods, the project contribution to the cumulative effect of displacements, when
combined with other development-related displacements of minority and low-income persons
was expected to be neglible.

24

Visual Quality and Aesthetics

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

As addressed in Section 5.8 of the SDEIS, the project was determined not affect visual character
of visually sensitive resources. It was anticipated to result in a moderate impact to visual quality.
In the context of visual effects, cumulative impacts would occur with implementation of multiple
projects in the same viewshed. Because of the existing urban and developing environment along
the I-75 and I-575 corridors and the scattered nature of the potential transportation and
development/redevelopment projects which would affect a range of discrete views and visual
settings, cumulative visual impacts were not anticipated.

32

Noise

33
34
35
36
37

The future year analysis includes projected traffic volumes and speeds for the project, forecasted
background traffic growth, traffic growth resulting from other planned and programmed projects
for the area and improvements in speed resulting from capacity improvements. As a result, the
noise impacts predicted in the noise analysis and presented in the SDEIS represent direct,
indirect and cumulative noise impacts in areas where the project could influence traffic.

38

Water Quality

39
40
41
42
43
44

The Preferred Alternative would require an additional 85 to 150 feet of right-of-way along the
approximately 10-mile segment between Akers Mill Road and the I-75/I-575 interchange. In the
SDEIS, the following impacts to water resources were identified: 17 acres of floodplain fill; 3,025
linear feet of surface water; and 0.3 acre of wetland. The surface water and wetland impacts
would be mitigated by withdrawals of mitigation credits from existing USACE-approved or
GDOT-owned stream and wetland mitigation banks.
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1

Figure 1 ICI Boundary-Surface Water

2
3
4
5

Source: Northwest Corridor Project Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement 2010 and Northwest Corridor Project
Final Environmental Impact Statement 2011.
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1
2
3

For floodplains, streams and wetlands, the 44,022-acre study area was evaluated for potential
cumulative effects on these resources. Figure 1 shows the ICI study boundary for these
resources.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Planned highway improvements in the ICI area are listed in Table 1. The potential impacts of
these projects to floodplains, streams and wetlands were calculated assuming a 500-foot radius
from the center of interchanges and intersections. The resulting potential impacts are discussed
below. The estimates are conservative, as the width/radius of many of the improvements
includes existing roadways where development has already occurred and the specific
characteristics of these projects is not known but are unlikely to affect the full width of such a
corridor.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

The ICI study area has an extensive network of streams and associated floodplains. Within the
ICI study area, floodplains comprise approximately 4,816 acres. The existing project right-of-way
includes about 138 acres of floodplain; the proposed project right-of-way includes less than 10
acres of additional floodplains since the majority of the project is located within existing right-ofway. The corridors for other planned highway improvements include approximately 142 acres of
floodplains based on the corridor width assumptions described above. As shown in Figure 1 , the
project corridor has 13 floodplain crossings with associated streams. Other planned highway
projects would have about eight floodplain crossings with associated streams.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

The project corridor is highly urbanized, with commercial, industrial, and residential development,
and the surrounding study area is becoming increasingly urban. Therefore, as noted above, the
area along the project corridor is mostly developed and, in some cases, older development may
be within 100-year floodplains and already taken into account in floodplain mapping. Current and
future development/redevelopment and associated infrastructure would occur within the
parameters of existing local ordinances that govern development in floodplains. These
ordinances avoid or minimize encroachments into floodplains and restrict land use that is
incompatible with the natural function of floodplains.

27
28
29
30

The future highway projects shown on Table 1 are governed by Executive Order 11988,
Floodplain Management; USDOT Order 5650.2, Floodplain Management and Protection; and
Title 23, Section 650 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Floodplain impacts and significant
encroachments are not permitted unless there is no practicable alternative.

31
32
33
34

Although, as described above, there is a potential for reasonably foreseeable future
transportation and development projects to affect floodplains, they would be required to comply
with the ordinances and regulations that restrict development in floodplains and affects on flood
elevations. Therefore no significant cumulative impact to floodplains is expected.

35
36
37
38
39

As shown on Figure 1, wetlands are scattered throughout the ICI study area. Most are within
floodplains and/or associated with navigable waters and, therefore are within USACE jurisdiction
under the Clean Water Act, with additional protection provided by the floodplain ordinances and
regulations described above. Two substantial wetland systems occur at the southerly and
northwest boundaries of the ICI study area.

40
41
42
43
44

Overall, jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands comprise approximately 1,312 acres of the
ICI study area. An estimated 1,021 acres of these wetlands are within floodplains. A few
wetlands may have been part of a larger system in the past. However, the pattern shown on
Figure 1 is characteristic of their location within Georgia’s piedmont region, where wetlands tend
to be relatively small and found along adjacent to streams.
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2
3
4
5
6

The wetlands within floodplains are unlikely to be affected by ongoing or future development
projects, as they would be protected by floodplain development restrictions. Future
development/redevelopment projects may have the potential to affect jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional wetlands that are outside of floodplains. However, these future projects will be
required to be in compliance with Sections 404 of the CWA, as amended, which require a permit
placement of fill in wetlands.

7
8
9
10
11
12

The proposed project is expected to affect 0.3-acre of jurisdictional wetland. Within the ICI study
area, 35 acres of wetlands are within planned highway improvement corridors using the
conservative assumptions described above. It can be expected that efforts will be made to avoid,
minimize, and mitigate wetland impacts in developing these projects as per Sections 404 of the
CWA, as amended and Executive Order 11990, which requires federal agencies to avoid use or
modification of wetlands unless there is no practicable alternative.

13
14
15
16

Cumulative impacts to wetlands within floodplains are not anticipated, both because no notable
wetland systems would be affected by a combination of projects that would substantially
deteriorate their function and small wetland impacts would be avoided, minimized, or mitigated
by federal law and regulation.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Streams in the ICI study area are shown on Figure 1 . As shown on Figure 1, approximately 119
miles of jurisdictional streams are within the ICI study area and are subject to regulation by the
USACE in accordance with requirements of the CWA. The project corridor has 19 stream crossings.
No new crossings are required by the project. Based on available data, approximately four miles of
streams are within the corridors of future projects using the corridor width assumptions described
above, which would include about nine stream crossings. New development/ redevelopment and
future transportation projects affecting streams would be required to implement stream protection
measures in accordance with requirements of the Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Act of 1975,
as amended and implemented by the GDNR, Environmental Protection Division. These measures
include provision of a 25-foot vegetative buffer for warm-water non-trout streams and a 50-foot
vegetative buffer for cold water trout streams. Encroachments to these buffers generally require a
stream buffer variance that includes requirements for erosion control measures.

29
30
31
32
33
34

Other requirements for land-disturbing activities that may result in soil erosion and sedimentation
include best management practices such as minimizing cut and fill, timely vegetation and
revegetation, trapping runoff by use of debris basins, sediment basins, silt traps or similar measures.
Also, permits require submittal of erosion and sedimentation control plans. Therefore, although
streams could be affected by reasonably foreseeable future actions, based on protection
requirements, cumulative impacts to streams and related effects to water quality are not anticipated.

35
36
36
37
37
38
38
39
40
39
41
40
42
41
43
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

2.2

Indirect and Cumulative Effects - FEIS

The study area for the assessment of cumulative effects for the project is linear, and consisted of
the existing highway, additional project right-of-way, adjoining neighborhoods, and connected
ecosystems. The study area began at Akers Mill Road, just south of the I-285/I-75 interchange
and extended northward to the intersection of I-75 and I-575, where it splits. It continued on I-75
to the north terminus at Hickory Grove Road and followed I-575 to the second terminus at Sixes
Road.
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3
4

The above area was considered to be the project limit of influence for cumulative effects based
on the following:
The project is not expected to induce changes to existing or planned land use (see FEIS,
Section 5.2).

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Additional right-of-way requirements are limited. As shown in Table 2-8, except for one
segment, no more than 110 feet of right-of-way would generally be anticipated for the new
reversible lane system, including the new managed-lane interchanges and slip ramps.
However, up to about 150 feet of additional right-of-way would be required between South
Marietta Parkway and SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road. Additional right-of-way would be required
for the relocation of Frey’s Gin Road at its intersection with SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road. No
additional right-of-way would be required along I-75 between the I-75/I-575 interchange and
Hickory Grove Road.

13
14
15
16

The area described captures the full area of neighborhoods and natural resources that could
be directly or indirectly affected by the project as well as by other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions and result in a cumulative impact on those
neighborhoods or natural resources.

17

2.2.1

Indirect Effects

18
19

Indirect effects could occur in the event project implementation resulted in one or both of the
following:

20

Development or redevelopment that is not currently planned for the study area.

21

Traffic shifts on the existing surface street system.

22

Existing and Future Land Use Trends and Induced Development

23
24
25
26

According to long-term population projections (see FEIS, Table 3-3) and employment forecasts
(see FEIS, Table 3-10), the region is predicted to continue to maintain its long term growth
pattern, despite the recession, regardless of whether or not the Preferred Alternative is selected
and implemented.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Each local government in Georgia is required to prepare and implement a comprehensive plan
consistent with Georgia Planning Act of 1989. The ARC, Cobb and Cherokee Counties, and the
cities of Marietta, Smyrna, Acworth, Kennesaw, and Woodstock are responsible for developing
land use plans, policies and strategies within the study area. The policies provide the basis for
zoning, growth management and land use restrictions. The current regional plan and local
comprehensive plans and their accompanying future land use maps portray a continued focus
on higher density development capable of serving regional markets and trade areas and areas
that provide the retail and service needs of several neighborhoods and communities,
encouraging low to medium intensity office, retail and commercial service. They also focus
residential development away from the areas immediately adjacent to I-75 and in areas along I575 northeast of the I-75/I-575 interchange. These plans and policies were developed with
public and local agency input and represent the communities’ vision for the future. These plans
and policies project continued long-term population and employment growth regardless of
whether or not the Preferred Alternative is selected and implemented.

41
42
43

The Preferred Alternative was developed as a way to manage congestion and provide trip
reliability created by the already established land use patterns in the region. The land use plans
and future land use maps for the area paint a vision of continued growth with a focus on higher
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1
2
3
4
5

density development along the I-75 corridor and residential development beyond that and along
I-575. Given the current and projected residential and employment trends and the future land
use plans for the area, the Preferred Alternative is not likely alter development trends in the area
or induce development that is not already planned for development would be planned according
to the local jurisdictions.

6

Traffic Shifts

7
8
9
10
11

The project would not result in substantial shifts of traffic within the existing surface street system
such that increases in traffic would be noticeable and/or require new traffic control measures.
The project is projected to result in a 1 to 3 percent decrease in average daily traffic (ADT) on
primary arterials that parallel I-75 and I-575 (Traffic Technical Report, Parsons Brinckerhoff,
2011).

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

These traffic shifts are the result of the complex and interrelated factors caused by the limited
new capacity in the I-75 and I-575 corridors. The construction of the managed lanes adds some
additional capacity to the project area as a whole, and to I-75 and I-575 in particular. This added
capacity would be expected to cause a shift in traffic from parallel facilities such as US-41/Cobb
Parkway. This is logical due to overall improvements in travel time on I-75 and I-575 in both the
managed and general purpose lanes. The shift, however, would not be expected to be one-toone. Rather, less traffic would shift from the parallel primary arterials than is forecast in the
managed lanes. This would cause a reduction in travel times for the general-purpose lanes
under the Preferred Alternative in comparison to the No-Build Alternative.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

In the traffic analysis, some minor changes in traffic patterns were noted with the construction of
the four new managed lane/local access interchanges on I-75. The new interchanges would add
traffic to the cross streets at Terrell Mill Road, SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road, Big Shanty Road, and
Hickory Grove Road. However the peak hour volumes are relatively small due to the single- or
two-lane capacity of the managed lanes and the distribution of this traffic across 4 new
interchanges. These volume increases were not substantial enough to require any overall
improvements to the roadways beyond the immediate interchange ramps. Some minor volume
changes were noted at the existing and planned managed lane interchange locations on I-75
due to redistribution to the new managed lane interchanges. None of these changes
necessitated any changes in the existing roadway configurations.

31
32
33

A modal shift of trips to transit vehicles was also noted in the analysis. This shift reduced the
overall traffic volume in the corridor under the Preferred Alternative, while the number of trips
remained constant. In addition, more trips were made in higher capacity transit vehicles.

34
35

No development or redevelopment or substantial shifts in traffic on the existing surface street
system are expected to be induced in the study area by the project.

36

2.2.2

37
38
39

Actions Considered
Within the ICI study area, past actions include those that have resulted in a change from
agricultural and woodland uses to urban features that include:

Cumulative Effects

40

Existing freeway and roadway system;

41

Residential areas;

42

Industrial facilities; and
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1
2

Commercial areas.
Present actions include:

3

Proposed project; and

4

Current development and redevelopment and associated infrastructure.

5

Reasonably foreseeable future actions include:

6

Additional planned transportation improvements; and

7
8

Future planned development and redevelopment and associated infrastructure as discussed
in the FEIS, Section 3.1.2.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Additional planned transportation improvements in the study area are shown in Table 2. These
include projects listed as long range, as well as those shown as programmed for implementation
(Transportation Improvement Plan). The reasonably foreseeable projects could contribute to
cumulative effects to the extent their implementation would affect the same neighborhoods or
natural resources as the proposed project.

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

The Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan (GDOT, 2010a) identifies a regional system of
interconnected managed lanes throughout the Atlanta area. The regional system of managed
lanes is of limited capacity, providing one or two travel lanes, sometimes in a reversible lane
configuration and sometimes as bi-directional facilities. The facilities are all to be dynamically
tolled, providing the opportunity to operationally manage usage by varying the toll rate. This
enables the lanes to achieve a consistent travel time in comparison to the adjacent generalpurpose lanes and a revenue stream to assist in paying for construction.
The construction of the lanes provide some limited congestion relief benefit, however by design
and operation they are intended to be free flow facilities with few lanes. They do not, nor are they
intended to, resolve or even substantially improve congestion in the general-purpose lanes.
Since they are limited capacity facilities and are tolled, the implementation of the regional plan is
unlikely to impact growth and development in the Northwest Corridor either indirectly or
cumulatively.
In December 2010, Cobb County was awarded $1.3 million from the Federal Transit
Administration through the Alternatives Analysis Grant Program to conduct an Alternatives
Analysis for a potential transit project along US 41/I-75 from the MARTA Arts Center Station in
Atlanta to Acworth. This route is directly parallel and close to the alignment of the Preferred
Alternative. As this evaluation had not yet begun at the time of the FEIS, it was not considered.
Potential development and redevelopment activities described in the City of Marietta
Comprehensive Plan 2006-2030, The Roadmap to Marietta’s Future (Marietta, 2006) would
occur in the vicinity of the project and other transportation improvements in the study area.

Effects Considered
Based on the methodology outlined in Section 2.0, potential cumulative effects of the project
were evaluated for acquisitions and displacements; land use; economic resources;
environmental justice; visual quality and aesthetics; air quality; noise; and water quality.

43
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Table 2 Planned Highway Capacity Improvements in the ICI Study Area

1

Project
Northwest Corridor (I-75 and I-575) Managed Lanes
I-575 Widening (+2 lanes)
I-285 North Managed Lanes (+4 lanes)
I-285 West Managed Lanes (+4 lanes)
Shiloh Rd/Shallowford Rd (+2 lanes)
Bells Ferry Rd Widening (+2 lanes) – 3 projects
I-575 at Ridgewalk Pkwy
US 41 Cobb Pkwy Widening (+4 lanes) and Grade
Separation at Windy Hill Rd – 5 projects
Big Shanty Rd Widening (+2 lanes)
Big Shanty Rd Extension (4 lanes) – 2 projects
I-75 Improvements
South Barrett Pkwy Reliever – Greers Chapel Rd Widening
(+2 lanes)
South Barrett Pkwy Reliever – New Alignment (4 lanes)
Sixes Rd Bridge Widening (+2 lanes)
Sixes Rd Widening (+2 lanes)
Leland Dr Extension (+2 lanes widening, 4 lanes new)
Windy Hill Rd Westbound Widening (+1 lane)
Powers Ferry Rd Northbound Widening (+1 lane)
Jiles Rd (+2 lanes)

2
3
4

Length
(miles)
20.0
20.1
13.2
9.6
4.8
5.2
N/A
5.9

Status
Programmed
Long Range
Programmed
Long Range
Programmed
Programmed
Programmed
Long Range

Included in
No-Build?
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Busbee Pkwy to Chastain Meadows Pkwy
Chastain Meadows Pkwy to Bells Ferry Rd
Busbee Pkwy to Chastain Rd
I-285 North to Delk Rd
US 41 (North Cobb Pkwy) to Shiloh Valley Dr

0.7
0.4
0.9
N/A
1.0

Programmed
Long Range
Programmed
Programmed
Programmed

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Greers Chapel Rd South of Intersection with Barrett Pkwy to Bells Ferry Rd
At I-575
I-575 to Old SR 5 (Holly Springs Pkwy)
Windy Hill Rd to Terrell Mill Rd
East of Powers Ferry Rd to Spectrum Cir
Wildwood Pkwy to Terrell Mill Rd
Cherokee St/Wade Green Rd to US 41 (North Cobb Pkwy)

1.6
N/A
0.3
0.8
0.2
0.3
3.3

Long Range
Programmed
Programmed
Programmed
Programmed
Programmed
Programmed

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Roadway Segment
Akers Mill Rd to Town Center Area on I-75 and I-75 to SR 20 on I-575
I-75 North to SR 5 Business in Cherokee County
I-75 North in Cobb County to I-85 North in DeKalb County
I-20 West in Atlanta to I-75 North in Cobb County
From Cherokee St/Wade Green Rd to Canton Rd
Southfork Way to North of Sixes Rd
New Interchange
Windy Ridge Pkwy to SR 120 (North Marietta Pkwy)

Note: The length of Project 1 was not correctly reflected in the Envision6 TIP through Amendment 7. The correct project length is 29.7 miles.
N/A = Not Applicable.
Source: ARC, 2009d.
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1

Acquisitions and Displacements

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

The FEIS identified the potential for the displacement of six residential properties and seven
business properties (12 businesses) by the Preferred Alternative. The relocations would occur
within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City of Marietta. The City’s comprehensive plan, City of
Marietta Comprehensive Plan 206-2030, outlined the city’s overall policy to foster growth and
development. The plan stated that high-density to moderate density-residential uses should be
added in areas of transit-oriented development. At the time of the FEIS, no specific programmed
redevelopment projects for transit or other facilities were identified. The comprehensive plan also
showed residential areas as remaining residential. One potential highway widening project was
identified that had the potential to affect neighborhoods and businesses. The project, identified
as a 5.9-mile widening and grade separation of US 41 (Cobb Parkway) between Windy Ridge
Parkway and SR 12 (North Marietta Parkway), was identified as having the potential for
displacements. The widening would occur exclusively within a business area. Based on visual
observation, indications were that the businesses had sufficient setback and, while the widening
could affect some business-related parking, no apparent displacements would occur. As a result,
it was determined that, other than the six residences and six business properties affected by the
Preferred Alternative, it was likely that other residences and businesses would remain. Based on
the above, a relatively small number of acquisitions and displacements would be associated with
the proposed project, City of Marietta land use plans, and the Cobb Parkway widening project.
The contribution of the proposed project to cumulative effects of the identified transportation,
development and redevelopment projects that might occur in the future was anticipated to be
negligible.

23

Land Use

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Cumulative impacts on land use could vary substantially depending on land use and growth
policies and strategies put in place by the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC), Cobb County
and the City of Marietta and other agencies and local governments responsible for land use
planning and policies. If the current policies are followed, most new residential development
would be focused in areas away from regional and community centers and most nonresidential
development would be focused along major arterials, highway interchanges, and high-capacity
mass transit routes and collectors. If the land use policies are not followed and enforced through
zoning and other means, then residential and commercial development could spread outside
areas targeted for growth. This is true regardless of whether the No-Build or Preferred
Alternative is selected and implemented.

34

Economic Resources

35
36
37
38

As with land use, cumulative impacts on economic resources could vary substantially depending
on whether growth policies and strategies are followed. If growth occurs outside the areas
targeted for growth, the local jurisdictions could experience increased costs to provide and
maintain services.

39
40
41
42
43
44

The Preferred Alternative, in combination with other planned improvements could enhance
investment, productivity and economic activity in the Northwest Corridor. For example, in 2035 it
is estimated that without implementation of the Preferred Alternative, 300,000 households would
be within a 45-minute drive of the Cumberland activity/employment center in the afternoon peak
period. With the managed lanes, this number would grow to 700,000, a 130 percent increase in
total households with access to this vital employment center (HNTB, 2011).

45
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1

Environmental Justice

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The FEIS identified the potential displacement of six residences and 12 businesses the
Preferred Alternative. All of the affected residences and businesses were located in identified
minority and low-income neighborhoods. The residential displacements were scattered over
three different neighborhoods, while the businesses were concentrated in a single location.
Because of the relatively small number of residential displacements and the minimal effect on
the neighborhoods, the project contribution to the cumulative effect of displacements, when
combined with other development-related displacements of minority and low-income persons
was expected to be neglible.

10
11
12
13

An evaluation of the social equity effects of the Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan
was completed in January 2010 (HNTB, 2010). The study concluded that environmental justice
communities are not disproportionately impacted by managed lanes and that the congestion
reduction resulted in the potential for air quality benefits.

14
15
16
17
18

An earlier study, HOT Lane Environmental Justice Analysis (SRTA, 2006) that looked at the
effects of tolling on environmental justice populations found that while regional implementation of
HOT lanes did not appear to disproportionately impact any particular group when it did not
include converting existing HOV or SOV lanes to HOT operation, implementation of HOT lanes
would create localized environmental justice concerns.

19
20
21
22
23

In summary, while the cumulative effect of the Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System on
environmental justice populations in the study area is not anticipated to be disproportionate,
some areas of concern do exist. Key methods of addressing these concerns include an
educational campaign, inclusive payment methods (e.g. a cash payment option) and access to
information regarding the operations and benefits of managed lanes.

24

Visual Quality and Aesthetics

25
26
27
28
29
30

As addressed in Section 5.8 of the FEIS, the Preferred Alternative would not affect visual
character or visually sensitive resources. It would, however, result in a moderate effect on visual
quality, as vertical structures associated with the managed lanes would be visible from some
locations. Also, where the freeway is at- or above-grade, it would be seen from adjacent
properties. Mitigation would include context–sensitive finishes for walls and to enhance areas
where the project can be seen from adjacent properties and roadways.

31
32
33
34
35

In the context of visual effects, cumulative impacts would occur with implementation of multiple
projects in the same viewshed. Because of the existing urban and developing environment
along the I-75 and I-575 corridors and scattered nature of the potential transportation and
development/redevelopment projects, which would affect a range of discrete views and visual
settings, cumulative visual impacts were not anticipated.

36

Air Quality

37
38
39
40
41

The cumulative effect of the past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions within the study
area are not expected to adversely affect air quality in the region. The proposed project is
included in the ARC’s recently adopted PLAN 2040 RTP (ARC 2011b). A conformity
determination conducted for this RTP was updated for the FY 2012-2017 TIP (ARC, 2011c) and
the Volume II: PLAN 2040 Conformity Determination Report (ARC, 2011d).

42
43

The results of the eight-hour ozone emissions analysis conducted for the PLAN 2040 RTP and
the FY 2012-2017 TIP demonstrated adherence to the 20-county motor vehicle emission
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1
2
3

budgets established in the Atlanta Early Progress State Implementation Plan (73 FR 9206). As
such, PLAN 2040 RTP and the FY 2012-2017 TIP have demonstrated conformity to the
eight-hour ozone standard.

4
5
6
7

The results of the PM2.5 emissions analysis conducted for the PLAN 2040 RTP and the FY
2012-2017 TIP demonstrated adherence to the level of emissions necessary to meet the No
Greater Than Base Year Test. As such, the PLAN 2040 RTP and FY 2012-2017 TIP have
demonstrated conformity to the annual PM2.5 standard.

8
9
10
11
12
13

Based on the technical analysis conducted by ARC, it has been determined that the PLAN 2040
RTP and the FY 2012-2017 TIP demonstrate compliance with the Clean Air Act, as amended in
1990, in accordance with all conformity requirements detailed in 40 CFR Parts 51 and 93 and 23
CFR Part 45. As the proposed project is part of both the PLAN 2040 RTP and the FY
2012-2017 TIP, cumulative impacts are not expect to adversely affect the air quality in the
region.

14

Noise

15
16
17
18
19
20

For noise, the future year analysis includes projected traffic volumes and speeds for the project,
forecasted background traffic growth, traffic growth resulting from other planned and
programmed projects for the area and improvements in speed resulting from capacity
improvements. As a result, the noise impacts predicted in the noise analysis and presented in
the SDEIS and FEIS represent direct, indirect and cumulative noise impacts in areas where the
project could influence traffic.

21

Water Quality

22
23
24
25
26
27

The Preferred Alternative would require an additional 85 to 150 feet of right-of-way along the
approximately 10-mile segment between Akers Mill Road and the I-75/I-575 interchange. In the
FEIS, the following impacts to water resources were identified: 17 acres of floodplain fill; 3,025
linear feet of surface water; and 0.3 acre of wetland. The surface water and wetland impacts
would be mitigated by withdrawals of mitigation credits from existing USACE-approved or
GDOT-owned stream and wetland mitigation banks.

28
29
30

For floodplains, streams and wetlands, the 44,022-acre study area was evaluated for potential
cumulative effects on these resources. Figure 1 shows the ICI study boundary for these
resources.

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Planned highway improvements in the ICI area are listed in Table 2. The potential impacts of
these projects to floodplains, streams and wetlands were calculated assuming a 500-foot radius
from the center of interchanges and intersections. The resulting potential impacts are discussed
below. The estimates are conservative, as the width/radius of many of the improvements
includes existing roadways where development has already occurred and the specific
characteristics of these projects is not known but are unlikely to affect the full width of such a
corridor.

38
39
40
41
42
43

The ICI study area has an extensive network of streams and associated floodplains. Within the
ICI study area, floodplains comprise approximately 4,816 acres. The existing project right-of-way
includes about 138 acres of floodplain; the proposed project right-of-way includes less than 10
acres of additional floodplains since the majority of the project is located within existing right-ofway. The corridors for other planned highway improvements include approximately 142 acres of
floodplains based on the corridor width assumptions described above. As shown in Figure 1, the
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1
2

project corridor has 13 floodplain crossings with associated streams. Other planned highway
projects would have about eight floodplain crossings with associated streams.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The project corridor is highly urbanized, with commercial, industrial, and residential development,
and the surrounding study area is becoming increasingly urban. Therefore, as noted above, the
area along the project corridor is mostly developed and, in some cases, older development may
be within 100-year floodplains and already taken into account in floodplain mapping. Current and
future development/redevelopment and associated infrastructure would occur within the
parameters of existing local ordinances that govern development in floodplains. These
ordinances avoid or minimize encroachments into floodplains and restrict land use that is
incompatible with the natural function of floodplains.

11
12
13
14

The future highway projects shown on Table 1 are governed by Executive Order 11988,
Floodplain Management; USDOT Order 5650.2, Floodplain Management and Protection; and
Title 23, Section 650 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Floodplain impacts and significant
encroachments are not permitted unless there is no practicable alternative.

15
16
17
18

Although, as described above, there is a potential for reasonably foreseeable future
transportation and development projects to affect floodplains, they would be required to comply
with the ordinances and regulations that restrict development in floodplains and affects on flood
elevations. Therefore no significant cumulative impact to floodplains is expected.

19
20
21
22
23

As shown on Figure 1, wetlands are scattered throughout the ICI study area. Most are within
floodplains and/or associated with navigable waters and, therefore are within USACE jurisdiction
under the Clean Water Act, with additional protection provided by the floodplain ordinances and
regulations described above. Two substantial wetland systems occur at the southerly and
northwest boundaries of the ICI study area.

24
25
26
27
28

Overall, jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands comprise approximately 1,312 acres of the
ICI study area. An estimated 1,021 acres of these wetlands are within floodplains. A few
wetlands may have been part of a larger system in the past. However, the pattern shown on
Figure 1 is characteristic of their location within Georgia’s piedmont region, where wetlands tend
to be relatively small and found along adjacent to streams.

29
30
31
32
33
34

The wetlands within floodplains are unlikely to be affected by ongoing or future development
projects, as they would be protected by floodplain development restrictions. Future
development/redevelopment projects may have the potential to affect jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional wetlands that are outside of floodplains. However, these future projects will be
required to be in compliance with Sections 404 of the CWA, as amended, which require a permit
placement of fill in wetlands.

35
36
37
38
39
40

The proposed project is expected to affect 0.3-acre of jurisdictional wetland. Within the ICI study
area, 35 acres of wetlands are within planned highway improvement corridors using the
conservative assumptions described above. It can be expected that efforts will be made to avoid,
minimize, and mitigate wetland impacts in developing these projects as per Sections 404 of the
CWA, as amended and Executive Order 11990, which requires federal agencies to avoid use or
modification of wetlands unless there is no practicable alternative.

41
42
43
44

Cumulative impacts to wetlands within floodplains are not anticipated, both because no notable
wetland systems would be affected by a combination of projects that would substantially
deteriorate their function and small wetland impacts would be avoided, minimized, or mitigated
by federal law and regulation.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Streams in the ICI study area are shown on Figure 1 . As shown, approximately 119 miles of
jurisdictional streams are within the ICI study area and are subject to regulation by the USACE in
accordance with requirements of the CWA. The project corridor has 19 stream crossings. No new
crossings are required by the project. Based on available data, approximately four miles of streams
are within the corridors of future projects using the corridor width assumptions described above,
which would include about nine stream crossings. New development/ redevelopment and future
transportation projects affecting streams would be required to implement stream protection measures
in accordance with requirements of the Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Act of 1975, as
amended and implemented by the GDNR, Environmental Protection Division. These measures
include provision of a 25-foot vegetative buffer for warm-water non-trout streams and a 50-foot
vegetative buffer for cold water trout streams. Encroachments to these buffers generally require a
stream buffer variance that includes requirements for erosion control measures.

13
14
15
16
17
18

Other requirements for land-disturbing activities that may result in soil erosion and sedimentation
include best management practices such as minimizing cut and fill, timely vegetation and revegetation, trapping runoff by use of debris basins, sediment basins, silt traps or similar measures.
Also, permits require submittal of erosion and sedimentation control plans. Therefore, although
streams could be affected by reasonably foreseeable future actions, based on protection
requirements, cumulative impacts to streams and related effects to water quality are not anticipated.

19

2.3

20
21
22
23
24
25

The study area for the assessment of cumulative effects for the project is linear, and consisted of
the existing highway, additional project right-of-way, adjoining neighborhoods, and connected
ecosystems. The study area began at Akers Mill Road, just south of the I-285/I-75 interchange
and extended northward to the intersection of I-75 and I-575, where it splits. It continued on I-75
to the north terminus at Hickory Grove Road and followed I-575 to the second terminus at Sixes
Road.

26
27

The above area was considered to be the project limit of influence for cumulative effects based
on the following:

Indirect and Cumulative Effects - 2013 FEIS Reevaluation

28
29

The project is not expected to induce changes to existing or planned land use (see FEIS,
Section 5.2).

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Additional right-of-way requirements are limited. Except for one segment, no more than 110
feet of right-of-way would generally be anticipated for the new reversible lane system,
including the new managed-lane interchanges and slip ramps. However, up to about 150
feet of additional right-of-way would be required between South Marietta Parkway and SR 3
Conn/Roswell Road. Additional right-of-way would be required for the relocation of Frey’s
Gin Road at its intersection with SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road. No additional right-of-way would
be required along I-75 between the I-75/I-575 interchange and Hickory Grove Road.

37
38
39
40

The area described captures the full area of neighborhoods and natural resources that could
be directly or indirectly affected by the project as well as by other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions and result in a cumulative impact on those
neighborhoods or natural resources.

41

2.3.1

Indirect Effects

42
43

Indirect effects could occur in the event project implementation resulted in one or both of the
following:
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1

Development or redevelopment that is not currently planned for the study area.

2

Traffic shifts on the existing surface street system.

3

Existing and Future Land Use Trends and Induced Development

4
5
6
7

According to long-term population projections (see FEIS, Table 3-3) and employment forecasts
(see FEIS, Table 3-10), the region is predicted to continue to maintain its long term growth
pattern despite the current recession regardless of whether or not the Preferred Alternative is
selected and implemented.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Each local government in Georgia is required to prepare and implement a comprehensive plan
consistent with Georgia Planning Act of 1989. The ARC, Cobb and Cherokee Counties, and the
cities of Marietta, Smyrna, Acworth, Kennesaw, and Woodstock are responsible for developing
land use plans, policies and strategies within the study area. The policies provide the basis for
zoning, growth management and land use restrictions. The current regional plan and local
comprehensive plans and their accompanying future land use maps portray a continued focus
on higher density development capable of serving regional markets and trade areas and areas
that provide the retail and service needs of several neighborhoods and communities,
encouraging low to medium intensity office, retail and commercial service. They also focus
residential development away from the areas immediately adjacent to I-75 and in areas along I575 northeast of the I-75/I-575 interchange. These plans and policies were developed with
public and local agency input and represent the communities’ vision for the future. These plans
and policies project continued long-term population and employment growth regardless of
whether or not the Preferred Alternative is selected and implemented.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

The Preferred Alternative was developed as a way to manage congestion created by the already
established land use patterns in the region and provide trip reliability. The land use plans and
future land use maps for the area paint a vision of continued growth with a focus on higher
density development along the I-75 corridor and residential development beyond that and along
I-575. Given the current and projected residential and employment trends and the future land
use plans for the area, the Preferred Alternative is not likely alter development trends in the area
or induce development that is not already planned for development would be planned according
to the local jurisdictions.

30

Traffic Shifts

31
32
33
34
35

The project would not result in substantial shifts of traffic within the existing surface street system
such that increases in traffic would be noticeable and/or require new traffic control measures.
The project is projected to result in a 1 to 3 percent decrease in average daily traffic (ADT) on
primary arterials that parallel I-75 and I-575 (Traffic Technical Report 2013 Addendum, Parsons
Brinckerhoff, 2013).

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

These traffic shifts are the result of the complex and interrelated factors caused by the limited
new capacity in the I-75 and I-575 corridors. The construction of the managed lanes adds some
additional capacity to the project area as a whole, and to I-75 and I-575 in particular. This added
capacity would be expected to cause a shift in traffic from parallel facilities such as US-41/Cobb
Parkway. This is logical due to overall improvements in travel time on I-75 and I-575 in both the
managed and general purpose lanes. The shift, however, would not be expected to be one-toone. Rather, less traffic would shift from the parallel primary arterials than is forecast in the
managed lanes. This would cause a reduction in travel times for the general-purpose lanes
under the Preferred Alternative in comparison to the No-Build Alternative.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

In the traffic analysis, some minor changes in traffic patterns were noted with the construction of
the four new managed lane/local access interchanges on I-75. The new interchanges would add
traffic to the cross streets at Terrell Mill Road, SR 3 Conn/Roswell Road, Big Shanty Road, and
Hickory Grove Road. However the peak hour volumes are relatively small due to the single- or
two-lane capacity of the managed lanes and the distribution of this traffic across 4 new
interchanges. These volume increases were not substantial enough to require any overall
improvements to the roadways beyond the immediate interchange ramps. Some minor volume
changes were noted at the existing and planned managed lane interchange locations on I-75
due to redistribution to the new managed lane interchanges. None of these changes
necessitated any changes in the existing roadway configurations.

11
12
13

A modal shift of trips to transit vehicles was also noted in the analysis. This shift reduced the
overall traffic volume in the corridor under the Preferred Alternative, while the number of trips
remained constant. In addition, more trips were made in higher capacity transit vehicles.

14
15

No development or redevelopment or substantial shifts in traffic on the existing surface street
system are expected to be induced in the study area by the project.

16

2.3.2

17
18
19

Actions Considered
Within the ICI study area, past actions include those that have resulted in a change from
agricultural and woodland uses to urban features that include:

Cumulative Effects

20

Existing freeway and roadway system;

21

Residential areas;

22

Industrial facilities; and

23

Commercial areas.

24

Present actions include:

25

Proposed project; and

26

Current development and redevelopment and associated infrastructure.

27

Reasonably foreseeable future actions include:

28

Additional planned transportation improvements; and

29
30

Future planned development and redevelopment and associated infrastructure as discussed
in the FEIS, Section 3.1.2.

31
32
33
34
35
36

Additional planned transportation improvements in the ICI study area are shown in Table 3.
These projects are considered reasonably foreseeable and include projects listed as long range
(Plan 2040), as well as those shown as programmed for implementation (Transportation
Improvement Plan). The reasonably foreseeable projects could contribute to cumulative effects
to the extent their implementation would affect the same neighborhoods or natural resources as
the proposed project.
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Table 3 Planned Highway Capacity Improvements in the ICI Study Area

1

Project
Northwest Corridor (I-75 and I-575) Managed Lanes

2

I-285 North Managed Lanes (+4 lanes)
Bells Ferry Road Widening (+2 lanes) – 3 projects
US 41 (+2 lanes)
Big Shanty Road Widening (+2 lanes)
I-75 North
Leland Drive Extension (+2 lanes widening, 4 lanes new)
Windy Hill Road Westbound Only (+1 lane)
Busbee Frey Connector (4 lanes new)
Powers Ferry Road Northbound Only (+1 lane)
Source: ARC, 2013

Roadway Segment
At Akers Mill Road to Hickory Grove Road on I-75 and from I-75 to
Sixes Road on I-575
I-75 North in Cobb County to I-85 North in DeKalb County
Southfork Way to North of Sixes Road
Windy Ridge Parkway to SR 120 Loop (North Marietta Parkway)
Chastain Meadows Parkway to Bells Ferry Road
From I-285 North to Delk Road
From Windy Hill Road to Terrell Mill Road
From East of Powers Ferry Road to Spectrum Circle
From Busbee Parkway to Frey Road
From Wildwood Parkway to Terrell Mill Road
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Status
No-Build?
29.7 Programmed
No
13.1
5.2
5.9
0.4
0.5
0.8
0.2
2.0
0.3

Programmed
Programmed
Programmed
Long Range
Long Range
Programmed
Programmed
Programmed
Programmed
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

The Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan (GDOT, 2010a) identifies a regional system of
interconnected managed lanes throughout the Atlanta area. The regional system of managed
lanes is of limited capacity, providing one or two travel lanes, sometimes in a reversible lane
configuration and sometimes as bi-directional facilities. The facilities are all to be dynamically
tolled, providing the opportunity to operationally manage usage by varying the toll rate. This
enables the lanes to achieve a consistent travel time in comparison to the adjacent generalpurpose lanes and a revenue stream to assist in paying for construction.
The construction of the lanes provide some limited congestion relief benefit, however by design
and operation they are intended to be free flow facilities with few lanes. They do not, nor are they
intended to, resolve or even substantially improve congestion in the general-purpose lanes.
Since they are limited capacity facilities and are tolled, the implementation of the regional plan is
unlikely to impact growth and development in the Northwest Corridor either indirectly or
cumulatively.
Potential development and redevelopment activities described in the City of Marietta
Comprehensive Plan 2006-2030, The Roadmap to Marietta’s Future (Marietta, 2006) would
occur in the vicinity of the project and other transportation improvements in the study area.

22
23
24

Effects Considered
Based on the methodology outlined in Section 2.0, potential cumulative effects of the project
were evaluated for acquisitions and displacements; land use; economic resources;
environmental justice; visual quality and aesthetics; air quality; noise; and water quality.

25

Acquisitions and Displacements

26
27
28

The number of full, partial and total acquisitions was incorrectly stated in the FEIS. The FEIS
identified 13 full acquisitions and 63 partial acquisitions, for a total of 76 acquisitions. The correct
number is 14 full acquisitions and 65 partial acquisitions for a total of 79 acquisitions.

29
30
31

The two additional partial acquisitions are from parcels in the southeast quadrant of I-285 and
South Cobb Parkway. The proposed right-of-way line is shown on Sheet H-8 of Volume 2 of the
FEIS, but no parcel numbers were shown and the parcels were not counted in the table.

32
33
34
35
36

The additional full acquisition is from a parcel in the southwest quadrant of I-75 and Roswell
Road. The proposed right-of-way line is shown on Sheet H-8 of Volume 2 of the FEIS, but no
parcel number was shown and the parcel was not counted in the table. While this parcel is an
acquisition, there are no standing structures on it and the acquisition does not result in a
relocation or displacement.

37
38
39
40

While the number of acquisitions has changed as a result of the parcel numbers being added,
the right-of-way for the proposed project has not changed. The number of residential and
commercial displacements has not changed. There are no additional impacts to minority or lowincome populations.

41
42
43
44
45
46

The FEIS Reevaluation confirmed the potential for the displacement of six residential properties
and seven business properties (12 businesses) by the Preferred Alternative. The relocations
were still within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City of Marietta. The City’s comprehensive
plan still shows residential areas remaining residential. One potential highway widening project,
the 5.9-mile widening and grade separation of US-41 (Cobb Parkway) between Windy Ridge
Parkway and SR 12 (North Marietta Parkway), still has the potential for displacements. The
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widening would occur exclusively within a business area. Based on visual observation,
indications are that the businesses have sufficient setback and, while the widening could affect
some business-related parking, no apparent displacements would occur. As a result, it was
determined that, other than the six residences and six business properties affected by the
Preferred Alternative, it was likely that other residences and businesses would remain. Based on
the above, a relatively small number of acquisitions and displacements would be associated with
the proposed project, City of Marietta land use plans, and the Cobb Parkway widening project.
The contribution of the proposed project to cumulative effects of the identified transportation,
development and redevelopment projects that might occur in the future was anticipated to be
negligible.

11

Land Use

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Cumulative impacts on land use could vary substantially depending on land use and growth
policies and strategies put in place by the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC), Cobb County
and the City of Marietta and other agencies and local governments responsible for land use
planning and policies. If the current policies are followed, most new residential development
would be focused in areas away from regional and community centers and most nonresidential
development would be focused along major arterials, highway interchanges, and high-capacity
mass transit routes and collectors. If the land use policies are not followed and enforced through
zoning and other means, then residential and commercial development could spread outside
areas targeted for growth. This is true regardless of whether the No-Build or Preferred
Alternative is selected and implemented.

22

Economic Resources

23
24
25
26

As with land use, cumulative impacts on economic resources could vary substantially depending
on whether growth policies and strategies are followed. If growth occurs outside the areas
targeted for growth, the local jurisdictions could experience increased costs to provide and
maintain services.

27

Environmental Justice

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

The FEIS Reevaluation confirmed the potential displacement of six residences and 12
businesses by the Preferred Alternative. All of the affected residences and businesses were
located in identified minority and low-income neighborhoods. The residential displacements were
scattered over three different neighborhoods, while the businesses were concentrated in a single
location. Because of the relatively small number of residential displacements and the minimal
effect on the neighborhoods, the project contribution to the cumulative effect of displacements,
when combined with other development-related displacements of minority and low-income
persons was expected to be neglible.

36
37
38
39

An evaluation of the social equity effects of the Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan
was completed in January 2010. The study concluded that environmental justice communities
are not disproportionately impacted by managed lanes and that the congestion reduction
resulted in the potential for air quality benefits.

40
41
42
43
44

An earlier study, HOT Lane Environmental Justice Analysis (SRTA, 2006) that looked at the
effects of tolling on environmental justice populations found that while regional implementation of
HOT lanes did not appear to disproportionately impact any particular group when it did not
include converting existing HOV or SOV lanes to HOT operation, implementation of HOT lanes
would create localized environmental justice concerns.
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In summary, while the cumulative effect of the Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System on
environmental justice populations in the study area is not anticipated to be disproportionate,
some areas of concern do exist. Key methods of addressing these concerns include an
educational campaign, inclusive payment methods (e.g. a cash payment option) and access to
information regarding the operations and benefits of managed lanes.

6

Visual Quality and Aesthetics

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

No change in project design occurred between the FEIS and the FEIS Reevaluation. As a result,
there was no change in finding that the Preferred Alternative would not affect visual character or
visually sensitive resources (FEIS Section 5.8). It would still result in a moderate effect on visual
quality, as vertical structures associated with the managed lanes would be visible from some
locations. Also, where the freeway is at- or above-grade, it would be seen from adjacent
properties. Mitigation would include context–sensitive finishes for walls and to enhance areas
where the project can be seen from adjacent properties and roadways.

14
15
16
17
18

In the context of visual effects, cumulative impacts would occur with implementation of multiple
projects in the same viewshed. Because of the existing urban and developing environment
along the I-75 and I-575 corridors and scattered nature of the potential transportation and
development/redevelopment projects, which would affect a range of discrete views and visual
settings, cumulative visual impacts were not anticipated.

19

Air Quality

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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39
40
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Under the Clean Air Act, states with areas in nonattainment for one or more of the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP)
that addresses each pollutant for which it fails to meet the NAAQS. In order to receive
federal transportation funds within a nonattainment area, the area must demonstrate
through a federally mandated transportation conformity process that the transportation
investments, strategies and programs, taken as a whole, contribute to the air quality goals
defined in the SIP. PLAN 2040 contains a conformity determination report (CDR). The CDR
demonstrates that the region’s transportation strategies meet federal air quality
requirements.
Cumulative impacts for air quality are considered via the regional emissions analysis
associated with conformity as well as the regional assessment conducted for the FEIS
Reevaluation. Table 3-2 of the Air Quality Technical Report 2013 Addendum highlights the
regional impacts of the project by comparing the regional emission burdens of criteria
pollutants of concern (CO, NOx, PM10, PM2.5 and HC) with and without the preferred
alternative. This analysis is based on traffic projections developed using PLAN2040 data
which includes all approved projects as defined by the MPO.
The cumulative effect of the past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions within the study
area are not expected to adversely affect air quality in the region. The Northwest Corridor
Project is included in ARC’s PLAN 2040 RTP and FY 2012-2017 TIP (ARC, 2011c), which
were adopted on July 27, 2011. The results of the emissions analysis for PLAN 2040
demonstrate adherence to the established 20-county Motor Vehicle Emissions Budget. The
conformity analysis was performed for the years 2016, 2020, 2030 and 2040. The analysis
years meet the requirements for specific horizon years that the transportation plan must
reflect as specified in 93.106(a)(1) of the Transportation Conformity Rule and specific
analysis years that the regional emissions analysis must reflect per Section 93.118(b) and
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93.118(d)(2). Since the eight-hour ozone standard attainment year falls outside of the PLAN
2040 RTP horizon, a near-term year of 2016 was selected as the initial analysis year. This
year is within five years of the conformity determination year of 2011, as suggested by the
August 13, 2010 proposed Transportation Conformity Rule Restructuring Amendment
revision to 93.118(b).

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The FY 2012-2017 TIP is a direct subset of PLAN 2040 RTP. The conformity determination
for the FY 2012-2017 TIP includes the same set of projects; defined by their design concept,
design scope and analysis years, as PLAN 2040 RTP. The RTP and TIP are financially
constrained consistent per 23 CFR Part 450 Subpart C (i.e., cost feasible). The funding
source for construction and operation, if applicable, of all projects is identified and presented
in Volume I, Appendix A. The FY 2012-2017 TIP also meets all other planning requirements
including:

13
14

Each program year of the FY 2012-2017 TIP is consistent with the federal
funding that is reasonably expected for that year;

15
16
17

Required state and local matching funds, and funds for projects funded entirely
by state and/or local money, are consistent with the revenue sources expected
over the same period;

18
19
20

The FY 2012-2017 TIP is consistent with the conforming long-range plan such
that the regional emissions analysis performed for the long-range plan directly
applies to the TIP;

21
22
23

The FY 2012-2017 TIP contains all projects which must be started in the TIP time
frame to implement the highway and transit system envisioned by the long-range
plan in each of its horizon years;

24
25
26

All FY 2012-2017 TIP projects that are regionally significant are part of the
specific highway or transit system envisioned in the long-range plan’s horizon
years;

27
28

The design concept and scope of each regionally significant project identified in
the FY 2012-2017 TIP are consistent with PLAN 2040 RTP.

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
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39
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Upon completion of the technical conformity analysis, ARC staff determined that the PLAN
2040 RTP and the FY 2012-2017 TIP together demonstrate compliance with the Clean Air
Act as amended in 1990 in accordance with all conformity requirements as detailed in 40
CFR Parts 51 and 93 (the Transportation Conformity Rule) and 23 CFR Part 450 (the
Metropolitan Planning Regulations as established in SAFETEA-LU, source:
http://www.atlantaregional.com/plan2040/documents--tools). The PLAN 2040 RTP and the
FY 2012-2017 TIP were approved by the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority on
August 18, 2011 and the FHWA issued a conformity determination on September 6, 2011.
As such, the Northwest Corridor Project is part of a conforming RTP and TIP, and the
cumulative impacts of the project have been thus evaluated. The Northwest Corridor Project
also was included in the positive conformity determination for Amendment 10 of the
Envision6 RTP.
With regard to mobile source air toxics (MSATs), EPA issued its first Mobile Source Air
Toxics Rule in 2001, which identified 21 mobile source air toxic (MSAT) compounds as
being hazardous air pollutants that required regulation. A subset of six of these MSAT
compounds were identified as having the greatest influence on health and included
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benzene, 1,3-butadiene, formaldehyde, acrolein, acetaldehyde, and diesel particulate matter
(DPM). In February 2007, EPA issued the Final Rule for Control of Hazardous Air Pollutants
from Mobile Sources, which generally supported the findings in the first rule and provided
additional recommendations of compounds having the greatest impact on health. The rule
also identified several engine emission certification standards that must be implemented.

1
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Noise

30
31
32
33
34
35

For noise, the future year analysis includes projected traffic volumes and speeds for the project,
forecasted background traffic growth, traffic growth resulting from other planned and
programmed projects for the area and improvements in speed resulting from capacity
improvements. As a result, the noise impacts predicted in the noise analysis and presented in
the SDEIS, FEIS, and FEIS Reevaluation represent direct, indirect and cumulative noise impacts
in areas where the project could influence traffic.

36

Water Quality

37
38
39
40
41
42

The Preferred Alternative would require an additional 85 to 150 feet of right-of-way along the
approximately 10-mile segment between Akers Mill Road and the I-75/I-575 interchange. In the
FEIS, the following impacts to water resources were identified: 17 acres of floodplain fill; 3,309
linear feet of surface water; and 0.0 acre of wetland. The surface water and wetland impacts
would be mitigated by withdrawals of mitigation credits from existing USACE-approved or
GDOT-owned stream and wetland mitigation banks.

43
44
45

For floodplains, streams and wetlands, the 44,022-acre study area was evaluated for potential
cumulative effects on these resources. Figure 1 shows the ICI study boundary for these
resources.

The EPA’s 2007 Final Rule requires controls that will dramatically decrease MSAT
emissions through cleaner fuels and cleaner engines. According to FHWA analysis, even if
vehicle activity (vehicle-miles traveled, VMT) increases by 102 percent as assumed from
2010 to 2050, a combined reduction of 83 percent in the total annual emissions for the
priority MSAT is projected for the same time period (FHWA Interim Guidance Update on
Mobile Source Air Toxic Analysis in NEPA, December 6, 2012.).
In FHWA’s view, information is incomplete or unavailable to credibly predict the projectspecific health impacts due to changes in MSAT emissions associated with a proposed set
of highway alternatives. The outcome of such an assessment, adverse or not, would be
influenced more by the uncertainty introduced into the process through assumption and
speculation rather than any genuine insight into the actual health impacts directly
attributable to MSAT exposure associated with a proposed action. Because of the limitations
in the methodologies for forecasting health impacts described, any predicted difference in
health impacts between alternatives is likely to be much smaller than the uncertainties
associated with predicting the impacts. Consequently, the results of such assessments
would not be useful to decision makers, who would need to weigh this information against
project benefits, such as reducing traffic congestion, accident rates, and fatalities plus
improved access for emergency response, that are better suited for quantitative analysis
(FHWA Interim Guidance Update on Mobile Source Air Toxic Analysis in NEPA, Appendix
C, December 6, 2012.)
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Planned highway improvements in the ICI area are listed in Table 3. The potential impacts of
these projects to floodplains, streams and wetlands were calculated assuming a 500-foot radius
from the center of interchanges and intersections. The resulting potential impacts are discussed
below. The estimates are conservative, as the width/radius of many of the improvements
includes existing roadways where development has already occurred and the specific
characteristics of these projects is not known but are unlikely to affect the full width of such a
corridor.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

The ICI study area has an extensive network of streams and associated floodplains. Within the
ICI study area, floodplains comprise approximately 4,816 acres. The existing project right-of-way
includes about 138 acres of floodplain; the proposed project right-of-way includes less than 10
acres of additional floodplains since the majority of the project is located within existing right-ofway. The corridors for other planned highway improvements include approximately 142 acres of
floodplains based on the corridor width assumptions described above. As shown in Figure 1 , the
project corridor has 13 floodplain crossings with associated streams. Other planned highway
projects would have about eight floodplain crossings with associated streams.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

The project corridor is highly urbanized, with commercial, industrial, and residential development,
and the surrounding study area is becoming increasingly urban. Therefore, as noted above, the
area along the project corridor is mostly developed and, in some cases, older development may
be within 100-year floodplains and already taken into account in floodplain mapping. Current and
future development/redevelopment and associated infrastructure would occur within the
parameters of existing local ordinances that govern development in floodplains. These
ordinances avoid or minimize encroachments into floodplains and restrict land use that is
incompatible with the natural function of floodplains.

24
25
26
27

The future highway projects shown on Table 3 are governed by Executive Order 11988,
Floodplain Management; USDOT Order 5650.2, Floodplain Management and Protection; and
Title 23, Section 650 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Floodplain impacts and significant
encroachments are not permitted unless there is no practicable alternative.

28
29
30
31

Although, as described above, there is a potential for reasonably foreseeable future
transportation and development projects to affect floodplains, they would be required to comply
with the ordinances and regulations that restrict development in floodplains and affects on flood
elevations. Therefore no significant cumulative impact to floodplains is expected.

32
33
34
35
36

As shown on Figure 1, wetlands are scattered throughout the ICI study area. Most are within
floodplains and/or associated with navigable waters and, therefore are within USACE jurisdiction
under the Clean Water Act, with additional protection provided by the floodplain ordinances and
regulations described above. Two substantial wetland systems occur at the southerly and
northwest boundaries of the ICI study area.

37
38
39
40
41

Overall, jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands comprise approximately 1,312 acres of the
ICI study area. An estimated 1,021 acres of these wetlands are within floodplains. A few
wetlands may have been part of a larger system in the past. However, the pattern shown on
Figure 1 is characteristic of their location within Georgia’s piedmont region, where wetlands tend
to be relatively small and found along adjacent to streams.

42
43
44
45

The wetlands within floodplains are unlikely to be affected by ongoing or future development
projects, as they would be protected by floodplain development restrictions. Future
development/redevelopment projects may have the potential to affect jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional wetlands that are outside of floodplains. However, these future projects will be
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required to be in compliance with Sections 404 of the CWA, as amended, which require a permit
placement of fill in wetlands.

3
4
5
6
7
8

The proposed project is expected to affect 0.3-acre of jurisdictional wetland. Within the ICI study
area, 35 acres of wetlands are within planned highway improvement corridors using the
conservative assumptions described above. It can be expected that efforts will be made to avoid,
minimize, and mitigate wetland impacts in developing these projects as per Sections 404 of the
CWA, as amended and Executive Order 11990, which requires federal agencies to avoid use or
modification of wetlands unless there is no practicable alternative.

9
10
11
12

Cumulative impacts to wetlands within floodplains are not anticipated, both because no notable
wetland systems would be affected by a combination of projects that would substantially
deteriorate their function and small wetland impacts would be avoided, minimized, or mitigated
by federal law and regulation.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Streams in the ICI study area are shown on Figure 1 . As shown, approximately 119 miles of
jurisdictional streams are within the ICI study area and are subject to regulation by the USACE in
accordance with requirements of the CWA. The project corridor has 19 stream crossings. No new
crossings are required by the project. Based on available data, approximately four miles of streams
are within the corridors of future projects using the corridor width assumptions described above,
which would include about nine stream crossings. New development/ redevelopment and future
transportation projects affecting streams would be required to implement stream protection measures
in accordance with requirements of the Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Act of 1975, as
amended and implemented by the GDNR, Environmental Protection Division. These measures
include provision of a 25-foot vegetative buffer for warm-water non-trout streams and a 50-foot
vegetative buffer for cold water trout streams. Encroachments to these buffers generally require a
stream buffer variance that includes requirements for erosion control measures.

25
26
27
28
29
30

Other requirements for land-disturbing activities that may result in soil erosion and sedimentation
include best management practices such as minimizing cut and fill, timely vegetation and
revegetation, trapping runoff by use of debris basins, sediment basins, silt traps or similar measures.
Also, permits require submittal of erosion and sedimentation control plans. Therefore, although
streams could be affected by reasonably foreseeable future actions, based on protection
requirements, cumulative impacts to streams and related effects to water quality are not anticipated.
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Appendix F

Air Quality Memorandum

RECORD OF DECISION

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE OF GEORGIA
__________
INTERDEPARTMENT CORRESPONDENCE

P.I. No.

FILE

0008256

OFFICE

Environmental Services

DATE

May 13, 2013

FROM

Amber L. Phillips

TO

File

SUBJECT

CSNHS-0008-00(256), Counties Cobb & Cherokee - Northwest Corridor

The air quality analysis for this project is in compliance with federal air quality laws and regulations. The
air quality analysis for this project began in April of 2006. Since the MOVES model regional level data
needed for MSAT toxins was not available at that time, the analysis utilized the Mobile model. The
MOVES model for project level air analysis went into effect on December 20, 2012. Regional level
analyses were not required to begin using MOVES until March 2013 and regional runs will not be
available until the end of 2013. While the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) has their regional
MOVES input data now they will not release it until they update their conformity model using the
regional input data sometime this spring and have their models approved by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and FHWA. Once approval is obtained, ARC will be able to use their input data and any
other assumptions required for project purposes. Thus the regional data needed to run the MOVES model
for the MSAT toxins was not available when this analysis began and still is not available.
EPA guidance indicates that projects begun after the MOVES effective date should utilize the new model
and projects should not change models.
•

EPA guidance states that projects started after December 20, 2012 need to be completed utilizing
MOVES. Projects that already had complete air assessments prior to December 20, 2012 and
environmental documents in the development process are not required to be updated at this time.
As noted above, the air quality analysis for this project was begun in April of 2006 and thus
utilized Mobile. Once quantitative data becomes available projects may or may not be required to
be updated based on unique project factors. Examples of when a project may need to be updated
include significant traffic changes or a new worst case signalized intersection being added to the
project. Since the quantitative date is not available, it is not known at this time if this project will
have any unique factors requiring an update to the air quality analysis.

•

Projects also need to be completed using the same model, i.e., projects that initially utilized the
Mobile model must continue to use the Mobile model. Since MOVES input data is not available
for MSATS the air report was completed utilizing the Mobile model. Any future updates, if
needed, will continue to utilize the Mobile model.
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